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DICTYS CRETENSIS AND HOMER. 

? 

In his very original article “ Dictys of Crete and Homer’ 
(Journal of Philology, Vol. xxx1. No. 62, p. 207) Mr T. W. 
Allen says that “even as it now stands it does not meet with 

Mr Andrew Lang’s approval.” I could not but smile at the 

idea of my venturing to disapprove. But as we have no hint 

of direct and external evidence for the existence of an Achaean 

“ verse-chronicle,” written or orally handed down from an age 
which, to Homer, was remote antiquity; and as Mr Allen 

appears to think that there was such a chronicle, poetised by 

Homer, but known in one form or another to the so-called 

Dictys of Crete, I think that we must look for evidence to 

analogous cases. Mr Allen in his interesting paper had no 

space for a study of analogies in other early national literatures, 

Analogy is a very frail reed, but, in this case we have no other 

support in inquiry as to the relations between historical records 
of historical events,—on one side—and epic or other early 

narrative poetry, such as ballads, which are also concerned 

with historical subjects,—on the other. It is mainly, but not 

solely, the evidence of analogy; of what is actually known 

concerning the relations of very early mediaeval epics, and 

much later ballads, to chronicle-history, that causes me to 
dissent from Mr Allen’s theories. 

Journal of Philology. vou, xxx11, ] 
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My dissent begins to declare itself very early in the dis- 

cussion. Homer was perfectly familiar with Court minstrels, 

and represents them as knowing the whole tale of the Trojan 
war, and the Returns of the Heroes, beginning at any point 
which the audience chose. “The whole series was in the 

bardic memory. In other words a body of verse was extant, 

deposited in the heads of a professional class, Snusoepyoi. 

Od. xv. 333....” If there were “a body of verse,” a verse- 
chronicle, added to as fresh events occurred, kept up to date, 

and “deposited in the heads of a professional class,” the Court 

minstrels were not so much poets as rhapsodes or reciters. But 
Odysseus (Od. vit. 487 ff.) applauds Demodocus as an original 
poet, “taught either by the Muse or Apollo” (in his art, I 

presume), and as well-informed as if he had been an eye- 
witness of the war, or had, at least, information at first hand. 

Here is nothing like a hint of a verse-chronicle. The supposed 

events are contemporary ; are known from the reports of men 

who took part in the adventures. 
All this reads, and other passages read, as if, in Homer's 

own day, the poet were a kind of living but tuneful newspaper: 
“the newest songs” are the most favoured. But, on the other 

hand, Homer himself does not sing new songs of contemporary - 
events (which, he says, is the popular thing to do), but of 

events so remote that they have “won their way to. the 
mythical,” just as, in early mediaeval France, in the eleventh 

century, the favourite, indeed the only themes of the Chansons 

de Geste are so remote (800—814) that they also are almost 

purely mythical, and interwoven with occurrences much later 

than the reign of Charlemagne, but thrown back into that. 

period. No chronicle, no history, but folk-memory and fancy 
inspire the French singers. To this I shall return, but Homer 

does not suggest to me the idea that a contemporary and 

continued chronicle was in existence: he speaks of inspiration, 

and of reports of eye-witnesses of the war. 
To take another analogy; Homer knows Court minstrels 

who sing of events of their own date. We, too, have abundance 
of, not courtly lays, but popular ballads, composed by unknown 

1 Journal of Philology, p. 210, 
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and humble versifiers on historical events of their own time. 

But these, like the English ballads on the affairs of the Scottish 
Court,—the murder of Darnley, the minority of James VI,— 

are almost crazily unhistorical. It seems impossible that events 
so striking, so important, and so renowned should be so mis- 

understood and perverted in song. The affair of the French 
waiting-maid and French apothecary, hanged for child murder 

in 1563 (Randolph to Cecil, Dec. 31, 1563) becomes the ballad 
of The Queen's Marie, one of the Four Maries, and. of Henry 

Darnley, who was not even in Scotland at the date of the 

events, and this ballad has some twenty variants, all wildly 

wrong, only one retains a trace of the apothecary. Yet ballads 

against the Maries were common in Knox’s time, “ which we 
for modesteis sake omit,” says the pudibund Knox. The 

ballads are always more or less or altogether wrong in their 
facts: they rest on no chronicle. Now historical ballads and 

early epic lays are things very closely akin. 

I can scarcely be wrong in saying that the epic, Greek or 
Frankish, if not a courtly development of Volksheder on 

historic events, at least retains unmistakable relics of the 

ballad manner. This is natural, both ballad and epic being 
primarily intended to be recited or chanted to a circle of 

listeners. 
Thus in both of these early literary genres the poets practise 

the same art of economy of phrasing. 

As I have said elsewhere?, “ Motherwell, who wrote without 

Homer in his mind, seems to state the case of the ballad very 

clearly. ‘There is not an action, not an occurrence of any sort, 
but has its appropriate phraseology; and to enumerate all 

these would, in effect, be to give the principal portion of all 

our ancient ballads. For in all cases where there is an identity 
of interest, of circumstance, of action, each ballad varies not 

from the established mode of clothing these in language.... 
They were the general outlines of every class of human 

interests?’ ” 

1 The World of Homer, p. 292. Literature,” in his Ancient and Modern 
* Motherwell’s Introduction, ‘‘The Minstrelsy. 

Origin and History of Scottish Ballad : 

1—2 
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These words of Motherwell apply as closely to the style of 
the Homeric epic. The convention of both epic and ballad, 

the economy in invention of expressions, is a relief to the ~ 
memory of the reciter in both cases, yet in neither interferes 
with the spirit and élan of the narrative. Thus Mr Leaf says 

of the Eighth Book of the Iliad, “it has “undoubtedly great 

spirit and movement though nearly one-third of the lines are 

found again in the Iliad and Odyssey—sometimes with a slight 

difference.” These being the characteristics of ballad and — 
epic, we may think it probable that both will bear a similar 

relation to actual recorded history whether contained in 
chronicles or in documents. 

My excuse for disagreeing with Mr Allen is that I have 

made a study of the relations of early mediaeval epics (the 

Chansons de Geste, the Volsunga Saga, Beowulf, and so forth), 

to actual chronicles dealing with the same events; and of the 
relations of old historical ballads to history. The mediaeval 
epics, such as the Chansons de Geste, owe next to nothing, if 
anything, to chronicles; and the ballads often merely make 

a start from an historical fact, or from popular memory of a 

recent fact, and then plunge into romance, 
Now Mr Allen postulates throughout by way of hypothesis, 

a “chronicle,” a “ verse-chronicle” which, in one way or another, 

may be supposed to have reached Dictys of Crete, say in 

300 a.D. Dictys thus would be “able to represent the actual 

course of events?.” Homer had the same chronicle, I under- 

stand, and treated it with the utmost poetic freedom. 
The objections are three ; first, I think the existence of any 

actual “chronicle” of the Trojan affairs very improbable (here 
Mr Allen differs). Secondly, the early mediaeval epics and the 
traditional ballads do not go for their facts to such chronicles 

as we know to have actually existed, but merely to popular 

memory of the events, which from the first, is purely fantastic 
and romantic. Thirdly, in the evolution of mediaeval literature 

the epic, by a long interval, precedes the verse-chronicle: as 
the Chansons de Geste precede the earliest verse- chronicles of 

1 Leaf, Iliad, Introduction to Book VIII, 

2 J, P., p. 228, 
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France. Barbour’s The Brus, Wyntoun’s Cronykil, are much 

later in evolution than the ancient German epics, Beowulf, and 
the lost or fragmentary epics which lend episodes and digressions 
to Beowulf, as other lays or epics, not a chronicle, lent them 

to the poet of the Iliad. 
Unluckily we have only analogy to guide us, and the early 

mediaeval analogy is distorted by the known fact that chronicles 

were written in Latin; and certainly to the Latin chronicles 

(as Gaston Paris demonstrates in Légendes du Moyen Age, and 
as every reader can see), the authors of the Chansons de Geste 

did not go for their facts. 
They went to popular tradition, and to Volkslieder which, 

we know, existed, and to Mérchen as in Berthe au« grands 

pieds. Charlemagne collected the traditional Germanic lays of 
the past; he had no Germanic verse-chronicle to study: or we 

hear of none, of lays we hear from Tacitus. 
But, in Mr Allen’s theory, there existed a vernacular 

chronicle of the Trojan affair in Greece. 
This we cannot prove or disprove, but I think it most 

improbable. As for a written chronicle we do not know that 
Minoan characters were used for literary purposes in Crete ; or, 
if they were, that they were employed by Achaean chroniclers 

in the remote age of the expedition to the Hellespont, an 

expedition earlier, perhaps, than the Achaean occupation of 

Crete. Our information is, on this point, more dim than it is 

about the Germanic peoples of the Late Celtic or La Téne 
period in Ireland. The Germans, certainly, had runes in the 

days of Attila, and earlier; the Irish may have had Ogam 
characters (as the Tain Bo Cualgne asserts), in the days of 

Cuchulain. But nobody says that they used runes or Ogam 
for contemporary chronicles, and it is perfectly clear that the 
Cuchulain cycle, the Volsunga, and Beowulf are not in any 

way derived from vernacular or from Latin chronicles, though 

the two latter mention persons named in Latin chronicles, 

Cochlaicus and Atli, and Alboin is a historic character appear- 
ing in epic; though the story of Alboin and Rosamund is a 

mere variant of the Mdrchen of Candaules and Gyges. 

We know then, that by 350 a.D. and earlier, the Germans 
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could write in runes; we do not know that the invaders of 

Troyland could write; but the Germans did not employ their 
runes in keeping chronicles; and their early epics are certainly 

based on no chronicles, but on popular tradition mixed up 
with lays and Mérchen: though they had runes, alphabetic 

characters. 
Homer, and the lays on Thebes, the Argonautic expedition, 

Aetolia, Corinth and so forth, appear, like the French, Germanic, 

and Irish epics to be based on the same sort of materials, 

legend, lays, Mdrchen, with far more of Mdrchen than of historic 

tradition. 
If chronicles existed, the traditions of each Greek state 

should have been based on them. But you may read through 

Grote’s chapters on these traditions, and you will find that 

every one of them is a tissue of Mérchen of world-wide diffusion 
(localised in Thebes, Corinth, Athens, Megara, in Thessaly, and 

so forth), just as is the chronicle history of King Lear. 

This is no conjecture, I can give the Mdrchen which is the 

base of each State legend. 
Now surely this fact in itself demonstrates that the States 

had ‘no chronicles. 
The only approaches, known to me, to such _ historic 

chronicles as Mr Allen postulates, are, rather strangely, to be 

found among non-writing peoples, notably Maoris and the 

Pueblo Indians. The Maori “chronicle” beginning with a 
truly Hesiodic cosmogony continues into an account of the 
migrations, and arrival in New Zealand. The Pueblo Indians, 

beginning with an amazing mixture of Hesiod and Hegel, also 
deal with dreamlike migrations. In Melanesia genealogies of 

very considerable length are extant in memory. The Tohunga 
colleges of the Maori preserve, or used to preserve, the tradi- 

tions. We hear of.no such colleges in Greece, and the extreme 

curtness of the Greek genealogies, going back to a god, with 

the entire absence of more full information in the hands of 

Herodotus and other historians, indicates that no such ee 

logies were preserved. 
If Dictys could get at any shape or kind of chronicle, much 

more could Thucydides, yet Homer is his only source, “if any 
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one chooses to believe Homer.” His source is the lays of 
Sennachies (Sypoepyo/). Achilles had “stories of men,” and 

Mr Allen concludes that “the stock of heroic poetry consisted 

(besides theology) of past history, and wice versdé that the 

salient and greater feats of past history were extant in verse 

and remained till later times. No one will object to see such 

verse-chronicle in the various mrapexBaoes of the Iliad, the 
wars between the Pylians and Eleans, the clearing of the hairy 

men out of Pelion by the Lapithae, the story of Meleager?.” 

I would as soon see chronicle in the 7rapexBacers of Beowulf, 
which are certainly known to be derived from epic lays. I have 

no doubt that there were in Greece ballads of Border raids and 

recoveries; one of Nestor’s is very like Jamie Telfer, but Jamie 

with his “hot-trod” is a myth, based on two historic events, 

and, historically false from end to end*. There was no such 
person as Jamie Telfer! The war in Pelion also left a tradition 

of Centaurs, it became myth. Meleager wandered into the 

Mérchen of the Life Token, the natal brand, the spae-wives. 

As for Argo, from the beginning to the Flight from Colchis 
it is a tissue of Médrchen, known from the Samoyeds to the 

Samoans‘. 
Eumelus and others pragmatised and historicised this tissue 

of fairy tales. If they had possessed a chronicle of the events 

(none of which ever occurred) they would have used the 

chronicle. They had none. Pindar cites Eumelus for the 

absurd Corinthian part of the legend of Argo, the patriotic 
and impossible invention of Eumelus. For Attic history, 
Lycurgus cites—Euripides, not an Attic chronicle. Had 

Thucydides known any relics of the chronicle of events which 
was accessible to Dares how gladly he would have quoted 

it! “The bards, children of Memory, had in their hands a 

chronicle...°.” Not so, they were “children of Memory,” of 

popular memory, like the singers of the Chansons de Geste, of 

Beowulf, the Volsunga Saga man and the makers of the ballad 
of The Queen’s Marie. 

1 Thucydides, 1. 10. 4+ See Custom and Myth, ‘‘A Far 
2 J. P., pp. 210, 211. Travelled Tale,”” The World of Homer, 
3 See Jamie Telferin my Sir Walter pp. 169—180. 

Scott and the Border Minstrelsy, 1910. 5 J. P., p. 211. 
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On the other hand, I entirely agree with Mr Allen, in 

holding that the maker of the Iliad and of the Catalogue, 
knows the heroic geography of Greece. But so does the 
Chanson de Roland know the topography of Roncesvaux and 

of Spain; so do the ballad-makers know the topography of the 

Border. I conceive the Iliad to have been made in the 
pre-Dorian age, but neither in the age nor from a chronicle of 
the expedition to the Hellespont. The poet knew no more, 

historically, of that event than the poet of the Chanson de 
Roland knew of the history of Charlemagne, or even of the 

nature of the truth about the rearguard action at Roncesvaux. 
Here the parallel is very close. In both cases a war of two 

or three centuries agone is known, topography is known, the 

rest is myth: Ethiopian auxiliaries (in both epics), visits of 
gods or of angels, 

As another example take Blind Harry’s Wallace (1490). 

Harry, in an age of chronicles, Latin and vernacular, writes of 
events distant by about a hundred and sixty years. He has 

Barbour’s The Brus before him, a chronicle often very accurate, 

He knows his geography as well as Homer does. But he writes 

“a heroic poem, it is poetry not chronicle.” The epic of 

Wallace comes after the verse-chronicle. He represents, after 

Barbour (1370), a century of change, a new couche sociale. He 

does to The Brus what the Cypria and the Attic tragedians do 

to Odysseus. As they make Palamedes first in counsel and in 
war, and denigrate Odysseus, so Harry makes Wallace knock 

down Bruce, and actually assigns Bruce’s feats of arms and 

adventures to Wallace! He fills Wallace’s career with events 

which occurred long after Wallace’s limbs were fixed on stakes 

about the country. As the Cyclics introduce non-Homeric 

rites, manners, and religion, so does Harry introduce manners, 
arms, ceremonies and political institutions unknown to Wallace’s 
time. Like the Cyclics who bring in non-Homeric ghosts, 
Harry brings in very fearsome ghosts. ‘“ Harry nearly uproots 

Barbour,” says Mr Neilson. The Cyclic, Ionian, Athenian, and 
Roman inventions actually uprooted Homer throughout the 
Middle Ages’. 

' 1 For Harry see Mr Neilson ‘On Studies of the English Association, pp. 
Blind Harry’s Wallace” in Essaysand 84—112, 
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Thus careless is epic of history, to which the verse-chronicle 
of Barbour keeps, as a rule, very close. Dictys often follows 

the Cyclics (the parallel to Blind Harry), not Homer, and not 
a real chronicle of the Trojan war. The Cyclics themselves do 

not follow a real chronicle. The Cypria opens with councils of 

the gods, and then enters into the Mdrchen of the wooing of 
Nemesis by Zeus in many bestial disguises. Then The Cypria 

follows Homeric hints; then goes to “ Peloponnesus” (a name 

never used by Homer) and plunges into the Mdrchen of Keen 

Eye: of Oedipous, of Theseus. Here Dictys omits all this 

matter. Palamedes, recruiting the heroes, unmasks the 

cowardly shirking of Odysseus (omitted by Dictys). 
Then come more borrowings from the Iliad, and then, as 

the author of The Cypria has to fill nine years before he 
reaches The Wrath of Achilles, he manages by aid of Homeric 

hints; introducing non-Homeric knowledge of geography. He 
returns to hints from Homer, and next brings in the Mdrchen 

of three fairy girls who magically produce corn, wine, and oil, 
and are induced by the great Palamedes to come to the 
Achaean camp. Then these scoundrels Diomede and Odysseus 

drown Palamedes and excite the anger of Zeus, who detaches 

Achilles from the Achaean cause. 
Dictys, I think, is a writer with a “tendency,” an anti- 

Homeric, anti-Achaean tendency, also exhibited in The Cypria. 
Thus in his early part, “Agamemnon and Menelaus are alluded 

to with contempt as the sons of Pleisthenes.” Menelaus is in 

Crete when Paris carries off Helen. That is from The Cypria. 
Palamedes is the hero of The Cypria, at least a part of it was 

called Palamedeia’. Zhe Cypria made Palamedes the bringer 
of the magical maidens; Dictys historicises this: Palamedes 

superseded Odysseus in the commissariat ! 
In my opinion The Cypria dates itself as posterior to 

Homer, and proves its provenance, a non-Achaean source, by 

its introduction and treatment of Palamedes. Here Dictys 

follows either The Cypria or later Attic expansions of the 
legend of Palamedes, the hero of plays by each of the three 

great Athenian tragedians. Palamedes is usually made a 
1 Mure 1, 281. 
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Nauplian, therefore, in the eyes of Homer, a subject of 
Diomede. He is no Achaean prince; even Dictys cannot 

assign to him a single ship: the authority of the Catalogue 
was too powerful. Yet this Palamedes, less important than 

Nereus even, is always, while he lives, first and foremost with 
Dictys, as he apparently was with the author of The Cypria. 

As I have shewn (The World of Homer, “The Story of Pala- 
medes’’), this hero was originally a “culture hero,” an inventor 
of the arts among the sea-coast people of western central 

Greece. He has no natural place among the Achaean peers 

and paladins. He is foisted into the Tale of Troy by the 
anti-Achaean reaction. 

He was, says Dictys, in Crete, when the news of the elope- 

ment of Helen arrived, and paralysed Menelaus. “But when 

Palamedes saw that Menelaus was stupefied by rage and 
indignation, and incapable of counsel, he prepares the ships,” 

who but he “consoles the king, makes all necessary arrange- 

ments, puts Menelaus aboard ship,” and brings him home? 

“ He, at that time, was of most avail in counsel, in domestic 

and military affairs.” 
It is thus that some non-Achaean stock, Ionian or what 

you will, vindicated its greatness against the silence of Homer, 

though it had to kill off Palamedes before the Iliad opens. 

Dictys makes Palamedes the chief of three ambassadors to 

Troy, to ask for the return of Helen. The other two, in 

Iliad III, are Menelaus and Odysseus; perhaps The Cypria 
first added Palamedes ; if not, Dictys promoted that hero to the 
arduous duty. Later, Dictys makes the host elect Palamedes 

as commander-in-chief*, though the fact does not appear in 
Mr Allen’s summary. Indeed his summary is too succinct, and 

does not reveal the fact that for Dictys, probably following 
The Cypria, Palamedes is the foremost hero in council and in 
war. He it is whom the Delphic oracle chooses to offer a great 

sacrifice to Apollo Smintheus, “an honour that was grateful to 
many, on account of the energy and kindliness of the hero, but 
painful to some of the leaders*.” In Homer, of course, the 

Over Lord by divine right does sacrifice for the host. “About 

1 Diectys, 1. 4—6. 2 Dictys, 1. 19. 8 Dictys, m. 14. 
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that time Diomede and Ulysses plotted the death of Pala- 
medes: a thing in human nature because cowards and envious 

men cannot endure to be excelled by their betters.” So these 
cowardly brothers-in-arms, Odysseus and Diomede, kill “the 

best of men” Palamedes. All this is distinctly anti-Achaean 

and anti-Homeric invention. “There were some who said that 

Agamemnon was in the plot, because Palamedes was so adored 
by the army, and because the more part desired to be ruled by 

him, and spoke openly of making him the general.” 

I really cannot believe that in all this anti-Homeric and 

anti-Achaean matter, Dictys is following an Achaean “chronicle.” 
He is following the version of The Cypria, which, in every detail 

of handling, is non-Homeric, and, in religion, rites, and so forth,. 

appears to represent the ways of a non-Achaean people, whose 

glories are not celebrated in the Iliad. 
Dictys pragmatises The Cypria as he pragmatises the narra- 

tive of Homer. Dictys (much praised for his conduct by 

mediaeval writers) cuts out the gods, and offers what the 
mediaeval writers thought plain practical history. Was he 

not an eye-witness? He also dealt, to their delight, in love- 

intrigues. , 

It appears to me, but not to Mr Allen, that Dictys treats 

the narrative of the Iliad in much the same way as he treats 
that of The Cypria. Is it not more probable that he invented 

the forged letters of Odysseus to bring Iphigeneia to Aulis’, 
than that he found them in The Cypria? If he invented them, 

then, as in his omissions, he treated the matter of The Cypria 

with scant respect. 
To me Dictys seems to take many of his facts from the 

Iliad, or from hints in the Iliad, and then to space them out in 
what he thinks a probable and plain historical way, through 

dull expanses of his prose. Thus he makes Menestheus of 
Athens marshal the Greek forces by tribes. This seems to be 
borrowed from Nestor’s suggestion in the Iliad to return to 

the system of clan regiments, combined with the one Homeric 
compliment to an Athenian, on the skill of Menestheus in 

arraying men. (The passage looks suspiciously Athenian, for 

1 Dictys, 1. 20. 2 Tliad, 11. 361—368. 
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Menestheus does nothing in the Iliad but ask for supports.) 
The wound of Menelaus by Pandarus is from Iliad IV, but 

Dictys makes the foul deed occur during the duel, retaining 

the death of Pandarus at the hands of Diomede. Then Dictys, 

writing plain history of course, sends the Greeks into winter © 

quarters, and makes Hector fire a ship by a sudden surprise. 

He is merely pragmatising Homer. Aias fells Hector with a 

stone, again from the long battle in the Iliad, Books XI—X VIIL. 
That colossal and crowded campaign in one battle is not in 

nature, thinks Dictys, so he breaks it up and scatters the 
incidents over much time in his prosaic style. He breaks the 

Doloneia into two pieces: first the capture of Dolon: then, 

after the surprise of the ships the attack of Diomede and 

Odysseus on Rhesus and the Thracians. For history the events 

of Iliad X—XVIII are much too crowded; the plain veracious 

Dares therefore distributes them through several months. 
Achilles yields to the embassy ;—quite right too, think our 

modern separatists who cannot believe that Achilles would 

have refused offers of atonement,—for which he had never 

asked. He asked for one thing, and got it, the slaying of the 
Achaeans among the ships. This is too poetical and not 

political enough for Dares, as for the modern critics. They 
delete the embassy; Dares depoetises it: and makes it more 

like history. 
There is a winter truce ;—very historical before Napoleon 

came! Having got Polyxena and her sacrifice at the tomb of 

Achilles (a thing not to Homer’s taste) from the Cyclic poem, 

Iliow Persis (such sacrifices are truly Ionian), Dictys more suo, 
makes a love story. In the winter leisure Achilles saw and 
loved Polyxena, This leads to what Ionia (as in the case of 
Palamedes and Odysseus) loved; a tale of treachery. There is 

no traitor in the Iliad. Hector asks for the treachery of 
Achilles, in Dictys this crime is to be the bride-price of 

Polyxena. The offer is refused: the Iliad is again taken up 
in fragments; again the long battle (Books XI—XVIII) is 

pilfered from: Patroclus kills Sarpedon, We must have no 
crowding of incidents, nothing divine, like the Making of the 
Arms of Achilles, nothing poetical like the fight of Achilles to 
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avenge Patroclus, who is killed and mutilated, not on the day 

he killed Sarpedon, by Hector and Euphorbus. In the Iliad 
Hector had threatened to mutilate Patroclus; in Dictys he 

-executes his threat. Euphorbus wounded Patroclus in the 

Iliad, Dares keeps that; but, of course, excises the action of 

Apollo, as given by Homer. There is to be no race thrice 
round the walls of Ilios, such a thing, under shield, is im- 

possible; and too highly poetical is the death of Hector sword 

in hand. So Achilles in Dictys ambushes Hector, as, in T’rodlus 

and Cressida, he mobs the unarmed hero with the Myrmidons, 
and butchers him. The rest is a mere debasement and 

modernisation of the last Books of the Iliad, Andromache and 

of course (love-interest) Polyxena soften the heart of Achilles 

who restores the body of Hector. 
All the story is merely a prig’s debasement of the Iliad; 

his restoration of what he thinks probable and _ historical, 

“ Achilles’s reconciliation,” as Mr Allen writes, “is effected 

upon terms, owing to general political considerations’.” Dares 

is merely trying to make a historical narrative out of a 

romance; he breaks up narratives of crowded events, scatters 

them here and there, makes men act as he thinks they do act 
from love, from political considerations, from climatic condi- 

tions, and with un-Homeric treachery. Hector’s death “is no 

climax, and occasions no heroism®.” 

Of course it does not! Dares is as dull as our scientific 

historians: he hates heroism (save in Palamedes), he must 
keep on a low level. 

All this opinion of mine is, as Mr Allen shews’, the current, 

the obvious opinion. That disadvantage it has! Post-Homeric 

writers, as Achaean power declined, from the Cyclics downwards 

through the Attic tragedians, and, of course, the Romans 

with their belief in their Trojan origin, were anti-Homeric, 
anti-Achaean. They debased Homer’s favourite heroes; put 

up against them (as Blind Harry put up Wallace against 
Bruce) their Palamedes; brought the Theseids to Troy, backed 
Aias, a neighbour of Athens, against the blameless Achaeans, 

and so forth. But they did not break up, pragmatise, alter 
1 J. P., p. 221. 2 J. P., p. 222. 
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and debase Homer to the level of scientific history. “Could 

a late prose writer have ventured to rewrite the Iliad?” 
Dictys, to quote an old writer, “did more, he did it.” 

“Would not his paradox have remained a sterile paradox?” 
Facts prove that it “caught on,” was done into Latin, and, till 

the Renaissance reopened the Iliad, uprooted Homer. 
But why does Dictys “respect the events” (except when he 

pragmatises them, omits them, and, in love stories, popularises 
them) of the Cycle, while he rewrites the Iliad? I cannot see 

that he does respect the Cycle: had we more of the Cyclic 

poems we should probably find that Dictys treats them as 
freely as the Iliad. In any case, he minces up the Iliad 
because it gives, in a night and a day, events so very numerous 
that Dictys, as a scientific historian, has to scatter them over 

perhaps a year, politicising them d@ son devis. Apparently he 

likewise politicises The Cypria, making the Commandership and 

therefore the Over Lordship, elective. Nauplian Palamedes 
even, for a while, held the Commandership-in-Chief. Of course 

all this in Homer’s age of Divine Right was as impossible as in 

the Chanson de Roland it would have been to elect a new 

Emperor in place of Charlemagne. Mr Allen speaks of the 
Cyclic as older than the Homeric tradition’. But the Cyclic 

tradition knows “the uncolonised Cyclades and Colophon,” 

Colophon whence Dictys makes Mopsus lead a contingent to 

the war*. Surely this geography is post-Homeric, is not older 

than Homer, but later. Dictys debased Arctinus as he debased 
Homer in the treacherous murder of Achilles in temple. 

Dictys introduced his politics, “prolonged negotiations,’ and 

his beloved treachery, into the narratives of the Lvttle Iliad, 
and the Sack of Ilium. The Palladium is betrayed, sold, not 
captured in a daring adventure. (Homer, of course, mentions 

no Palladium.) It is to this extent that Dictys “respects the 
Cycle.” His rites and religion are non-Homeric: dead heroes 

receive more sacrifices than the gods: gold and silver, by the 

talent, not cattle, are the circulating medium. 

I need not go into the Odyssey, notoriously a mass of 

Mérchen, heroicised by Homer, historicised by Dictys. I have 

1 J. P., po'225. 2 J. P., p. 217. 
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already given my reasons for disbelieving in any “heroic 

chronicle.” When “Dictys gives the operations of the siege 

their natural time’,” that is merely because he is a scientific 

historian, not because he had a heroic chronicle before him. 

Epic poets, in early times, as we know them, never go to a 

chronicle for their historic facts, nor do ballad makers?, nor did 

Homer. He knew older romantic lays, full of Mdarchen, from 

which, in the cases of Meleager, Bellerophon, and Achilles, he 

excised the wilder fancies. 
This, at least, is my view of the case. Analogy gives us 

the Germans, who could write but wrote no chronicle; they 
produced absolutely unhistoric epics, resting on folk-memory 

and Mérchen. The Icelanders, who could write, produced no 

chronicle. The Irish, if they had Ogam characters early, 

produced no chronicle. The French epic poets, who could 

write, or employed clerks, and who could consult chronicles 
wrote no vernacular chronicles and based their epics on folk- 

memory and folk-song. Later the Chanson de Roland was done 
into the Latin prose sham-chronicle of Turpin. I therefore 
conceive that if the Achaeans, centuries before Homer, could 

write, they did not write chronicles ; their State traditions are 

Méarchen: no heroic chronicle is cited by Herodotus ; Thucydides 
knew no heroic authority but Homer. 

Thus it really seems in a high degree improbable that there 

was any heroic chronicle in Greece; and practically certain 

that Homer and other. poets of his time did not (no early epic 
poets known to me ever do) go to his chronicle for “ facts.” 
That many centuries before Dictys, Eumelus and the logo- 

graphers historicised old Epics, is certain. Dictys followed 
their example much more methodically and systematically. 

Mediaeval chroniclers, the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, William 
of Malmesbury, Lindsay of Pitscottie, borrow from ballads and 

lays; the reverse process—the authors of lays and ballads 
borrowing from chronicles,—is to me unknown, or all but 
unknown, in early literatures. I can only give my reasons for 

1 J. P., p. 226. as in Johnny Armstrong, used ballad 
2 «Otterburne,” English and Scots, material. 

is an exception, unless the chroniclers, 
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dissenting from Mr Allen’s conclusions. One of these reasons 
is that Dictys represents the manners and rites of the Homeric 
age in the post-Homeric non-heroic way : while Homer’s picture 
of heroic manners is historic. 

On turning to Mr Allen’s paper, The Homeric Catalogue, 
in The Journal of Hellenic Studies (1910, pp. 319, 320), I 
observe that he does not postulate writing or archives, the 
“verse-chronicle of the Achaeans” may have been orally trans- 

mitted. Our old difficulty recurs when we turn to analogous 
cases. In these there is no trace of an oral verse-chronicle or 

history: we only find legends, lays, Volkslieder, and Mérchen. 
The Catalogue itself is in as good and refined Homeric verse as 
the rest of the Iliad; not in any other older and less elaborate 
metre or measure. It is done by some one versed in pre- 

Dorian political geography. He gives the importance of states 
by positing a highest unit of one hundred ships and reducing 

the number in proportion to his estimate of the relative power 
and importance of the fiefs, so to speak. Thus the Catalogue 
is not a “document” extracted out of an oral or written verse- 
chronicle. I cannot believe in “a list taken down at Aulis, of 

princes, their homes, and their forces’.” 
When we look at the estimates of forces in our chronicles,— 

at Bannockburn or Orleans for example,—and compare them 
with contemporary public records, we see that even the 
chronicles are often as far out as the epics in questions of 

numbers. The Catalogue is a document in its way; but its 

princes are as mythical as the Ganelon, Naismes, Oliver, 

Turpin, and Roland of the Chanson de Roland; or as the 
Wallace of Blind Harry; indeed more so than Wallace who 
was a historic person as Charlemagne was, though by Harry 

mythicised. 
Of course Mr Allen does not conceive of the Catalogue as 

extracted word for word from the “morning states” of the 
forces of Aulis. As I understand him the author of the 
Catalogue turned the “morning states,” the list of ships, 

forces, and commanders into heroic verse, adding references to 
stories and events. But it is in the survival of contemporary 

1 J, H, S., p. 322, note 37, Vol. xxx., Pt. 2, 1910. 
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lists that I disbelieve, knowing nothing like it in other epics 

produced when such lists actually existed in State papers. 
In arguing against the theory that there is more of history 

in the Cycle, and in what Dares may be said to have taken 

from the “chronicle,” than in Homer, I think I am justified by 

the case of Palamedes. Homer certainly presents us with a 
picture of a polity and a state of society in a stage of un- 

chartered feudalism: princes with an Over Lord by right 

divine. In such a state of society the pre-eminence of an 
individual adventurer, as we may say, like Palamedes, an 

inventor of the arts as he appears in Attic legend, is a plainly 
impossible intrusion. Achaean society, as Homer represents 

it, has no room for such a hero, who, as far as we learn, has no 

“following,” does not contribute a single ship to the fleet, yet 
is once elected commander-in-chief, is selected to do sacrifice 

for the whole host (which only the Over Lord can do), and is 

expected to be again elected General-in-Chief by suffrage—just 

as Agamemnon was elected, says Dictys, by ballot slips written 
in Punic characters, and after copious bribes given in gold. 

Every word of this is entirely out of keeping with the 
society which Homer knows and describes, a society in which 
supreme sway is based on divine right, as Agamemnon says, 

corroborated by Nestor’. The Nauplian Palamedes was intruded 
by men probably of non-Achaean stock, and certainly living in 

a non-Homeric state of society in which la carriére est ouverte 

aux talents, in the modern sense} or elections to office may be 

bought by talents of gold. 
All these modernisms are more probably inventions of 

Dictys than ideas borrowed from The Cypria, but even in The 

Cypria the supremacy of Palamedes, a man without a single 

ship, is a modernism and an unhistorical intrusion. 
So successful were these Cyclic and later intrusions that 

Palamedes, in Troilus and Cressida, fights in what answers to 

the battle of [liad XI—X VIII; and, in Malory’s Morte d’ Arthur, 
is a paynim knight who tilts with Lancelot! The Cyclics, the 
Athenian tradition, Virgil, and Dictys had uprooted Homer, 
one of the strangest things in the history of Literature. 

1 Iliad, 1. 175, 277, 279. 

Journal of Philology. vou, xxxu, 2 
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It is a comfort that, as far as I can see, one or other of the 

competing views must be right. Either there was a chronicle 
of the rather prosaic progress of a long siege, and Homer 
took that chronicle, crammed the events into a few days, made 
all things dramatic, all things romantic; or there was no 
chronicle (or none used by Homer), and Dictys merely prag- 

matised Homer and the Cyclic poems. I do not remember 
that Dictys introduces chariotry, or specifies the metal used for 

weapons; and his manners and rites are often un-Homeric. 
But, it may be replied, Dictys, from the chronicle, and the 

Cyclics, gives sacrifices to dead heroes, because he found them 
in the chronicle ; and Homer, for reasons of his own, invented 

a state of opinion about the powerless dead, which made 
sacrifices to heroic ghosts an impossible institution. Why 

Homer should have taken these liberties and others I cannot 
guess; and his view of the state of the dead chanced to coincide 

with that entertained by the author of the Book of Samuel. 
On Mr Allen’s system I suppose that we cannot trust Homer 
as an historical authority on manners, customary law, rites, 

polity, costume, and so forth. I suppose at least Homer 

must be wrong when he differs from Dictys and the Cyclics. 
If this be true, Homer was wonderfully successful in inventing 
manners and customary laws which we know certainly have 
really existed elsewhere; for example among the tribes por- 

trayed in Beowulf. 

A. LANG.» 
~ 
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A 5. otwvoici te Tract. 

Zenodotus read daira, but this must have been only because 
he neither bethought him that oiwvds in Homer means “a bird 
of prey,” nor that a poet uses “all” in a different way from a 
mathematician. Compare Ezekiel xxxix 4: 

**T will give thee unto the ravenous birds of every sort, 

And to the beasts of the field to be devoured.” 

A 20. maida 8 éuoi Adcai Te Pirnv ta 8 drrowa déxerOar. 

This seems to me to be the right reading; it avoids any 

change of mood, and 6é frequently answers te. See E 359 with 
Leaf’s note, H 433 (otre—éé), and at H 465 the right reading 

is dbUceTo T HédLos TeTéAcoTO Sé Epyov Ayarov. Lines like this 
last are pretty common in the Odyssey and in them the Te is 
kept by editors. I cannot understand why Van Leeuwen, who 

reads as above, should call it “locus nondum persanatus.” 

B 303. yOuSa te nai mpwif br és Avrida vies “Ayardv 

nyepeOovto Kaka Ipiduw kat Tpwol pépovcar. 

See Leaf’s note for the various interpretations of this 

desperate passage. I agree with him that the only one 
tolerable is that of Lehrs, “Vix cum Aulida advecti eramus,” 

But is even that really tolerable? é7e ought to stand at the 

beginning of its clause; the theory that #v is to be supplied 
with y@fa puts re in its proper place, but then #v cannot be 
supplied. Homer is much more particular about the order of 

words than are later poets, and though he sometimes puts él 
late in a clause he never does so with 6re. 

It is about this ére then that the difficulties centre, and I 

believe it is interpolated. The hiatus is infinitely common at 

2—2 
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the weak caesura, and has yet often caused corruption. Omit — 

ére and all the trouble vanishes, and the whole sentence is 

improved enormously. 

23. &s> te Néwv éydpn peydrw@ éml copate KUpaas. 

The scholiasts say that compare here is equivalent to fo, 
because the lion will not eat any animal he has not killed him- 

self; but Aristarchus rightly insisted that o@ua in Homer 
always means a dead body. Homer knew more about lions 

than a scholiast was likely to do. “The South African lion is 
often a very foul feeder, and according to my experience prefers 
eating game that has been killed by man to taking the trouble 
of catching an animal for itself...No matter how plentiful game 

may be, lions will almost invariably feast upon any dead animal 

left by the hunter, from a buffalo to a steinbuck, that they 

happen to come across.” Selous, A Hunter's Wanderings in 
Africa, p. 265. It will be conceded that it is more probable 

that the Homeric lion agreed with the South African in this 

than that the scholiasts knew what they were talking about. 

It is noticeable that the author of the Shield of Heracles 

misunderstood this passage. For he writes (426): 

Aéwv WS TwOpaTL KUpTAS 

bs Te war évduKéws pivov KpaTepois ovixerot 
oxlacas oTTe TaxvoTa pedippova Ovpov amnupa. 

Thus he also took c@mati to mean a live animal. Poets 

are apt to misunderstand one another, and we shall presently 
come to a case where the Homer of the Odyssey has shockingly 

misinterpreted the Homer of the J/zad. 

F125. rv & ebp ev peydpm* 7 dé péyav iotdv tare. 

Women do not weave in the péyapov; the phrase év peya- 

potov elsewhere in connexion with it proves nothing because €y 
peyapovot only means “somewhere in the buildings.” From 

142 we learn that Laodice dpyadr é« Oadaporo, LKvidently 
then peydp@ is here a slip in the tradition for dadaug. 

A 468. mdevpd, Ta of kipavt. wap aaridos eEepaavOn. 

Did not Homer say rap’ aomida ? 
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E135. «al rpiv wep Ouu@ pewaws Tpwecor payeoOa. 

It seems to me that wep here does not mean though, but 

only emphasizes the wpiv. Cf. eg. A 131, ayaOes wep éav, 

which Aristarchus explained as equivalent to dyados 8) ov, 

and on which Leaf observes that “ep seems here to have 
merely its original force of very.” Hence E 135 may, and 

indeed must, be taken along with the preceding line. 

E 139, tod wév re cOévos Wpcev erevta’ Sé T° ov TpocapyeEL 
ara Kata oTaOuods SVeTaL, TAO Ephua hoPeirar. 

A lion leaping over the wall into the fold is wounded by 

a shepherd, avAfjs tmepadpevos. Observe the distinction 
between the avA7 and the ora@uoi; the lion would hardly 

want to go into the buildings. The subject of dverav is there- 

fore the shepherd, not the lion; the shepherd flies into the 

farm-house, as you would expect, and the sheep, being left 
unprotected (€pfua roupévos), are scattered. Another proof 

that the subject of dveraz is the shepherd may be found in the 
words ov mpocapvver adda, for when a negative and verb are 

thus followed by adda and another verb we can hardly suppose 

the subject df the second verb to be a new one unless a noun is 

put in to shew this. 

E554. of tw ye Néovte Siw Speos Kopudhary. 

“The evil,” says Leaf, “is probably past remedy, tw ye 
representing some adjective which was thrust out because it 
was unintelligible and forgotten.” I have an idea that it was 
a noun, namely Aée, the dual of Ais, that has caused the trouble. 

Diintzer audaciously proposed of@ ai@wve Réovte, with an 

incredible synizesis. If the original was ofm AZ aldwve dv, it 

is possible that this may have given rise to our text, either 
through Diintzer’s reading or in some other way. 

It is not so likely that the poet said ofm Nie S¥w and that 
some adjective agreeing with dpeos or copydyjow has dropped 
out. For compare II 756, 

tw wept KeBpiovao NéovP ads SnpwvOnrnv 
vA ® Tt Opeos Kopudjor...waxyerOor, 
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I strongly suspect that the same thing has happened at 

O 324: 

Ope Siw Krovéwor peraivns. vuKTOS awody@. 

“Two beasts” is a very un-Homeric expression, unless you will 

say that it was so dark that Homer could not see what manner 
of beasts they were. But at O 586 Onpi seems natural, “a 

brute that has done a mischief.” 

E 734. éwdov pév Katéyevey éavov tatpos em’ ovder. 

The violation of Wernicke’s law and the contracted form of 

ovdet can both be corrected by reading éa’ ovdei watpos éavov. 
If this was the original the corruption must be very ancient, as 
the line is repeated at © 385, again with the same difficulties. 

Z 58. pnd Ovtwa yaorépe wntnp 
Kovpov éovTa pépor, nd dos puryor. 

It is obvious that xodpov here means “male child,” and this 

is supported by » 64, where the context shews that a«oupov 
means “without male offspring”; a meaning which seems to 

me simple enough and involving no real difficulty. So also at 
K 317 podvos means an only son, as shown by the addition of 

the words peta wévte KaovyynTyc. 

© 189. oivov 7 éyxepdoaca treiv Ste Oupos aywyor. — 

This line was objected to by ancient critics, because horses 

do not drink wine, but if it is ejected Hector has to eat barley. 

Horses drink some kinds of alcohol fast enough. “In those 

days, I am told, wine was given to horses” in Italy. H. Laing- 
Gordon, quoted in Archdall Reid, Laws of Heredity, p. 301. 

In Knapp’s Life of Borrow, vol. ii, p. 174, is a story of a quart 
of ale given by Borrow’s advice to a fallen horse, who is soon 
“pulling merrily” again. Matthew Arnold was wiser than the 

critics when he gave Ruksh “corn in a golden platter soaked 
with wine.” Virgil, Georg. iii 509, Columella vi 30, recom- 
mended wine as a medicine for sick horses. Whiskey is given 
in England to sick cows. And readers of Redgauntlet may 
remember the law-case which arose because one. old woman’s 

cow had drunk up a pailful of ale belonging to another. 
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In Philostratus Vit. Apoll. v 42 is a fabulous story of a tame 

lion who drank wine, but what Philostratus says is not evidence. 

A113. as S€ Aéwv CAddoto TaxXeins vnTia Téxva 

pnidios cvvéake NaBov Kpatepoiow ddodouy 

éXOav eis edvyv. 

It is an interesting thing that this simile was entirely 

misunderstood by the poet of the Odyssey (6 335—339). He 

takes the «dv to be the lair of the lion! The oddity of the 
Odyssean passage has been noted by the commentators on the 

Odyssey, but I think it has not been observed how this extra- 

ordinary piece of natural history came about, whereby a deer 

deposits her young in the lion’s den. The Odyssey is less 
familiar with lions than the Jliad, and there is no passage in it 

which need indicate more than poetical tradition about the 
animal, unless it be 4 292: 

noOte S ds Te Aéwy opecitpodpos, ovd azrénrectrev, 
éyxaTd Te odpKas Te Kal doTéa pveddevTa. 

For “in eating the carcass of a large animal lions always either 
tear open the belly near the navel and first eat the entrails, 

liver, etc., or else commence near the anus and eat the meat of 

the hind-quarters.” Selous, ut supra. Thus the order éyxata, 
capKas, doréa is right. Of. = 582. 

A 256. avepotpedés eyxos. 

Cf. Darwin, Variation of Animals and Plants, vol. ii p. 296 
(first ed.), “Mr H. Spencer has also shown that the ascent of 
the sap in trees is aided by the rocking movement caused by 

the wind; and the sap strengthens the trunk ‘in proportion to 

the stress to be borne; since the more severe and the more 

repeated the strains, the greater must be the exudation from 

the vessels into the surrounding tissues, and the greater the 

thickening of this tissue by secondary deposits’.” 

M 381 f. ovdé Ké puv péa 
yerpl ye TH éTépn Hépor avyp, ovdé war’ HBav. 

This is the reading of A and other MSS., but Aristarchus 

and the majority of MSS. read yelpeco’ audorépys exo. I 
wish to shew that Aristarchus was wrong. 
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Is this a future condition or a past condition? Ajax threw 
a great stone which a modern man could not have raised if he 
had been there. It is plainly a past condition. Therefore the 

optative ought to be an aorist. But dépos is used by Homer, 
though not itself aorist, as if it were one; see no. 51 of this 

Journal, p. 83. Homer does not use éyou in that way, so on 

that ground ¢épo is superior. Again the verb dépew is better 

than the verb éyew here; cp. 451, E 303. 
If then $épor is right yelpeco’ audorépys is suspicious, be- 

cause of the short form of the dative plural; hence metrically 

xewpt ye TH érépy is to be preferred. And the reason given by 

Aristarchus for preferring yeipeco’ audortépys is a false reason ; 
two hands, said he, are better than one and consequently it 
heightens the prowess of Ajax to say with both hands; any 

body might fail to lift it with one. This is the sort of criticism 

which makes one blush sometimes for the great master. So 
also Pindar thought he was going to improve on Homer; 
Homer’s Posidon takes four strides to get from Samothrace to 
Aegae, Pindar’s Apollo gets to the pyre of Coronis in one. But 

Homer’s Posidon is four times as impressive as Pindar’s Apollo 

for all that. 

Finally it is evident that yeupi ye tH érépn would be more 

likely to be corrupted to yelpeoo’ dudorépns than vice versa. 

M 433. yur yepviatis adnOns. 

“ ads seems to be used here in the primitive sense, ‘ not 

forgetting’.” Leaf. Cf. Aesch. Septem 709, mavadn0h, Kaxo- 
pavtiv jTatpos evxtaiay ’Epuvov, “the fury that forgets not.” 

N 485. ef yap ounrcxin ye yevoipeOa tad emi Pune! 
aia Kev née Péporto péya Kpdtos ne pepoipnv. 

That is how these lines should be punctuated. A mere 
comma after Ouu@ gives a very feeble sentence; indeed it is 
downright ridiculous to say: “If we were to become of the 
same age, I would fight him.” . 

ei yap yevoimeOa is Homeric for ei yap éyevdueba. Cp. 
825, 

el yap éyav ovTw ye Aids mdus airytoxoto 
elnv Hwata mavta, téxor Sé we motvia “Hpn, 
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which equals ef yap jv érexev 5é. The present optative for the 
imperfect indicative in such sentences is common enough in 

Homer. See Bergk on Theognis 667. 

O14. 4 para 8) KaKxdtexyvos aunyave ods Sdd0s “Hp7. 

Read xaxoteyve. For the tone of the line compare = 357. 
The nominative in such a position could only be defended by 

saying that the meaning is: “evil is the art by which, etc.” 
But plainly all that Zeus intends is: “So you’ve done it at 

last!” 

II 46. ds dato Aocopevos péya vyntrLos: 4 yap EwerrAEv 

of avt@ Odvatov Te Kakoy Kai Khpa dTécOaL. 

These two lines seem to me perfectly natural and genuine. 
The aorist \vtéoOae with Zwedre is right, for the meaning is: 

“So he spake in prayer in the folly of his heart—folly, for he 
had, methinks, prayed for death thereby.” As the prayer has 
been already given in full the aorist is the right tense. And 

the form \uréoOar is Homeric. In & 406 it is quite impossible 

to read Kpoviwy’ aditoiuny, despite Van Leeuwen. Here is the 
passage : 

Eel’, obrw yap Kév pou évKrein T apeTH TE 
eln é avOpw@tous aua T avtixa Kal peréresta, 

bs oa émel és KALoinv dyayov Kai Ecivs’ edwxa 
adtis 5é KTeivayt pirov T amd Oupov édoiunr: 
mpoppwv Kev 8) erecta Aia Kpoviwva drToiuny. 

The whole speech is ironical. “I should be fair-famed 

indeed, shouldn't I? I could pray to Zeus with a clear 

conscience, couldn’t I, after that, ére:ra.” But if we adopt 

adiToipny we cannot construe éve:ta at all, except on the 
hypothesis that, having once begun to sin, Eumaeus after that 

intends to defy God and man! 

The only objection left is the short vowel before Awcodpevos 
and \vtéoOar. But this is found eight times in the Odyssey, 
says Leaf; and in the only other place where the aorist Auré- 
oat occurs in Homer we have just seen another short vowel 

before it. That Atcoouas originally began with some kind of 

double consonant is plain enough, but it is equally certain that 
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this had been reduced to one by the time of the Odyssey. In 

the Iliad traces of the double consonant remain in the im- 
perfect €\Xiocero (four times if we include the very doubtful 
M 49), and six times is a short vowel lengthened with the 

metrical ictus before this verb. But without this metrical 
ictus a short vowel is only lengthened three times, E 358, 

® 368, X 91, and the important point is that all these three 
are in the phrase 7oAXa Avocopmevos (-7n, -w) at the beginning 
of aline. Is not this suspicious? Does it not look as if this 

was an ancient formula in which the ancient scansion had been 

kept? Just so we find rétv1a“Hpn dating from a time when 

the last syllable of rérv:a was long. Practically therefore we 

have only two phrases where a short vowel at the end of a foot 

precedes Aicoouat; in the one it is apparently an ancient 
formula and the old scansion is kept, in the other, as ¢daro 
Atcoopuevos, it is not. And in the Odyssey nobody disputes 
that it is not. Upon the whole then it seems to me that there 

is really no sufficient ground for raising any objection to this 
couplet. 

II 104. Sewny 5é mepl Kpotddotor pacwvr) 
mHrnE Badropuévn xavayny éye. 

Authority is divided between Sdecvnv and decvy; Homer, I 

believe, said Secvov, which is actually found in one or two MSS. 
Kavayny éxe=KovaSitev; to make an adjective agree with 

kavayjv is not in the Homeric style, to say nothing of the 
distance. between the words. For the corruption compare 

H 346, where Sevvn terpnyvia must be emended to dewor. 

II 203. oyétre IInréos vié, yorA@ dpa o° Erpede purjrnp. 
Compare Macbeth 1 v 48: 

“Come to my woman’s breasts 
And take my milk for gall.” 

+180. col AWB, al Kév Tu véxvs Hoxuppévos EXOn. 

It seems to me most improbable that véxvs should here be 

accusative plural. The so-called Attic accusative after verbs of 

going is almost entirely confined in Homer to words meaning 

a house or city or one’s native land or the like (Monro, Hom. 
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Gr. § 140); the only two exceptions, ® 40 and 6 478, are 
proper names. And P 160: 

et 8 odtos mpoti dot péya Ipiduoto dvaxtos 

€XOo. teOvnas, 

also spoken of the body of Patroclus, seems to me quite 

decisive. It is clear that é\@eiy is a natural word to use of a 
slain warrior being brought into camp, but who ever heard of 
véxus éOeiv being used of the soul going down to Hades ? 

T 97. “Hpn Ofrus eodca Soroppocivys amdrnoer. 

I think the meaning is that Hera deceived Zeus just because 
she was a female. Deceit is notoriously a characteristic of 
theirs, éwixXomov 700s and a capacity for lying was all the 

intellectual dower of Pandora, and it is easy to fill pages in 

illustration. 

® 66. row o pev Sdpv paxpoy avéoxeto dios "AxiAdeds 
ouTduevar peuawss o 8 brédpape kai AGBe youvwv 

[kiypas: éyyxein 8 ap’ brép vorov évi yain 
gor, ieuévn ypoos amevar avdpopéoro. 

auTap 0 TH étépn ev EXWV EAXoCETO yovvar], 

Th 8 érépyn exev &yxos axaypévov ovdé pier. 

Achilles desires ovrdpevat, not Badeiv, and Lycaon runs in 
under the uplifted spear and grasps the knees of his enemy. 

The spear therefore was not thrown, and could not’ stand 

quivering in the ground. And if it had so stood, what a 

ridiculous picture; Lycaon with one hand embraces the knees 

of Achilles, with the other he grasps a spear standing in the 
ground bebind him! Omit the three bracketed lines and all 
is smooth. (They were added apparently because somebody 
thought that r7 & érépy required rH pev éErépy to precede it.) 

Lycaon now does what of course he must have done, catching 

hold of the spear while still in the hand of Achilles in order to 
stop his stabbing him with it. 

At 115 Lycaon lets go of the spear and drops on his knees 
with both arms swinging helplessly beside him, &ero yetpe 
metaooas. That must be the meaning, for utter terror does 

not “spread out the hands,’ and yet wetdocas is a curious 
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word for it. Achilles might then be expected to run the 
spear through him, instead of which he draws his sword and 

kills him with that. This however is no objection to my view 
of the passage, for compare A 529, 530. 

© 126. Apdoxwv tis Kata Kdpa pédawav pity’ brraiter 

ixOds bs Ke pdyno. Aveaovos apyéta Snuor. 

For the quantity of tmaife. compare Aratus 334. The 

reading of the Chian edition, wedaivy ppix’, seems to me right 
it avoids the violation of Wernicke’s law and would be certain 

to be corrupted owing to the elision of ¢puxi. “Many a fish 
leaping out of water all about the waves shall dart up from 
underneath in the black ripples.” 

® 374, yu) mor’ eri Tpwecow areEnoew Kaxov jyap. . 

The compound ézrandéf£ew can mean “help,” but it can no 

more mean “drive off” than évapvvew could. Homer must 

have said amo Tpwecow; this was easily corrupted to él 

because a7ro and the dative look so strange together. Moreover 
émwi may have got in from the line before. The corruption is 
very old, for the line is repeated in this form at T 315, 

probably the later passage of the two. 

X 127. ov pév ras viv éotw ao Spvos od’ amo wétpys - 
iY, a3 / / , 2D? TO oapiléwevat, & Te TapOEévos HiOeds Te, 

TapOévos niOeds T oapiferov addnrow>. 

The original meaning of ov« amd Spuds ovd azo tétpns 

seems to me to have been: “ Not a fairy, oak-man or gnome, 

but a man of flesh and blood.” Literature condescends not to 
take note of such beings before Shakespeare, but we may feel 
pretty sure that the children of Cnossus and Mycenae knew all 
about them. I do not believe it is any reference to a mythical 
origin of man, nor does the line in the Odyssey (r 163) really 
support this theory. When Penelope says: “Tell me who 
were your parents, for you came not of oak or rock,” she does 

1 Perhaps the phrase is incorrectly repeated from A 523, etc. 
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not mean “you are not a primitive savage”; she means “ you 

are an ordinary man, no fairy’.”. Compare Pericles v 1 154: 

**But are you flesh and blood, 

Have you a working pulse? and are no fairy? 

Motion! Well, speak on. Where were you born?” 

The phrase may have been proverbial for centuries before, 
and then gets used in any context and any sense, as proverbs 

will. So here it means “idle talk,” as Leaf says, although the 

amo by rights ought to have been changed to zrepi as in Hesiod 
Theog. 35. 

There is yet another reference to be added to those already 
collected, Juvenal vi 11, “rupto robore nati compositive luto,” 
where the meaning really is “ primitive men.” 

The couplet which follows has been objected to in modern 
times, and indeed one cannot expect every taste to appreciate 

pearls. But, says “some full-acorned boar, a German one,” it is not 

natural for Hector to be embroidering thus at such a moment. 

Ts it not? Why, he is hesitating on the brink of a fatal re- 
solution, talking against time in the dreadful pause of thought’, 

and, because his creator was a poet and not a yAovvns ads 
dyptos, he therefore marks this culminating moment by the 
loveliest ornamentation he can devise. Even so does Shake- 

speare mark the culminating moment of the third scene of 
the third act of Othello by putting into his hero’s mouth 

the magnificent simile about the Pontic sea; even so have 
Shakespearian commentators there rivalled Homeric in blind- 

ness and ingratitude. 
The principle of ornament at the critical point is eternally 

illustrated in the Homeric poems. ‘To take only two instances, 

when Odysseus strings the bow, we have an elaborate simile. 

When Priam enters the tent of Achilles we have another. 
Here the simile is given to Hector himself. But what is the 
difference of principle? None that I can see. 

What caused the ancient critics, when criticism was 

1 If Penelope had meant ‘‘you are not descended from the primitive 

ancestors of the human race,” she would have been talking sad nonsense. 

2 Indeed he has been really talking nonsense from 111 onwards, as he 

admits himself. 
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something resembling a science, to admire these lines so greatly 
is the combination of chiasmus with epanalepsis. Of this I 

only recall to mind one equally enchanting instance ; it is in 
the great modern master of all poetical figures, Milton :— 

“Brightest Seraph, tell 
In which of all these shining Orbes hath Man 

His fixed seat, or fixed seat hath none, 
But all these shining Orbes his choice to dwell.” 

(P. L. iii 667.) 

Nay, by the aid of rhyme he has added yet another en- 

chantment, but he has been unable to repeat the effect of the 
change from dapsféuevar to oapiferov which is one of the 

charms of the Greek. 

X 322. rod d€ Kal GAXO TOcov pév Exe Ypoa yadKea TEvYD. 

cai is unintelligible (Leaf); read xaz’. 

W 455. NevKov ofa rétuKTo Tepitpoxov HnvTE pnHvn. 

Plainly Homer meant a crescent; zepitpoyov need only 

mean curved. So xv«d is eternally used in prose to mean 
no more than round often does in English; xvcA@ repwévar 
is only to “make a détour.” 

QO, 388. @s wor cada Tov oitov amotpouv taidds évioTres. 

This is one of those wonderful flashes which illuminate all 

this book; Hermes has said never a word to describe the death 
of Hector, but Priam is answering his own thoughts. There is 
nothing in Shakespeare himself so Shakespearian as this. 

Q 400. tov péta TaddOpeEvos KAHpw AaxXov évOad ErecOar. 

This line should be regarded with as much respect as the 
Solenhofen slate which has preserved Archaeopteryx for us; 
it contains a fossil of a vanished world in its use of wéra. For 

obviously wera with genitive must once have meant “from 

among,” and here it is. “I was chosen from among them.” 
Zenodotus too seems to be right in reading pe ouirov in the 
same sense at P 149. 

Q 506. av8Spos rradofdvoro tort orépa xeip’ dpéyer Oar. 

Homer is full of curious middles. If reévouwar can govern 
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an accusative, why should not opéyowar? Empedocles, frag. 

141 (Diels), says: 

Sevhol, Twavdeiior, Kvamwv aro yeipas éxerOar. 

It looks too as if Aeschylus used dpéyouar in the same 
transitive way, for it is pretty certain that the right reading 

at Agam. 1097 is: 
mpoteiver Sé yelp x 
Epos dpeyouéva, 

and it seems to me that dpeyouéva as well as mporteiver there 
governs yelpa. 

Whether we say that the construction is dpéyer@ar yeipa 

mot ctopua or that it is opéyecOar oropma roti yetpa (or yetpe) 
does not seem to matter much, but I prefer the former because 

it is a more natural action for Priam to raise the hand of 
Achilles to his lips than to duck his head down to kiss a hand 

which might be snatched away before he reached it*. 

If the meaning had been “raise my hand (ye/p’) to touch 
his chin,” the poet would not have said zoti ordwa but yeveiou. 

QO 527. Sot yap re wiBor xataxeiatar év Avos ovde 
Sepav ola didwor Kaxdv Erepos 5é Eder. 

It is hardly the case that there are two possible inter- 

pretations of these lines; there is only one, that which Leaf 

prefers on other than linguistic grounds. If there were two 

jars of evil and one of good, if dwpwv caxdv went together, 
then ofa Sidwou would be wrong for two reasons. “Such gifts 
as he gives” must include good as well as ill, but cannot with 

xaxov after it; and secondly the return to the genitive xaxav 

after ofa is impossible. Then too think of the poetical absurdity 

of representing Zeus as keeping two distinct jars full of the 
same thing. | 

Theognis 446, yp) Sap’ aBavatwv ofa didodew éyev. And 

it is pretty clear from the previous lines that Theognis only 

thought of two jars; at least he speaks simply of good and evil 

1 On the other side it may be said that dpéyec@a xeipa ought to mean 
‘*reach out my own hand”; if this is so, we must take dpéyeo0a: ordua together. 
But may not dpéyer0a: be middle because Priam raises the hand to himself? 
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gifts, arguing that “the web of our life is a mingled yarn.” He 
never suggests that the evil are double the good. 

I do not know how this passage may have filtered down to 

Jean de Meung ; anyhow he takes the right view, Roman de la 

Rose 7549. 

0,721. Opyjvovs éEapyovo’ of te crovoeccay aovdiy 
oi pev ap’ eOpynveov émi S€ orevayovto yuvaixes. 

On this desperate passage see Leaf, but when he says that 
there is no clear evidence of any line being lost in Homer 

believe him not. For he says in another place that a whole 
long passage has been lost (introduction to ). Moreover there 

is very clear evidence that I 458—461 were lost from our MSS., 

for they are only preserved in a quotation by Plutarch ; if those 

lines are not genuine, it is a miracle, for no mortal man would 
have thought of adding them in later and more civilized 

times, whereas all the Homeridae and every rhapsode whio 

ever strutted in public were interested in keeping them out’, 
When we consider the history of the Homeric text we can 

hardly doubt that hundreds of lines have been lost; if a gap 
was caused they were replaced by others as a rule; if not, 

neither ancient nor modern could generally suspect anything. 

Friedlander was evidently right in assuming a lacuna here 

between 721 and 722. For ot yév dp’ éOpyveor is just the way 

Homer goes back to the story after a digression of any kind. 

And, to get that in, of te must have introduced some verb on 

its own account. Agar’s of 7 éEapyouvow aodyv does this, but 
at, dreadful expense, for it involves an extraordinary corruption 
of éEapyovow into otovdeccar, and with little profit, for it is 
miserably weak after @pnvwy éEapyous which, he reads in the 
earlier part of the line. To say “leaders of dirges, who lead 

lamentation” is Homeric, but to substitute the general word 

aovdnv for lamentation is not. 
Now the evidence of the tradition is very greatly in favour 

1 Cf. Murray, Rise of the Greek Epic, 2nd ed., p. 142. But I cannot believe 
in any sweeping process of ‘‘ expurgation’’ having been carried out upon the 

Iliad, 
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of the reading printed in my lemma. How did that reading 

arise? Suppose the original was 

Opyvor é€dpyovs', of Te stovoeccay dovdjv 

* * * € * 

of pev ap €Oprveor. 

This would be recited or written Opyvov éEapyous and, the 

second line (or more) being lost, meaning having taken flight, 
Opyvov was easily corrupted to @pyvous because of the hiatus 

and the following é&dpyous. Then an attempt was made to 

elicit sense by reading é£apyovo" and so we get the traditional 

text. 

a 22. arr o pev Aidlorras petexiabe tyrAOO éovtas, 

Ai@iotras Tol diyOa Sedaiarar. 

Aristarchus and the mss. read Aé@/oras in 23, but there 

was an ancient variant Ai@iomes which Bentley advocates and 

which surely must be right. The change from an oblique case 
to the nominative in epanalepsis is a characteristic Homeric 
idiom ; see Leaf on Z 396. But it was certain to be corrupted 
in such a passage as this, whereas if A/@iomas had been the 

original where did the variant come from? It is quite probable 

that the original of H 137, 8 was: 
U >. 73 v ? - , U 

Tevye Exov aporow *Apnidooto Fravaxtos, 
dios "Apnidoos tov érikAnow KopuvyTny.... 

For the vulgate déov “Apnidoouv involves the rather curious 

repetition of the genitive in the short form after the long one, 

Even without epanalepsis there is a tendency to jump into 
the nominative, as at e 477. 

y 352. ov Onv 8% Todd avdpos "Odvccjos didos vids. 

This curious expression, todd’ dvdpdés, may perhaps throw 

some light on the similar 6 maides éxeivov tod avdpos and 
@® tai éxeivov tavdpos in Plato Rep. 368 a, Philebus 36 D. 
It is true that in Homer the name ’Odvaajos is added, but in 
reality this addition only makes the phrase all the more curious. 

7 So also van Leeuwen and da Costa, but they leave the passage un- 
intelligible, 

Journal of Philology. vou. xxxi. 3 
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In all three places the meaning must be “son (or sons) of a 

distinguished father”; at least the attempts to explain the 
Platonic passages in any other way seem to me failures. In 

Homer 7008’ avdpods does indeed refer to the conversation just 

preceding, whereas in Plato éxe/vou tdvdpds has become cut 
loose from any context, but I think we can see here the 

sort of way in which such a phrase might come to be used 
. independently. : 

8 546. 4) yap wiv Swov ye xuynoea, 4 Kev “Opéotns 
KTeivev VropOapevos, av Sé Kev Tadov avTiBornoass. 

It seems to me that xreivey kev means “ will have killed.” 
Suppose Homer wanted to express that, how else could he do 
it? «ev gives the idea of futurity, «teiver gives the idea of the 
act being by that time in the past. If Homer had said «retveve 
xev, it would have meant “will kill” or “would have killed ”; 

I do not think it could mean “will have killed.” If he had 
said «revéer with or without «ev, he would not get in the 
future-perfect notion. There is only one way by which that can 

be done in Homeric Greek, and that way Homer naturally took. 
In Attic it could only be done by means of a past participle 

and auxiliary verb, or by turning the sentence into a passive 
form and using the future-perfect tense. But that tense is 
never found in Homer at all, ceyoAwoeras for instance being 
only a reduplicated future with no perfect force whatever. 

e 300. defo pur 52 mavta Ded vnpeptéa ein. 

So the great majority of Mss., rightly. The aorist sub- 
junctive referring to past time after a verb of fearing is found 

elsewhere in poetry; nay more, in Homer it is not only permis- 

sible but necessary, for Homer does not use the indicative after 
verbs of fearing at all. 

Another example of such an aorist subjunctive (without the 

verb of nartnans ep is y 315, repeated at o 12: 

bn TOL KaTa TavTa paywot 

ktypata Sacodpevor, od Se tThiciny oddv EXOns, 

where é\@ys must mean “lest thou have come” and probably 
daywou also means “they have devoured.” 
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At v 216 the right reading is ofywvrar, but here also is a 

variant olxyovTas. 

o 393. ovdé Ti oe pn 
mplv Opn Kataréx Oar. 

“aply @pn sc. én” Monro. The ellipse does not look 
Homeric. mpiv was originally a comparative and governed 

a genitive; of this use there is still one instance in early 

poetry, mplv wpas in Pindar Pyth. iv 76. ply %ArcKins is 

several times found in a formula in inscriptions; see Kaibel 
Epig. Graec. 198, 300, 373. Manetho ii 288, wplv yoviuns 

wpns. The genitive occurs even in late prose; Porphyry 
de Abst. iv 12, cai yevoacOai tia mpiv ths evyfs dOéucror, 

and the lexicon refers to another instance in Arrian'. piv 

Hriov avaToAns appears twice in a magical papyrus (Brit. 

Mus. Pap. cxx1 418, 420). Observe that it is specially with 
@pns that this use is found. 

p 218. ws alel Tov omotoy dryer Beds ws TOV opotov. 

I believe the old explanation of the second as as being 
_equal to pos is correct after all. Monro objects that “such 
a solitary use is evidently most improbable.” But compare 

Hippocrates (Kiihn) vol. i p. 390: 1) dé cap& avEouévn bro Tod 

mvevpatos apOpodtar Kai Epyetar ev Ta’Tn ExagTov omotov ws 
TO Omolov, TO TUKVOY WS TO TUKVOV, TO dpatoy ws TO dpaLoy, TO 
bypov ws TO vypdv. Again on page 392 we find: éwesta 8é 
xpove pvogwpeva edevoeTar 6 Te WOALBSos ws TOV worLBSov Kal 

) Wappos as THY Wappov Kai % yh} as THY yhv, and ebpyoee 
avTa@v TO opotov és (leg. ms) TO opotov EAnAVOOS. obTw 8) Kal 
4 youn Kai odp& SiapOpodtac Kai Epyerat Exactov év avTh TO 
opotov ws TO omotiov. In these places there is not a double as, 
and so the theory that the meaning is “as one, so the other” 
will not suit them. 

Cf. Galen, vol. il p. 6, @¢ TO opodvaAov Exacror iévar. Here 
LMP read ws, O mpos; the presumption is that mpds is a 
correction. 

We know that the use of @s with an accusative is primitive, 
as it is found also in Sanscrit ; it seems that the phrase opotos 

! For other instances from late prose see Stephanus. 

3—2 
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@s Tov ouotoy survived in a proverbial way in Ionic, and this 

special survival accounts for the “solitary use” in this phrase 
alone in Homer. . 

I do not know whether ws is found elsewhere in this sense 
in the Hippocratic corpus; I can only say that I have not met 

it. If these are the only passages, it is to be noted that 
Hippocrates practically agrees with Homer in the usage. For 

though he does use other accusatives after ws, yet they are all 
based upon the first ouotov @s TO ovoiov and are extensions of 

it in the same context. It is remarkable too that the accusatives 
here are not persons but things, 

ARTHUR PLATT. 



ON ARISTOTLE DE ANIMALIUM INCESSU. 

iil. 704° 13. XaBovres [ra] rodrov éyovta Tov TpoTov ev 

Tot Tos THs pvcEws Epyots. 
Z omits 7a rightly, for the meaning is “finding certain 

principles to be of this kind in all the works of Nature.” 

iii 8. 7057 12. Kal ydp TO drAdAOpevov Kal pds avTO 
amepedopuevoy 7d (leg. 76, S has TO) dvw Kal mpds TO d70 

TOUS TOdasS TroLeiTaL THY Adour. 
“For even things which jump do so by taking off both from 

themselves (i.e. the lower part of themselves) with the upper 
part and from the ground under their feet (with the lower 

part).” 

iii 5. 705° 22. 1d wév yap pévov OriBerar Sia TO pépew, 

To & aipopevoy teiverar (leg. yiveras with Z) tH hépovts ro 
(omit ro again with Z) gopriov. 

“For the lower part, remaining fixed, is pressed down 
because it carries the upper, while the upper part, being 

raised, becomes a burden (weighs upon) the lower part which 

carries it.” 
At the end of this section read ait@ for avT@. 

iv 7. 705° 29. 610 8 é« trav SeEav 7) apyn Ths Kwyjcews 
éoTl, onpetov Kal TO hépew Ta poptia mavTas emt Tois apLoTeEpots. 

This statement is certainly not true without qualification. 
But compare this from The Revelations of Inspector Morgan’, 

p- 215: “Bearers of a heavy weight, such as a dead body, 
walking together, invariably bear heavily upon the left foot, 

both those who are supporting it on the left and those who are 
supporting it on the right side.” 

1 By Oswald Craufurd, 1906. A volume of detective stories. 
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On this question Dr Ogle has sent me the following note :— 
‘Sir B. Wilson (Left-handedness, p. 171) watched men 

engaged in unloading or loading ships and found that 278 
carried the load on the left shoulder against 162 on the right.’ 

iv 12. 706° 18. drroredupéva & Eyovor ta apiotepa TOV 

Cowrv uddwota dvOpwra bia TO Kata piow éyew padoTa TOV 

Cowv: hioe dé Bértiov [re] TO decoy tod aprorepod [Kal] 
KEYwWploWévov. 

Omit te and cai with SUZ. “The left is more independent 
of the right in man than in any other animal because man 

most nearly approaches the ideal of Nature; now it is better 
from Nature’s point of view that the right be separated from 

the left.” 

v4. 70629. ta Se dimoda pos TO dvw Sua TO 6pOa eivar, 
a Ake 4 \ \ 4 > ‘ / 

parota 8 0 avOpwros: pddiota yap Kata vow éoTi Sitrous. 

dizrovv Z, but the word must be omitted. Man is most erect 
of animals because he is most “according to Nature.” 

vil. 706°18. éret & avdyxn wdvtos cvveyods, ob TO mev 

Kweitat TO & Hpepel, Grou (leg. Oarépov or perhaps aAXov, for 

S gives adn’ ov, but Parépov is really wanted ; cf. ix 2)! duva- 
pévov Kweicbar éEot@Tos Oatépov, 4 (leg. 7, Z has ei) duda 

KivelTat évaytias Kiwwhoess, elval Te Kowdv Kal’ 6 cuveyh TadT’ 

éotiv GNANAOLS.... 

“In every continuous body, one part of which is moved 
while the other is at rest, the one part being able to be moved 

while the other stands still, or of which both parts are moved 

at once in opposite ways, there must be some common point at 

which these are joined to each other.” 

vi3. 70633. Aristotle is talking of three pairs of opposites, 

before and behind, right and left, up and down. 810 tov oar boa 
Mépeow opyavixots Ypapeva TpoépxeTat, TH mev Tod Eumrpocbev 
kal dricbev Svapopa ovK exer Siwpiopéva Tada (animals which 
advance by use of organic parts, as legs, have no distinction of 

before and behind in these, as no animal moves backwards 

naturally; see section 2), tais 5& Aovrais, duorépars per, 

1 This is very unsatisfactory, but I can’t do anything better with it. 
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mpotépa Se TH Kata TO Sektov Kal apiotepcy Sioptfovon, Sua 
TO THY mev ev TOis Svat EvOews avayKaior eivar UTdpyeLV, THY 
8 éy trois téttapor mpwros (leg. mpaétov, for mpwrois is 

nonsense; and mpoétov has got into the text in the wrong 

place in three MSS. either before or after dmdpyew. Animals 
which walk have both the other pairs of opposites, right and 

left first because you must get right and left as soon as you 
have even two legs; but it is only when you have four loco- 

motive appendages that the difference of upper and. lower 
comes in, as when wings are added to the feet of a bird. Even 

with four it is not necessary, for the distinction does not exist 

in quadrupeds). ézel ody TO Te dvw Kal KaTw Kal TO SeELov Kai 

dpiaTepov TH AUTH apyYH Kal Kon avYApTHTAL TPOS aUTA, Aéyo 
dé ravTny THY THs Kwnoews Kupiay (now these two pairs of 

opposites are all united at the same common point of origin 

of motion, the heart, for the heart is the centre which controls 

and originates motion), Se 8 év adravts T@ méddovTL KaTa 

tpotrov (leg. té7rov) mroveio at THY ad’ éExdoTov Kivnow wpiabat 

mos Kal TeTayOar Tais amootdcec. Talis Tpds Tas pnOeicas 
apyads, Tas TE avtittolyous Kal Tas cuaToixous TAY év Tois 

Mépeot TovToLs, TO TOV AEXOELcdY KiWHTEwY aTaTdY alTLoy 
(secondly the organ responsible for these motions, ie. the 
heart, must stand in a definite relation in respect of distance 

or interval from the two pairs of opposites, if an animal is to 
move in space, i.e. you must have a central organ from which 

the impulses of motion radiate to the points of motion and it 

must be at a proper distance from each. Thus if a bird has 
two wings and two legs the heart can be at the right distance 

from all of them, but if it had four wings and two legs, then 

the balance would be upset. For suppose the heart was rightly 

placed to tontrol the motions of upper and lower limbs in 

respect of the legs and the first pair of wings, then it could not 

be properly placed to control the legs along with the second 
pair of wings, seeing that this second pair would have to be 
either higher or lower than the first pair; consequently the 
second pair would be too high or too low to co-ordinate with 
the legs), airn 8 éotiv ad’ is dpxiis xowhs tov év TO dbo 

i te ToD SeEvod Kal dpiotepod Kivynois éotwv, dpoiws 8é Kal 7 
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Tov avw kal xatw (thirdly, this is the common principle of 
these movements, the heart), tavtny (leg. ravtn 8) éxew 
éxaotw % (leg. 7) with Y) waparAnctws mpos éxaotny ToY 
év tois pnOeiot wépeow apxov (and this heart in each animal 

must be in this particular relation, or very near it, to each 

of the motive principles in the limbs), d9A0v odv @s 7 povous 
) padiota TovTos UTapyer TOV Cowv 1) KATA TOTOY KivnCLS, 
a& Stow i TétTTapor Troveitat onpEious THY KATA TOTTOY peTa- 

Bornv. (Apodosis at last, thank Heaven! “Therefore it is 

clear (!) that locomotion is the prerogative especially of those 
animals which have not more than four points of motion.” By 

which we shew that vertebrates are superior herein to insects, 

spiders, crustacea, mollusca, worms, etc. Certainly these lower 

animals do move, but nature has not perfected their apparatus, 

either they have too many “points of motion” or else they 

have none at all, and the possession of not more than four is 

one of the triumphs of the vertebrata.) 

vii 8. 707° 1. ésri radTo rovetras THY Tropetay. 
For éwi Z reads xa; the right reading is xara. For the 

point is not that the hinder part of eg. a worm moves wm the 

same direction as the front part, of course it does so in any 
animal, but that it moves in the same way, by wriggling, and 

consequently can go on moving after the animal is cut in half. 

vii 8. 707" 24. Omit marup. 

viii 3. 708° 26. 84rov ws Tots wev BéAtLOV Tols 8 brAwsS 

advvatov tropever Oat. 
This has got to mean that an animal can walk better with 

an even number of feet, and could not walk at all with an odd 

number. But it is intolerably obscure in expression, and for 

as tois Z reads 6rt tots, SUY read ws éote tots, and P ws e 
rots. These are all the MSS., and so Bekker’s text is not found 

in any of them. It looks as if the original was os aprious, 

which was corrupted into #s aptvrous and thence changed into 
the three MSS. versions. For roés 8 8Aws also we should — 

certainly expect meputrois & ddas. 

ix 2, 708” 26. GAdAa piv Kaprews ye pr) OVENS odT av 

mopela odTE vebous OTE TTHaLS Hv TA pev yap HTdTo0da éreLd)) 
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év éxatépw TOV avTiKelmévoy oKEN@V ev péper LoTaTaL Kal TO 
Bdpos icyer, avaykatov Oarépov tpoBaivovtos Patépov Troveio Oar 

kaprpiv: ica Te yap TéeduKer Eye TO WHKEL TA aVTLOTOLYa KOAA, 

kal opOov Set eivar To bheatos TH Rapes, olov KaSerov mpos THY 

yjv. (Yet Aristotle presently says that it is not the leg which is 
put forward that is bent but that which remains on the ground 

and so supports the body. But he assumes that at first one is 

standing upon one upright leg.) drav dé€ mpoBaivn, yiveras 
n UTroTeivovca Kal Suvamévn TO pévov méyeDos Kat THY meTakv. 

(But when one leg is advanced it becomes the hypothenuse 

of a right-angled triangle. Let AB be the leg you stand on 

A 

and AC the leg you put forward. N\ Then AC is the 

B Cc 

hypothenuse of the triangle, being, as Aristotle irrelevantly 

remarks, the square root of the sum of the squares on 76 wévov 
péyeOos AB and ryv peraéd ypaupynv BC.) éret 8 ica ta 

KONA, avayKn Kaprpat TO pévov, 7) év TO yovate i) év TH (leg. 
Gdn) Kiprver, olov ef Te ayovatov ein Tév Badibovtwv. (But 

of course one can’t make such a right-angled triangle, because 

the leg AC isn’t long enough, being only equal to AB. Con- 

sequently to get AC to reach the ground we must bend AB, 
either at the knee or somewhere else if there were no knee, 

as in the fabulous elephant.) onyelov 8 6r1 ottaws eyes € 
yap Tis év yij....Badifor mapa Totxov, » ypahouévn Eotas ov« 

evOcia GANA oKordd, Sta TO éNaTT@ fev KauTTOVTOS yiver Oat 

Thv ypapopéevny, melfwo S iotamévov Kai éEaipovtos. (A proof 

is that if you walk holding a pencil against a wall—some words 
have been st here, see Z “ év yf corr. loco plurium ”—the line 

traced by it will be zig-zag.) 

Here follow some parenthetical remarks, then he goes on in 

section 6, 709° 12: avd dpOov ovddev Sdvatt’ dv TopevOAvat ovve- 
Yas Kal aopardas, KivnOein 8 av obov év Tals Tadaiotpais oi Sua 

THs Kovews TpoiovTes éml TAY yovaTwV. TOAD yap TO dvw pépos, 

@orTe Set waxpov eivat TO K@AOV* Et S€é TODTO, KdpArLY avaryKatov 
eivar. émel yap éxtnKe pos opOny (“for since the angle ABC 

is a right angle”), e¢ dkapumrov éorat TO Kivovpevoy eis TO 
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mpooOev (“if the animal which is moving forwards is not to 

bend”; I add these words from Y ; they look genuine, and the 
fact that they are not strictly logical in this place is perhaps in 
their favour), 7) catamecetras éxtdos THs Kabérou yivopevor, H) ov 

mpoSnoceta (“either the line AC must fall outside the perpen- 
dicular or else the animal will not be able to get forward” ; 

I follow Y again against Bekker). 

This amounts to saying that if you stand on your right leg 
and put your left leg forward without bending your right, the 

left can only come down again where it was before ; bend you 

must, either at the knee or at the hip, but Aristotle seems to 
me to ignore the bip in this bit of his argument. 

el yap opO0v dvtos Patépov cKxénrous Oatepov Ectar TpoBEeRy- 
KOs, metCov Extras, icov dv: <ov> duvnceTa yap TodTO (leg. TavTO) 
TOT npemodv Kal THY UTroTelvovaay (leg. 1) UToTeivovea. “For 
if AC is to touch the ground while AB remains upright, AC 
must be greater than AB, which is true in the diagram but 

impossible in real life because the two legs are equal. If AB 

is not to bend, we get a right-angled triangle; now AB and 

AC in such a triangle will not be equal.” I insert od from Z). 

avaykn dpa Kaumrec Oat TO Tpoidy, Kai Kaprpay Ga éxTeiverv 

Oarepov, éxxrivew Te kat SvaBeBnkévar Kai <p> eri Ths Kabérou 
pévewv* ioooKeres yap yivetat Tplywvov Ta KOXa, Kal } KEpadn 

yiverat KaTwTepov <i> Stay KabeTos 7 ed Hs BEBnKev (“so 

then an animal which means to go forward must bend, at the 
same time putting its other leg forward ; it must diverge from 
the straight line AB and stand straddling and not remain upon 

the perpendicular; for in walking the legs form not a right- 

angled but an isosceles triangle ; and, which is a proof of this, 
the head is lower in the act of striding than when it is supported 

upon a perpendicular leg.” See above the experiment with the 
pencil upon the wall. I insert ju) and 4 by conjecture). 

ARTHUR PLATT. 



NOTES ON AGAMEMNON. 

In the following paper I am well aware that several proposals 

are of a somewhat reckless nature, but when a text is in such a 

condition the commentator avdyxas éSu Aétradvov. It is more 

satisfactory to explain a line than to emend it, it is more satis- 

factory to emend by change of one letter than of many. So no 
doubt one had rather only have to restore a finger to a statue, 

but when the Melian Aphrodite confronts you, what is the use 

of denying that she has lost her arms? Better do nothing at 
all than attach a finger to the shoulder in such a case. Anyhow 
none of the suggestions here made are more viclent than some 

of those printed in his text of 1888 by the greatest benefactor to 

the student of Aeschylus whom we have seen in our generation, 

Wecklein, to whom I feel so thankful that it is with regret 

that I differ so often from him. Nor can those who read 
mpocalOpivovea toumimov proya at 313 for mr€ov Kalovea 

Tov eipnuéver afford to cavil about trifles. Of course I use 
Wecklein’s numeration throughout. 

33. tpls & Barotvons thadé wor ppuvKtwpias. 

Read tHo8 éuoi, for the whole point consists in the contrast 

between éuol here and Sec7rorar in the line before. 

69. — 000 btroKaiwy ovt émireiBov 

ovte Saxpiav amipwv lepav 

opyas ateveis mapabéenrker. 

vroxXaiwy MSS., corr. Casaubon. ot@ trodei(Bov MSS., 
corr. Schiitz. Bamberger omits odte daxpvwv altogether, but 

no really satisfactory meaning can then be extorted from the 

words; yet after Mr Farnell’s searching examination of this 

passage it is impossible to retain daxpvwy anywhere in the 
context (Class. Rev. xi 298). 
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I am not satisfied with anything I can excogitate on it, but 
sometimes a groper may suggest by his groping the truth to 

some one else. Is it then possible that Aeschylus wrote some- 
thing like 

out (or ovd’) dpa Ovwv aripar iepar, 

or even dkpa Ovwv? Cf. frag. Niobe, od adv te Ovwv ovd 

émiotrévowy avows. Homer sometimes uses dpa with ore, as 
Il,i 93. I strongly suspect that @Jwv ought to come in some- 

where ; the verb can be used of any sort of offering. But the 

partitive genitive is odd, to say the least of it, and I don’t like 

adxpa tep@v, though if it were in the MSS. we should compare 
Pindar Ol. iii 63, axpoOuva éOve, and feel quite happy about it. 

76. juvedos orépvav évTos. 

The combination of wvedds and ocrépvwy instead of daTav 
is curious, but there is a near parallel in the authorized version 

of Job xxi 24: 

His breasts are full of milk, 

And his bones are moistened with marrow. 

The parallel however, it must be admitted, is not to be found 

in the Hebrew poet, for Driver tells us that the marginal 

variant, “ milk-pails” for “ breasts,” must be followed. 

104. KupLos elt Opoeiy bduov Kpdros 
alovov avopav 
> , » \ 

EKTEAEWY ETL Yap 

Ocobev Katatrvete 

mevO@ wont av 

aNKa svppuTos air. 

arxav MSS., corr. Schiitz. 

So would I write.these lines. x«xvptos eips, for the hero of 

Marathon has a right if any man to sing of war, and here 

speaks in his own voice as well as in that of the Chorus. édvov 
4 y 3 a ” ’ \ > 7 500 > ! Kpdtos alco avdpov = dvdpas ayabovs aiciav odov é&vovtas. 

But é«reAéwv has never been well explained in connexion with 

what precedes it; stop as above and explain éxredéwy to mean 

“ finishing the course.” For the uncontracted form cf. P. V. 558, 
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Pers. 65. The position of ydp in the third place is only too 

common in Aeschylus. Both redréw and diatedéw are used 

intransitively ; it seems not impossible that éeredéw should be 
so used by a poet; compare too the use of avvw, é€aviw. If 
so, the passage means “my life, nursed amid battles (connate 

with valour), still as it nears the end breathes charm upon my 

songs by the grace of God.” Cp. Dryden: 

“Old as I am, for lady’s love unfit, 

The power of beauty I remember yet; 

Which once inflamed my soul, and still inspires my wit.” 

Cymon and Iphigenia 1—3. 

121. Bookopevor Nayivav 

épixvpova péppatse yévvay 
BraBévta rovcbiwv Spopor. 

The sense required is manifestly “a pregnant hare and her 

brood unborn,” and it is necessary also to provide somehow for 

the neuter plural PrAaBévra. If we read épexvpova pépua Te 
yévvas we can satisfy these demands (épixvmova, hépya Te, 
yevvav H. L. Ahrens). 

I really do not know whether Aayivay was originally an 

adjective or not, but at any rate it is common enough in Greek 

poetry to use adjectives as nouns in speaking of animals, e.g. 

apvewos, TTwKas, TEHpwv and ANaye@os itself. Therefore I take 

Nayivav here to be used as a noun, if indeed it is not itself a 
noun. When one turns to Stephanus for light on this subject, 
it is reassuring to find that Aayiva seems never to occur again 

in any kind of Greek except as a noun. Thus Constantine 

Manasses Chron. 6199: 

Tote 69 TéTE Tpomepa Nayiva KaOwpato 
Spaxwv o mplv Brocvpwrds, 6 Aéwv yapairéor. 

And Marcus Eugenicus, “Ecphrasis ed. Kayser, p. 161, 6” 

is reported as saying “tv dr. éxelvny, as Hryeiras NavOavey 
mpootoxnpéevn TH yi. Unfortunately I cannot verify this 
reference, or find out what Kayser’s edition may be, but it is 
said in Stephanus that the passage is a reminiscence of that in 
Agamemnon and clearly Xayivn is used in it as a noun, It is 

unlucky that Constantine and Marcus are such late and bad 
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witnesses, but it does look as if they knew of a noun Aayivy 

and there is really no evidence for an adjective Adyuvos at all, 

as the passage in Aeschylus is indisputably corrupt. 

Then dépua yévvas is “ the offspring she bears within her.” 

There being two nouns and the second being neuter, BraBévra 
is naturally neuter plural, though strictly the mother alone 

could be said to be “stayed in her last course,” and see also 

Monro Hom. Gr. § 166 (2). 
The reading of Ahrens already quoted appears to me to 

labour under great difficulties. Even Headlam can find 
nothing to justify the order of words in it except in Lucian. 
The phrase A\ayivay épixvpova yévvav sounds to me quite in- 
tolerable; Xayivav yévvav is no way to speak of a hare and to 

stick épvxdmova into the middle of it makes it ten times worse. 

It is as if one should describe a lady as avOpwrivny kad 
yévvav. Besides dépwa seems to want qualifying somehow, 

To the passages already given by me in Class. Rev. xi 94 
add Plutarch de Soll. Anim. 971 A: éav & aroyvods éavTov 6 

Aaywos, 0 ylyveTar TOANAKLS, Ooov Eyer VEL MATOS Eis TOV EoXa- 

Tov advaroaas Spopov éxdirn. Here is the Aocbiwv Spopav 
translated into prose. That the hare is killed “in her last 
spurt ” shews Calchas that the siege of Troy will be a long one, 

that her young are killed within her shews him that 

mavra 5é TUpyov 
«tnvn “vroabe (Todt, mpoabe MSS.)! ra SnucorrAnO7 
Hotpa Namrakes mpos TO Biavov. 

147. Spocos aérrow padepov dvTwv. 

Stanley restored padepdv AeovTwy from the Htym. mag. 
There however the line is not quoted; it is only stated that 

Aeschylus called lion-cubs dpdcovs in this play. 

The whole of this long epode, like the two preceding 
strophes, is entirely composed of dactylic measures with an 

occasional bit of iambic. Hence Stanley's wadepay AcovTor is 
altogether unaccountable metrically. Read wadrepav re Neov- 

1 It is no longer possible to deny that xrjvy may mean xrijara, for Hesiod 

certainly so uses it. Berlin. Klass. Text. Heft 5, Pap. 9739, 25 «rive yap 

"Axady pépraros nev, 49 xrivecol re Swrivais Te. 
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tov. This also improves the sense; Artemis is kind not only 

to ravening lions but also to the young of all manner of wild 

things, and therefore to the hare as well as to fierce creatures 
of prey. ) 

The rhythm of the epode has been ruined in other places ; 

téprva and otpovddv long ago fell justly under suspicion ; 

inuov d€ Karéw Ilacdva is no kind of verse at all nor can I see 
what business Apollo had to interfere with his sister; moreover 

it is clear that the scholiast read rev&ns in 156. This 156 also 
looks unmetrical; read dzdolas trev&ns and it will then be 
defensible by tovade Kadyas vv further down, if you believe 

in the ecolometry of the MSS. 

175. ei TO pdtav ato ppovTides axOos 
xpn Bareiv érntipos.. 

Qu. paray ? 

190. kal jap akovtas AVE cwdpova. 

cwppova Housman (Cl. Rev. 11 244), cwhpovety MSS. Cf. 

Thue. vi 87 ad fin. aupdrtepost avayxdfovtar 6 pév dxwv cwdpo- 

velv 6 & ampaypovas cwler bau. 

220. TOS ALTrOvauS yévapat, 

Euppaylias auaptov ; 

Cf. Iliad xxiv 68, ditwv nudptave Soper, meaning not “he 
failed in getting gifts,’ but “he failed in giving them.” So 

here Evypayias duaptov means “failing in respect of my 
allies,” that is to say “deserting them” or “not doing my duty 
towards them.” If Agamemnon failed thus, he would thereby 

become a “deserter,” Awrovavs, and so the aorist dwapror is 
right. 

288. GAN } o ériavéy tis drtepos bdtis. 

Dr Verrall takes éwiavev to be aorist of érvaivw, but quotes 

no example of this compound. Rather read cé yy’ tavév Tis. 

This is just the place for cé ye. It is said that taive is not 
used in tragedy, but it is at the same time admitted that it 
was used by Phrynichus the tragedian, and if by Phrynichus 

why not by Aeschylus’? If it be said that such a word might 

1 It is also nearly certain that Weil’s /atvoro is right at Supplices 659. 
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be expected to occur frequently if it were allowed in tragedy at 

all, I answer that Qewpeiv is a verb we should also expect to 
meet often there and yet it only occurs once (P. V. 318), 0. C.. 

1084 being admittedly corrupt. 
Cf. Soph. Ant. 790. éx avOperev vulg. cé y avOp@rav 

Nauck. 

300. TevKn TO Ypuaopeyyées OS TIS HALOS 
céXas Tapayyetvaca. 

It is generally thought that ro is the end of a lost verb, 
but of the conjectures none is convincing, Wecklein’s #revxro 
being the best. Perhaps nv&nrTo may be right; this if written 

4ETKSETO (cf. Conington on Cho. 990 = 992) is very near to 
the letters, and the verb goes well with dmepredis at the open- 

ing of the sentence. mv&nTo mapayyeihaca = Tapynyyelrev 

nvknwevn. 

326. viKd 8 6 mp@tos Kai TedevTtaios Spapor. 

Really this is one of the simplest lines in Aeschylus. The 
beacons “conquer” because they are bearers of the news of 

conquest, one and all of them, just as the whole chain of torch- 

bearers “conquer” in the race, one and all of them. The com- 

parison was never meant to go any further. 

There is a curious verbal parallel in a passage of Dionysius, 

thirteenth bishop of Alexandria, quoted by Eusebius, Hist. 

Koel. vii 11. mepitrov yap jv avt@ TovTo Kal TO TedevTaiov 
él TO mpa@Tov avatpéxovTs. But here the idea seems only to 

be that of running twice as far as one need. 
As for the omission of the article with the second of two 

nouns, adjectives or participles, it is simply the usual thing. 
At Ajax 649, ya Sewvds épKos Kal repicxerels hpéves, Brunck 

conjectured yai, but was refuted by Erfurdt who compared 

1240, od yap of mrateis ovS edptvwto. Portes, and T'r, 356, 

ov tami Avoois v8 ér’ “OudddrAn rovwv AaTpedpata. Add 
Solon 4, 15, Ta yuyvoueva mpo 7 éovra, Agam. 324, Sept. 516, 
Androm. 405, Iph. Aul. 859. This is of course common in 

Thucydides, especially when the two phrases are connected by 

re and «al, eg. i 7, ai re év tais vnoos Kal év Tats nrelpos, 
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iv 9, Tav Te aoTA@Y Kal w@TALTMEVO?, Vii 14, Ta Te OvTA Kal 

avravadicKopeva, and plenty more, to say nothing of such 

things as tév [leXotrovynciwy cal "A@nvaiwy in the very first 

sentence of the first book. Indeed Marchant on vi 2 apologizes 

for a repetition of the article. Other prose instances are 

Alcibiades 11 150 A, Theophrastus frag. vi, 2, 36, 6 Te xatxias 
Kal Nip. 

362. coddpOv yap éoOAa@v THVvd dvnow Eidopnr. 

I never could understand why any difficulty should be made 

about this line; Clytemnestra simply means “from among 
many good things have I chosen this blessing,” ie. “I would 

rather have the satisfaction of killing my husband on his return 

than anything else you could offer me.” Compare what she 
says at 954. r7vd’ dvnow does not‘refer to anything in the 

last two lines, but to the return of the king and the events to 

follow it, 355—359. 

tv MSS., rnvd’ Hermann, intending, I suppose, to take the 

- words as I do. 

379. Atos trayay éyovow eitrety 
mapeots Tour é&vyvevoat. 

Blomfield’s demonstration is conclusive enough, as Headlam 

says, that we should read “Awds rAayav éyovow ” eitrety Taperte 
(and of course Hartung’s rdpeotw is right). The difficulty is 
now how to continue. One thing seems to me pretty certain, 

that we must not insert any connecting particle ; it quite ruins 

the tone of the passage. The second line should probably run 

thus: 
madpeotw* TovT av éEvyvevoass. 

Cf. Stevenson, New Arabian Nights, The Suicide Club 

ad fin. “‘God’s justice has been’ done,’ replied the Doctor, 
‘So much I behold.”’” Think how you would spoil this by 
saying “ And so much I behold”! 

421, TapecTs cuyas ATywos adoidopos 
&Siocros adeuévov ideiv. 

It is impossible to avoid concluding that Hermann was right 

in restoring ouvyds dtipous ddodopous, and most critics if not 
Journal of Philology. vou. XXXI1. 4 
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all are agreed so far. For my own part I find Margoliouth’s 

amirtos éuhavav ideivy (amiotos Hermann) equally irresistible. 
But how can both these restorations be accepted together ? 

There comes in here another observation due to Wilamowitz, 

approved by Blass (Hermes xxix 633), and which once made 
must be approved by everyone who has read the choruses of 

Aeschylus with any attention. The metre of 421 and 437 is 

not what we should expect. Lines beginning v — v —|-v - 
(or others of similar type) ought to be continued by something 
more than - vy —» -. Hence Wilamowitz proposes cuvoppé- 

vowot for cvvoppévors at 437. But what is lost may be more 
than one syllable; it may equally well be an iambus. 

Putting all these things together I would suggest, as at 
least restoring a sentence which is not on the face of it un- 

worthy of Aeschylus, that we may read: | 

MapeoTs ouyas aTiwous adovddpovs <éyav> 

amictos éuhavav ideiv. 

I supply éyv because it is the only word in the Greek 

language that I can think of which will satisfactorily fill the 
gap. There is no visible reason for its falling out, but why 
should there be? When a word fell out it was not always so 

obliging as to begin with the same syllable as the word next to 
it, and the desire to account always for gaps in this way has led 

to innumerable absurdities. If I wanted to be clever in that 
line I would propose atifovs <adovs> adotddpovs, which I 

could make shift to construe; but really I often think that 

cleverness is a worse enemy of poetry than stupidity. | 
This involves also an addition at the end of 437, but that 

passage is even more obscure than this. The Scholiast seems 
to have read cuvoppéver, and cvvoppévm otpar@ is an obvious 

possibility among others. 

425. evpoppav S¢ KoNocaav 
éxyOerar yapis avdpi, 
oppatov & év aynvias 

épper tac’ ’Adpodira, 

There is a passage curiously reminiscent of this in Alcida- 

mas Soph. 27,28. domep yap Tadra (Ta aydhpara) prpnpara 
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TOV aXnOwWov copnaTtwVv éoTi, Kal Tépiriv pév etl THs Oewpias 

éxer ypnaow 8 ovdcpiay TO Tav avOparrarv Bi~ wapadidwot, TOV 

avTov TpoTrov 6 yeypampévos Aoyos....axivntos wv ovdepiav 
ahéreray ois KexTnuévors Trapadidwoww: add daotrep avdpidv- 

TOV Kad@Y adrAnOiva Gopata TOAD XElpovs Tas edpopdias (sO 

Dobree for evzropias, Vahlen substitutes the much inferior 
evmrpemretas and is followed by Blass; evyudpdav in Aeschylus is 
in favour of Dobree) éyovta modXaTAaactous eri THY Epywr Tas 

ohereias Tapadidwow, oTw Kal NOYOS 06...AEyOmEvOS Euauyos 

éort kal € Kal Tois Tpayuacw Ererat Kal Tois adi Oéow ado- 
polwra, copacw, 6 Sé yeypampévos eixdve [AOyou] THY hdow 

omolav éywv amdons évepyeias auoupos KabéotnKev. (I bracket 

Aoyou because it ruins the parallelism of the sentence. oyos 

NeryOmevos : TOua :: NOryOS Yyeypapevos : EiKM?). 
Even Helen, I suppose, was less beautiful than a statue, but 

in the absence of the living eye all the love, which used to gain 

a reflected delight in contemplating the statue, has departed’. 

This passage is memorable for the worst conjecture, perhaps, 

ever perpetrated. Keck (ris mor @vduafev abe ;) suggested 

otpopatwv for 6uuarov. Helen took all the bed-clothes with 

her, it appears. Luckily no one has yet ventured on capator. 
For the connexion of the whole passage, observe how 

beautifully Margoliouth’s amictos éudaver fits in with the 
rest. _Menelaus stands there in silence; he cannot believe the 

evidence of his own eyes that Helen has fled; her image still 

seems to flit before him as mistress of her home?; as he gazes 

round him he sees beautiful statues which remind him of her, 

but the more beautiful they are, the more hateful they appear. 

Und Marmorbilder stehn und sehn mich an: 

Was hat man dir, du armes Kind, gethan ? 

431. parav yap edt dv écOdXa Tis Soxdv opav. 

I cannot help thinking that this line once ended with 

xapadoxy. The letters got shuffled as often happened and 

1 **In the absence of Helen’s eyes to light up each lifeless representation 
into Helen herself,” Prie. 

2 The old notion that the ¢dcua may be Menelaus himself, which has been 
recently revived, seems to me quite ridiculous. 

4—2 
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were patched up into some semblance of meaning. Cf. Eur. 
Or. 703: 

KAPAOOKODYTL KTHMA TLLLOTATOD. 

Then é€c@da tis is utterly impossible as Housman has ob- 
served, for Tus is quite out of place here where nobody is in 

question except Menelaus, and é7@Ad is contemptible. What 
of és yAudas? Supplices 1014: 

kal trapBévwv yrddaiow evpudpdous ert 
cal \ ” / 

Tas Tis Tapeav Gupatos OedKTHpLoV 

Tokevp ereprpev, imépov vixwpmevos. 

és ydudas Kapadonyn = “gazes with eagerness upon her 

charms.” @ and y are often confused, and és @didds might 
be well altered into éoOda Tus. 

435. Ta wev Kat olkous épeatious ayn" 
\ jy we \ lel ] € , 

Ta © éoTt Kal Tovd vbTephaTwTepa 

torav ad’ ”EXXavos alas svvoppévois: * 

mévOos 5é tHEvKapduov 
Sdmous éxaoTou WpérTret. 

* 

édhectious Vossius, ef éotias. ta 8 Halm, rad. éore 
Verrall, éori. tmephatmtepa Herwerden, iepBatwtepa. to- 

wav Housman, 7d wav. ad’ Karsten, 8 ad’. “EdXXavos Bam- 
berger, ‘EAA ados. évOos 8€ scripsi, mévOera. rTHEiKAapdu0s 

Auratus ex gloss., (rn&ucapdsov scripsi), TAnoixapduos. Sdopois 

schol. (?), dou@ ’v Dobree, dou@v MSS. See also above on 421. 
This appalling list of corrections seems to me the least 

required to bring this passage into order. Towa TO mpdyya. 

In this play we are dealing with a terribly corrupt text; that 
is generally admitted; in a corrupt text like this we must in 

accordance with the laws of chance expect to meet with some 

passages where there is a rain of errors, whilst in other places 

everything may be pretty smooth for a considerable number of 
lines together. If you doubt this try the experiment of tossing 
a penny a hundred times; more often than not you will get 

one or two heads or tails running and then a change, but here 
and there’ you will get a run of six or seven. The application 
of this to such a text as that of Agamemnon is obvious. 
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I will begin by discussing the general drift of the whole 

passage. The Chorus has pictured the state of things in the 

palace, 435, ra kat’ olxouvs dyn. They will proceed in 438— 
458 to describe the grief of those who have not gone on the 

expedition but lose their friends and relations upon it. Between 
these two pictures came something about the troops cuvop- 

pévors from Greece. And it is pretty clear that the Chorus 

might be expected, in summing up the woes caused by Helen, 

to say something about the troubles of the army. We certainly 

seem to me to want the three clauses (1) such is the sorrow in 

the house of Menelaus, (2) the army also suffers, (3) their rela- 

tions at home are in mourning. 
Now the first set of troubles the Chorus might see at home, 

the second they could only guess, Hence if we take Halm’s 

ra 8, accepted by Wecklein who is a good judge of the emenda- 

tions of others, and combine it with Housman’s ro7vdap, we shall 

get the required sense without changing a single letter so far 
as these two corrections are concerned. “And other woes yet 

greater than these is it possible to conjecture among those who 

went forth together from Hellas.” It is true that & has to be 
dropped after rovay, but I had already concluded that it must 

go before I turned to Wecklein’s appendix and found it deleted 

by both Karsten and Naegelsbach. 
The T'roades is full of reminiscences of Agamemnon. There 

also Euripides makes Cassandra dilate on the troubles of the 

Greek army away from home, and then (379) turns to the 

mourning in Greece over the lost, ra 8 olxos Totad’ buou eyiry- 

vero. A somewhat similar contrast is found again in Ajawz 1021, 

ToavTa pev Kat oixov, év Tpoid 8é pos 

ToAdo péev exOpoi tmatpa 8 wpernorma. 

Next comes that wondrous couplet 

mévOea TANTLKApSLOS 
Sduov éxdotou tpérer. 

It is really heart-breaking to find a scholar of Headlam’s 

calibre retaining the word wév@ea, but I cannot say more 

against it than has been said already by better men than my- 
self. With it goes also his adtAnovKdpd.os, and besides Auratus 
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is plainly right in restoring rn£ixdpSvos from the gloss in h. 
Bobody would ever have glossed tAynovedpsios by Hv eapdiav 
THKOUTA. 

But if my view of the preceding lines is right, we must 
here have a connecting particle in place of the fish’s tail of 

mévOea. That the place where my particle is wanted is at 
present filled with rubbish encourages me to believe my general. 

view of the passage correct. It would at least make sense to 
read mévOos 6é tn&ixdpdvov, though nothing else is to be said 

for it, but desperate diseases require desperate remedies. 
It. is possible that the peccant & in 457 is itself i be 

which is missing in 458. 

465. péver 8 axovdaoai Ti pov 

pépiuva vuxTnpedés. 

In the old alphabet NTKTEPE®E® would stand equally 

well for vuetnpedpns, and. this seems to me far preferable. 

544.  yaipo: treOvavac S ovK avtep& Oeois. . 

In the Farnesian MS. and the scholion on 555 ov«ér is read, 

probably being nothing but a conjecture by Triclinius. Every 

one of the restorations known to me is impossible because their 

authors have failed to grasp the sense required. The herald 

did not mean: “I no longer-object to’death.” We are told by 
the Chorus at 555 what he said quite clearly enough. os viv 
TO adv 6H, Kal Oaveiy Tord apis. “We were so miserable 
that we echoed your complaint and often wished we were 

dead.” Manifestly therefore in 544 he said: “I rejoice, and 

no longer pray for death, (as I have done daily for these ten 

years).” 
Hence avtep® is as inexplicable as re@vavar itself; we must 

have a word meaning “pray for,’ not against. I believe he 

said : 
yaipw* Oaveiv 8 ov« dvtowat Oeods Et. 

dvtowas was corrupted to dvtepo on account of épws in the next 
line, whether accidentally or because its author thought in some 
confused way that he was leading up to épas by it. 

dvrowat is used with an infinitive by Aristophanes at 
Thesm. 977. The infinitive after a verb of praying may have 
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two meanings; generally dvtouai ce Oaveiv would mean “I 

pray you to die,” but it also may mean “I pray you for death” 

as here. Much stranger is tiv éy@ Oaya Oeois apopar Tnuovns 

adrep NaBeiv at Trach. 47. 

Gaveiv Franz, adopted by several critics and recently again 

commended by Petersen, Rhein. Mus. 66, p. 20. 

561. ti 8 oty 
oTévovTes ov NAYOVTES MATOS MEpOS ; 

Headlam’s objection to Margoliouth’s doyaddoves (or -as), 
that it “would require a second negative,” is entirely baseless. 
If ov went with orévoytes it is true that it would have to be 
repeated with dryadXorTes, but it does not; it goes with pépos, 

ti 8 ov pépos = rv 8é pépos. Hence it appears on considera- 
tion that what is wrong in our text is, among other things, 

exactly that second ov, and the objection ends by proving a 

defence. 
But admitting adryaddovtes to be the most probable con- 

- jecture, if not absolutely certain, there is still no construction 

about the sentence. Then too the next line starts off with rd 

8 avre yépow, and yet we have not had a word about the sea. 

Supply therefore after 562 some line like 

movous Oaracons elyouev TOAAP TAD; 

This simple device clears up the construction, supplies a proper 

antithesis to the “ill-laid berths” just above in the toil by day 

upon the tossing ship, leads up naturally to ra 8 atre yépcw, 
and gives a reason hitherto lacking for the groaning and lamen- 

tation. 

616. ov8’ oida répyriv od8 érinpoyov patuv 
adXov pds avdpds padrrov 7) yadrKod Badas. 

It seems a very absurd thing for Clytemnestra to say that 

she knows delight from any other man no more than she 

knows some secret of metallurgy or some impossibility. oida 

is used first to mean “experience” and then to mean ‘“ know- 

ledge” of a scientific kind. What anybody would be likely to 
say would surely be: “As bronze knoweth not of the dipping, 

so I—etc.” Thus at 334 she says again: “As oil and vine- 
gar will not mix, so the voice of conqueror and conquered is 
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discordant” (where by the way to refuse Auratus’ did for didas 
is to refuse sense for nonsense). Hence I think that we should 

here accept, also from Auratus, yadxos for yadxod, truly ypvoea 

YarKevov. 
The conjecture becomes almost a certainty when we reflect 

that the author of Christus patiens, as first pointed out by 

Porson, read yad«os'. His authority is quite equal to that of 

our MSS. of Agamemnon. It is true that the Virgin in that 

line also says tuvds mpos avdpos, but that is a. necessary altera- 

tion on the part of the author, for the Virgin obviously could 

not keep aAXovu pds avdpds. 
Antipho, whether the orator or the sophist is uncertain, is 

reported to speak of Bdyuv yadKkod Kai oidypou (frag. 158 

Blass). But Pollux, who reports this, does not say that these 

words come straight out of Antipho, or that he spoke of Bayes 

of the two metals in the same context at all; he is only inter- 

ested in the word Baus itself. Antipho might have said in 

one place that there is no Bdwis yadxod and have spoken in 
another place of the ordinary dipping of iron. In fact nothing 
can be built upon the citation any way at all; only it helps to 

dispose of the scholiast’s guess that Aeschylus here uses yaAKov 

for o1dypov (as Pindar no doubt does at Pyth. iii 85). 

“Proclus in Hesiod. Op. 142, et Eustath. ad Il. A. 236, 

tradunt aes apud veteres calidum in aquam frigidam demersum 

fuisse, quo durius fieret.” Blomfield. Antipho may have said 
the same thing. Well, suppose the ancients did “dip bronze.” 

Then the dipping of bronze could not become a proverb for 
something that does not happen. If pigs did sometimes fly, 

their incapacity for levitation would not have become pro- 
verbial. But I believe that Proclus and Eustathius were misled 
by the poetical use of yad«os for metal in general, just as the 

translators of the English bible were misled into translating 

xanKevs by “ copper-smith.” 

639. mas yap Aéyels KEtwOva VAVTLK@ oTpPAT@ 

€XOeivy TeXeuTHoal Te Saymovav KOT ; 

There is not one of my readers who could not have filled up 

1 Brambs reads xaA\xod however in C,P. without remark, xadxds is the 

reading of the Benedictine editors. 
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the last line with something better than this irrelevant and 
pointless teXevTHjoai Te, and who are we that we should write 

better verse than Aeschylus? But nobody seems to have 
ventured on a correction except Badham, and he can hardly 

have been content with re Avoojoai re himself. 
Suppose Aeschylus had written catactpdyras Te, suppose 

this had been copied as xataotpéyar te. Then Suidas gives 

us the gloss: xatactpéWavtes, TedkeuTHoarTes. KaTacTpody, 
téros. Of course he meant “dead,” but if reXevrav was the 
regular gloss on xataotpépewy in any sense, it might well 

enough be written here also. 
But Aeschylus did not write xataotpdat te for two 

reasons, Zeds wey Kataotpamres, yeuwv dé ov. And édOeiv 
does not go well with another verb and a connecting particle ; 

cf. Persae 442 : | 

reEov tiv ad dys tHvde cuppopay orpate 

eXOciv KaxOv pérroveay és TA waccova. 

We must go further afield. The right verb for yecwa@v would 

be érravyifew or katacKnrevy or the like’, If Aeschylus wrote 
KATASKEISANTA, the change to catactpéwarra is trifling, 

and the gloss reXeurynoavta got into the text with little enough 

further depravation, @> yA@TTAa. 

649. Read pév ros as two words. The pév echoes that in 
645 and tos is appropriate. 

655. Evvemocay yap, dvtes ExOtoToL TO Tpir, 

mip Kat Oaracoa, Kai Ta Tiat edevEaTnv 
POcipovte Tov dvaTnvov “Apyeiwy otparov 
* * * * * * 

év vuxti dvoxipavta 8 wpwper axa. 

That something has been lost after 657 is plain as daylight, 
though why Keck should desiderate three verses is more than I 

can guess. But just consider whether any decent thirdrate 

poet would start with the reconciliation of fire and water and 
then go on to say not a word of fire but add the miserably 

feeble statement that it was a stormy night. I say nothing of 

1 orpduBov katravyigovra frag. 195 (Dind.). 
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the position of 8 in 658, for Aeschylus often keeps back his 

connecting particles. Is it not certain that something like 

é& ovpavod pev éppaynoay aotpatral 
év vuxti, dvoxtvpavta 8 @pwper Kaka 

was the original? Look too at the way in which Euripides 

reproduces this passage in Z’roades 80—83. Ovid, Ibis 341, 

Utque ferox periit et fulmine et aequore raptor. 
Then &€é falls into its proper place, and éy vu«ri, which 

in the. MSS..is pointless, recovers its proper force. The 

difference between vu«rTds and év vuxri is this; vueTos means 
“by night” as a note of time only, év vueti means “in the 

dark.” Thus Thucydides, vii 80, says ths dé vuKtos eddxer... 
atayew tv otpatiav, “in the night they determined, ete.” 
Then cavoavtes rupd roddad éxdpovn év TH vucri, “ they began 
their march in the dark,” and again, “ panics are apt to attack 

armies dds Te Kal év vuKTi Te Kai OLa TOAEmias iovawv.” Where 

he simply contrasts the time of night with that of day he says 

vu«ros, where he lays stress on the conditions he says év vuxti 

with or without the article. Xenophon Hellenica vi iv 26, 
para dé yareras Tropevouevos ola 5) év vuxti Te Kal ev PoBo 

dmiovres Kal yarernv oddov. Symp.i 9, drav péyyos te év vuKtt 

davy. [Aristot.] Problem. xi 33. Lucian Toxaris 20, 21. 
Etym. genuin. yrav€&...év vuetl opav Suvapevov. 

The tragedians do not always observe the distinction ; at 

least it does not look as if vueti or év vuxtt at Trach. 149, 
Hippol. 106, Alcest. 357, differed in any way from vu«tos. Nor 

indeed do they ever use év vuxri in the prose way at all except 

in this line of Agamemnon, but dds év evppovn hépwv is just 
the same at 527. Compare wip Svampéme: vuxti in Pindar, 

Ol. i 2. If the dative is qualified by a poet, as év vueri TH 

vov, év Xeepia vucri, that of course is another story. 

The author of Aaiochus, full of “ mauvais lyrisme” as he is, 

says vu«tt at 367 C when he means vuxros. 

679. Mevérewv yap ovv 
mMpOTov Te Kal padiota TpocddKa poner. 

I would combine Bothe’s ydp dv and Badham’s rpoadoke. 
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I take the meaning to be: “as for Menelaus, I think that he 
would have got home” sc. if he had been alive. The speaker 

shrinks from continuing his thought, because it were ill-omened 

to blurt out, “but as it is, the presumption is that he is dead.” 
Then after this ellipse he goes on with & ody to suggest that if 

he is alive after all he will turn up some day. 
mportov on this view is masculine; cf. Plat. Charmides 157 A 

Seiy ov éxeivo Kai mpa@tov Kal wadiora Oeparrevery, Where po- 
tov clearly agrees with éxeivo'. The meaning then is that 

Menelaus ought to have got home first of all the army. 

Instead of saying ought to have done so, the herald substi- 

tutes the conditional dv woretv, because of the latent thought 
in his mind, ef éy. As he is not back first, the conclusion is 

that he is dead. «ai wadvora means. “he if anybody.” ¢ & 
ovv is then properly used to go back to the point after the 

suppressed clause. 

The yap after MevéXewy also requires explanation on this 

view. “We talk of them as dead, though they may not be so. 

—yévoito & ws adpiota, for though I think M. ought to have 
returned first. and therefore fear he is dead, yet if he is 

alive—.” 

736. éx Oeod S iepevs Tis "A- 
| tas Sopows tpocetpadgn. 

“A sort of priest of Death was—by God to the house.” 

Ask any one you like to fill up the missing word and see 
whether they will babble about “reared” or “turned” or 
“rubbed.” If Heath’s rpoceOpépOn (a word neither known 

nor here construable) or Verrall’s rpocetpap@n or J. B. Bury’s 

mpocetpipOn were in the MSS., I might make a shift to 
deceive myself into thinking that a poet might have written 

it. But as it is, we are driven to supplying the necessary 
word as well as we can. A priest is “appointed” or “ordained,” 

and there are at least two good words for this in Greek, not 
very far from mpocetpagdyn. Against mrpoeypapOn there are 

three deadly objections, against mpooetay@n there are none 

that I can see. Cf. Hebrews v 10, mpocayopevdeis itd tod 

1 See also Headlam’s note. 
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@cod apytepeds kata tiv tak Medryioedéx. The corruption 

might come through wpocerd@n easily enough. 

740. akackaiov ayadua mrovTov. 

Read dxackaios’ dyadpya. Aeschylus elsewhere uses this 
genitive in -ovo and we know now from the papyrus of 

Bacchylides that its elision was a matter of course. The first 

critic to introduce it in modern times was I believe Porson at 

Hecuba 465. 

. 807. TO © évavti@ KUTEL 
"EXmls mpoonjer xerpos ov mAnpoupévo. 

The meaning must clearly be that the Trojans hoped, but 
their hope was empty and vain. Such a hope may be poeti- 

cally described as “empty-handed.” Perhaps then we should 

combine suggestions of Bothe and Schiitz, and read yefpas ov 

mAnpouperyn. Cf. 1219, yetpas Kpe@v mr Oovtes. 

893.  Tepirvov Sé TavayKaiov éxpuyeiy array. 

Cf. Theognis 472: 

Tav yap avayKatov yphu avinpov edu. 

924. KA. niEw Oeois Seicas dv 5S pew Tade; 
AT. eiep tis cidas y’ ev TOd é€etrev TéXos. 

ép&ewv Headlam, épdewv. é&etmev Auratus, éFe?zrov. 
It is rather violent, but I feel sure that for detcas we ought 

to read mrecoGeis. Violent it is, but worse corruptions than this 

are common enough, without rhyme or reason, even in printed 

books, Everybody knows this, even if they will not act upon 

the knowledge. To say that Clytemnestra asks whether Aga- 

memnon would have vowed to walk upon purple if he had got 

into a fright is unsatisfactory on more grounds than one. The 

language could only imply that he made the vow in a moment 

of panic in hope of extricating himself from a tight place; 

if so, he could not wait to get information or orders from a 

competent authority, eid@s ed. And a man in a fright does 
not make such a vow as this. Nor does Agamemnon’s answer 

1 Cf. Iliad i 384: dupa d€ pavris 

eb eldws dyopeve Oeomporias éxaro.o. 
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suit the question. Ask him if he would have vowed in a fright, 

and he will answer by repelling the insinuation of cowardice or 

by saying he does not know what he might not have done in 
an unreflecting moment, or something of the sort. But ask 

him: “Would you have vowed this in obedience to the gods?” 

and of course he answers: “ Yes, if their will had been declared 

to me by one with full knowledge of it.” 

Auratus with his wonderful instinct saw that é&e?7rev must 

be read, that the king must mean he would have vowed the 
vow if he had had orders from heaven, and that the conditional 

nvéw dv is naturally followed by e? with an indicative, which 

the MSS. reading does not allow. 

It may be said that there is no obvious reason why Clytem- 

nestra should have suggested orders from the gods any more 

than panic, but it can be shewn out of her own mouth that this 

notion is one which comes naturally into her mind. For in the 

speech with which she ushers the king into the palace she 
recurs again unnecessarily to a similar idea; she would have 
vowed much trampling of many garments if she had been so 

ordered in any house of oracle; she does not talk about fearing 
anything but about obeying the gods, 

Except for detoas I agree entirely with Headlam’s notes on 
these two lines. 

930. 0 8 adOovntos y ovK« érifnros mrédet. 

My instinct clamours aloud for od& éifros. In 932 «ai 

would be sadly missed if it were absent, and 8€ ye «ai there is 
like dé y’ ov’ here, with a difference. 

934.  m000* xpateis pév Tor mapels éxdv épol. 

Compare Publilius Syrus: “ Nec vincitur sed vineit qui 

cedit suis,’ on which the commentators quote Calpurnius 
Flaccus decl. 21: “Cede fratri, cede vel patri; victor eris, mihi 

crede, si cesseris.” 

kparets Weil, xpatos. ev tor Blomfield, wévtot. mapes y 
MSS., wapeis y Weil, y del. Wecklein. 

950. ¢taapyvpoyv is incorrectly expressed, insomuch that 
Headlam has been driven to take it to mean only worth its 
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weight in silver, cheap. When a tragic poet is loading his 
language with double meanings he often sacrifices the literal 

sense, and makes the speaker say something which on the face 

of it is no sense at all. The opening of this speech, as Verrall 

notes, is intended to suggest the crimson stain of blood; “there 

is a sea in the house of Atreus producing crimson to stain all 

our garments, crimson of great price because it is the blood of 
man. No fear of that ever running dry.” Hence the ominous 

icdpyvpov, which however in the ostensible meaning of the 

speech has no point. . 

952. oixos 8 trdpye tavde ovv Oeois, dva€, 
éyew: méverOar 8 ovx ériotatat Sopos. 

What. does r@vde mean? Grammatically it might refer to 

either efuatwv or Badds. Clytemnestra means ostensibly the 

former, but in her heart she is thinking of the latter. That too 

is why she uses the extraordinary expression méveoOau 5 ovK 

ériotatat Souos. It is a shocking piece of style in the osten- 

sible meaning, but the secret meaning is that “the house of 
Atreus does not know how (despite all endeavours) to be poor 

in bloodshed.” 
Aeschylus cannot always be acquitted of clumsiness, but 

this ofxos and ddyuos is intolerable. Nor can oixos vmapye 

tovoe be defended; nor yet is any conjecture satisfactory ; 
Wecklein’s 6X8o0s would be attractive if éABos ever had a 

genitive depending on it. o¢ and a are easily confused; did 

the poet say adus? Cf. 1656, rnwatev 8 adis y vrapyxet. 
Donaldson thought that avs in 1659 was a corruption of dxos, 

and from dxos to otxos is but a step. 

i 10189; mpop0acaca Kapdia 
yAdooav av rad é&éxeu. 

I do not wish to see worse nonsense than this, but if any- 

body does want to see it let him read Paley’s note. The 

Chorus mean to say that their hearts are full of gloom, but 

they do not know why and therefore they do not prophesy 

anything definite. If they did not reflect that “one law limits. 

another” by divine providence, their tongues would run away 
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with them and pour out some definite prognostication of 

misfortune. Schiitz accordingly reads: 

mpop0dcaca Kapdiav 

yAdooa tavt av é&éyet. 

He gets the tongue and heart into their proper places, but his 

mavta is no sense to speak of. Yet it is better than rade, for 
Tae is no sense at all. The tongue of the Chorus 7s pouring 

forth “these things,” they are saying what they are saying. 
The conditional av éféye. shews that they mean that they 
would be saying something else. What Aeschylus wrote was 

tpop0acaca Kkapdiav 
al ,’ 1g/ , 

yrdoo dv éEéye Kaka. 

The corruption was started either by loss-of «axa, or more 

likely by the dittography yAwcoavay; then yAdooay being 

separated out compelled the change of xapdiav to capdia and 
the limping metre was corrected by insertion of the nonsensical 

Tao and ejection of xaxa. 

1104. ard apxus 4 Edvevvos, 4) Evvaitia 

govouv: oracis 8 aKopetos yéver 
KaToNoAvEaT@ 
Ovpatos Aevoipov. 

The explanations of Evva:tia dovov are obviously untenable. 

Dr Verrall reads Evvaitia: povov ardois 8, asserting that to 
stop after dovov spoils the rhythm, and that oTaows must go 
with dovov. On’ the latter point I agree, but on rhythm I 

prefer the opinion of Aeschylus, who stops at the same place in 

the antistrophe; he did not then consider that there was any 

harm in thet. However even Verrall’s ingenuity suggests no 

meaning for £uvactia. Read £uveoria (or if necessary Evvéo- 

twos). The hearth is the symbol of the family affections; edv1) 

and éoria go well together, both being violated by Clytemnes- 
tra; compare 704, tpaméfas nal Evverriov Accs. Herodian, 

Hist. 11 x 8, ds pnte evs wyte éEotias Kowvwveir. 
The late position of 6€ though so common in Aeschylus 

may have often caused corruption, and very likely did here. 

As uveotia ddvov must have seemed absurd even to the 
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ancient editors of Aeschylus, it was badly emended, and this 

accounts for Evvacria. It always seems to me that Bentley’s 

€uol poBos yap is the best correction yet proposed at 14; there 
some early scribe in like manner punctuated after éwo/, which 
in consequence had to be altered to éujv. 

Nevoipov had better be left alone altogether than altered to 
such things as yevoiuov or Aovaiwov. I do not jest; both 
those words have been proposed in print. But to get anything 

which shall he at once poetically acceptable and palaeographi- 

cally probable is beyond me; the nearest I can think of is 
dvorovov. 

1110. éml b€ xapdiav edpaye KpoxoBadns 
otayov ate Kai dSopia mr@cpos 

Evvaviter Biov 

dvvtTos avyais. 

are can scarcely be right. How could the Chorus say that 

there runs back to their hearts the blood which ete.? It is not 
the blood of the dying gladiator, for example, which runs back 
to your heart if you turn pale, it is your own blood. In fact 

we have to get out of are the meaning of os, and were is I 
believe what Aeschylus wrote. The copyists were puzzled by 

@oTe in this sense; thus at 1671 they corrupted it against the 

metre into da7ep. It is also possible that are may have arisen 
by wrong transliteration of O in the old alphabet; éa7re would 

be then changed to @re to correct the gender. In Thue. vii 
24 on the other hand are has been corrupted to dete in all 
MSS. except B. 

For the rest of the line Casaubon’s cai dopt rrwcipors still 

seems the best reading. The whole sentence is obscure and 

loosely expressed, but I take it to mean: “The blood runs 
back to my heart and I turn pale in consequence, even as men 

turn pale when dying of a spear-wound”; ora modis pallentia 
miris says Virgil of such a warrior. But Aeschylus first con- 
fuses the colour of the bloodless cheek with that of the blood 

itself, and then goes on to say “as it comes to an end in dying 

men along with the last rays of life” when he ought to have 
said “as the dying man grows pale.” 
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1145. mrepopopov Séuas 

This means “a body bearing wings or feathers.” The sense 
ought to be ‘‘a wing-borne body,” as Swinburne rightly trans- 

lates it in On the Cliffs. Accent therefore mrepogopov, and 
compare e.g. Oedhopos with Peoddpos. 

Cf. Iliad xix 386: 
A Ny > e \ , +> 58 joa Tar 

TO EUTE TTTEPA YLVET GELPE OE TOLLE ADV, 

1193. 4paprov » tnp@ Te ToEoTHS Tis Hs; 

The antithesis to dwapteiy is xupety or Tuyelv, an archer 

does not “hunt” but “hits,” and if Cassandra had wanted to 

talk about hunting she would not have said to£orns but «xvvn- 

yétns. Consequently Canter’s @npe is here as absurd as tnpd 
itself or as t#xw or anything else to be had for the sake of 

keeping three letters instead of two. And «vp (H. L. Ahrens) 

would in reality be quite as easily corrupted into typé as Onpw 

would. © 

To suppose that the whole virtue of a correction is in 

proportion to the number of letters which it keeps is to 
forget the object we are aiming at. The virtue of a correction 

consists in restoring what an author must, or at least might, 
have written, not what he never could have written at all. 

Given the first indispensable requirement, sense, it will then 

be time to begin counting letters. 
Compare the corruption of tup@ to «np@ in Aristotle Hist. 

An. 557” 6. 

1206. 7% Kab réxvev eis Spyor HrOéTHY 600; 

Elmsley’s 7AGérnv for the MSS. 7#AGeror is right, though 
accidentally, for the grounds on which he proposed it are much 

too doubtful. But the scansion demands it, since Butler’s ood 
for vow@ is manifestly right also. vow@m cannot mean “in 

course” as Headlam translates it, that is g’ces. And to talk 

about any law regulating the loves of gods and mortals would 

be too absurd. 
On the dual forms see Monro Hom. Gr. § 5. 
Journal of Philology. vou. xxxtl. 5 
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1228. ovx oidev ofa yAéooa pmionTths KuUVds 
ralbars Kal onvaca, paidpwrod Sten 

arns NaOpaiov, TevEeTar Kaxh TVyy. 

Rikied MSS., corr. Tyrwhitt. x«xretvaca MSS., corr. Wake- 
field. saibpévobs MSS., gdadpwios Wakefield, gadpwod 
scripsi. 

If we are going to surrender to the MSS., we may as well 

stick to xretvaca. Did not the tongue of Clytemnestra end 

by killing Agamemnon? But no, editors will have none of it; 
what they substitute is a variety entertainment of which I 

decline to put down here the items. I am no fanatical admirer 

of Aeschylus, but one must draw the line somewhere. For 

Wakefield’s ojvaca there is one thing to be said; it is poetry 

and it is sense. For xreivaca there is one thing to be said; it 

is there in the MSS. For the other readings you can say 

neither the one thing nor the other. And after all what is the 
difference between KTENASA and SENAZA? Not that I 
assert the corruption to have come in at that stage; it may 

have arisen at any time. Shelley wrote printless, Mrs Shelley 

published first mouthless and then monthless’, and people talk 
of the impossibility of a scribe with onvaca before him writing 

KTeivaca ! 
But indeed there is not only one thing but a great deal to 

be said for onvaca; it will all be found in Headlam’s note, and 
need not be repeated; it is curious to read that note and see 
how Headlam all the time escapes his own notice defending 

onvaca through thick and thin. 
However I am here mainly concerned with the next word, 

daispovous.. Everybody must have felt how unsatisfying is this 
epithet as applied to yAéooa, and rhythm along with comparison 

of many other passages leads us to expect a genitive here before 

Sixnv. Consequently Kirchhoff’s favdpovov is a great improve- 
ment. In favour of it also at first sight is Persae 97: 

prroppav yap wapacaiver 
Bporov eis apxvas “Ara, 

At first sight, but for all that acdpdvov will hardly do; it 

+ Forman’s note in Trelawny’s Letters, p. 57. 
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is evident from the passages quoted in the lexica that ¢urodpwv 
is right enough, “welcoming hospitably,’ but for justification 
of dadpovovs one looks in vain. The word is never seen again, 

and “bright-minded” is no sense. Then too the lion-cub of 

726, as restored by Weil and Auratus, daidpwrads roti yxeipa 

caivoyta, is greatly in favour of Wakefield’s da:dpwos here. 
Only gaidpwros is again an absurd epithet for yAdooa, and 

again we want a genitive. Read then gavdpw7od, and so we 
get a pointed contrast between the external smile and the 

inward treachery. It is possible that PAITAPOIIO was mis- 

read as gadporrov, rivalling in absurdity gasdpov ods itself, 
that this was then wrongly altered to dacdpovov and corrupted 
further by accident to dasdpovous. 

1289. lodca kayo TANTOMaL TO KaTOaveiv. 

duepotar yap SpKos ex Gedy péyas. 
“Avdouv tinras 8¢ tdod eyo mpocevvéto. 

Such is the order of these lines in the MSS. The second 
of them has long been transplanted to its proper place, the 
third remains cumbering the ground. Both were added at 
the foot of a page in some ancestor of our MSS., and it is easy 

to see where 1291 ought to go. It will find a place quite well 

after 1275: 

admnyay és toudade Oavacipous tixas: 
"Avdouv tudas 6¢ tacd eyo mpocevvérra, 

Bopod matp@ov 8 avt éri—nvov péver. 

Apollo has haled her to this doom of death, brought her to 

the gates of the palace which may rather be called gates of 

Hell, and within these gates she foresees the block for the altar. 

kayo Heath, pdf MSS. No one with any feeling for 
style can doubt the correction. tdoS éy® Auratus, ras 
réyo MSS. 

1358. tov dpavtos éott Kal TO Bovredoae Tépe. 

This is plainly impossible ; we cannot supply tod dpapuaros 

after mép., nor can méps here mean “exceedingly.” In medi- 

tating a remedy I devised and rejected as again impossible 
three conjectures; three scholars before me have been more 

5—2 
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hasty, for all three conjectures are to be found in Wecklein’s 

appendix. Then I hit upon another, which is at least good 

Greek and good sense. Read rod dSpdvtos éors cal ro Bovdedoat 
mpérov. The use of wpévov with the auxiliary verb is very 

common, but the construction of mpézrov with a genitive might 
throw the scribes out; it is found however in Ajax 534, [Plato] 

Menexenus 239 c, and in Thucyd. iii 59 the true reading is 
@s mpérov iuov. Hither zépu is a bad guess by somebody 

who could not construe the line and thought to mend it by 
changing mpézrov to the zéps which so often follows BovAeva, 

and hoping it might mean something; or else, which is more 
likely, some letters were lost at the end of the line, leaving 

IIPEI or the like. 

1479. éx Tov yap ews aipaTrororyos 
Tpépetar kal va, tply Katarjear 

TO Tradaov aos, véos ixwp. 

velper tpépetat MSS., corr. Housman. MHeadlam justly 
objects to ‘yp that it cannot mean blood, but there is no need 

to change it. “The lust for blood is fed by that Evil Spirit, 

and ever flows fresh corruption before the ancient wound be 

healed.” ‘The idea of a recrudescent wound or sore is familiar 
to tragedy; the new ‘yp is purulent matter discharging again 

from it. 

1547. ris & éritbp Rov aivov én’ avdpt Oeio 
avy Sakpvos idrrwv 
pI / a / 

arabela ppevav tovice; 

éritvpuBuos aivos MSS. corr. Vossius. ddnGeia MSS., corr. 

Dindorf. The MSS. reading is untenable, for though a mourner 
might be said zovety, his praise certainly could not. Unless 

indeed you mean that it was badly sung. vads zove?, a ship 

labours in the sea, aivos mrove?, an encomium halts. 

With the amended reading we still are in trouble. The 
grammar is faultless, but after all Aeschylus was a poet and 
a man of sense; he had not debauched his mind with ductus 

litterarum to the exclusion of all other considerations nor yet 
with the defence of clerical blundering. No man of sense, no 
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poet, would ever say: “Who uttering praises over the hero 
shall labour?” To avoid this commentators take the words 
to mean “Sorrow with sincerity of heart.” But sroveiy never 

refers to heart-ache or sorrow; what Liddell and Scott mean 

by referring to Iliad ix 12 for this Heaven only knows. 
Read dvnce. Praise of the dead may be presumed to be 

a comfort to him if sincere. The Chorus naturally ask who is 

to bury or praise him; “ wilt thou bury him, who didst murder 

him? who shall comfort him with praise? thou canst not, for 

thy praise would be hypocritical.” 
If anybody likes to accept this and on the strength of it 

replace émuTtvuPios aivos, it can no longer be said that the 
nominative involves any absurdity. But the intransitive tamtwv 

here is most unlikely, despite Supp. 556. 

Cf. frag. 257 (Dind.) cai rods Oavovtas ei Oérers evepyeretr, 

1583. “Atpeds yap adpxav those yhs, TovTov marnp, 

matépa Ovéorny Tov enor, ws Topas Ppacat, 
avtov 7 addeddov. 

H. Wolf reduced this intolerable stuff into more decent 

order by omitting all the words after Ovéornv. But rarépa 

Ovéorny, so left naked, could not mean “my father Thyestes.” 

Read tratépa tov audv. On this Qvéornv was added as a 

gloss, and then the senseless rubbish @s topos dpdcar and 

the irrelevant adtod rt dédeddpov (which Elmsley notes to be 
ungrammatical and emends to airod §) were added to piece 

out the metre. 

It will be said that Topas is not like an interpolator’s style. 

On the contrary an interpolator would just like to put such 
a word in, exactly as we do when we mimic Aeschylus “ with 
moulded lines less lovely than his own.” Look for instance at. 

that precious couplet Ajax 841, 2 with its Aeschylean To's, its 

truly tragic ¢iAtorer and its Ionic ddoéaro. 

1601.  AaKTicpa Selrvov Evvdixas TiOcis apa. - 

For the symbolic overthrowal of the table compare Schol. 

Lycophr. 481, where Zeus after a similar cannibal feast dpyic Geis 
avétpewe tv tpdrefav. It seems that the expression had 
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become proverbial. Lycophron 137 says of Paris Xakas tpamefav 
(Meveddov), the kicking here meaning only what Aeschylus calls 

tpatélas adriuwow. Andocides i 130, ‘Imzovixos év TH otkia 
drecTnpiov Tpéper, Os adToD Tv TpaTelay avaTpére.. 

1613. od & avipa tovde pis Exov Kataxtaveir, 
pdvos 8 érrouxtov tovde Bovredoar ovor. 

_ Surely this sentence is interrogative. “You confess, do 

you?” 

1625. yivat, od Tods Heovtas éx pmayns mévav 

oixoupos, evvnv avdpos aicxyvvev ama. 

pévev Wieseler, véov MSS. aicy’vev Keck, aicyivove’ MSS. 
If these changes are right, as I believe them to be, they involve 
another, #£ovras for jxovtas. For Aegisthus was waiting 

(€uevev) not for those who had returned but those who should 

return. 

-People who prefer logic to poetry will argue that tovds 

heovtas =’Avyapéuvova, and that Agamemnon really has re- 
turned at the date when the Chorus is speaking. Poets do not 
talk like that. ‘“ You lay here in wait for the king’s return” 

demands a future participle. | 

But at 1224 pordvre is right, because BovAevewy is not an 

imperfect but a present. 

1653. Sexouévors Evers Oavely ce. 

It is not easy to see how this could mean anything but 
“You say that you are dead,” or else “ you bid yourself to die,” 

and even then it would be odd enough; Aéyeus “Oavety” is 
right here, but that leaves oe stranded; Néyers “Oaveiv” oe 
cannot mean “you use the word death about yourself.” To 
read od is obvious and at least grammatical; but if it is to be 

emphatic, ‘ you say it yourself,’ we should rather expect. adrds 
than ov; it does not altogether please me, but I see nothing 

better to be done. Had I been writing the line myself I would 
have said deyouevors Oavety édreEas. 
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1657. orteixer aidoio. yépovtes mpds Sduous, Tempwpévois 

mpl tmabeiv eiEavtes: apxely xphv Tad ws émpa- 
Eapev. 

Thus restored by Auratus (who only however got so far 

as ejecting rovode at the end of 1657), H. L. Ahrens, Madvig 

and Hermann among them, these lines are unimpeachable. 

Attempts to meddle with them further have only resulted in 

injury. The whole couplet is exactly like Thucydides v 93: 

ore bpiv pev po Tod Ta Sevvorata Tabety bTraKxovoa. av yévaiTo, 

nets 88 ur) ScadOeipavtes buds Kepdaivoiper av. 

ARTHUR PLATT. 
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Cicero, De Consulatu Suo 47—50. 

Tum quis non artis scripta ac monumenta uolutans 

uoces tristificas cartis promebat Etruscis ? 
omnes ciuili generosa stirpe profectam 

uoluier ingentem cladem pestemque monebant. 

49 e generosa Baehrens: generosa ab vulg. All editors 
seem to know what a clades generosa stirpe profecta is, and 

what a ciwilis generosa stirps is: but I can form no notion of 

either. ciuili is, I think, a corruption of diwini, soothsayers. 
Given this clue, it is easy to see in omnes the tail-end of an 

original Lucmones. 

diuiit is, in fact, nothing but a gloss upon Lucmones. 
generosa is a corruption of genus Etrusca (=gen'etrusca), and 
the line should read 

Lucmones, genus Etrusca (de) stirpe profectum. 

CICERO, Odyssey XII. 184 sqq. 

8—9. nos graue certamen belli clademque tenemus 

omniaque e latis rerum uestigia terris. 

In 1. 9 the MSS have regum for the rerum of all editors. 
Anyone who has the Homeric original before him 

iswev © bcc0a yévnta ert xOovt rovAvBoreipyn 

will think at once that frugum, rather than rerwm, is the 

natural correction of regum. Moreover, the line of Cicero 
which editors offer is not Latin (what are uestigia e latis 

terris?), nor does it bear any close resemblance to the words 

of Homer which it purports to render. I take regum uestigia 
to be a corruption of frugum uix indiga, and would write 

omneque (quod) celat frugum uix indiga tellus. 
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Celewma. 

(Baehrens P.L.M. 111. 167.) 

18—14. Heia, uiri, nostrum reboans echo sonet heia. 

tachoresultet portus+ nos tamen heia. 

Of many attempts to restore 1. 14 none has been even 

plausible. The best is Peiper’s et chorus exultet Portuni: n. t. 

h: the worst is Riese’s aequoreos woluens fluctus ratio audiat 

heia. Baehrens writes aequore flet Corus: wocitemus nos tamen 

heia. I fancy that the true reading is a good deal closer to the 

MS than any of these attempted restorations, Read 

echo te pultet, portiscwle: nos tamen heia. 

The portisculus, the hammer of the ceXevoTns, is appropriate 

enough to a xéXevya. But the scribe when he came to this 

rather rare word left a blank space after the first half of it. 

Incertt Ponticon Praefatio, 1—6. 

(Baehrens P.L.M. 111. p. 172.) 

Tethya marmoreo fecundam pandere ponto 

Et salis aequoreas spirantis mole cateruas 
Quaeque sub aestifluis Thetis umida continet antris 
Coeptantem, Venus alma, foue: quae semine caeli 

Parturiente salo, diuini germinis aestu 

Spumea purpurei dum sanguinat unda profundi, 

Nasceris e pelago, placido dea prosata mundo. 

In 1, 2 for caterwas I would suggest cawernas: and spirantis, 

which must be a blunder of some kind, may perhaps be a 
blunder for wiridantis (through aequorea sbiridantis). In 4 
and 5 the three ablatives are very clumsy: and semina in 4 

would be an easy alteration. 

aequoreas cateruas might seem to be supported by caerulas 

cateruas in Peruigilium Veneris 10 (= 64). The whole of 

Perwg. Ven. 59—62, 9—26 (= 59—77) bears, though I have 

not seen it noted, a close resemblance to this passage. I 
transcribe ll. 59—62, 9—11 (= 59—65) :— 

Cras erit quom primus aether copulauit nuptias, 

Et pater totum creauit uernis annum nubibus, 
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In sinum maritus imber fluxit almae coniugis, 

Vnde fetus mixtus omnis aleret magno corpore. 62 

Tune cruore de superno spumeo pontus globo 9 
Caerulas inter cateruas inter et bipedes equos “$6 

Fecit undantem Dionem de +maritis imbribus. II 

In 10 the bipedes equi are too grotesque to be even plausible: 

and one MS has uipedes. ‘wipedes, written in capitals, is scarce 

distinguishable from uirides: and I would write 

caerulas inter cauernas inter et uirides specus. 

If this suggestion is at all probable it supports in a notable 

manner the conjecture cawernas in Ponticon Praefatio |. 2. 

The Ponticon Praefatio is ascribed in the MSS to Solinus. 

Wernsdorf sees in it a work of Varro of Atax. The only Latin 

writer whom I can recall as credited by any ancient authority 

with the composition of a poem on the Sea is the unnamed 

friend of Ovid referred to in EHpist. ex Ponto iv. 16. 21—22: 

ueliuolique maris uates eui credere possis 
carmina caeruleos composuisse deos. 

Now one of our MSS has ‘Solini siue Garamanti.’ The last 
word may be a blunder for grammatici: but it suggested to 

me the name of Arbronius Silo. Arbronius Silo was a poet 

contemporary with Ovid who is known to have written on 

mythological subjects. I would suggest, therefore, that the 

author of our poem is the person mentioned by Ovid in 

Pontica iv. 16: and if we identify him with Silo, the confusion 

Stlonis Solint might explain how this fragment is found in the 

MSS of Solinus. 

CLaupius’ Ad Lunam. 

(Baehrens, P.L.M. ut. p. 163.) 

8—11. Tu sistro renouans brumam, tu cymbala quassas, 

Isis Luna choris caelestis Iuno Cibile 

alternis tu nomen agis sub mense diebus 

et rursum renouas alterni lumina mensis. 
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Haupt Baehrens and Riese agree in finding the last two 

lines unintelligible. I find the first line equally unintelligible, 

and would restore the passage thus :— 

Tu sistro resonas, Brimo, tu cymbala quassas ; 

Isis Luna Core; wel Vesta es Iuno Cybebe; 

septenis tu Jumine eges sub mense diebus 
et rursum renouas alternis lumina mensis. 

The Moon has seven appellations: and in each month its 
light fails for seven days, and is renewed again for seven days, 

turn and turn about (alternis). In other words, the seven 

names of the moon correspond to the number of days in which 

it alternately, in its last and first, and, again, in its second and 

third, quarters, waxes and wanes. : 

De Aue Phoenice. 

(Baehrens Il. pp. 253 sqq.) 

103—4, +creuerit in mensum subitus tempora certa 

seque oui teretis colligit in speciem. © 

ereuertt perhaps represents Gpleuerit = compleuerit. In that 

case 

complerit mensum si fetus tempora certa, 

sese oui teretis colligit in speciem 

will at any rate be nearer to the MSS than other conjectures: 

sese (104) is due to Heinsius. I would arrange 100—108 thus: 
100, 1083—4, 101—102, 107—108, 109—106. Various other 
transpositions have been attempted. 

125—126. principio color est qualis sub sidere caeli 
mitia quae croceo punica grana legunt. 

I accept from Baehrens in 125 praecipuus and, for sub, sunt. 
For sidere one MS has sidere = siderae. This line should then 
read thus 

praecipuus color est quali sunt sidera caeli: 

i.e. the principal colour is pale yellow. In 126 quae croceo is 

manifestly corrupt. Riese, the only modern editor who retains 

it, is obliged, in order to do so, to write cortice for mitia. quae 

croceo is, | think, a corruption of prae-cocia = praecoqua: and 
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mitia is merely a gloss upon praecoqgua, and has crept into the 

text with the result that some words have become lost. Read 

praecoqua (uel qualis) punica grana tegit. 

(tegit iam Leyser). The colour is the pale yellow of the stars, 

or the pale yellow of early-ripe pomegranates (or the pale 
yellow (the poet continues) of the full-blown poppy). Nobody 

who looks at the emendations of this passage by modern editors 
will think the changes I suggest harsh. It is something to 

have got rid of the incongruous sidere Cancri which they all 
agree upon in 125, 

This is, perhaps not the only place where a corruption of 

the word praecoqua has caused confusion in a Latin text. At 

Manilius Iv. 173—4 the MSS offer: 

nauigat et celeris optando sortibus annos 

dulcibus usuris aequo quoque tempora uendit: 

where I would suggest 

euigilat celeris optando sortibus annos: 

dulcibus usuris praecocia faenera mandat. 

TIBERIANUS. 

(Baehrens P.L.M. ut. p. 264.) 

1.7. et nemus fragrabat omne uiolarum spiritu. 

Baehrens suggests (sub) spiritu or (de) spiritu. Riese 

postulates uiolarum. But Tiberianus is a careful and skilful 
metrist. We ought perhaps to write utolarum suspiritu. 

1.10. auro flore praeminebat forma dionis rosa. 

Baehrens’ alterations are violent. Riese’s auriflora for auro 

flore is clever and probably right. With this correction, we 
might perhaps read flamma Diones. The rose is the torch of 

Venus, just as in the pretty poem P.L.M. v. p. 216, no. XIm. 
Cupid is urged to use it as his torch. 

1.12—14. Fonte crebro murmurabant hine et inde riuuli: 

antra muscus et uirentes intus uinxerant 

quae fluenta labibunda guttis ibant lucidis, 

In 13 Baehrens writes intus (myrtus), Riese intus (hederae). 

Baehrens’ supplement is clearly preferable: myrtus might easily 
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have become lost after intus. Both Bachrens and Riese trans- 

pose 14 with 13. It seems simpler to keep the MS order and 
merely to change quae in 14 to qua. 

I, 1—2. aurum quod nigri manes, quod turbida uersant 
flumina. 

uersant looks like a blunder for mersant: cf. ll. 24—26. 

I. 6. qua ductus saepe inlecebra micat impius ensis. 

Should not ductus be tectus (‘inlaid’)? 

i.15—17. Sic etiam ut Troiam popularet Dorica pubes 

aurum causa fuit: pretium dignissima merces. 
infamem probro palmam conuendit adulter. 

Baehrens marks a lacuna after fuit in‘16. But the text 
seems sound enough: pretiwm means the ‘money-value’ of 

Troy. But I am not sure that in 17 we should not write 
pretio for probro. 

In |. 27 Baehrens’ text offers the strange word ‘fuluor, 
' =yellow-colour. This was the reading of the only MS which 
Baehrens had (a MS of the 15th century). Holder edited the 

poem from a 9th century Paris MS: and Holder’s MS gives 
fulgor. The word fuluor thus disappears from the Latin 

language and, it is to be hoped, from the text of Catullus lxiv. 
100 ( fuluore expalluit auri both Baehrens and Postgate). 

Iv.1—14. Omnipotens, annosa poli quem suspicit aetas, 

quem sub millenis semper uirtutibus unum 
nec numero quisquam poterit pensare nec aeuo, 
nunc esto affatus, si quo te nomine dignum est, 

quo sacer ignoto gaudes, quo maxima tellus 
intremuit, sistunt rapidos uaga sidera cursus. 

tu solus, tu multus item, tu primus et idem 

postremus mediusque simul mundique superstes— 
nam sine fine tui labentia tempora finis— 

altera ab alterno spectans fera turbine certo 
rerum fata rapi uitasque inuoluier aeuo 
atque iterum reduces supera in connexa referri, 
scilicet ut mundo redeat quod partibus astra 

perdiderint. refluumque iterum per corpora fiat. 
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In 2, wirtutibus should, I think, be contutibus, ‘under a 

thousand aspects one god.’ The reference to the divine virtues 

is inapposite here. In 5 I conjecture seu sacer. In 6 R’s intre- 
muit is, I think, clearly preferable to the intremit et of the 

other MSS. Riese obelises 9, and both he and Baehrens 

obscure its sense by a faulty punctuation which I have cor- 
rected. The line is a parenthesis explaining mundt superstes (8). 
Riese has not perceived that finis is 2 sing. pres. indic. from 

the verb finio, ‘ you make an end of our transient times without 
any end of yourself.’ In 10 V has alter ab aeterno which I have 

changed to altera ab alterno.° (The other MSS have altus ab 

aeterno.) The human fata are borne along by a turbo which 

ebbs and flows (alterno). By altera fata I understand either of 
two terms in the contrast of birth and death. If this correction 

has any value, it gives great authority to V as against the 

other MSS. Accordingly in 13 I have accepted V’s astra, and 
in 15 have written perdiderint for perdiderit. partibus in 14 

stands for partubus. What the stars lose when they give birth 
to a human being must return to the sky (mundo) and then 

again be made to flow through a mortal body (corpora PV is 
clearly right against tempora RS, Baehrens, Riese, in 14). 

Iv. 23—25. 

Tu sexu plenus toto, tibi nascitur olim 

thic deus hic mundus, domus hic hominumque deumquet 
lucens, augusto stellatus flore iuuentae. 

24 is mere nonsense, though Riese prints it, merely altering 
to domus haec. Baehrens writes hic mundus cunctus, domus 

una. This is sense, but it does not explain the corruptions it 

postulates. hie deus perhaps represents id’eus, that is sidereus 
without its initial letter. The second hic came in as a metrical 

stopgap when sidereus had already passed into hic deus. Write, 

then, 

Tu sexu plenus toto, tibi nascitur olim 

sidereus mundus (genus hine hominumque deumque), 
lucens, augusto stellatus flore inuentae. 

H. W. GARROD. 



THE SPEECH OF CLAUDIUS ON THE ADLECTION 

OF GALLIC SENATORS. 

Cotumn I. 

And indeed, looking to the very first and foremost impression in 

the minds of the public, which I foresee will meet me at the very 

outset, I beg of you not to be startled at my proposal, as at the intro- 

duction of a new precedent, but much rather to reflect how many new 

precedents have taken their place in our constitution, and into how 

many forms and phases from the first origin of our city our republic 

has been made to fit. 

There was a time when kings possessed this city, without how- 

ever being able to hand it down to successors within their own 

families. Others took their place from other families and even from 

other nations. Thus Numa succeeded Romulus, imported from the 

Sabines, a neighbour it is true, but of a foreign stock. Thus Priscus 

Tarquinius succeeded Ancus Martius. The former, born at Tarquinii 

of Demaratus a Corinthian and a high born mother of that city— 

poor she must have been, to be compelled to marry such a husband— 

he, I say, being precluded through the taint in his blood from 

obtaining honours in his own home, migrated to Rome, and obtained 

the position of king. Between him again and his son or grandson, 

for on this point our authorities disagree, there intervened Servius 

Tullius, sprung, if we believe our own historians, from a captive 

woman named Ocresia. According to Tuscan writers, I may remind 

you, he was once the loyal and devoted retainer of Caelius Vivenna, 

whose every fortune he shared, and when by changing fortune was 

- driven to leave Etruria with all that was left of the army of Caelius, 

he occupied the Caelian Mount, giving it this name from his leader 

Caelius, and changing his own name from the Tuscan form Mastarna, 

assumed that by which we know him, At any rate, as I said, he 

obtained the position of king, with the greatest advantage to. the 
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State. Later on, when the habits of Tarquinius Superbus, and no 

less of his sons, became hateful to our State, the minds of the people 

grew weary of the kingship, and the administration of the republic 

was transferred to the annual magistrates whom we call consuls. 

What need now for me to remind you how the dictatorship was 

contrived by our ancestors, a power greater even than that of the 

consuls, to be made use of in more dangerous wars or more threaten- 

ing civil commotion? Or how the tribunes were created to give 

protection to the plebs? What need to cite the transfer of power 

from consuls to decemviri, and its restoration once more to the 

consuls, when that ten-fold kingship was broken up? Why should 

I recall how the consular power was divided among a larger number, 

the so-called military tribunes with consular power, who were 

elected, six or sometimes eight each year? and how at last the 

privilege was shared with the plebs not only of holding magistracies, 

but also priesthoods? Indeed, if I should tell the story of our wars 

from their beginnings under our ancestors to the point we have 

reached to-day, I fear lest I should be thought arrogant, nay should 

seem to have sought occasion to boast the glory of our empire’s 

extension beyond the limits of the ocean. I will rather return to 

the point. Our citizenship....... 

Cotumn II, 

eget the divine Augustus.........but it was the will of my uncle, 

Ti. Caesar, that the better and wealthier members, the flower of the 

colonies and municipia throughout the empire, should have a place 

within this Senate-house. But you ask me: has not an Italian a 

better claim than a provincial? That question I shall answer by 

the selection I make, when I come to justify to you that part of my 

censorship. Meanwhile in my opinion, not even provincial senators 

are to be excluded, provided that they are qualified to adorn this 

house. 

Look, I pray you, at that most splendid and powerful colony of 

Vienna, and remember for how long a time it has furnished senators 

to this House. From that colony came L. Vestinus, one of the 

chiefest ornaments of the equestrian order, whom I value among my 

most intimate friends, and whose services I still monopolise, for my 

own affairs. But it is my desire to see his children obtain the 

highest among priestly offices, and proceed as their years advance to 
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the further stages of their career. An ill-omened name occurs to 

me (a ruffian bore it), and I passit over. Besides, I hate that 
blend of the gymnast and the “rara avis,” which imported the con- 

sulship into his family, even before his colony had received the full 

privilege of the Roman citizenship. I might say the same of the 

man’s brother, though he is prevented by a pitiable and undeserved 

fate from proving himself a useful senator. But now that you have 

come, Ti. Caesar Germanicus, to the extreme boundaries of Gallia 

Narbonensis, it is full time that you should disclose to the conscript 

fathers the purpose of your address. 

I say this: these illustrious youths whom I see before me, will 

no more give you cause for regret, if I make them senators, than my 

noble friend Persicus has cause to regret, when he recognises among 

' the ancestral images of his family the name of Allobrogicus. But if 

you admit that these things are so, what more do you demand than 

that I should point to this one fact, that the regions beyond Gallia 

‘Narbonensis already send us senators, since we have and do not 

regret to have men among our order from Lugudunum? It is with 

some hesitation, conscript fathers, that I have passed outside the 

limits of your well known and familiar provinces, but the time has 

come when I must plead in no uncertain tones the cause of Gallia 

Comata.. And if any among you looks to this, that these people 

defied the divine Julius in war for ten whole years, let him put 

against that the unswerving loyalty and obedience of a hundred 

years, tested and tested again by many a critical moment in our 

fortunes. It was they who, during his task of subduing Germany, 

afforded my father Drusus by their tranquillity a steady peace and 

security in his rear, and that at a time when he had been called 

away to the war from the work, still strange and new to the Gauls, 

of imposing the census. How arduous that work still is to-day at 

the present moment among ourselves, although nothing is required 

from us beyond a public knowledge of our material resources, I have 

the best reason to know from only too clear proofs. 

From this inscription, taken by itself, we are able to gather 
the following facts : 

The emperor Claudius at an uncertain date delivered a 

lengthy oration in the Senate, which he considered of sufficient 

Journal of Philology. vou, xxxtt. 6 
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importance to have engraved on brass tablets. From the first 
column it appears that he was proposing to introduce an innov- 

ation of some kind to which he anticipated considerable 

opposition. The mere fact of its being an innovation, he 
argues, is no fatal objection, because the history of Rome from 

the commencement had been marked by constant innovations. 
This point is elaborated by a tedious, rambling and often 
irrelevant résumé of early Roman political history, in which 

the speaker seems quite as anxious to display his own learning 
as to make his particular point. The apparently undue import- 
ance however devoted to the kingly period to a certain extent 

prepares us for the precise character of the innovation proposed, 

because each new king represented an element from outside. . 
In the second column, which follows a missing passage 

presumably sketching the gradual extension of the civitas, we 

are left in no doubt as to the nature of the change proposed, 

nor as to the particular occasion for making it. It is clearly 
in connexion with his powers as censor that Claudius dealt 

with the matter in question. (Cum hance partem censurae 

meae adprobare coepero.) It is equally clear that this question 
is the admission of certain provincials into the Senate. He 

works gradually up to his point. The admission of provincials 

as such is not new, for it was the policy of Tiberius to admit 

the better and more well-to-do citizens of coloniae or municipia 
all over the empire. Among these, it would seem, Roman 
citizens in a town of Latin right were included, for Vienna had 

long since supplied senators to the Roman curia, although it 

had only received the full civitas between the first and second — 
consulships of Valerius Asiaticus. From the passage imme- 

diately following and beginning with the curious exhortation 
to himself to disclose his own policy, we gather that so far the 

election of provincial senators had been confined to the well 
known and familiar provinces, and had in fact not passed the 
boundaries of Gallia Narbonensis, except in the case of Lugu- 

dunum, from which senators had already been taken, At this 
point Claudius apparently turns to certain “insignes juvenes,” 
who, if admitted, would be “senatores non paenitendi.” Finally, 

and without further delay, we have his design disclosed “ de- 
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stricte jam Comatae Galliae causa agenda est.” The few 
remaining lines are merely to the effect that though the 

Gauls’ had given Caesar ten years’ work to subdue them, 

they had now been loyal and peaceful for a hundred years. 
Even from these fragments alone therefore there can be no 

doubt what the general setting of the speech must have been. 

Claudius was proposing as censor, and therefore necessarily by 

means of “adlectio,” to admit into the Roman Senate persons 

described as “insignes juvenes” from Gallia Comata, 2.e. from 

the provinces commonly known as the Tres Galliae. This was 

an innovation, except as regarded Lugudunum, though senators 
had come from the more “familiar” provinces, and the emperor 

professes to make his proposal with some timidity, in view of 

the opposition which he foresaw. Now if the political import 
of this speech is to have further light thrown upon it, it must 

‘ be of course by means of the three chapters, Ann. XI. 23 to 25, in 

which Tacitus describes the affair under the year 48 A.D. 
Modern historians however have been too apt to depend wholly 

on Tacitus in this matter, with the mere remark that there are 

extant fragments of the real speech, characteristic of Claudius’ 

pedantry, and perhaps giving a clue to the method of Tacitus 

in inserting speeches’. 
However, there are three points in which we get additional 

information from Tacitus. (1) The arguments used by the 

obstructionist party are stated. (2) Some fresh light is thrown 
upon the “insignes juvenes.” (3) What is of more importance, 

the practical result arrived at is given. 

It appears from Tacitus that in 48 A.D. while Claudius was 

censor, and no doubt in consequence of his having for various 
reasons removed a number of senators from the roll, the question 
of filling up the vacancies was in the air. An impending lectio 

senatus would always cause excitement in Rome, but on this 
occasion the excitement was increased by the fact that certain 

“primores Galliae, quae appellata est Comata, foedera et civi- 

1 Of course the illuminating note conclusions, as far as they go, though 

of the late Prof. Pelham, nowincluded [think he might have got still more 

in his Essays in Roman History, is an out of the inscription. 
exception to this, I agree with his 

6—2 
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tatem Romanam pridem adsecuti,” were now putting forward a 

demand for the “jus adipiscendorum in urbe honorum.” 
Two questions at once present themselves. What exactly 

was this demand, and who were the persons who made it? 

There can only be one answer to the former question. It was 
a demand for admission into the Roman Senate, involving of 

course the possibility of an official career. This is clear from 
the statement of Tacitus that the question agitated was de 

supplendo senatu, and also from the fact that what the Aedui 
received was “jus senatorum.” It is still more clear from the 

whole second column of the inscription. It was not then a 
mere demand for permission to seek the quaestorship as a 

stepping-stone to the Senate, which indeed would have had no 

connexion with the censorship. It was a demand for direct 

adlectio in senatum, no doubt, as the applicants were juvenes, 
“inter quaestorios.” The answer to the second question is 

perhaps more open to doubt. With the exception of the 

citizens of Lugudunum, who, as Claudius expressly tells us, 
already had this privilege, all the natives of Gallia Comata, 

who possessed the Roman civitas, possessed it on individual 

grounds. There were at this date, 48 A.D., no municipia or 
coloniae of Roman right and only two unimportant colonies of 

Latin right! within the Tres Galliae, with the exception of 

Lugudunum. But there may have been a few Gallic legionaries 
living in the country after their missio (from what we know of 

1 Two colonies are indeed men- by Augustus. Both these colonies, 

tioned by Pliny as belonging to Gallia 

Belgica, Equestris and Raurica. The 

former, in territory once belonging to 

the Helvetii, would seem from its title, 

Julia, to have been founded by Caesar, 
and was probably a settlement of some 

of his Gallic cavalry, The latter was 

certainly founded by Munatius Plancus 

after Caesar’s death. ‘In Gallia 

colonias deduxit Lugudunum et Rau- 

ricam.”” Wilm, 1112. Neither can be 
taken to point to any deliberate policy; 
both were prior to the organisation of 

Gaul, and the example was not followed 

whether they had the full Roman or, 
as is more probable, only Latin rights, 
must have remained unimportant 

places, and though the Roman citi- 

zens in them would, as belonging to 
colonies, be qualified for what Tacitus 

calls the jus senatorum in urbe, no 

colonists of sufficient mark were pro- 
duced, and the question therefore 

never arose. If it had, Claudius would 

have mentioned these colonies as well 

as Lugudunum, as having furnished 

senators to Rome. 
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the recruiting system of this time these must have been very 
few), and there must have been a good many retired auxiliaries 

who had gained the civitas for themselves and their children 

after 25 years’ service. But certainly these were not the 
- persons here referred to. They could not be called insignes or 

primores; they would not be rich, as Tacitus implies that these 

persons were, “divites illos,” cap. 23, 6; and having 20 or 25 

years of service behind them, they could not be juvenes. In 

addition however to these numerous but somewhat obscure 

Roman citizens in Gallia Comata, there can be little doubt 

that Julius Caesar had conferred the citizenship with some 

liberality upon wealthy and influential men among the various 

tribes. The frequency with which the-name Julius recurs, 

e.g. Julius Florus, Julius Sacrovir, Julius Tutor, Julius Classicus, 

Julius Vindex, etc., isan indication of this, for their citizenship 

was naturally hereditary. It is of course possible that Augustus 

may have done the same thing to some extent, but not, I think, 

very likely. Apart from the establishment of military colonies, 

he is known to have been far less liberal than Julius in the 

bestowal of the civitas both on individuals and communities’, 

1 In his Schweizer Nachstudien, 
Hermes, 16 pp. 485 foll., Mommsen 

compatible with inclusion in the 

Roman citizen body. How could a 

put forward a view about the “ pri- 
mores Galliae,” which he had appar- 
ently given up before his volume on 

the Provinces was published, and 

which in any case it is impossible to 
accept. He suggested that Caesar had 
probably given the Roman citizenship 

to the four civitates foederatae men- 

tioned by Pliny, the Aedui, Carnuti, 

Remi and Lingones, and that the pri- 
mores Galliae described as ‘‘foedera 

et civitatem Romanam pridem adse- 

cuti” were the Gauls belonging to 
these four tribes. The objections to 

such a view are not only the entire 

absence of evidence for it, and the 

improbability that Caesar would have 

conferred the civitas in so wholesale a 

manner, but also the fact that the 

status of a civitas foederata was in- 

state be bound by treaty to the Roman 
people, when it was a part of that 

people? How could the Aedui be still 

called the ‘‘brothers of the Roman 

people,” if they were themselves all 
Roman citizens? Such a view seems 
on the face of it impossible ; besides, 

it is surely very unnatural to take 

‘‘primores Galliae” as equivalent to 

“members of the leading Gallic 

tribes.” Can it mean anything but 

‘leading men in Gaul” ? 

Very likely Roman citizens, be- 

longing to the federate tribes, would 

consider that they had a prior claim, 
and hence the “ foedera et civitatem ” 

of Tacitus. Another questionable sug- 

gestion made by Mommsen is that 

some of these Gallic citizens may have 

gained the civitas through belonging 
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In Gaul he may probably have thought that Caesar had gone 
too far in this direction, and at any rate, as we shall see, he 

actually reversed the policy of the dictator in the matter of 

admitting “semibarbari Galli” to the Senate. As a matter of 

fact too, the system of organisation adopted by Augustus for 
Gaul was such as to leave no appropriate place in it for Roman 

citizens. 
I take it therefore that the primores of Gallia Comata, 

“civitatem Romanam pridem adsecuti,” were the grandsons or 

great-grandsons of the nobles who had originally received this 

mark of distinction from Caesar. It seems to me however 
somewhat misleading to describe them, as Prof. Pelham did, 

generically as “the chiefs of Gallia Comata.” There is no 
evidence, and it is not likely, that Caesar bestowed the honour 

upon the chiefs of the Gallic tribes as a class. He more prob- 
ably selected a certain number of influential men from the 

more important tribes. Nor does it seem to me at all certain 

that the present demand was put forward by the descendants 

of all even of these. The words of Tacitus are “ foedera et 

eivitatem Romanam pridem adsecuti.” I interpret this to 
mean that it was only the leading men in the more privileged 

to tribes which had the jus Latii. 

Again, there is no evidence whatever 
for the suggestion that the Helvetii or 

any other of the 64 civitates possessed 
Latin rights. As far as I can see, the 

collective possession of either the 

Roman or Latin franchise implied 

municipal organisation. If so, the 

Helvetii can only have gained Latin 

rights when their town Aventicum 

was made a Latin colony. It was 

probably the case that tribes attri- 
buted to a municipium, though not 

themselves urban communities, had 

the jus Latii. But that is just an 

exception which proves the rule, for 

‘‘ attributio”’ had come to be, in North 

Italy at any rate, part and parcel of 

the municipal system. The statement 
of Pliny that Vespasian gave the jus 

Latii to the whole of Spain can only, 

it seems to me, apply to the town 
communities, or if any non-urban dis- 

tricts were affected, it must have been 
by attributing them to neighbouring 

colonies or municipia, just as we know 
that there were certain ‘‘ contributi” 

belonging to the Colonia Genetiva. 

Lex. Col. Gen. cap. ctr. In the’ same 

way, when the jus Latii was given to 
the Maritime and Cottian Alps, either 

one or more towns must have been 

made Roman municipia, and the tribes 
attributed to them, or some towns 

must have been invested with Latin 

rights, and the tribes distributed 
among them. Both the Roman and 
Latin civitas were essentially bound 

up with municipal right, and that was 
exactly the reason why the position of 

these Gallic Roman citizens was an 

anomalous one. 
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of the 64 ciwtates who claimed the right of being admitted 

into the Senate. We know from Pliny that four of the civitates 

were foederatae, and that others were liberae, but certainly the 

great majority were neither, and though some of the chiefs 

among these latter may have been Roman citizens, I imagine 
that these were not concerned in the present claim‘. 

We come now to the question, on which Tacitus throws no 

light, how it was that these Gallic Roman citizens required a 
special grant of the right to hold office or to be senators in 

Rome. Prof. Pelham has once for all disposed of the view, 

unfortunately borrowed from Nipperdey by Mr Furneaux, that 

the citizenship conferred on individual Gauls, whether by Julius 

or Augustus, was the old and obsolete civitas sine suffragio. 
I need only refer here to the incisive exposure of this view in 

Essays on Roman History, p. 153. Only less objectionable 

however, as it seems to me, is Mommsen’s assertion that 

Augustus “took from burgesses proceeding from the three 
Gauls the right of candidature for magistracies, and therewith 

excluded them from the imperial Senate,’ Provinces, vol. 1. p. 98. 

It was surely not a case of taking anything away. The Roman 
civitas was always the Roman civitas, and included potentially 

all the rights of a Roman citizen. But for all that, a certain 

environment might be necessary, outside which, either by the 
facts of life or custom or constitutional usage, some of these 
rights might be inoperative or dormant. 

I do not think much stress is to be laid one way or the 
other on the fact that Caesar actually enrolled in the Senate, 

according to Suetonius, some of his newly made Gallic citizens. 

The political significance of the step is very doubtful, and in 

any case the Roman constitution was at the time virtually in 

the melting pot. What is certain is that the act was unpopular 
in Rome, and that Augustus, probably not so much owing to 

that, as from more constitutional reasons, removed these Gallic 

1 I must just notice here the al- towns, inasmuch as their leading men 

most impossible suggestion of Mr W. or magistrates were Roman citizens. 

T. Arnold, that the constitutional po- There seems no justification whatever 

sition of the Aedui inrelationto Rome for such a view. Studies of Roman 
was very similar to that of Latin Imperialism, p. 111. 
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senators, and while not taking away the civitas, where Caesar 

had conferred it, constructed an environment in the Tres 

Galliae, which practically reduced Caesar’s gift to what Tacitus 

calls it, “ vocabulum civitatis.” 

That, with the exception of citizens of Lugudunum, no 

natives of the Tres Galliae had been admitted to the Senate 

since the time of Caesar is clear both from Tacitus and the 
inscription. It is equally clear that these primores felt them- 

selves at a disadvantage as compared with Roman citizens 

elsewhere, and especially as compared with those provincials 

who lived within the limits which Claudius calls “adsuetos 
familiaresque.” I hardly think that we can remain content 

with the explanation of this disability suggested by Prof. 
Pelham, “The real obstacle in the path of these noble Gauls 

was the fact that, though Roman citizens and very probably in 

some cases Roman knights, they had not the broad senatorial 

stripe, and that therefore the doors of the senate house were 

closed to them.” But, as Prof. Pelham had himself pointed 

out, the absence of the latus clavus was not peculiar to the 

citizens in Gallia Comata ; it was not even peculiar to provin- 

cials generally, since Italians too, unless they were laticlavw by 
descent, equally stood in need of its bestowal by the emperor 

before they could stand for office. And yet we know from the 
speech of Claudius in reference to Vienna, and from Ann, 

X11. 23, “senatoribus ejus provinciae,” that senators could be 

drawn from Narbonensis. They could also no doubt be admitted 
from the Spanish provinces. Claudius does not indeed mention 

Spain in the extant fragment of his speech, and the case of 

Balbus put into his mouth by Tacitus was in some respects 

irregular. But it will hardly be disputed that the phrase 
“adsuetos familiaresque vobis provinciarum terminos” includes 

the Spanish provinces as well as Narbonensis. Was it there- 
fore merely a deep-seated Roman prejudice which had hitherto 

barred the way against these Gallic nobles? That there was 

such prejudice is no doubt true. Claudius deals with it in the 
last sentence of the inscription. But again, it is perfectly clear 

that there was the same prejudice against the admission of 
all provincials. The popular objections to this particular claim 
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which Tacitus gives in x1. 23, depend mainly on the argu- 

ment that Italy has not fallen so low as not to be able to 

supply her own Senate, and are directed generally against the 

coetus alienigenarwm which threatens to swamp it. Claudius 

himself too, evidently in view of this prejudice against provin- 
cials generally, thinks it necessary to say: “sed ne provinciales 

quidem, si modo ornare curiam poterint, reiciendos puto.” 

Augustus and Tiberius had disregarded this prejudice in the 

case of Spain and Narbonensis, why should they have given 
way to it in the case of Gallia Comata, unless it was supported 

by some constitutional or semi-constitutional disability, such as 

certainly seems to be implied in’the words of Tacitus: “ frue- 
rentur sane vocabulo civitatis; insignia patrum, decora magis- 

tratuum ne vulgarent.” 
I believe myself that there was at least a semi-constitutional 

disability, and that it was involved in the nature of the Augus- 

tan organisation of the Tres Galliae. The central point of that 
organisation was that it was not based upon the Italian or any 

non-Italian municipal system. The tribes or cantons which 

gave their names to the 64 units of organisation were called 

civitates, and of course, like the Frisii, had had to accept “ sena- 

tum magistratus leges,” Ann. xI. 19, but they were not 

municipal centres with territories attached, and their members, 

though perhaps in a loose sense cives, were not municipes, and 
had in the strict sense no municipal domicile or origin. But 
Roman citizens in the old days, when citizenship was practically 

confined to Italy, had always belonged to some municipality, 
and as the civitas was extended to the provinces, it was mainly 

in connexion with the extension of the Italian municipal 

system. It was in this way, as it seems to me, that the custom 
or semi-constitutional principle grew up of associating the full 

exercise of the civitas, especially in respect to its highest 
political rights, with an origo or domicile in a municipality of 

the Italian type. That Latin municipia or colonies would 

' come under this head, is obvious and is proved by the case of 
Vienna, which certainly sent senators to Rome before it had 
the full civitas. 

If the view suggested above is correct, it would follow 
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almost of necessity that the civitas granted to individuals was 

bound to be very much a vocabulum civitatis, a hall mark of 

distinction, giving of course certain rights like that of “appeal 
to Caesar,” but incapable, simply through defective environ- 
ment, of complete exercise. The peculiarity about the primores 

of Gallia Comata was that whereas the majority of such 

citizen waifs and strays were not probably men of sufficient 

wealth or importance to think of a career in Rome, these Gallic 

chiefs were not only men of ambition, but also of great wealth 

and influence. They were none the less incongruous elements 

in these provinces, as Augustus proceeded to organise them, 

being in fact deposits from a régime in which that organisation 

had not yet taken shape. How indeed, if strict constitutional 

forms were insisted on, could an Aeduan, the citizen of a 

civitas foederata, be also a civs Romanus? Strictly, the two 

citizenships were incompatible, just as it was still the case that 

a Roman by being “‘receptus in Massilienses” ceased to be a 

Roman citizen. 

That this absence of a municipal origo did constitute the 

essential difference between Gallia Comata and the neigh- 

bouring provinces, and did amount to a constitutional disability, 
is, I think, to be deduced from the second column of the 

inscription. After referring to the action of Augustus in 

respect to admission to the Senate in a sentence now lost, he 
goes on to state the views of Tiberius, which clearly represent 

the policy adopted in the matter up to his own time. “Patruus 
Ti. Caesar omnem florem ubique coloniarum et municipiorum, 
bonorum scilicet virorum et locupletium, in hac curia esse 
voluit.” In other words, membership in a town of Italian right 
in any part of the empire involved what Tacitus calls the “jus 

senatorum,” in the sense that Roman citizens belonging to 

them, and having the requisite census, were eligible for adlec- 

tion into the Senate. The primores of Gallia Comata did not 
fall under this category, but the citizens of Lugudunum, the 

one town of Italian right within the Tres Galliae, did fall — 

within it, and accordingly Claudius is able to make a point 
possibly of doubtful fairness, by declaring that the reason- 

ableness of the claim now put forward for Gallia Comata had 
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already been acknowledged by the fact “ex Luguduno habere 

nos nostri ordinis viros.” The same characteristic, the posses- 

sion of Italian municipal right, which distinguished Lugudunum 

from the rest of Gallia Comata, was of course also very widely 

present in Narbonensis and the Spanish provinces. Vienna, 

which Claudius takes as his example from the former, was only 

one among a number of towns of Roman or Latin right. In 

the three Spanish provinces at this period there were 26 
Roman colonies, 24 municipia c. R. and 48 towns of Latin 
right. It seems to me that it is in the light of these differences 

that “the inherent defect in the status of the Gauls as Roman 

citizens” is to be explained. . 
But of course the ease with which Claudius set aside this 

defect is an indication that it must have been a matter of 

policy in his predecessors not to set it aside. In this policy 

they were probably wrong, and Julius and Claudius right. No 

doubt these descendants of formerly independent chieftains 

had far more wealth and influence in their civitates than the 

“most prominent citizen in any Roman colony or municipium. 
That they could also raise and possibly use against the govern- 

ment large bodies of retainers, is shown by the case of Julius 

Florus in the rising of Sacrovir, Ann. u1. 40 ff. As a matter of 
fact, with this one exception, they seem to have been loyal, but 

their loyalty might have been still more assured, if some of 

them had been themselves associated with the government, or 

at least not excluded by a hard and fast line. This at any rate 
was the policy adopted by Claudius, dictated partly by his well 

known Gallic sympathies, partly by a liberal view of imperial 
questions, which deserves to be called statesmanship. 

The result of Claudius’ speech is of course not to be gathered 
from the inscription. It seems however clear that he had 

made up his mind what he would do in the matter of filling 
vacancies in the Senate. “What my view is,” he says in effect, 
“as to the proportion to be observed between Italian and pro- 

vincial senators, I shall show by the course I shall adopt— 

rebus ostendam.” What that course was to be, is pretty 

clearly indicated. He was passing outside the well known and 

familiar provinces, going beyond the policy of Tiberius, and 
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intended by his censorial right of adlectio to admit some of 
these nobles in Gallia Comata into the Senate. That this was 

done is an inference from what Tacitus tells us: “ orationem 
principis secuto patrum consulto, primi Aedui senatorum in 

urbe jus adepti sunt,” Cap. 25. The effect of the senatus con- 
sultum we do not know. It did not however in any way single 

out the Aeduan claimants from the rest. Claudius had an- 

nounced his intention of disregarding for the future any 

objection, whether constitutional or sentimental, to the adlection 

of these Gallic citizens, and the Senate obediently and formally 

assented to whatever constitutional innovation this action of 

the imperial censor involved. It was one of the cases, and of 

course there were many, in which the legality of an act, really, 

as things were, within the competence of the princeps, is con- 

firmed and sanctioned for the future by a senatorial decree. 
In accordance therefore with his announced intention, and 

fortified by the decree of the Senate, Claudius in that part of 

his censorship, the lectio senatus, proceeded to elect a few; 

probably only one or two, for immediate admission to the 

Senate. His choice fell upon one or more of the Aeduan 

candidates for the reasons given by Tacitus. “Datum id 
foederi antiquo, et quia, soli Gallorum fraternitatis nomen cum 
populo Romano usurpant.” I have no doubt that “datum” 

refers to Claudius and not to the Senate, and that the transla- 

tion should be not “the Aedui first obtained, etc.” but “Aeduans 

were the first to obtain the right of being senators in Rome.” 
The word “primi” seems to imply that in later “lectiones” 
nobles from other tribes were also admitted, but of this we 

have no evidence, except perhaps the career of Julius Vindex, 

whose disloyalty by the way suggests no criticism of the policy 

of Claudius, but only on the blunder which made him a 

governor so near his own birthplace. 
There was of course another obvious way in which Claudius 

might have removed the constitutional disability, if it was 

what I have suggested. He might have granted municipal 
rights to the oppidum or caput gentis of this or that canton, 

and these rights, whether Roman or Latin, would have put all 

Roman citizens within the territory into the same position as 
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those in Vienna or Lugudunum or Corduba. As a matter of 

fact, Claudius within the next two years did take this step in 
the case of the oppidum Ubiorum, and is generally believed to 
have done the same with the oppidum Treverorum, giving the 

status of colonies, probably with Latin rights to both. There 

is no indication in the histories of Tacitus that either Claudius 
or Nero went further in this process of assimilating Gallia 

Comata to the other western provinces, but it was a process 

which certainly went on at the end of the first and in the second 

century’. 

As evidence throwing light on the true nature of this 

incident in the censorship of Claudius, we could, as it seems to 

me, better spare the chapters of Tacitus than the fragments, 

imperfect as they are, of the emperor’s own speech. It is of 

course easy enough to ridicule the ponderous style, the learned 
irrelevance and the grotesque reminder to himself that there 

were limits to the patience of his audience. But in spite of all 

this, the speech seems to have been well arranged, and to work 
gradually up to its point. What the exordium was, and 

whether he began, as Tacitus makes him, with a reference to 
the foreign origin of the Claudii, we cannot tell. At any rate by 

the opening of our fragment he is arguing that an innovation 
as such is not necessarily a thing to be resisted, since previous 

Roman history had been marked by constant innovations. This 

point is developed by a wearisome and uninteresting historical 
retrospect, at the end of which Claudius manages to get in a 

wholly irrelevant allusion to the conquest of Britain. Then, if 

we may infer from the word “civitatem,” Claudius must have 
gone on in the missing part of Column II. to give instances of 

innovations directly bearing upon the one proposed, viz. the 
gradual extension of the civitas to the Latins, to the rest of 

Italy and to the provinces. Of this lost section we probably 
have the substance in Tacitus. Before our second fragment 
begins, Claudius has already got upon the main question, how 

1 It is perhaps worth noting, what- town name, Augustodunum, and not 

ever it may signify, that the modern like the great majority of modern 

Autun derives its name, like the towns names within the Tres Galliae from 

in Narbonensis and N. Italy, from the _ the tribe, 
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to deal with this extended citizen body in filling vacancies in 

the Senate. After stating the policy of Tiberius in the matter, 

he illustrates its working in a colony like Vienna, which is 

evidently taken as a type of similar towns in the adswetae 

familiaresque provinciae. Finally he comes to the precise 
object of his speech, the admission of senators from Gallia 

Comata. No doubt there are points to be criticised. The 
changes from king to king should have commenced the second 

section, because they were examples of alien elements intro- 

duced from without. Tacitus makes the point admirably in 

four words: advenae in nos regnaverunt. Again, the two 
instances from Vienna are not happy. One was not a senator 

at all. The other is brought in only to be obliterated. Still, 

on the whole the arrangement is clear, logical and to the 

point. 

It is often said that it is not fair to judge of the method of 

Tacitus in dealing with original speeches from this instance, 
because the length and verbosity of Claudius made condens- 
ation so difficult. To a parliamentary reporter no doubt the 

difficulty would have been great, but to an historian with the 

original before him, the speech was one peculiarly easy to 

condense just for the reason that it is so clearly arranged. 
That arrangement is absolutely lost in the version of Tacitus. 

Nor is any other logical arrangement substituted for it. After 

an allusion at the outset to the lesson suggested by the Sabine 
ancestry of Claudius, we get rapid references to the adoption 

of other foreign families, the absorption of Italy, the inclusion 

of the Transpadani, the planting per orbem of military colonies, 
and the grant of the civitas to individuals from Spain and 

- Narbonensis. Then, after the unfortunate example from Greek 

history, which may or may not come from Claudius himself, 

we are hurried back to Romulus and the advenae reges, and, 

with Claudian irrelevance, to freedmen-born magistrates. Then 
objections on the ground of earlier hostile relations with the 
Gauls are met. The last sentence seems almost an after- 

thought, going back to the idea that long established institu- 

tions were once innovations, and for the third time taking 

examples from ancient history, the admission to privilege first 
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of plebeians then of Latins. It is hardly too much to say that 
from the Tacitean speech, without the help of Caps. 23 and 
25, it would be impossible to gather what proposal the emperor 

was making. The examples from past history almost all refer 

to the extension of the civitas or admission into the citizen 

body, and though we have the statement “ Etruria Lucaniaque 
et omni Italia in senatum accitos,” the Senate or admission to 

it is elsewhere not mentioned. There can be no doubt Tacitus 

knew of the real speech and had read it. It gave him the 

general idea of his own version, and in one or two places he 
condenses, and condenses admirably, certain parts of it. But 

it in no way represents the speech of Claudius, and entirely 

fails to mark the real point of that speech.. In my opinion it 

does give us a clue as to the authenticity of his other speeches. 

It points to a method almost the reverse of that of Thucydides, 
The aim of the latter was primarily to give the effect of the 

speeches actually delivered, secondly, where this was not 

_ possible, to compose a speech appropriate to the occasion. 
The latter was the primary aim of Tacitus, but where an 

original speech was preserved and accessible, he allowed it in 

some degree to assist his own invention, If, when the speech 
was the emperor's, fully preserved, carefully arranged, and 

dealing with a matter of intense interest to the senatorial 
order, he chose to insert what was practically a composition of 

his own, still less in other cases, where the point was more vague, 

the occasion less emotional, and the speaker less conspicuous, 
can we reasonably look in Tacitus for genuine résumés of actual 
speeches. 3 

E. G. HARDY. 



NOTES ON THE LEX JUDICIARIA OF G. GRACCHUS, 

THE LEX SERVILIA OF CAEPIO AND THE LEX 

THORIA. 

I. 

The Gracchan Lex Judiciaria. 

THE epitomator of Livy, Lib. Lx, states that among the 

“perniciosas leges” of G. Gracchus in his first tribunate was 

one, “qua equestrem ordinem, tunc cum senatu consentientem, 

conrumperet ; ut sexcenti ex equitibus in curiam sublegerentur : 

et quia illis temporibus trecenti tantum senatores erant, sex- 

centi equites trecentis senatoribus admiscerentur; id est ut 

equester ordo bis tantum virium in senatu haberet.” That this 

law was not, as the epitomator apparently supposes, actually 

passed, is of course certain, and indeed a very good case may 

be made out for the view that the real judiciary law of Gracchus 
is the partially extant Lex repetundarum, certainly passed in 
122 B.c. and almost as certainly to be identified with the Lex 

Acilia, spoken of more than once by Cicero. It was however 

long since conjectured by Freinsheim, and Mr Warde Fowler 

has recently revived the suggestion, that the original scheme 

of G. Gracchus may really have been what the epitomator 

describes and that it was only after failing in this drastic 
attempt to reform and popularise the Senate, that he fell back, 

as far as the court for repetundae was concerned, upon the plan 

adopted in the Lex Acilia, vv. 13 and 16, for excluding senators 

from the judices. That Livy really made mention of this 
proposal, we can hardly doubt. Not only is it consistent with 

the uncompromising and high-handed policy of Gaius, but the 
epitomator is so clear both as to the number of equites to be 

admitted, and as to the effect on the balance of power which 
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the change would produce, that he cannot have mistaken the 

scheme, though he must have misunderstood Livy in supposing 

that the law was passed. It is perhaps worth noticing that 
there is no indication in the epitome of any direct relation 

between this scheme and the juror question, and possibly the 
latter would only have been an incident in a wider reform. 

It has sometimes indeed occurred to me whether Appian’s 

exaggerated description in Cap. 22 of the complete inversion 
of the constitution, aveotpdpOac TO Kpatos THs ToNtTeLlas, as 
the effect of the judicial law, may not be due to his having 

confused what he found in his authorities about the predicted 
results of the first scheme by its opponents, and the results of 
the law actually passed. 

In any case, an important change in the character of the 
jurors in the court of repetundae would have been a necessary 
result of this projected re-constitution of the Senate, and as in 

spite of the epitomator’s phrase, “tune cum senatu consen- 

tientem,’ this must have been a burning question between the 

two orders, we may perhaps bring this first proposal of Gaius to 

some extent into line with that of the younger Livius Drusus, 

as described by Appian in Cap. 35. There were differences of 

course. Drusus would only have added 300 equites to the 

Senate, his object was more directly judiciary, and involved 
more loss than gain to the equestrian order. It is clear how- 
ever that the enlargement of the Senate by the admission of at 

least as many equites, whether for political or judicial purposes, 

was in the air, and when it was carried into effect, it was by a 
statesman with a political outlook different from that either 

of Gracchus or Drusus. Appian is very likely mistaken in 
asserting that Sulla added 300 equites to the Senate both 

before and after his Mithridatic campaigns, and Sulla probably 

realised more clearly than at any rate Gracchus did, that the 
fresh equestrian senators would soon identify themselves with 

their new order, but it must nevertheless have been the case 

that the Senate to which he proceeded to transfer the courts 

was a body bearing some resemblance to the enlarged Senate 

which, according to the epitomator, Gracchus had intended to 

form. 

Journal of Philology. you. xxxtt. 7 
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But an actual amalgamation of a section of the equestrian 
order with the Senate was not the only solution of the judiciary 

difficulty. The unsatisfactory nature of the repetundae court, 
as long as the accused were tried before jurors exclusively of 

their own order, must have been obvious long before 123 B.c., 

and Plutarch’s statement, Tib. Grac. 16, that a proposal of 
reform was included among the promises made by Tiberius 

Gracchus in his second candidature for the tribuneship, seems 
in no way improbable. But the proposal was essentially 

different from that described by the epitomator. Plutarch’s 

words are: Tots xpivovat TéOTe, cvyKANTLKOIS ovat [TpLaKoaiots |, 

KaTaplyvos é€x TOV imméwv Tov loov apiOucv. In fact he 

proposed to associate with the present judices, who were men 

belonging to the Senate, an equal number of equites. The 

words seem to me entirely against the view, which I know has 

its supporters, that 300 equites were to be added to the Senate. 

They were to be mixed with the present judices, who were 

senators, i.e. clearly as a second panel, but for no other purpose. 
In his life of G. Gracchus, Caps. 5 and 6, Plutarch evidently 
supposes that this was the scheme actually passed by Gaius. 
In his enumeration of the laws in Cap. 5 he’ says: o 6é 
SixaotiKos, @ TO TWAEloTOY amréxoe THs TOV TUYKANTLKOV 

Suvapews. pdvor yap éxpivov tas Sdixas, kal dua Todt poBepol 

To Te Snum Kal. Tols immedow joav, 6 Sé TpLaxociovs TOV 
inméov mpockatéreeey avtois ovat Tpiaxoclos, Kal Tas Kploes 
kowas tév é€axociwv émoinae. It seems fairly obvious from 
these words that the point to be remedied was that senators 

povoe Expivov, and that it was done by selecting 300 equites 
to form a second panel, the result being, not that the Senate 

was composed of 600 members, but that the courts were in the 
hands of the joint 600. This seems to me the natural inter- 

pretation of the passage, and it is surely made almost certain 

by the opening words of Cap. 6. Plutarch there says: ov povov 
édéEaro Tov vopov TodTov 6 Simos, adda Kaxeiv@ Tods Kpiwodv- 
ras é« Tov imméwy &wxe xataréEar. This surely must mean, 

that Gracchus was to select, not the equites to be added to the 
Senate, but the equites to form the second panel of jurors, 

rods Kpwodvtas, It would seem therefore that while. the 
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epitomator and Plutarch are equally wrong in their description 
of the measure actually passed, the former, to judge by his very 

explicit statement, is giving a correct version of the original 

‘scheme, while the latter merely assumes that Gaius was carrying 

out the design of Tiberius. His statement that Gracchus was 

himself to draw up the first album of equestrian jurors must be 
incorrect, and hangs together with his theory that from this 

time the tribune possessed povapyixyn tis ioxds. As a matter 

of fact such an equestrian album would have to be revised 

every year, and we know from the Lex Acilia that this was 

done by the praetor assigned to the court of repetundae, while 

the original list was to be drawn up within 10 days of the 

passing of the law by the praetor peregrinus of the year. 

But though the compromise apparently suggested by 
Tiberius Gracchus was not adopted by his brother, whose 

alternative plan, not carried out by himself and only moment- 

arily made law by Livius Drusus, was with whatever motive 
finally accomplished by Sulla, yet there is some reason to 

suppose that the earlier proposal was again unsuccessfully put 

forward in 106 B.c., in the interests of the Senate however not 

that of the equites, while it certainly became the basis of the 

durable settlement made by the Lex Aurelia of 70 B.c. 

II. 

The Lex Servilia of Caepio. 

The so-called Servilian law of Caepio, who was consul in 

106, presents serious difficulties. That in that year Caepio 
made a proposal of some kind with regard to the jury courts 

and in the interest of the Senate, is proved by the phrase 

applied to him by Valerius Maximus, “patronus senatiis,” and 
by at least two passages of Cicero. In Brutus, 43, 161, he 
states that L. Crassus in a contio presided over by Mucius 

Scaevola as tribune, “Serviliam legem suasit.” In the De 

Inventione Rhetorica, 1, 49, 92, he gives as an example of an 

oratorical faux pas, any reference which wounds the audience in 
some sensitive point, e.g. “si quis apud equites Romanos cupidos 

judicandi Caepionis legem judiciariam laudet.” Obviously none 
7—2 
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of these passages prove that the law, whatever its contents may 

have been, was passed. It hardly needs pointing out that a 
rejected or abortive measure might loosely be called a “lex.” 

Cicero made speeches concerning a lew agraria which was never 
passed. He writes about the proposal of Flavius which was 

similarly withdrawn: “quod quaeris de lege agraria, sane jam 

refrixisse videtur.” The passage from the De Inventione un- 

doubtedly proves that the proposal had left its mark on history, 

and was remembered long afterwards as the cause of bitter 
animosities. But that may often be the case with proposals 

which have not reached the statute book. Cicero’s warning 
might be repeated to-day with Mr Gladstone’s Home Rule Bill 
and an Ulster audience substituted for the Lex Servilia and 

the equites Romani. But there are other passages to be 

considered which in the first place throw some light on the 
precise object of the law, and in the second place imply that 
the law was passed. The passages I refer to are the following. 
Tacitus, Ann, x11, 60, says: “Claudius omne jus tradidit, de 

quo totiens seditione aut armis certatum, cum Semprontis 

rogationibus equester ordo in possessione judiciorum locaretur, 
aut rursum Serviliae leges! senatui judicia redderent.” Cassio- 

dorus under the year 106 records: “per Servilium Caepionem 

consulem judicia equitibus et senatoribus communicata.” 
Obsequens almost in the same words has: “per Caepionem 
cos. judicia senatorum et equitum judicia communicata.” It 

appears therefore that the proposal was either to transfer the 

courts wholly back to the Senate, or to share them between 
the two orders in accordance with the original proposal of 

Tiberius Gracchus. 

1 On the whole perhaps it is best to 

take ‘*Semproniis rogationibus” and 
‘* Serviliae leges’”? as mere rhetorical 
plurals. Unless we do so in the 

case of the latter, we should have to 

adopt the suggestion of Nipperdey that 
“aut adimerent” has fallen out after 
‘*yedderent,” and this would be to 

attribute to Tacitus not only some 

misconception as to the law of Caepio, 

but the error of placing the law of 
Glaucia after it. Mr Furneaux accepts 

this date, but we cannot do so without 

ignoring the fact that the Lex Agraria 

of 111 was engraved on the back of 

the Lex Acilia. That circumstance 
indicates that the latter law was obso- 

lete, and Cicero leaves no doubt that it 
was replaced by the Lex Servilia, 
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We have then two questions to decide, (1) which of these 

proposals is the more probable, and (2) whether we can accept 
the view, that, whichever it was, it was really passed. The 

answers cannot depend wholly on the ipsissima verba of these 

authorities. Tacitus is writing 200 years after. the event, and 

besides is only taking a casual retrospective glance into a period 

which there is no reason to think he had carefully studied. 
The other two writers were much later, but were probably 

following the authority of Livy. Their statements however are 

entitled to no more weight than statements in the epitomes, 
and we have already seen one conspicuous instance where the 

epitomator has confused an attempted with a consummated 
measure. But even when the authorities stand nearer to the 

events they are recording, some attempt at least must be made 

to test their statements as probable or improbable, perhaps 
even as possible or impossible, in the light of the known 

conditions of the time to which they refer. In the present 

instance we are unfortunately dealing with an obscure period, 

as far as the internal politics of Rome are concerned. But 

without attempting, what is manifestly impossible in a paper 
like this, a survey of the political situation in 106 B.C., one or 

two points may be noticed which seem very pertinent to the 

questions before us. Whatever amount of senatorial reaction 

there may have been after the death of G. Gracchus, it is 
admitted that the new judicial arrangement was acquiesced in. 

By 111 B.c., if not before, any such reaction must have spent 

its force. In that year the Lex Agraria, and almost certainly 
the Lex Servilia of Glaucia, were passed. With regard to the 

former, I may be allowed to refer to my own arguments in the 

last number of this journal to show that it was far more 

Gracchan than reactionary in its spirit. The latter supplanted 
the Lex Acilia repetundarum, but, while making certain changes 
in procedure, adhered to the principle of equestrian jurors. 
A still more unequivocal sign of anti-senatorial tendencies in 
the same year_was the tribuneship of G. Memmius, and his 

agitation, supported both by the equestrian order and the 
people, against senatorial mismanagement and corruption in 

Numidia. Two years later in 109 this agitation reached its 
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climax in the establishment of the extraordinary Mamilian 
commission, by which the equestrian jurors were able to make 

considerable havoc in the ranks of the senatorial party. Two 

years later still, and therefore in the very year before 106, the 

novus homo, G. Marius, was swept into the consulship by an 
overwhelming wave of popular feeling, which also in spite of 

senatorial opposition secured him the conduct of the Numidian 

war. In the next year Servilius Caepio was elected consul, 

but it is perhaps significant that a still more uncompromising 

aristocrat than Caepio can have been, Q. Lutatius Catulus, was 

defeated by Atilius Serranus. Cic. Pro Planc. 12. The latter 

has come down to us as “stultissimus homo.” He may not 

have been a pronounced democrat, but his election over Catulus 

is inconsistent with anything like a strong senatorial reaction 
in this year, which can be set off against the indications of 

popular enthusiasm just cited. It is in the light of these 

indications, as it seems to me, that we must consider the 

passage as quoted above. 
If the passage of Tacitus is interpreted to mean that the 

Lex Servilia reversed the Sempronian law, in the sense that it 
took away the courts from the equites and gave them back 

wholly to the Senate, it seems to me that we know enough of 

the general conditions in Rome at the time to make the state- 
ment an incredible one. I would even go so far as to say that 
no such measure could even have been proposed. No consul, 

however Catonian, would have ventured to do more than 

express a pious wish for such a change in the Senate. No 
contio would have listened to Crassus speaking in support of it. 

We should have to suppose that Tacitus was speaking without 

book, and was misled by the tradition of mortal offence given 

by Caepio to the equites, of which indeed the passage in the 

De Inventione is a proof. But is it certain that the words 
“genatui judicia redderent” imply the exclusion of the equites ? 

A reference to Lex Acilia, vv. 13 and 16, shows that whatever 

may have been the positive qualification of the new jurors, 

which is unfortunately lost in both passages, the specific ex- 

clusion of all senators and of all connected with senators was 
the salient feature of this part of the law. But if the plan 
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suggested by Tiberius Gracchus were accepted, this exclusion 

would be reversed, and judicial duties restored to the Senate. 
I do not see that the words of Tacitus need of necessity imply 

more than this, and when we turn to the description of the 
measure by Cassiodorus and Obsequens, presumably derived 

from Livy, there seems good reason to believe that the proposal 

made by Caepio was a return to the original design of Tiberius, 
and therefore a compromise. That such a proposal may have 

been made is not improbable. It would have given some relief 

to the senators smarting still under the effects of the Mamilian 

quaestio, and of the Lex Servilia repetundarum. It might 

conceivably appeal to some of the more moderate populares, 
men perhaps like Atilius Serranus, as representing the views of 

Tiberius Gracchus rather than of his more extreme brother. 

But though there is no insuperable difficulty in believing 
that such a law was proposed, can we accept the evidence of 

Tacitus and the later chroniclers that it was passed? That 

the equites were uncompromisingly hostile to it, is clear from 

Cicero. The question was of course more vital for them than 
for the general public who voted in the comitia, but for 

several years past there had been a close alliance between the 

equites and the people under the leadership of Memmius and 
Mamilius, and perhaps of Glaucia. If there was no reason why 

the equites should accept such a compromise, neither was there 
any reason why the comitia should force it upon them. There 
was clearly a boom of popular and anti-senatorial feeling at the 

time, and by all the canons of historical probability we are 

bound to deny that the law can have been actually passed. 
The difficulty is not removed, but rather a fresh difficulty 

added, by the suggestion of Dr Greenidge that it was repealed 
again within a few months. All the reasons, which on this 

hypothesis caused its repeal, especially with popular leaders 

like those mentioned above, would have ‘been operative to 

prevent its being passed at all. 

Events had marched far and fast since the days of Tib. 

Gracchus, and a proposal which would then perhaps have 
contented the equites, was now after 16 years’ monopoly of 

the courts and especially after the episode of the Mamilian 
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commission one of which they naturally regarded the revival as 
reactionary. It is clear that the whole order was highly 

exasperated, that the crisis was long remembered, and in fact 

took a place in the judicial controversy between the orders as 
real or almost as real as if the measure had passed. It was, 
and remained, a cause célébre, and may have been the one in 
which Crassus and Memmius are represented by Cicero as 

pitted against one another. See the suggestion made by Lange, 

3, p. 66. I think this circumstance accounts for the mis-state- 

ment of Tacitus, who knew of the excitement at the time, but 

did not remember the exact details, any more than when he 

declares directly afterwards that Marius and Sulla were fighting 

on the same subject. 
As for the later writers, they may as easily have misrepre- 

sented Livy on the matter of the measure having been passed, 
as the epitomator of book 60 certainly did in the case of the 
first proposal of G. Gracchus. I conclude this argument by 
pointing to Cicero’s statement, Verr. 1, 13, 38, that the equestrian 

order acted as jurors “annos prope quinquaginta continuos.” 

I do not say that these words would by themselves decide the 
question, and certainly the statement that during all those 

years there had been no single instance of judicial corruption 

requires considerable qualification, but viewed in connexion 

with more general considerations, it may fairly be taken to 

imply that Cicero did not believe the Lex Servilia had taken 

effect. 

III. 

The Lex Thoria. 

I ventured in the last number of this journal to approach 

the vexed question as to the authorship of the last two agrarian 

laws mentioned by Appian in 1, 27, from a somewhat new point 

of view, and to attempt a reasoned conclusion drawn from the 

known contents of the last law, and the probable meaning of 

the second, as inferred from the general situation. I allowed 
myself to say that the arguments against regarding the Lex 

Thoria as the third law almost amounted to demonstration. 
For this I have been criticised, and in view of the fact that 
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I have failed to convince some very competent authorities, I 

willingly withdraw the expression. But I wish that my critics 

in the “Athenaeum” and the “English Historical Review,” 

instead of merely reiterating the somewhat arbitrary assertion 

that Cicero’s words in Brut. 136 cannot possibly bear Mommsen’s 
translation of them, had pointed out where in their opinion my 
attempted demonstration that no other translation will meet 

the case, has failed. If it had not been for what Cicero here 

says of Thorius, that he “agrum publicum vitiosa et inutili 
lege vectigali levavit,” no one would have thought of doubting 

Appian’s statement that Spurius Thorius was the proposer of 

the second law. The reasoning, which I thought almost 

amounted to demonstration, was an attempted reductio ad 

impossibile of the only two ways of translating the sentence, if 

we reject Mommsen’s. If it is translated, “he relieved the 

public land from a faulty and useless law imposing a vectigal,” 

Cicero is made to describe the second of Appian’s laws in those 

terms. If we translate it, as my critic in “The Eng. Hist. Rev.” 
- somewhat dictatorially says we must, “he relieved the public 

land from a vectigal by a faulty and vicious law,” he uses those 
terms of the partly extant Lex Agraria. On the assumption 
that I established my chief points as to the character and 

objects of those two laws, and that Cicero knew anything about 
them, I am justified in saying that both are impossible transla- 
tions. At any rate, if my argument is not accepted, that is 

where it ought to be attacked. If it is a choice between attri- 

buting to Cicero either a slight solecism in style or a reckless 

and ignorant disparagement of one or other of two sound laws, 

I confess I prefer the former. 

Nor does Professor Goligher’s translation absolve Cicero 
from a solecism more serious than that involved in Mommsen’s, 
The third law, as. Cicero must have known, though possibly 

Appian did not, only abolished vectigal by turning certain 
categories of public land into private land. If Cicero had 
intended to express that, by saying that public land was freed 

from vectigal, he failed to make himself intelligible. I repeat 
that the law, as we have it, does not relieve any category of 

public land from vectigal. Professor Goligher strangely cites 
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my translation of v. 19 as inconsistent with this statement. 
On the contrary, the prohibition against exacting “pecuniam 

scripturam vectigalve” is expressly limited to that part of what 

had been public land in 133 B.c., “which by law or plebiscite 

or by the effect of this law has become or shall become private 

property.” Professor Goligher triumphantly says: “this agrees 

precisely with Appian and Cicero.” Appian says nothing what- 
ever about land being made private, nor, as I have shown above, 

does Cicero except by a very unnatural interpretation of his 
actual words. 

My critic in the “Athenaeum” thinks that the passage in 

the De Oratore, 2, 70, 284, as compared with v. 26 of the lex, 

greatly strengthens the theory that the Lex Thoria was our 

Lex Agraria. The passage in the De Oratore merely alludes 

to a debate in the Senate on the Lex Thoria and public lands, 
and to the fact that Lucullus was pressed “ab iis qui a pecore 

ejus depasci agros publicos dicerent.” Verse 26 of the Lex Agr. 
provides that any person may graze cattle on the public lands 

up to a prescribed number without any payment to the State 

or a tax farmer. I do not see that a comparison of the two 

proves more than what we might be pretty certain of without 

it, viz. that the Lex Thoria, like the Lex Agraria, contained a 
clause dealing with the right of grazing on the public lands. 

I am not sure indeed that I might not turn the tables on my 

critic, and argue that by the Lex Thoria the right of grazing 
cattle seems to have been disallowed, since Lucullus had got 

into trouble for having done it, whereas by the Lex Agraria it 

was allowed up to certain limits. But Cicero’s words are too 

vague for the point to be pressed. . But, as far as I can see, the 

comparison gives no support whatever to the “rival theory.” 

EK. G. HARDY. 
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De Interpr. 5, 17°8: gore dé els mp@tos Adyos arropavTiKos 
KaTadacis, eita atropacts. 

One would expect rather Tparos. Similarly in Metaph. I 

1, 1052* 17 of cuyxedararovpevos tpomros eict TéTTapes TOV 

TpeoTtav kal Kal abTa Neyouevwr év Sylburg saw that mpwras 
should be restored for rpétwv. 

Phys. 4. 7, 214° 10: 4 dHAov Ore ef ev Séyouro cha arror, 

KEVOV ELVQL. 

Read xevov <dv> ein. I may perhaps be permitted to refer 

to a note of mine on Poet. 9, 1451 23 for instances of the 

same error in MSS. 

Phys. 6. 1, 231° 21: ef yap 7d péyeOos && advaipétov 
ouyKertat, Kal  Kivnots 4 TovTOV é€& icwv KiWHncewY EoTaL 

adwaipéTov. 
Read 7) xivnois » <éri> tovrov. Aristotle is not thinking 

of the movement of a magnitude, but as the following context 

shows, of the movement of something over a magnitude, i.e. (in 
this connexion) a line. For this sense of péyeos it pay be 
sufficient to refer to Bon. Ind. 449* 36. 

Phys. 6..5, 235” 24: od yap nv éyopevov TO B, 

Surely éyouevov ro B—a correction anticipated, as I learn 
from Prantl, by Hayduck. 

Probl. 16. 8, 914° 9: trav wept thy KreYdpav cupBawwovTov 
TO pev Orov ouxev altiov Kabdmep “Avakayopas éyer* 6 yap 

anp éotw aitios évatroNapBavopevos ev adtH Tod pr) ciorévar 
TO Vdwp éerirnpOévtos ToD &rXov. 

Though the dou at the end here is a palpable error for 

avvod, it has kept its place in our editions of the Greek text 
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for centuries, in spite of the fact that Gaza’s rendering ( fistula) 

might have led the editors to the right reading, even if they 

could not discover it for themselves. In his valuable contribu- 
tion to Aristotelian criticism, the Preface to the fourth volume 

of the Didot Aristotle, Bussemaker says on this passage ‘omnino 

legendum est avAod’; but for all that d\Aouv appears once more 

in the actual text of that edition—owing, I suppose, to some 

superstitious regard for the Bekkerian ‘recensio’. Bussemaker 

has also noted a whole series of most convincing emendations 

as implied in Gaza’s version of the Problems. It seems to me 
indeed, that other Renaissance versions too have been unduly 
neglected by modern editors of Aristotelian texts. I myself im 

a former volume of this Journal proposed to restore 05@ srovety, 
for odo7rovetvy, in Rhet. 1. 1, 1854 8, and have only recently 

found that the same correction is presupposed in the version 
of Riccobonus, facere certa via et ratione. Translators, or at 

any rate those among them who keep a conscience, are obliged 

to think of the meaning of the texts before them; whereas 

the editors of texts are often too ready to assume that inter- 

pretation is no part of their business. 

Probl. 30. 1, 953" 32: of weXayyortKol of mrEioTOL AdyVOL 

ciciv...kal @tt mplv SvvacOar tpolecOat oréppa, yivetat Tis 
nOovn émi Tatoly ovo (KTE.). 

Read ére masolv odow, bracketing the érs in the preceding 

line as a marginal correction, which has got into the text in 

the wrong place. 

Probl. 30. 1, 954° 39: 6cous 8 av éwmavOn thy dyav 
Oepudtnta mpos Td péoov, obToL pedayyodKol pév eiot, 

hpovipmrepor’ dé. 
The passage is obviously corrupt, and is noted as that in 

Bon. Ind. 265” 41. With the help, however, of Gaza’s version, 

at quibus nimius: ille calor remissus ad mediocritatem sit, 
Bussemaker has been able to recover what may very well 
have been the original reading, dco; & dv émaveOn » dyav 
Oepworns. The verb évavévas is found with the same sense 

1 minus in the reprint in the Berlin Aristotle (vol. 3) is a pretty obvious 

printer’s error. 
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in a fragment of Sosipater (51 Kock) on the art of the cook: 
Kat mote | evKatpov avtois éoTt TOV dav Ta pev | Jeppa 

mapabeivat, ta & érravévra [scil. Tov pdryerpov], Ta Sé péows, | 

Ta © Od\ws arowvéarTa. 

Metaph. A 1, 980° 21: kal Sua tadra ppovipwrtepa Kat 
pabnrik@tepa TOV py Suvvapévov pvnwoveve éoriv. 

This is said of creatures possessed of memory; but it is 

not true that they are all dpomportepa kal pabntixotepa ; 
the following context explains that the capacity for learning 
implies a capacity for hearing, which is not always found in 

creatures possessed of memory. The true reading here, there- 
fore, would seem to be $povipodtepa <ta Sé> Kal. wadntixd- 

tepa—of which the E reading, ta pév ppdvipa ta dé wabnri- 

k@Tepa, may perhaps be thought to retain a trace. 

Metaph. A 3, 983° 11: Kat Sia todTo ore yiryverOas ovOev 

olovrar ovTe amroAAva Oat, ws THS ToLavTns hicews del cwlo- 

- pévns, omep ovde Tov Lwxpatnv paper ovTE yiryverOar aFrAGs 

btav yiyvntat Kadods 7) pbovotkos, OUTE amTOANVCOaL STAY aTo- 

Barry tadvtas Tas ees, Sia TO Hropévery TO HroKEipevov TOY 

Loxparny avtrov. ovTws ovdé TAY Grav Odév. Set yap eivat 

twa dow pilav 7) wreious pias €& Sv yiyverar TaAXA Twloméevns 
éxeivns. 

The full stop here after tov Xwxpdtny adrov (1. 6) should 
be replaced by a comma; the sentence is a clear instance of 
what Riddell terms the Binary structure with comparisons, 

when the fact illustrated is stated before the illustration and 
then restated after it; so that the da7ep clause does duty as 
it were twice over, in relation to what precedes and also in 

relation to what follows. I need not say that the construction 

is not uncommon in Aristotle. For de? (1. 6) I suggest det, in 
order to bring the eZvas which comes after it into line with 

the other infinitives after the olovra at the beginning of the 
passage. 

Metaph. A 7, 988° 23: mpds 8€ rovTous, St tnenréan ai 

apxal 7 ottws 7) Twa TpOTOY ToUTwY, SHror. 

Read surely tovodroy for tovTwv. 
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Metaph. A 9, 9912 22: ef dé uh e& adtdv GAN éx Tov 

évapiOuwv [év To apiOue@ A”), ofov év TH wupidds, THs Exovow 
ai povdoes; elte yap opmoedets, ToAAA cuuPyoceTaL AToTa, ElTE 

fn) OmoelOels, unTEe al aVTAl AAAHAAaLS TE ai GAXaL TacaLs. — 
Though Alexander seems to recognize ai avrai, I think the 

true siege: here would be [ai] avrai, without the comma 

after e/re ur owoerdels. 

Metaph. H 3, 1043° 33: «al yeaa) morepap ee: év MnKel 

} OTe Suds, Kal Edov moTepov uyn ev THpwate 7 Wuyy). 
The é7v here looks very like an intruder, a repetition of the 

é7e in the previous line (67s oxémracpa). 

Metaph. © 10, 1051217: cept 5é 6) ra aovvOeta Ti Td 
eivat 1) pr) evar Kal TO aAnOes Kai TO Wevddos; od yap éoTe 

cuvOetov, mote elvar pev STav cuyKénTtat, pn elvar Sé éav 

Sinpnuévov 4, @omwep TO revKdv EvAOV 7 TO GovppmeTpov THY 

dudetpov. 
If we may restore <td> £vdAov, dAevedv will become a 

predicate, like dovuperpov. ’ 

Metaph. I 2, 1053" 16: e¢ S€ wnOev tov KaOcrov duvarov 

ovolav elvat, KaOarrep év Tois mepi ovolas Kai Tepl Tov dvTOS 
elpntat Aoyous. ovd av’To TodTO ovoiay ws &v TE Tapa Ta 
mova dSuvarov eivas (Kowdov yap) adr’ 7 Karn yopnia povor, 

SHrov ws ovde TO ev. 
I suspect that a little word, very apt to be omitted even in 

the best MSS., has dropped out, and that we should restore 

elpntat Adyors <dTt> ovd avTo TodTo. Aristotle’s point is 
that what he has already proved to be true of ro dy is equally 

true of ro &. 

-Metaph. A 7, 1073° 5: SéSecmras S& nal bre péyeBos ovdev 
yew évdéyeras TavTyy Thy ovoiav, adr’ duepns Kal advaiperds 

éoTLy. 
It has occurred to me, at any rate as a suspicion, that 

Aristotle may have written here aA’ <aweyéOns Kal> apepis 
kat advatpetos éotiv, the pleonasm being very much in his 
manner. His argument makes no use of the idea of the ovcia 
being duepis cal adcaiperos, but this would come in naturally 
enough as an addition to a statement that it is adpeyéOns. 
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Metaph. A 8,1074°3: ra 8é Aourd pvOiKas 75n TpooHnKTas 
mpos THY TELOm TOV TOANBD. 

Aristotle is explaining how the purely mythical accretions 

came to be added on to the primeval philosophy which preceded 
mythology. I suspect that he wrote mpoojmra:, not as in the 

_ text, mpoojnras. 

Metaph. N 1, 1088" 6: 806 Kai evrAdyws ovK Eore 7d év 
apiOuos: odd5é yap TO wétpov pétpa* adr apxXn Kal TO péTpoV 
kal ro &v. Sei Sé del TO avo Ti brrapyew Tact TO wéTPpoY, 
oloy et tmrmos TO péTpov, immovs, Kal ef dvOpwios, avOpwrous. 

et & dvOpwros Kai immos Kal Beds, Edov icws, Kal 6 aptOuds 
avTav éotat Soa. 

Bonitz found a difficulty here, but his suggestion, ofoy ei 
immot, TO wéTpov imrros, Kai ef dvOpwirot, avOpwros, seems to 

me too artificial to be in any degree probable. To my mind 
the fault in the passage is in the 7d pérpov after trapyew 

maot, which I suspect to be a repetition of the rd pérpov in 
_the preceding line. If we ignore it as an emblema, the sense 

of the second sentence (de2 dé adel xré.) will be practically this: 
There must always be an element of identity (ro av’ro rv) in 

the group of objects counted together—horses, for instance, if 
the unit of measurement with which one starts be a horse, and 
men, if it be a man. But if one starts with a man, a horse, 

and a god, as the units in the group, these dissimilars have to 

be brought under a common term, say €dov, and.the sum of 
them, when counted together, will be so many {@a. 

* Rhet. 1. 2, 1356" 24: tv & airiav GUT ay, kal TOs ExaTép@ 
Xena Eov, épotpev tarepov. 

avrov, which Muretus ignored in‘his version, may very well 

be supposed to have got in through a repetition of the avtaév 
in the following line of text. 

Rhet. 1. 2, 1357* 22: ésret 8 éotiy drXiya pév Tdv dvayKaiwv 

é& wv of pytopiKol cvAXNOYLCMOL eiol...Ta SE wS emt TO TOAD 
cupBaivovta Kat évdexdueva €x ToLovTwY avayKkn étépwv oud- 
roylfecOar, ta & avayxaia €& avayKaiwv...davepov bts €& dv 
Ta évOuunuwata réyeTar Ta pev avayKaia eorat Ta Sé TrEioTa 

@s él TO TroNU, 
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The statement here, however wanting in strict logical form, 

is clear enough as regards the sense. Aristotle begins by 

saying that the premisses with which the rhetorical syllogism 

starts are but rarely in the class of necessary truths, because 
the facts under discussion (e.g. actions) are very generally in 
contingent matter’; and contingents can only be demonstrated 
from premisses of the same order; it is evident, therefore, that 

the premisses of the enthymeme, though sometimes necessary, 

are in most instances contingent and only probably true. After 

this he proceeds to distinguish the premisses more precisely by | 

the use of technical terms. The enthymeme starts with either 

eixota or onweta—these latter being in some instances Texunpia, 
‘infallible signs’, in other words necessarily true and warranting 

a logically necessary conclusion. But owing to the nature of 

the subject-matter enthymemes of the conclusive kind are 
rarely possible. It will be seen, therefore, that even in this 

technical statement Aristotle comes round to that with which 

he began, the distinction between the two kinds of premisses 
(ra é€ oy), and tells us again that the necessary premisses are 
but few, whereas the contingent ones are not few but many. 

It seems to me accordingly, that if allowance be made for 

certain defects of statement, the text is sound as it stands, 

and that there is no need to alter the é£ dr in |. 2 into zepl 
év with Vahlen, whom Rémer has followed in his edition. 

Rhet. 1. 2, 1357° 34: 7d pev yap eixos éotuw os éml TO 

TOA yLvomEvor. | 
Read <ro> ws él TO moAv ywwopuevov. The article. is 

wanted to show that the predicate is coextensive and con- 

vertible with the subject. 

Rhet. 1. 3, 1358° 36: as 8 ovK adtKxov Tods aoTuyeiTovas 
katadovrovcba. Kal Tods pndev adixobvtTas moddaKis ovdev 

ppovtifovowy. ) 

This would seem to have been A°’s original reading, but 

that now in the text—by the same hand, it is said—is ws ovd’ 

ovx a&dixov. This may perhaps be taken as an indication of 

two competing earlier readings, ¢ 8 advxov (which Wolf wished 

1 This reason is given in the parenthesis, represented above by dots. 
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to restore) and as & ov dSicavov. Hither of these would satisfy 
the sense, which the ordinary text does not do. 

Rhet. 1. 4, 13860° 13: cat tivav éEaywyhs Séovtar Kat tivev 
eigaywyns, (va mpos TovTous Kal cvvOjKat Kal cvpBoral yiy- 
VOVTAL. 

mpos TovTous appears to imply a definite reference to those 

able to supply the required imports. Read therefore cal tivey 
<Kai Tapa Tivav> cicaywyis. 

Rhet. 1. 5, 1361" 28: gore 5é [scil. evynpia] cal é« tadv rod yp 
THpaTos apeTaV Kal TUXYNS* M1 dvodos yap @v pNde iaxyupdSs 

> »¥ > \ 2) oF rAd , y o> ove éotat amaOns ovS addvTos Kal Todkvypdvios, OUT’ avev 

TUS Svapetverey av. 

Muretus saw that the comma should be before, and not 

after, cal modvypovios. The ovr’ before dvev tuyns, which 
has given editors and others so much trouble, seems to me 
to be an ordinary scribal error for ové’. 

Rhet. 1. 6, 1363° 35: kal mpos & evpvels kat Ewrecpor [scil. 
mpoatpovvtat|* paov yap KkaTopOa@cery olovtar. 

Romer in his second edition restores xatopOdcar from 
A® (m. 1), but without observing that, in the interests of 

grammar, it becomes necessary to write pdov yap <av> Katop- 

@dcat olovtar. This construction after olec@a: and the like 
is common enough in Aristotle; there is a whole series of 
instances of it in Rhet. 2. 5. 

Rhet. 1. 6, 1363° 38: nal pariota Exacta [scil. rpoa- 

povvtat] mpos & ToLtodTot, oloy of dirovixor et vikn éorar. 
Rémer has omitted to note the palmary emendation of 

Vahlen, <qvAo->rTovotro1, which has been sufficiently long 

before the world to be recorded in the Index Aristotelicus. 

Rhet. 1. 7, 13863" 10: péya 8€ nal pixpov...mpds To Ta 

TOANGY péyebos, Kal brepéyov pev TO péya, TO Sé EdXElTOV 

[LK pov. 
Transpose, so as to read rd 6€ puxpov éddetrrov. The chiastic 

order is as common in Aristotle as in other Greek writers. 

Rhet. 1. 7, 1364° 1: kat TO aiperadtepov Kal aito Tod pn 
Kal? avro. 

Journal of Philology. vou, xxxI. 8 
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One would naturally understand here petfov aya0ov from 

the preceding. context, though the use of the comparative is 

hardly consistent with that view. Rémer accordingly restores 

aiperov in lieu of the traditional aiperatepov. It seems to me 
that in this instance also the difficulty may be got over by a 
very simple transposition—by reading «ai aipetorepov 7o Kal” 

auto ToD pn Kal?” avro. 

Rhet. 1. 8, 1865” 22: péysorov 8 xal kupi@tatov amdavTov 

...TAS TONES aTrdoas NaBeiv. 
Perhaps rather <ro> tas méXeus drdaas NaBeiv. 

Rhet. 1. 9, 1868° 10: ypnoréov dé Kal trav av&ntiKov 

ToNAOls...Kal TA EK TOY YpdvaY Kal KaLpar. 
One would expect cat 7@ éx Taév ypovwr Kal Katpav, the 

argument (or to7os) from the circumstances of time and 

occasion. 

Rhet. 1. 10, 1369*° 3: ovdeis yap BovreTat GXAN 7H OTav 

oinOn civar ayabov. 
Perhaps rather 6 dv oin67 civat ayabov. 

Rhet. 1. 10, 1870* 27: éwel 8 éori 7d HSecOar ev TO aicOa- 
verOai Tivos Tabous, 7 8 davtacia éotlv aicOnois tis acberys, 

Kav TO pemvnuéevm Kal TO edrriCovTe akorovbol av davtacia 

Tis ov péuvntar i) édrarifer. ef Se TodTo, SHArov Stu Kal Hdovat 
dpa peuvnuévors Kal érmifovow, éreirep Kal aloOnow. dor? 
avaykn wavta Ta jdéa 7) ev TO aicOdverOar civar TapdvTa 7 
év TO peuvnobar yeyevnuéva 7 év TO EAmriCev wéddOVTA. 

Instead of «dv before Td pweurnuévo (1. 3) A° has det év, 

from which «de? év has been recovered by Susemihl, and adopted 

by Rémer. I should much prefer del <d'> év TO pweuvnpévo. 
Another alteration in Rémer’s text, ef 67) rodro (1. 4), seems to 

me due to a misconception of the course of the argument—for 

which Bekker’s punctuation is responsible. All that is required 
is to put a colon instead of a full stop after éAzifeu (1. 4), and 

also after ézetmrep kat aicOnous (1. 5), so as to make the dere 
before avayxn mark the conclusion of a long and complex 

argument, as it so often does in Aristotle. I need hardly say 

that after d4Xov dre Kal ndovat we have to understand dxonrov- 

oiev av from the preceding context, 
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Rhet. 1. 11, 1871° 31: Kai rd pavOdvew Kai TO Oavpdfew 

nO @s emt TO Tov: év pev yap T@ Oavpateww TO émiOupeiv 

pabeiv éoriv, ote TO Oavpactoy ériOuvpntov, év dé TS pav- 
Odvew <To> eis TO kata diow Kabioctacba.. 

In |. 3 padetvy has been bracketed by certain editors for 
some occult reason; the fact of its being omitted in one of 
the least important of the later MSS. can hardly be supposed 

to have been of any weight with them. It seems to me that 

without yadetv the sense of the text becomes a hopeless puzzle. 
To say that ‘wonder implies a desire to learn’ is intelligible 

enough to any one who remembers the opening of the Meta- 

physics; but to say aw\@s that ‘wonder implies a desire’ is 

much too vague to convey any definite meaning even to the 
inner circle of Aristotle’s original followers. 

Rhet. 1. 11, 1371215: 60ev Kat ai rwapowmiar eipnvtas, os 
HME HrvKa Téptres, Kal WS aiei TOV Opoior, Kal Eyvw dé Onp Ofjpa. 

Though the ws before 7Avé may admit of defence, I suspect 

-it is an intruder, that has got into the text through the as 
before aiei—which is an integral part of the second proverb. 

Rhet. 1. 11, 1871 21: ésrel S& iravro: mavres, Kal Ta 

avTav avdykn ndéa etvat Taow, olov epya Kal dOyous. S10 
kal piroKdraxes ws él TO TOAD Kai pirepacTal Kal PirAoTLMoL 
kal diroTeKvow* adTav yap épya Ta Téxva. 

Romer brackets cal irepacrai, apparently because it is 

wanting in A°; that MS. however is notoriously apt to omit 
words or small groups of words, and more especially in the case 
of homoeoteleuta. ¢iAdT¢wor, which does not seem to range 

very well with the other words in the list, may perhaps be a 
corruption of ¢vAdwatwor—a word not to be found in the 
Lexicons. 

Rhet. 1. 12, 1372° 5: adrol pév obdv [scil. ddccodow] brav 

olwvta. Svvarov eivat TO mpayya mpayOjva Kai éavtois 
Suvatov, cite av Nabeivy mpakavtes, 7 pr) AaOovTes pr) Sodvan 
dixnv. 

Read cir’ dv XaGeiv, which will follow in construction after 

the preceding étav olwyra:, ‘when they think that they can 
do the deed, and then, having done it, may escape detection, 

8—2 
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or if detected, avoid the punishment’. For the asyndeton 
with efra it is sufficient to refer to Rhet. 1. 15, 1375 18 and 

3. 11, 1413" 16; and for the construction ol@vtra: dv Nabetv 
to Rhet. 2. 5 (passim). In their desire to remove elisions by 
supplying the elided vowel copyists were not always careful to 

supply the right one. 

Rhet. 1. 15, 13877° 19: cal ro Tod Hevodavous apporret, ott 

ovK lon TpoKANaLs a’Tn aaeBeEt Tpos EevoEPh. 
This saying of Xenophanes is printed in Diels, Vorso- 

kratiker® I p. 35, as prose, but I cannot help feeling that the 

rhythm is too marked and sustained to be regarded as acci- 

dental—notwithstanding the obvious metrical difficulty in adr 
aoeBet, and the strange apology for it propounded by Mullach 

and Cope. It seems to me that adoeBe? should be tacePet, and 

that the quotation might take this form :— 
ovK ton 

TpoKAHaLs avTH TacEBEl pds evoeP%. 
I am quite aware of the objection that may be raised, that 

there is no record of Xenophanes having ever written iambics. ° 

Rhet, 2. 1, 1877" 22: avayen py povov mpos. Tov Aoyov 
opav, STws amrodeikTiKds éotat Kal TioTOS, GANA Kal avTov 
Tolov TLWa Kal TOY KpLTHY KaTacKevately. Tov yap Siadéper 
Mpos TitTW...TO ToLov Tiva paiverOat Tov NéyovTA Kal TO TpdS 

avTovs VrovapBave éxew tas [mas StaxcioOat A°] avtov. 
The general sense of this is that the orator who means to 

succeed wants something more than a conclusive and convincing 

argument; he must also think of his hearers, and endeavour to 
make them regard him as trustworthy and well-disposed to 

themselves. The difficulty I find in the passage is that d7ro- 
NauBavew lacks a subject, ie. tods axpoatas or something 

equivalent. éxeivovs may perhaps have dropped out after 

brodapBavew. 

Rhet. 2. 15, 1390 28: é&/orarau S€ Tra pév edpvad yévn eis 

pavixwrtepa On, obov of am’ ArdKiBiddov...ta 8€ oracipa eis 
aBertepiav Kal vwOpornta, olov of amd Kipwawvos. 

Here Spengel prints [oi] awd Kiwevos simply because the 
ai is wanting in A°, He cannot have realized how easily OI 
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would drop out after Olov, and that there is a clear instance of 

the omission in the same MS. in Poet. 13, 1453* 11. 

Rhet. 2.16, 1391°2: 810 daiverar dia Atravta civar avTod. 

avtod stands here for mAovtov, which is the subject under 
consideration. I suspect that the true reading must be <81’> 
avTov, since an ordinary genitive of price seems out of place in 

this connexion. 

Rhet. 2. 17, 1391° 20: opotws S€ Kai epi duvayews oyeddv 
Ta Treiota havepa éotiw On Ta wev yap Ta avTa eye 

Sivamis TO TAOVTMO Ta Se Berto. 
The passage is, I need hardly say, sound enough as it stands, 

but I think it may be worth while to draw attention to the A° 
reading, in order to show the vagaries of which that MS. is 

capable. Instead of ta attra éyer 7) Svvapes it offers us Tas 

avtas éyet Suvapers. Svvapis having once become duvapers 
through an ordinary scribal error, an officious corrector could 

not resist the temptation to make ta avta agree with it— 
‘fortunately, however, forgetting to tamper with the ra Bertiw 

which follows. There is a very similar corruption in A®° in 

3. 7, 1408°9, where ta paraxa oxrAnpads has been turned 

into Tas padakas oxkdAnpa@s. parakad having become paraxas 

through dittography of the initial o of cxAnpas, some corrector 
thought to set matters right by reading tas wadaxas. 

Rhet. 2. 18, 1391" 28: Nowrov nuiv SueAeiv wept Tdv Kowar. 

Tao. yap avaykaiov Ta Tept Tov Suvatod Kai advyatouv Tpoc- 

xphoGar év Tots Aoyous...€tt dé Tepi pweyéOous KoLvov aTravTwv 
éotl TOY NOyor. 

I suspect that what Aristotle himself wrote was in 1. 2 7o 

mept Tod dSuvarov, and in |. 3 éru 8€ <To> epi peyéBous (see 
above, on 1. 9, 1368* 10). 

Rhet. 2. 23,.1398" 25: @omep TO eis MeEwOnuidny eimev 
Adtoxnjjs. 

Surely 6 ets MvEcddnuiSny, as in 2. 24, 1401? 15 ofov 6 révyex 

[loAveparns, and in 3. 9, 1410° 16 Kal 6 ets [lecO0Xaov tis efzre. 

Rhet. 2. 25, 14024: ési [dad Spengel] dé tod évavriou 

évatacts pépetar, oiov ef 7d évOvpnma Hv Ste 6 ayabds avnp 

mavtas Tovs pirous ev trovel, GAN ovd oO moxOnpds KaKds. 
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<6Ti> GAN ovd 6 woxOnpds Kaxds would be more in keeping 
with the parallels in the. context, and also clearer, as the ére 

will serve to separate the évataows from the statement it 

controverts. 

Rhet. 3. 1, 1404°1: dAns ovens mpos SdEav THs mpayyaretas 

THs Tepl THv pnTopiKHy, ovK dpOds eyovTos GAN ws dvayKatov 
Tv émipéreray trountéov [scil. rod aepl tiv AéEw]. 

Rémer omits to notice Gaisford’s correction here, ovy <@s> 
opOas &yxovTos. 

Rhet. 3. 2, 1404? 2: onpetov yap Ste 6 Aovyos, édv pr) Syroi, 

ov Troioes TO EavTOD Epyor. 
In place of édy yx) Sndo? Spengel restores the A° reading 

@s éav pr) Sndro?t. The old Latin version, however, suggests 

another reading, ds av yu) SnAot, which appears to me much 
more probable, if one remembers how natural it was in the 

period of the xouv7 to put éav for dv after relatives. There are 
many instances of éav for dy in even good MSS. of classical 

writings. 

Rhet. 3. 2, 1404° 12: éi pév ody tay pétpw@v moAda TE 

Moves TOUTO, Kal apmorTer exel...€v Se Tols >Aidols RAdyors 
TOAA@ €NAT TOLD. 

I would suggest here vrove?rau ob, and at the end, édatTw 

—on the supposition that the dative in éAdtroow may have 

arisen through accommodation to that in Adyous. 

Rhet. 3. 2, 1405°35: ov wréppwOev Set arn éx Taév cvyyevadv 
Kal TOV OmocLoav peTahepey TA avOvULA wvopacpévas. 

Read peradhépew <éri> ta avevupa. Bonitz Ind. 462° 4 

cites several instances of this use of the preposition. 

Rhet. 3. 3, 1406911: Kal os "ArXKidduas Thy pirocodiav 

eTiTElyLioMa TOV VvOmwv. 
The old interpreters translate émuteiyiopa TOY vowov by 

propugnaculum legum or something to the same effect; and 
the same view has been taken by Vahlen, who renders it by 

‘ein Bollwerk der Gesetze’, ‘a bulwark of the laws’ (Ges. 
Philologische Schriften 1 p. 130). But one may well hesitate 

to accept such an interpretation when one considers the 
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ordinary meaning of émureyifev, munire adversus, and that 
of émutevyiopos in Thucydides. The ultimate difficulty in 

the expression is in the genitive rdév vouwr. I venture to 
think this an error for r@ vow@—a dative being often used 

by Aristotle after substantives of this type (Bon. Ind. 166° 61), 
A confusion of -wy and wz in terminations is not uncommon in 

the textual tradition of Aristotle; there is a striking instance 

of it in Rhet. 3. 14, 1412 21, where instead of dom A®° has 

dct dor, a combination of the true reading and the false. 

Rhet. 3, 4, 1406” 21: drav pév yap ely tov “Axirdrka “ ws 

5é A€wy Errdpoveev”, cixwv éotuv. 
Perhaps rather tov "Aysdréa <6Tt> “ws 5€é A€éwr. 

Rhet. 3. 5,1407°19: dori 8 dpyn Ths NEews TO EAANVICELY* 
tovTo 8 éotl év wévte, TpOTOV pév ev Tois cuVdéapoLs, av 
aTOOLO@ Tis @S TEp’KaTL TMpOTEpor Kal UVoTepos yiyverOa 
GXAnAwY, Olov évioL aAtraLTOdaW, WoTrEep O meV Kal O ey mév 

_ araute’ Tov Sé Kai Tov 6 8é, Set Sé ws péwvyntar avtaTrodibovat 

GAXHAOLS, Kal pTe pwaKpay amapTav pte abvSerpuov mpd 

cuvdéopov atrodiddvat TOD dvayKaiov: dduyaxXod yap apuorre.. 
“éy@ 68°, émet pou eivev (AOE yap Kréwv Sedpuevds te Kat 
a&idv) émopevounv taparaBov avtovs”. €v TovTos yap 

moAXol pd Tod arrodoOncopévou cuvdécpou mpoeuBéBrAnvrac 
ovvderpors é€av 5é Tord TO peTakd yévnTtar...dcadés. 

The general sense and drift of this is quite clear: one rule 

of style is that, when particles naturally go together in pairs, 

so that the first leads one to expect the second to follow in 

due course, there should be no great distance between the two, 

and as far as possible, no other particles in the intervening 

part of the statement. Taking pév (e.g. éym pév...) and 8é 

(e.g. o dé...) as typical instances of the particles he has in 

view, Aristotle illustrates his point by an instance of the 

neglect of his rule—a sentence in which there are too many 
particles in the interspace between the first particle and that 
which is naturally expected to respond to it at the beginning 

of the following sentence. He does not actually append the 
following sentence with its apodotic particle, but he assumes 
that we can see for ourselves how it would run (e.g, 6 6é...); 
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the tense in tod dirodobncoévou cvvdécpov in 1. 10 is quite 
enough to show that. If this is a correct view of the drift and 

intention of the statement, the only difficulty that interferes 
with it is in the éym & in |. 8. To me this seems to be a 

sciolist’s correction of an original éy® pév; it will be observed 
too that the éy® pué in |. 4 suggests éy® wév here, and would 

even by itself be a sufficient reason for a change of reading. 

The sentence quoted (éy@—avdrouvs) must be an instance of a 

#év sentence; the fault under consideration, the multiplicity 

of intervening particles, is not to be found in the second or 6é- 
sentence, but only in the interspace between it and the mév in 

the yév sentence which precedes it. 

Rhet. 3. 7, 1408? 17: 0éyyovrai te yap ta Totadra |[i.e. 
Sutra and £éva dvouata] évOovorafovtes...600 Kal TH Tonos 

Hpwocev: évOeoy yap 4 Toinats. 

It may perhaps be worth noting that the parallel in Poet. 

24, 1459” 32 has the perfect, #pyoxev. 

Rhet. 3. 7, 1408 32: rav dé puOudv o pev np@os cepmvos 
Kal AEKTLKOS Kal appuovias Sedpevos. Oo 8 tapos avTn éotw 
n r€ELS 7) TOV TOAD. 

The reading here of Victorius, cai <od> AexTiKds, seems to 

me the most probable as well as the simplest correction of this 
difficult passage; and it certainly derives some support from 

the echo of the statement in Demetrius De Eloc. 42, 0 pév 
np@os cEeuvos Kal ov Aoysxds. The omission of the negative 
will not disturb any one who has given due attention to the 
pathology of A’, or of any other important Aristotelian MS. 

Spengel and others have preferred Tyrwhitt’s correction, «ai 
AexTUKHS appovias Seduevos—which our English translators 

render (after Cope) by ‘and is deficient in conversational 

harmony’ (Welldon), or ‘and remote from the measure of 

common conversation’ (Jebb). Both renderings seem to me 

to overlook the*natural and normal meaning of dedmevos, which 
(if I am not mistaken) does not mean ‘ wanting’ in the sense 
of ‘deficient in’, but ‘wanting’ in the sense of ‘demanding’ or 
‘requiring’; so that the heroic rhythm is said here to ‘require’ 
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a certain dpyovia, as something over and above the actual 

words of the verse. 

Rhet. 3. 9, 1409° 4: dvveu. 
I note this only to draw attention to A°’s davotyew, which, 

I need not say, points to an older reading, av’tesv—this 

becoming dvoiyew through a twofold corruption, a confusion of 

v and os, which may go back to the Roman period, and a 
confusion of T and I, which one naturally refers to the uncial 

stage of the textual] tradition. It is to be remembered that 

avutew is the Attic form, whereas dvvew belonged rather to 
the xow7. This and certain other sporadic facts of the same 

kind may perhaps justify a suspicion that there was a time 

when the language of our Aristotelian texts was more like 

Attic than it now is in our existing vulgate. 

Rhet. 3. 10, 1410” 21: dvd odte Ta émimrodaia TeV évOvmn- 

patov evdoKipel...ovTe doa eipnuéva ayvoovpmeva éoTup. 

Perhaps dyvoodpev, since A° omits the éoruw after ayvoov- 
peva. 

Rhet. 3. 10, 1411° 12: nal dru Tov vodv 6 Beds Has avirpev 
év TH Wyn: audw yap Snroi Tr. “ov yap Suadvopwela Tovs 
modém“ous GAN avaBadropucba”. 

The words tov vodv—wWvy7 are clearly a quotation, and 
might very well have been marked as such. Before od yap 

duadvope0a a cal ote seems wanted to introduce the second 

quotation; the homoeoteleuton in dndo? re will explain the 
loss. A little further on, in 1. 19, Gaisford seems to have 

been quite right in restoring «al 670, for dtu Kai. 

Rhet. 3. 11, 1412* 23: cai ra ed jviypéva Sia 7d adto ndéa’ 

paOnors yap, Kal NéyeTas weTapopa. 
Perhaps rather petadopa (comp. Bon, Ind. 462* 43). 

Rhet. 3. 12, 1414° 14: aA Orov padota brroKpicews, 
évtad0a Hxiota axpiBeva eu Todto 5é, brov avis, Kai 
paroTa Omov peyanys. 

I suspect that ype/a or some similar word has dropped out 
before or after d7roxpicews. 
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Rhet. 3. 14, 1415* 18: «ad oi tpayiKot Syrovor tepl To 
Spapa. 

Surely epi <otd> ro Spaua, just as we have in 3, 19, 

1419” 31 ta wx) AavOavyn wep od 1 Kpicrs. 

Rhet. 3. 14, 1415° 25: Aéyeras 5é tadta Ex Te ToD A€yovTos 
Kal Tov dkpoaTod Kal Tod mpaypuaTos Kal Tod évavTiov. epi 

b) a \ \ a > t 4 \ \ a \ 

avTov pwév Kal Tod dyTidixov dca trepi SiaBornv rAdoaL Kal 
TOLMoaL. 

One would expect dca epi <tod> SiaBornv Adoar Kal 
TOLO AL. 

Rhet. 3. 18, 1419° 8: Lwxparns, Medjtov ov padoKovtTos 
avtov Oeods vomifew, eipneev @s Av Satmovdy TL déyou, HpeTo 

ei ox of Saipoves HToL Oedv Traides elev 7H Oetov TU. 
The text stands thus in A’, though not in the Bekkerian 

vulgate; and it duly reappears in the same form in the 
editions of Spengel and Rémer. Spengel’s lengthy note on 

the passage throws no light on the more serious difficulties 
in the new text, which he cannot have fully realized. Both 
Madvig and Kayser have made some effort to put things 

right by means of emendations, which may be seen in Rémer’s 
adnotatio. Assuming A° to preserve here some memory of a 
really ancient textual tradition, I would suggest—with no 
little doubt and hesitation, let me say—that the primitive 

reading may perhaps have been eipyxas ws 8) Saipovdv tt 

Néryou. 

I. BYWATER. 
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as Sé kwwnbév avro kab Cav évevonoe TAV aidiwy Oedv yeyovos 
dyahpa o yevyioas tratnp, nyacOn te Kal evdppavOels ete 5x 

padXov Goi mpos TO mapaderypa erevonoey atrepyacac 0a. 

xabarep ody avTO Tuyxaver Cpov aidvov K.T.X. 

A propos of a proposed emendation of the passage of 
which I heard from my friend Professor J. A. Smith, I am 

encouraged by him to publish an interpretation which I sug- 

gested many years ago to Professor Lewis Campbell. The 

sense of ‘counterfeit of’ or ‘copy of, as opposed to ‘statue of,’ 

for dyadpa could be defended by aydAmwarta aperis, Symposium 
22 a’(Ast’s Lex.), and so Proclus seems to have interpreted’, 

but it is not suitable here because in the same sentence the 
original is referred to in the singular—ro rrapadevywa—and 

not as the Gods, but as the éov aiédzov. 

Again ‘image made by the Gods’ (cf. ra Aaidadou ayar- 

pata, Meno 97 D, Ast, ibid.) would be too awkward beside the 
description of the maker as 6 yevynoas twatnp. I suggested 
that dyadwa does not mean ‘statue’ or ‘image’ at all, but has 

its primitive meaning of a ‘delight’ as = something to delight 
in, or ‘pride’ as=something to be proud of. Cf. Lid. and 

Scott ayaa 1 and 2, and the examples there. 
It had occurred to me also that the motive for Plato’s 

expression might well have been a poetical reminiscence, and 
one finds the very expression, delight of the gods (or of a god) 

1 Procl. in Tim. 239 Dp xa’ ddov —brrodexduevos Tovs vonrods Beods: ovde 

obv éavrdv 6 Kocuds rypotrar Oedrynros, ‘yap Ta dydAuara Tds odclas Tas é&ypn- 

kat dia rotro dyadkwd éore Kal? Sov pévas Tov Sw brodéxerar THY Oedy. 

éauTov TOV vonTav Oewy, adTods mév odKX 
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in two passages of the Odyssey. Odyss. 8. 509 (cit. Dunbar 

and L, and 8.) has the combination of words dya\wa Oedv: 

) édav péy ayadpa Oedv Oedxrnprov eivas 

where L. and S. interpret ‘a pleasing gift’ It might be 

objected that Oedv is governed by OedxrHpiov alone (though © 

L. and 8. make dyadwua also govern it): but anyhow the inter- 
pretation given to dyada itself is confirmed by Odyss. 3. 438: 

xpucov ex’, 0 & érevta Bods Képaciw tepiyevev 

acknoas, ’ adyakwa Sed Kxeyapo.to idodca. 

dyawa in the sense of a gift or a possession to delight in 

or to be proud of, is found in several other passages of the 

Odyssey. See Dunbar’s Concordance. 

From the sense of ‘a pride’=something to be proud of 

(for which cf. yopas dyadpa, Pindar’s epithet for his own poem, 

and téxvov Sdouwv adyadwa in Aschylus (cit. L. and §8.)), is 
perhaps derived that of ‘ ornament.’ 

The interpretation ‘pride, or delight, of the eternal Gods’ 

seems very suitable to the passage in the Timaeus, for the 

world is represented as something very good and rejoiced over 
by its creator (cf. Genesis i. 31). 

That dya\wa means image or statue elsewhere in Plato is 

no matter, considering how appropriate the use familiar in 
poetry happens to be in this passage. 

I learn from Professor J. A. Smith that he himself had 

begun to think that the meaning of dyadya here was somehow 

connected directly with that of dyaAnreoOar. 

J. COOK WILSON. 



SOME NOTES ON LUOAN VIII! 

§1. The eighth book of the Pharsalia describes Pompey’s 
flight after the lost battle, and his death in Egypt. The main 

business of this paper is to criticise Lucan—to point out faults 

in his art, and in his treatment of history. It is therefore right 
to say here, that, in spite of this criticism of details, there is 

much which seems to me excellent in this book, and that the 

episodes, which it contains, are among the best in the poem. 

Much of the narrative moves with rapidity and force; much of 
the declamation, especially that with which the book ends, is 

_ powerful and effective. The enumeration of Pompey’s exploits 
(ll. 806—815) was picked out by Macaulay, together with one 

other passage of Lucan, as surpassing in eloquence anything 

which he knew in the Latin language; and few men have 

been as familiar with ancient literature as Macaulay was. 

The least successful part of the book is the main incident, 

the actual death-scene of Pompey. There are few more tragic 

scenes in history than the murder of Pompey, stabbed by 

treacherous ruffians under the eyes of his devoted friends and 
helpless wife. But Lucan spoils his great opportunity. In his 

anxiety to make the very most of it, he falls, or rather, rushes, 

into his besetting sin: he over-steps the modesty of nature, 
and what was meant to be sublime becomes ridiculous. The 

tradition was well established, that Pompey never spoke after 

the attack began: in the grand Roman fashion, which Caesar 

too was soon to follow, he drew his toga over his face and 
endured the agony of death in silence. Lucan therefore re- 

stricts himself to describing the feelings which passed through 

Pompey’s mind in his last conscious moments. A writer, who 
undertakes to record the unspoken thoughts of a dying man, 

1 Read before the Cambridge Philological Society, Nov, 9, 1911, 
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especially when death comes with | violence, is obviously on 

dangerous ground. The great artists of course felt this. When 

Virgil (Aen. 10. 782) says of his dying warrior, 

dulcis mortens reminiscitur Argos, 

probability is not, violated and sentiment is pleased. But 

where Virgil fears to tread, Lucan rushes in. When an 
unarmed man, conning over a speech in a boat, is suddenly 

assaulted by armed ruffians, and after he is actually stabbed, it 
is contrary to nature that his subsequent reflexions should take 

the form presented by Lucan—that they should be orderly, 
sententious, and prolonged. Indeed Lucan seems to feel that 

here he has gone too far; for, at the end of this preposterous 

soliloquy, he adds (1. 635), 

talis custodia Magno 

mentis erat, wus hoc animi morientis habebat. 

But the thing is simply impossible. 

And then there follows immediately the speech of Cornelia. 

Is it natural that a wife, watching the brutal murder of a dear 

husband, and powerless to help him or even to get near him, 

should express her agony, not merely in articulate and con- 

tinuous words, but in a succession of far-fetched conceits and 

ingenious epigrams which is only cut short by a swoon? It 

is not natural; it is not even conceivable. 
When Lucan writes like that, the reader repeats the 

criticism of Horace: incredulus odi, ‘I don’t believe it, and I 

don’t like it.’ 
§ 2. When the battle of Pharsalia was lost, Pompey took 

to the sea at the mouth of the Peneus and sailed to Lesbos, 

where his wife, Cornelia, had been living since the beginning of 

the war (1, 151). 
(Why was Cornelia sent to Lesbos, and to Mytilene? Lucan 

implies that Lesbos was chosen, merely because it was out of 

the way and therefore safe. But many other islands of the 
Aegean would have served this purpose equally well; and 
Pompey’s powerful fleet was not in the Aegean at all but at 

Corcyra. I suspect that Cornelia was sent there, because 

Mytilene was the native place of Pompey’s most intimate 
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friend, Theophanes. By Cicero (Att. vii 7, 6) Theophanes is 
spoken of with contempt as Mytilenaeus; Tacitus (Ann. vi 18) 

records that the Lesbians paid divine honours to Theophanes 

after his death; in the eyes of Greeks his intimacy with 

Pompey was not a little thing. Theophanes was at Pharsalia 

and accompanied Pompey in his flight to Lesbos. Cornelia 

may very well have been living in his house.) 

The people of Mytilene beg Pompey to spend at least one 
night within their walls; and they add reasons thus (1. 116): 

nulla tibi subeunda magis sunt moenia uicto: 
omnia uictoris possunt sperare fauorem, 
haec iam crimen habent. quid quod iacet insula ponto? 

Caesar eget ratibus. 

“There is no city which you should enter, in your defeat, 

rather than ours: for (1) all others can hope for the clemency 

of the conqueror, but ours is guilty already,” guilty by having 

sheltered Cornelia. 
In the words that follow, I wish to place a comma after 

ponto, and the question-mark after ratibus. I can show what I 

take to be the meaning by translating the words into Greek : 

érresta (quid quod) 7) pev AéoBos vids éoti, 0 8& Kaicap ovx 
éyer vads. Then quid quod will bear its common sense of 
“moreover, besides,’ a sense found in Horace and Ovid and 

common in the poets of the Silver Age. Also the logic of the 
passage is now right, because the people of Mytilene are giving 

a second reason why Pompey should prefer their city to others, 
the second reason being that Lesbos is inaccessible to the 
conqueror without a fleet. The asyndeton between the two 

contrasted clauses introduced by quid quod is of course perfectly 
normal. 

§ 3. Pompey declines the offer of the Lesbians, puts his 

wife on board and sails away. Next Lucan describes with 

some elaboration and even pedantry the sun in process of 
setting : (Il. 159 foll.) 

tam pelago medios Titan demissus ad ignes 

nec quibus abscondit nec si quibus easerit orbem 

totus erat. 
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“ Now half the sun’s ball of fire was sunk in the sea; and part 
of his orb was hidden both from those from whom he was with- 

drawing his disk and from those (if such there be) to whom he 

was revealing it.” 

Whether or not there were antipodes, who receive the 
sun’s light when we lose it, was a debated question in an- 

tiquity: we know from Lucretius (i 1065) that the Stoics (and 
Lucan was a Stoic) defended the belief in the existence of such 

people. By his sz quibus Lucan wishes to convey that he is 

aware that the learned differ on the point, and that he admits 

the possibility of a view opposed to his own. 

Well, what event in the narrative takes place at the point 
of time so particularly described? None whatever. Nothing 

takes place; and six lines lower down Pompey is questioning 

the steersman about the constellations, now visible from the 

deck, by which the vessel is kept on her course. It is, I think, 

impossible to attach the description of the setting sun to the 

previous paragraph ; no editor has attempted to do so. I sup- 
pose that Lucan had got this piece of description ready-written 
by him, and inserted it here without noticing that such a 

particular indication of time requires to be attached to a 

particular event. It is a piece of careless writing, of which he 

offers instances enough. 
§4. Atl, 210 Pompey sets Deiotarus ashore at some un- 

named point on the coast of Asia Minor. He addresses the 

king as fidissime regum, and sends him off on a mission to the 

king of Parthia. 
From a number of authorities, of whom Cicero is one, we 

know that Deiotarus, the ruler of Galatia, joined Pompey’s 

army and was present at Pharsalia. By Plutarch Pomp. c. 73 
we are told that he accompanied Pompey in his flight across 

the Aegean. But there is, I believe, no other evidence than | 
Lucan’s for this episode ; and I wish to consider its credibility. 

First, Deiotarus was a very old man. Five years before, 

Crassus, on his way to Syria and to Carrhae, found Deiotarus 
engaged in building a new city and rallied him on starting 
such an enterprise at so advanced an age. Plutarch Crass. 17 

‘6 Bacired, SwdSexdtns @pas oixodomeiy apye” yedtoas § oO 
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Tadarns, ‘ad odd adres’ citrev ‘6 avtoxpatop, mpwl Aiav él 
IlapOovs éXavvess.’ 

Secondly, he was, not only very old but very decrepit or, at 
least, unwieldy. Cicero, in his defence of Deiotarus, spoken in 

45 B.c., says that about the time of Pharsalia he required 
several men to hoist him into the saddle, and that, when this 

operation was successfully performed, all were astonished that 

the old man could stick on. Cic. pro Detot. 28 itaque Deio- 
tarum cum plures in equum sustulissent, quod haerere in eo 
senex posset, admirari solebamus. 

(In the same speech § 13 Cicero says, that Deiotarus ac- 

cepted the result of Pharsalia as final and left Pompey then. 
But this cannot be pressed too far, as it was important for 

Cicero’s object to minimise as far as ee the assistance 
‘given to Pompey by Deiotarus.) 

Is the story in itself credible, that a man, very old and 
very decrepit, was landed somewhere near Ephesus, disguised 

as a slave (Lucan insists upon this detail), to make his way, 

presumably on foot, to the court of the Parthian king at 

Ctesiphon? To me it seems incredible. And I believe that 

Lucan would not have scrupled to invent such an episode, and 
also that his reasons for doing so can be guessed at. 

For many incidents of the poem prove his indifference to 
historical fact: a familiar instance is found in his account of 
the battle of Pharsalia, where he makes Cicero the spokesman 
who conveys to Pompey the senators’ demand that a battle 
shall be fought. Even if Cicero had been present, he would 
have been the last among Pompey’s partisans to undertake 

such a commission. But it is perfectly well known (we have 

even Livy’s authority for it), that, when the battle was fought, 

Cicero was in the camp at Dyrrhachium, more than two 
hundred miles away. 

But why should Lucan invent such a story as this mission 
of Deiotarus? Because to him, as to many Romans, there was 

something peculiarly striking and picturesque in the relation 
between Pompey and the eastern kings; and he wishes to show 
that, even in defeat and disaster, Pompey could still use kings 
to run his errands, that he could say to a crowned sovereign 

Journal of Philology. vou. xxxtt. 9 
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“go,” and he went. And Lucan chose Deiotarus, because his 
readers were familiar with the fact that Deiotarus was the only 
king who shared the flight of Pompey across the Aegean. 

§ 5. Pompey then sails eastward and, having been joined 
by a number of senators, holds a council of war at Selinus on 
the west coast of Cilicia. He proposes to seek aid from the 
Parthian king, in order to meet Caesar again in the field. (Of 

the mission of Deiotarus not a word is said here or later.) His 

proposal is rejected by the senators, as undignified and un- 

patriotic. A long speech to this effect, a regular suasoria 
of the type familiar in the rhetorical schools, is delivered by 
Lentulus; and Lucan comments thus on the decision (1. 454): 

quantum, spes ultima rerum, 

libertatis habes! wicta est sententia Magni, 

The meaning is: the senatorial party was at its last gasp; 

desperate men are free to speak their minds; and so the policy 
of Pompey was outvoted. As a closing comment this sounds 

effective; at a recitation it might earn applause; but it will 

not bear examination. For, if it means anything, it means 
that, before the rout of Pharsalia, Pompey’s ascendancy in his 

party was unquestioned, and that his policy was invariably 

approved by the senators who left Italy with him in the spring 

of 49. But no fact of the Civil War is better attested than 
this: that Pompey was unwilling to fight at Pharsalia and 

was forced to do so by the senators, who were then so far from 

despair that they felt confident of victory. As to the fact all 

our authorities are agreed; and none of them describes the 
situation more fully than Lucan, who compares Pompey to a 
sea-captain overcome by the violence of the storm and leaving 
his ship to drift before the wind (vii 125 foll.). Thus the 

historical facts entirely knock the bottom out of the epigram. 

As I have said, in Lucan’s narrative the opposition to 
Pompey’s policy is expressed by Lentulus. As consul in 49 

he was mainly responsible for the outbreak of civil war. He 

was a violent partisan; but we may infer from Cicero’s letters 

(Att. viii 9, 4) that he was not a disinterested patriot, as we are 
told that Caesar was trying, during the first weeks of the war, 
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to win his support by bribes. It is true that Caesar failed ; 
but Cicero attributes this result to the fact that Caesar’s 

emissary, Balbus, could not catch up Lentulus before he left 

_Italy. In Plutarch’s narrative (c. 76) this council is described 
at some length, and Pompey’s proposal to seek aid from Parthia 
is adversely criticised in a similar strain. In both accounts 

stress is laid upon the hurt to Cornelia’s feelings and the 

danger to Cornelia’s honour involved in Pompey’s Parthian 

plan. She had been the wife of Publius Crassus, who fell at 
Carrhae, But in Plutarch’s narrative the speech is attributed 
not to Lentulus but to Theophanes. Which of our authorities 

are we to follow? 

I suspect that Lucan had two reasons for attributing this 
speech to the wrong person, First, it seemed proper to him 
that a patriotic argument should be spoken not by a Greek 

and a man of letters but by a Roman and a senator. Secondly, 

it was impossible for him to introduce into his verse the name 
_ of Theophanes; even if he had contracted it into Theuphanes, 

few of the cases would be admissible; and he could hardly 

introduce his stirring piece of rhetoric by such a line as 

tum Mytilenaeus, quem uersu dicere non est, 

inciptt, 

§ 6. It appears that a similar liberty is taken with another 
speech later in the book. When Pompey arrives off the coast 
of Egypt, Ptolemy, the young king, holds a council, in which 

the villain’s part is played by the eunuch Pothinus, It is 
Pothinus who persuades the king to murder Pompey. In this 

ease the evidence is very strong, that the treacherous policy 

was urged, not by Pothinus but by the king’s tutor, Theodotus, 
a native of Chios (or, according to one authority, Samos). 

For (1) Plutarch (c. 77) distinctly states this and cites a 

memorable phrase, with which Theodotus ended his speech: 

mpooerreitre 5é Siaperdiacas OTe vexpos ov Saxvet, “stone-dead 

hath no fellow.” And (2) the epitome of Livy cxii, while men- 
tioning Pothinus, throws the main responsibility on Theodotus: 
Pompeius...auctore Theodoto praeceptore, cuius magna apud 
regem auctoritas erat, et Pothino, occisus est ab Achilla. And 
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(3) Appian (Civ. 2. 84), who says that Pothinus and Achillas 
opened the debate (BovA7v mpobenévwr), attributes the plan of 

murdering Pompey to Theodotus and to him only. And (4) 

Seneca (De Ira ii 2, 3) does not mention Pothinus at all: quis 

non Theodoto et Achillae et ipsi puero, non puerile auso facinus, 
infestus est ? 

Again I suppose Lucan to have had two motives for 

tampering with the historical fact. It seemed to him to deepen 

the horror of Pompey’s end, that he owed it to’ an unsexed 
monster like Pothinus. But also the name of Theodotus was 
no more admissible in his verse’ than the name of Theophanes, 

or the name of Tuticanus in Ovid's elegiacs, or the name of 
the town, where water was sold, in Horace’s hexameters, or the 

name of Earinus in Martial’s hendecasyllables. It was certainly 
hard upon Lucan that two of the prominent actors in the 
tragedy bore names which begin with three short syllables and 
were therefore shibboleth to him or to any other writer of 

dactylic verse. 
§ 7. I shall give one other instance of Lucan’s independent 

attitude to historical facts. The last fifty lines of the book are 
very fine declamation; and they depend entirely upon one 

assumption, that the remains of Pompey have never been 

removed from the shore of Egypt. But the last sentence of 

Plutarch’s Life tells us that the remains were removed and 

given to Cornelia, who buried them at Pompey’s Alban villa. 

Ta Nelpava Tod Lloumniov Kopynria SeEapévn Kopicbévta rept 

tov “ArBavov éOnxev (Plut. Pomp. ec. 80). 

It seems impossible to suppose that Lucan did not know 
this. But apparently he chose to ignore the fact so as to get 

an opportunity for effective declamation. I can quite believe 

that his contemporaries thought him justified in doing so. 

But in modern times this would surely be impossible: nobis 

non licet esse tam disertis, qui Musas colimus seuertores. What 

would be said now, if a Frenchman wrote a poem on Napoleon’s 
career and ended by pouring reproaches on France for leaving 

1 Professor Housman has since in- form Theudotus. The statement in 

formed me that Ovid, in the Ibis, uses _ the text therefore needs qualification. 

the name T'heodotus in the contracted ; 
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the bones of her hero to moulder into dust in St Helena? and 

yet what Lucan does is something not very different from this. 
§ 8. At 1. 542 foll. Lucan reproaches the gods for allowing 

‘Egypt to play any part in a war between Romans. He goes 

on |. 547 thus: 

hance certe seruate fidem, ciwla bella: 

cognatas praestate manus, externaque monstra 

pellite ! 

As the word fidem is typical of Lucan’s queer topsy-turvy 

way of looking at things, and as the passage is insufficiently 

explained in the current commentaries, I will say a few words 
about it. Lucan means: ‘a war that calls itself a civil war, is 

bound to be a civil war, and behave as such. It must satisfy 

the reasonable expectations of a person who engages in it. 
Now the reasonable expectation of such a man is to be killed 

by a ciuis or country-man. Consequently any Roman, who, 
_ like Pompey, was killed by foreigners, has been cheated of his 
rights ; and civil war has broken its bargain with him,’ 

In all texts that I have seen, a comma is placed after pellite 
in |. 549, and a full stop after nefas in 550. I believe that any- 

one who reads the lines with attention will agree that there 

should be a full stop after pellite and a comma after nefas. 
The second clause will then read thus: 

sit meruit tam claro nomine Magnus 
Caesaris esse nefas, tanti, Ptolemaee, ruinam 

nominis haud metuis ? 

“Tf the mighty name of Magnus entitled him to be Caesar’s 

guilt (i.e. to fall by Caesar’s hand), do you, O Ptolemy, not 
dread the downfall of that great name?”: ie. Pompey’s great- 
ness gave him the right to fall by a noble hand: Caesar may 
be a fit instrument to slay such a victim, but the interference 

of a degenerate Egyptian is revolting. This antithesis is 

entirely obscured by the current punctuation. 

§9. After Pompey is murdered,:his head is cut off, and 
the Egyptians proceed to embalm it, that they may be able to 

show to Caesar a convincing proof of what they have done. 
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When reading the description in Lucan, I turned to Herodotus 

to see how he described the process as he saw it; and, when I 
had read it, there seemed to me grounds for believing that 

Lucan also consulted Herodotus when he wrote this passage, 
There is great similarity in the language used; but it is 

curious to see how Lucan contrives to add a note of violence 

and horror to the simple words of Herodotus, (He has of 
course his reasons for doing this; but the operation was no 

- doubt performed, not by the murderers, but by professionals 

who would do what had to be done with professional coolness). 

Thus in Lucan (1. 689) rapto cerebro (‘they tear forth the brain’) 
represents éfayoua. Tov éyxéparov (Herod. ii 86); and when 

Herodotus says that the Egyptians embalm the head by 

pouring in spices (é¢yyéovtes Padppaxa), Lucan seizes hold of 
the more sinister sense of dapyaxa and ends his description 

with infuso facies solidata ueneno est (1. 691). infuso ueneno is 

a literal translation of éyyéovtes dappaxa, but it implies some- 
thing different. 3 

§ 10, 
cum tibi sacrato Macedon seruetur in antro, 
et regum cinéres eastructo monte quiescant, 

cum Ptolemaeorum manes seriemque pudendam 
Pyramides claudant indignaque Mausolea, 
littora Pompeium feriunt... (ll. 694 foll.) 

It is perhaps worth pointing out, as none of the books I 

have used does point it out, that regum in |. 695 does not refer 

to the Ptolemies but to the Pharaohs, the native kings of 

Egypt. Lucan speaks first of the sepulchre of Alexander, 
whose body, embalmed in honey, was long preserved in the 

city which he had founded; then of the ancient kings of Egypt, 
and lastly of the line of Lagus. His point is that all these 
have honour in their deaths, while Pompey’s headless body is 

tossing in the sea and beating against the rocks, 

§ 11. nil ista nocebunt 
famae busta tuae: templis auroque sepultus 
uilior umbra fores: nunc es pro numine swmmo 

hoc tumulo, Fortuna, tacens. — (ll. 858 foll.) 
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Lucan is apostrophising Pompey thus: “that grave will not 

mar thy fame. If buried in temples of gold, thy body had 

‘been less worshipful; as it is, laid in this tomb (O Fortune) 

thou art great as a god.” The construction is awkward, 

because in the middle of the apostrophe to Pompey there is 
inserted an apostrophe to Fortune. The emendation accepted 
in the Corpus text gets rid of this difficulty but seems to me 
unsatisfactory on other grounds. 

When I think of Lucan viii 793° 

placet hoc, Fortuna, sepulerum 
dicere Pompeni ? 

and of Juvenal 10, 159 

O gloria, uincitur idem, 

in view of these two vocatives, I think it possible that Lucan 
may have thrust in here the vocative Fortuna i in the sense of 
‘Fie! for shame! Fortune.’ 

J. D. DUFF. 



ON SOME PASSAGES IN PLATO'S SOPHIST. 

218 £ B. Ti dfra mpotakaipe?’ av evyvwotov pev Kal 

opiKpov, Noyov dé pndevds EAXdTTOVAa Exov TOY pELCover ; 

The Stranger’s point is, not, that the small thing has as 
large a definition as any of the great ones, but that the small 

thing has a definition just as much as any of the great ones. 
Whence it would seem that é\atrov should be substituted for 

éXatrova. Compare pndév Arrov in 224A and ody Arrov in 

224 B. 

225 A &. Tis rotvuy payntixis TO wey capate pods 

THLaTAa ylyvouéev@ ayeddoV eikds Kal TpéToV dvowa Aéyew TE 

TovodToy TiMeuévous olov BractiKov. 
For c@pati, read c@pacor. The proximity of t@ is both 

a reason for preferring the plural and an explanation of the 

traditional singular. | 

244c¢ &. To re dv0 dvouata omoroyety eivar wndev Oéuevor 
wrnv &v, Katayé\acTov mov. ®. Ilds 8 ob; BB. Kal ro 

mapatay ye aTrodéxerOai Tov AéyovTos ws Eat dvOUd TL, NOYOV 

ovK av éxov. 

Apelt comments: “Adyor obk ay éyov respondet antecedenti 
illi xatayéXacrov mov, ut non opus sit mutatione. Ceterum ad 

‘totius loci sensum nihil interest, utrum éyoy an éyox scribatur.” 

I venture to think that xatayéAacrov tov is to be carried 

forward from the former sentence, and that the comma after 

dvoud te should be expunged. Translate: “ And, again, surely 
it is absurd to accept from any one the statement that there 

is a name which cannot have a definition.” 

HENRY JACKSON. 



31 

DIFFICULTIES IN THE TEXT OF ARISTOTLE. 

L 

De Motu Animalium 698? 16—24, 

Sef yap, dv kwihtai Te Tov popiwv jpepety TL’ Kal Sia TOvTO 

ai Kaprat Tois Edo cictv. BoTep yap KévTPH XpOvTaL Tals 
kaptrais, kat ylvetas TO Odov pépos, ev © H Kapmy, Kal Ev Kai 

S80, Kal vO) Kal Kexappévov, weTaBarrov Suvdper Kal évepyeta 

Sid THY Kapri. Kawrtouévou S&é Kal Kivovmévov TO per 

_ Kweirat onpuetov TO Sé péver TOV év Tais KapTrais, OoTrep ay et 
Ths Svapérpou % pev A Kat 7 A pévo, 7 S¢ B xwoiro, Kat yivovro 

6 AT. 
The last sentence of this passage causes some difficulty’ 

which may be removed by a small 

emendation, the mistake lying in 
AT, for which P and § read a xal ¥. / " 

AAB is probably the diameter ofa = / X 
circle; A is the centre and repre- 4} 

sents the caumn of *18, and AAB is ‘ ; 
the ed@v of *19. The points A and 
A remain fixed, so that AA remains 8 

fixed, The point B is conceived as 

moving to I’, so that the part AB revolves on the centre to the 
position AT’. The result is that instead of the ed@0 AAB there 

is produced (cf. yivovto) the cexappévov (cf. *20) AAT. Probably 
therefore A has fallen out before the A in AI’, and we should 
read AAT. The feminine article may represent ypaumn or 

oo" a eT 

1 My attention was drawn to this sity College, Oxford, when preparing 

by Mr A. 8. L. Farquharson of Univer- his translation of the De Motu An. 

Journal of Philology. vou, xxxu1. 10 
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yovia: cf. 94° 28—32, The reading of P and S arose more 

probably from a clumsy attempt at emendation, because the 
symbols before AI’ represent points, than from any corruption 
of AAT, 

II. 

Rhetoric 1403” 21 sqq. and Poetics 1449* 23 sqq. 

In the last instalment! of the Aristotelia, with which 

Mr Bywater from time to time delights the students of 

Aristotle, there are two emendations on which one may be 

permitted to offer suggestions. The first is in Rhet. 1408? 32, 

Tov 5é€ pvOuay o pév Hp@os cemvos Kal NeKTLKdS Kal appmovias 
Seopevos, 0 8 layBos avTyn éotiv 7 réEts 1 THY TOANOD. 

The commonly accepted emendation of this passage, due to 
Tyrwhitt, is kai ANexTiKAs apyovias Seduevos; grounded upon 

the similar passage in Poet. 1449* 27, éEdwerpa 5é dduyaxis Kal 
éxBaivoytes THS AEKTLKAS Appmovias. 

Mr Bywater convincingly shews the impossibility of this, 
He points out that it rests on a mistake about the meaning of 

dedpevos, which is rendered as ‘deficient in’ (or ‘remote from’), 

whereas “the natural and normal meaning of deduevos is not 

‘wanting’ in the sense of ‘deficient in,’ but ‘wanting’ in the 

sense of ‘demanding’ or requiring.” It is strange that such an 

oversight should have been made by scholars like Tyrwhitt, 
Spengel, Cope, and Jebb; but it is still stranger that it should 
have been endorsed by such an Aristotelian authority as Bonitz, 

the use of deduevos being so familiar to the readers of Aristotle. 
One may quote e.g. the well-known place in the Politics, 1288? 

39—vov & of ev thy axpotdrny (sc. jwoduTetav) Kat Seomévynv 

morAHs Yopnyias Entodcr povov. Bonitz in his Indew Aristo- 
telicus, under adppovia, takes Tyrwhitt’s emendation for granted, 
and, significantly enough as we shall see, quotes the passage 
along with the passage from the Poetics, by help of which it has 
been emended, as the only two instances of a ‘latior sensus’ of 

Gppovia.. 

1 Journal of Philology, vol. xxxt. p. 107 sqq. 
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The emendation which Mr Bywater approves in the 
Rhetoric is Victorius’ insertion of od before AexTexds. With 
the proper interpretation of dedwevos the emendation is con- 

vincing enough on its own merits; but the passage quoted by 

Mr Bywater from Demetrius de Eloc. (42) 6 pév *p@os cepvos 

Kal ob NoyiKos Ought to disarm any scepticism’. 
But now this has important consequences for the passage in 

the Poetics, 1449* 23, ...réFews Sé yevouévns avr 1) pvats TO 
oixetov uétpov eipes padiota yap AeKTLKOVY TOV péTpwV TO 
lapBetov éotw* onpeioy 58 TovTov, TrEloTAa yap LapBeia ré- 

youev ev TH SvadéxTw TH Mpods GdAANAoUs, éEapeTpa SE OAuyaKus 

Kai exBaivovtes THS NEKTLKIS dppovias. ére O€ K.7.€. 
It becomes necessary to consider the phrase AexT1K7 Appovia. 

Whatever dpyovia may mean—and I shall venture in the 
sequel to offer an opinion about this—in the passage from 

the Rhetoric it is a property which rhythm may have, for the 

heroic rhythm must have it (Seowevos), and therefore it cannot 

be identified with rhythm. Yet one of the best chances of 
making sense of the passage from the Poetics, with the 

received text, is to understand dppovia as in effect equivalent 

to rhythm—possibly the ‘latior sensus’ intended by Bonitz. 

But there is a more serious difficulty. 
Whatever, again, dpyovia may mean here, it is according to 

the Rhetoric something which belongs to the heroic rhythm 
(with its hexameter metre) and does not belong to ordinary 
speech (Aé£is), to the rhythm of which, according to both the 

Rhetoric and the Poetics, the iambus is most akin. For this 

view of the iambus compare Poet. 1449* 24 wadiota yap NeKTI- 

Kov TOV péTpwv TO iauBetov éotiv, with Rhet. 1408” 33—a 
passage which (N.B.) we are warned not to take too literally 

by Aristotle’s own express statement a little before, viz. that 

prose should have rhythm and not metre (and so, of course, not 

literally consist of iambuses) and not even rhythm literally 

(axpi8es) but rather an approximation to it (800 puOuov Se? 
éyew Tov Aoyov péTpov Sé pn*...pvOwov Sé pr dkpiBas* TOTO 
& éorat éav péxpe Tov %). 

1T find that the edition of the Press in 1820, ‘in usum Academicae 
Rhetoric, published by the Clarendon juventutis,’ reads ceuvds Kal ov NexTiKés. 

10—2 
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To return to the way in which the difference is put in the 

Rhetoric :—According to the treatise, ordinary speech (Aé£is), 
with its approximately iambic rhythm, is expressly distinguished 

from what has dppovia, and it is because the heroic measure is 

stately and requires dppovia that it is ov NextuKds. From the 
point of view therefore of the Rhetoric, the phrase in the 

Poetics, XexTvK) appovia, is a contradiction in terms. 

This suggests that Tyrwhitt’s procedure should perhaps be 

inverted, and instead of emending the Rhetoric from the 

Poetics we should emend the Poetics from the Rhetoric; and a 

comparison of the two passages suggests the line which 

emendation might take. 
If the two passages with their full context are read side by 

side it will be seen that they are an instance of what is common 

enough in Aristotle. When the course of his thought brings 

him to a subject which he has treated before, he repeats what 

he has said in essentials, sometimes almost in the same words, 

and sometimes, as here, with variation of expression. The main 

point of both the passages before us, as already seen, is the 

association of the iambic with conversational prose, and the 

distinction of the rhythm of this prose from the heroic rhythm 

and the hexameter. 
But beside this an exceptional use of hexameter rhythm in 

prose is indicated (Rhet. 1408? 35, Poet. 1449* 27). In the 
Rhetoric the ascription of dppovda to the heroic rhythm is one 

of the essentials, and it is not likely that there would be a con- 
tradiction on such a point in the version of the same subject in - 

the Poetics (which will be still more obvious when we consider 
what dppovia probably means), And if Aristotle had felt that 
what he had said in the one treatise—whichever passage came 
first—about dpyovia required so much alteration when he 

came to write the other, we should expect him to make this 
somehow clear, but there is no hint of any such thing. 

If we consider the Poetics passage by itself there is a certain 

flatness about the words cal é«Baivoytes THs hexTLKHS Appovias. 
It would be natural to expect this clause to be epexegetic 

of dduydxus, and to explain the exceptional usage: but as it 
stands it sounds little better than a tautology, for, of course, if 
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the iambic rhythm is characteristic of conversational prose, if 

we introduce the hexameter into it we must be departing (é«- 

Baivovres) from the conversational style. There is then here a 

certain difficulty—if not a great one—in the Poetics passage 

even when taken by itself. 
But now if we look back to the corresponding part of the 

Rhetoric we shall see that what we might expect in the Poetics 

but do not find, is really supplied in the Rhetoric; and that is 

the reason for the departure (é«Saivery) from the rule of prose 

by the introduction of the hexameter rhythm (ékorjoae in 
the Rhetoric corresponds sufficiently to é«Baiveww in the 
Poetics, though the matter is put a little differently). The 

words in the Rhetoric (1408° 35) are de? 5é cepvérnta yevéo Oar 
kal éxothiaat. <A little above Aristotle has said that if actual 
metre is introduced into prose it diverts the attention (from 

the normal course of thought)—xal dua Kai éEiornor. So 

now he says, in effect, that we ought to carry the attention 

(Set éxorhoas) from its normal course in prose expression, by 

the introduction (i.e.) of the hexameter rhythm. (Obviously 

he means, though he does not expressly say, that this should 

only be done occasionally, and it is interesting to observe 

that in the Poetics he says so expressly—oduyaxis.) But 
he further gives the reason for the exception in the words 

Set 5€ ceuvornta yevéoOat which precede kai éxaothoa. The 
reason is to get the stately effect which the hexameter brings 

with it, for sometimes such an effect is needed to carry 
the reader (€kathoav) out of the mood of ordinary prose. 
But according to the Rhetoric the ceuvorns of the hexameter 
is closely associated with its dpuovia, and requires it. Each 
of the characteristics implies the other, and the introduction 

of the hexameter rhythm into prose, in the exceptionally 

allowed case, would produce both of them. This of itself 

suggests the kind of emendation wanted in the Poetics 
passage. As in the Rhetoric the attainment of ceywvorns is 

given as the reason of éxatioar, so we may suspect that the 
word dpyovias in our present text of the Poetics remains from 

an original in which dpyovia was given as the reason of the 

exceptional éxBaivewv from the prose rhythm. What the exact 
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form of the original was I would not pretend to determine, but 

I suspect it may have been simply—éf£dawerpa 5é dduyaxis Kal 
éxBaivoytes Tov NeKTLKOD appovias <évexev>. Ett OE K.T.E. 

For rod AexteKod cf. above, 1449* 24, wadiota yap NexTLKOY 
TOV méTpov K.T.€, and what is said lower down at the end of 

this article. The emendation, if otherwise approved, can be 
justified palaeographically. The scribe would pass from the 

first ev in évexev to the second one—a phenomenon too familiar 

to need comment’, with the result dpyovias ev. ere O€ x.7.€. 
. The meaningless ev would be ejected as a mistake and then it 

would be only natural to emend tod AexTixod appovias into 
THS AekTiKHS appovias. These changes are not an independent 
addition complicating the hypothesis, as they are merely direct 

logical consequences of the supposed corruption, which itself is 

simple enough”. 

The effect of the emendation would be that the Rhetoric 

and the Poetics would present the same doctrine, and the 

difference between them would be that whereas Aristotle might 
well in both passages have said the reason for the excep- 

tional introduction of the hexameter rhythm was its associated 
characteristics of ceuvorns and dpyovia, in the Rhetoric he 

mentions one of these and in the Poetics the other. A cognate 

phenomenon in the relation of the two passages has already 

been noticed, viz. that whereas Aristotle clearly implies in the 

Rhetoric that the introduction of the hexameter would be excep- 

tional but does not say so, he does expressly say so in the Poetics. 

1 However, to shew what this kind 

of ‘homeoteleuton’ can do I may give 

an extreme instance (which I have 

quoted elsewhere) where the effect is 

produced by asingle letter. dv:S in one 
MS. represents dNri T@N cS’, where 

the two N’s have caused the loss of all 

the intervening letters. 

2 Perhaps I need hardly say the 
assumption of such deliberate altera- 
tion enters into a large proportion of 

accepted emendations, and this is only 
logical. Nor does what is here sug- 

gested appear to trangress reasonable 

or usual limits. It is e.g. like the sup- 
posed deliberate alteration of 7 dyav 
Oepudrns into rhv dyav Oepudrnra in 

Probl. 954* 39 (quoted by Mr Bywater 
in his article), except that such altera- 

tion of a case seems more serious than 

the alteration of the gender of an 
adjective. Instances can easily be 
multiplied. I give one from another 
military text: wav rdéyua (found in one 
MS.) has been corrupted into mwavrd- 
maot. The first corruption was pro- 

' bably wavramua, and the ua was de- 
liberately altered into -act. 
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In the above nothing has been made to turn upon the 

meaning of dppovia, in case there should be a dispute about it: 

but it is from the use of dpyovia, one may think, that the 

argument receives an important confirmation. The emendation 

makes it possible to dispense with the artificial interpretations 

of the word which the received text inevitably occasions, and 
to explain it naturally, in accordance with Aristotelian usage, 
and particularly with the usage of the word whenever it occurs 

elsewhere in the two treatises which concern us most—the 

Poetics and the Rhetoric. 
In a considerable number of passages in Aristotle dppovia 

means music; as often in the Politics. In some of these it 

means specially a mode of music (see the passages collected 
in Bonitz’ Index) In a few passages it is found not, be it 
observed, as a word used generally for any ordered system, but 
in the special application, said to be Pythagorean, to the 

‘harmony’ of the Universe, of the stars and of the soul—a usage 

itself, in all probability, derived from music. 
In the other passages of the Poetics beside the one before 

us where dpyovia occurs it means music and music only. A 

very clear instance is 1447* 21—28: cf. especially 26, avr@ dé 

TO pv0u@ ptpodvtar ywpis apyovlas ai TOV opynoTov. 
As to the Rhetoric the only other place in which dpyovia 

occurs is 1403” 31 tpla yap ort repli bv cxoTovow: TadTa & 

éoti péyedos appovia pvOuos. Here dpyovia is distinguished 
from pvOyu0s and the context proves that it refers to the musical 
distinctions in the voice; the differences of musical pitch or 
musical note. 

In the passage of the Rhetoric before us, I venture to think, 
with the right interpretation of Seduevos, the meaning of 

dppovia is quite obvious. It again has a musical reference, and 
is most naturally interpreted as a musical quality in the spoken 

words. We may render ‘the heroic rhythm is a stately one 

and not that of ordinary conversation and has to be musical,’ 
or ‘and has to be sonorous, for dppovia here may be fairly 

rendered by sonorousness. Accordingly in the Poetics passage, 
if emended, we may render, ‘We use the hexameter seldom in 

prose, and then we desert the prose rhythm for a sonorous effect.’ 
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Finally I find the interpretation here given to dppovia 

confirmed by Demetrius zrepi épynvetas 42—a passage already 

partly quoted by Mr Bywater. The fuller quotation is 6 mév 
Hp@os Tewvos Kal ov AoyLKOs GAN’ Aywdns, Where 7ya@dys Means 

‘sonorous, so that Demetrius understood the passage as I have 
done. 

I do not forget that the following passage from Aristoxenus 

(ch. xviii. 11—16) has been quoted as containing a sort of 
parallel to NexTixy adpyovia:—réyeras yap 8) Kal roywdés TH 

MéXos, TO ouyKElwEevoy ex TOY Tpocmdiay Tov év Tots dvopact* 

guoixov yap TO éruteive Kal aviévar év TO SvaréyeoOar. Now 

(1) even if one had not the context of the passage to correct 

such an inference from it, one may reasonably object that a 
passage in Aristoxenus which anyhow presents no striking 

parallel in language to the received text of the Poetics, 
cannot count against the clear and frequent use of dpyovia in 
Aristotle himself and especially not against Aristotle’s ex- 

press representation of Aé€s in the Rhetoric as not having 

appovia. 
But (2) there is a stronger objection, and one which, without 

presumption, may be held to quite prevent the proposed use of 

the passage from Aristoxenus. An examination of the context 
of the quotation shews that it is actually in favour of the view 

I have maintained: for instead of offering a parallel to the 

Poetics passage it agrees with the Rhetoric, and stands in the 

same contradiction to the Poetics. The words which immediately 

precede the passage quoted are these:—6ru pév od Siac tnmaTiKny 

év avt@ Sei thy THs hovis Kivnow elvat Tpoeipntar, woTE 
TOD ye Aoywdous Kexdpiorrar TAaVTH TO povotKoy pédos. From 

Lorywdns péros, then, is distinguished povorxdy pédos. Now in 
the remaining context the wovoxoy pédos is repeatedly identi- 
fied with Td #pyoopévov péros, and Aoywdes pédAos, which is the 

pédos THs AéEews, is contrasted with it as avdppootoy. Cf. 

ch. xviii. 17, 22 and 32; ch. xix. 5,6,10 and 21. pyoopévov 
is obviously the word which corresponds to dpyovia in the 

Aristotelian passages, and 1d #pyoopuévov pédos is exactly 

equivalent to the sense of dpyovia or music in Aristotle, which 
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is the same as the wider sense of dpyovia implied in 

Aristoxenus'. 
The musical quality, therefore, 76 jpwoopévoy or appovia, is, 

according to this passage of Aristoxenus, as much denied to 
Aé&cg as it is in Aristotle’s Rhetoric. Indeed the matter is put 

more fully and technically by Aristoxenus, as may be seen by 
reading the whole context: Aristotle uses the principle, 

Aristoxenus formulates it scientifically and gives it scientific 

grounds. ; 
Aristoxenus uses é£is here in the same way as Aristotle, 

and To Noywdes péros is TO THs AEEEWS pédos: cf. ch. xviii. 30, 

76 emt Tijs NéEEwS yuyvopuevov pédos. RexTLKI) dppovia would be 

the equivalent of AexTiKoy Hppwoopévov pédos or TO Noyades 
Hpmoopmévov méXos OF TO Npwoopévov édos TO Aoy@Obes: but this 

latter expression would be quite impossible and a contradiction 

in terms from the point of view of Aristoxenus, just as the 

former expression (AexTsK7 apyovia) would be a contradiction 

in terms from the point of Aristotle’s Poetics. 

The doctrine then of the passage from the Rhetoric and of 

the passage from the Poetics would be that, to gain an excep- 
tional effect of stateliness and sonorousness, departure might be 

made from the normal iambic-like rhythm of prose by the 
introduction of a hexameter rhythm. 

Assuming, as I venture to do, that Victorius’ emendation of 

the Rhetoric passage has been put beyond reasonable doubt by 

Mr Bywater, the proposed emendation (1) would not only 
reconcile two passages which would be otherwise in contra- 

diction?, and (2) supply a want in the conception of the subject 

as presented in the Poetics—a want confirmed by the corre- 
sponding passage in the Rhetoric, but also (3) would give a 

1 In the extant fragments of Aris- 
toxenus dpyovla is nearly always used 

_ in the narrower technical sense of the 
enharmonic system as distinguished 

from the chromatic and diatonic. 
Cf. e.g. ch. xliv. 23. But the wider 

sense it bears in Aristotle is pre- 
supposed in Aristoxenus in his use of 

the adjective dpuovixds: @.g. 7) dpmovixh 

érioThun and Ta dpuovkd. 

2 Apart from any considerations of 
contradiction between the Rhetoric 

and Poetics, Mr Bywater has recog- > 

nised an intrinsic difficulty in the 

expression Aexrixh dpuovia taken by 

itself, as is well known to readers 

of his monumental edition of the 
Poetics. 
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meaning to dppyovia which suits the subject exactly, and as 
already remarked one which accords with the usage of the 
word elsewhere in the two treatises and in the other writings 

of Aristotle. 
With regard to the first.of these points—the contradiction, 

I may return to what was said in advance; that while contra- 

diction here was anyhow unlikely it would seem still more so 

when the probable meaning of dppyovia was taken into account. 
I have frequently had to urge the necessity of recognising the 
possibility of certain kinds of contradiction in Aristotle and in 

other writers ancient and modern, but there are limits to this 

principle, and there are some contradictions which, humanly 
speaking, are impossible. That prose as such is in a sense 
unmusical, as both Aristotle and Aristoxenus assert, is so obvious 

and the expression of it so simple that Aristotle was not the 

least likely either to change his mind about the fact or fall into 
verbal contradictions in expression. A man who has realised 

that prose is unmusical as such, would never talk about ‘the 
prose music, supposing there was not some altogether excep- 
tional need or temptation to use such an expression, and certainly 

he would not use the phrase ‘prose music’ for mere ‘ prose 

rhythm.’ Now when Aristotle says that prose has not the 

musical quality, he uses the word for music—dppovia—which 
his writings shew was the general word for music with him, and 

so the most natural and appropriate word to use, and, the word 
having this quite definite meaning, it must be submitted that 

it would be as incredible that he should ever speak of NextvK7 
dppyovia as that in the given case a man should speak of ‘the 
prose music.’ Nor can it be plausibly urged that he was in any 
way driven to such a verbal contradiction for want of vocabulary. 
One has only to look at the context of the Poetics passage to 

see at once the é«Baoi spoken of («al éxBaivovtes «.T.X.) 18 
necessarily éBacis Tob NexTLKOD pv0p0s; which is entirely con- 

firmed by both the thought and the expression of the Rhetoric 
passage. ‘Pus is the right word and the obvious word: but 
pétpov also, as the context again shews, would serve the purpose. 
The simplest way of all, and one in agreement with Aristotle’s 
constant and familiar usage, would be to use the neuter of the 
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adjective in -c«ds with the definite article—and write é«Bai- 

vovtes Tov AexTiKov.. There could not then be the slightest 
difficulty in the matter of expression, and indeed it would be 
a perversity one can hardly believe possible to exchange the 
obviously right word pu@uod—if a definite noun was wanted— 

for a word which stood regularly for music. 

As regards the second point—the sense of something wanting 
in the text of the Poetics passage confirmed by a comparison 

with the Rhetoric—while I should submit that all the evidence 

seems to converge, in a manner worthy of attention, upon the 

general conclusion that some emendation of the kind indicated 

is required, I am well aware there must be a prima facie 
prejudice against an emendation which does not seem im- 

mediately suggested by the words of the text. On this account 
I would lay stress on the fact that the text on careful examina- 

tion does shew something wanting in the conception. I fully 

admit that this could not be relied upon as a strong point for 

the purposes of argument if we had no parallel passage to 

compare. But this is all changed, and, I may be permitted to 
hold, the point does become a valuable one when such striking 

confirmation of the surmise is found in a parallel passage. 

III. 

Physics 231? 21. 

The other of the passages discussed by Mr Bywater on 

which I would offer a suggestion is Physics 6. 7, 231° 21—ei 

yap TO péyeBos €& adiaipér@r ciyKertaL, Kal  Kivnots  TovTOU 

€& icwy Kivncewr otat ddvatpétor, ofov et Td ABT é« tov ABT 
éotly advaipétov K.T.E. 

Mr Bywater points out that 7 xivnows 1) TovTov cannot be 
right, because the magnitude referred to is not represented as 

itself in motion but as having a movement taking place over 

[or along] it. He therefore conjectures 7 kivnows 9 <éml>. 
rovrov, and doubtless had in view émwi t7s ABT a little below. 
But I venture to think there is something to be said in favour 
of either leaving the text exactly as it stands or of altering at 
most one letter of it. 
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There are certain idioms which may be called technical as 
belonging to the language of science. These we cannot antici- 

pate from the ordinary usage of a given language, but have to 
learn them empirically from their actual occurrence. I have 

given before in this Journal (Vol. xxvitt. p. 222) an example 
of such an idiom which explains a noted difficulty in the 

text of Plato’s Meno. The present context of the Physics gives 

another such idiom which we should not have anticipated, and 

that is the combination of the feminine with the neuter article 

before a letter of the alphabet used as a symbol, the feminine 

following the gender of the thing signified and the neuter 
belonging to the symbol. Thus 7 vo A may mean the angle 

(ywvia) represented by the symbol A (7d A), 7 ro AB means 

the proposition (7potacis) symbolised by AB (see a valuable 
note on this subject in Waitz, Organon, Vol. 1, p. 485). So 

here we find (231 28) r#v ro E for the motion («ivnors) 
symbolised by E. 

The context contains also another technical idiom foreign to 

the ordinary usage both of Greek and of other languages. In 
ordinary speech the ‘ proper name’ of the space traversed, that 

is the word which designates it as the particular space which it 

is, never becomes the accusative after an intransitive verb of 
motion. Only a designation of dimension can be such an 

accusative. Thus we say ‘it moved a foot, or ‘it moved the 

length of the table, but not ‘it moved the table.’ If the space 

is represented by a symbol which designates that particular 

space, the symbol is a kind of proper name, and so in a 

technical description with a diagram we should not say ‘the 
point P moves ABC’ nor even ‘moves the curve ABC, nor 

‘moves the path ABC, (It is true that if AB were a straight 

line we might possibly find such an expression as ‘P moves 

AB; understood however to be an exceptional abbreviation—a 

rough note, and not as proper technical style.) 
In the present context however we have both the symbolic 

designation and a word signifying the spatial magnitude—not 

its dimension, put in the accusative after the verb of motion: 

231° 27 ro pev 5n A éxivnOn ro O rv 70 A Kivovpevorv Kivnow— 
‘the point O moved the line A (i.e. along the line A) in the move- 
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ment A” Cf. 232*5 ef S€ rhv pév OAnv THY ABI Kwvetrai tt, 
which means ‘if anything moves along the line ABI"’ (not, 
N.B., ‘the distance ABI’). In 231° 28 seqq. we find the 

spatial magnitude as accusative both with and without the 

symbolic designation—xexwnoOw To Bpaddtepov To ef 6 TA 

péyeOos ev tH ZH ypove: S4rov roivev bre tO Oarrov év 
eXatTTovt ToUToU KWiTETAL TO avTO “eyes: where it is to be 
observed that 7d adto péyeOos is not to be translated ‘the same 

distance’ or ‘the same length’: it means the actual spatial 

magnitude (yéyeos) designated above by TA. 
It is clear from the context that the technical idiom was 

fully established, for it occurs repeatedly. Cf, beside the 

passages already quoted, 232° 1, 232° 7, 232* 14, 232° 22 (e & 

6 xpovos Siatperos ev @ Héperai Te THv A (sc. ypaupnv), Kal 7) TO 
A éorat Siarpern). 

The formula, then, civetoOar to A or KuveicOar thy TO A 

(sc. ypauunv) being equivalent to xuvetcOar emi tod A, or émt 
Ths A, we have to ask what would happen when for the infinitive 
of the verb of motion (e.g. xivetoOas) the corresponding noun 

(e.g. xivnots) was substituted. It is by no means certain that the 

technical idiom would now be dropped in favour of the ordinary 

- one, because the technical idiom was clearly so well established. 

If it were not dropped there seem to be two alternatives. 
(1) Since the form xuvetoOar to A is the equivalent of 

kivetoOat eri ro A, the substantival form corresponding to the 
first might follow the same rule as the second. This rule is 

that the construction after the verbal noun is the same as that 

after the verb, Thus as xwvetcOac emi tov A gives rise to 7 émt 
tod A kivnots or n Kivnots 7 ert Tod A, so KuvetcOar To A would 
give rise to 7 To A xivnots or 7 Kivnows 4 To A. And as the 

péyeOos can in the idiom with the verb be construed just as the 

symbol for it—cf. 232 30 (quoted above) xuvyjaetat TO aio 
béyeOos (i.e. TO ef’ & TA péyeOos)—the correct expression for 

‘movement over this (spatial magnitude)’ would be 7 rodro 

Kivnots or n Kivnows 7 TodTo. Hence we should read » kivnous’ 
» tovto for 7% Kivnows 7 TovTov in the passage before us, and 
suppose that the expression unfamiliar to the ordinary reader 
was altered into 1 tovrov. 
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(2) The second alternative is that in xiweicOar To A the 
accusative after the verb (which, it should be observed, is not a 

true cognate accusative) should follow the idiom of ordinary 
Greek, and when the verb was replaced by the corresponding 
noun, the accusative would become the so-called objective 

genitive, e.g. Ilavcaviov picos, poBos THv TodEuiov, 7 TOU 

Tatpos pidria, THs mworews KTiows. See Kiihner, Gr. Gr. § 416 
seqq., Madvig’s Syntax der Gr. Sprache, § 48, Matthiae, § 313. 

The usage is so extended in Greek that it seems quite possible 

that this is the analogy which would be followed. 
In this case xivetoOar todrTo (sc. TO wéyeOos) would produce 

% TOUTOU Kivnots OY 7 Kivnows 4) ToUTOV, and the received text 
would be quite right. 

It is true that both alternatives would give an ambiguous 

formula. 1 xivnows % TovTov would mean,. according to the 
context, ‘the movement of this’ or ‘the movement along this.’ 
But this is obviously no objection, for exactly the same thing 

happens in the ordinary idiom of the objective genitive; e.g. 

hoBos Tav Toreuiwv, according to the context, means ‘fear of 
the enemy,’ or ‘fear felt by the enemy.’ Cf. also Soph. Oed. C. 

631 dvdpos. edpéveray Tovodde. The first alternative would not 

be ambiguous in the non-symbolic form, e.g: as in 9 Kivnows % 

tovto, but it would be so in the symbolic form, for 7 to A 

xivnots could mean either ‘the motion designated by the 

symbol A,’ as already explained, or ‘the motion along A.’ As 

before this would perhaps not be a valid objection, though in 
this case the difficulty is greater. This latter form might 
perhaps at first seem confirmed by the context, for in 232° 1 

it appears to suit the argument if we take tiv To A Thy apueph 
to mean ‘the indivisible movement along (the indivisible) A,’ 
and similarly in 232° 7 and 232° 22. But that the feminine 

represents ypapyyn and not «ivnors, so that riy TO A TH ameph 
means ‘the line designated by A,’ is made fairly certain by 

232° 9 rH yap A dvednrvOev od SieEvov ; cf. 232° 33, dvednrAvOe 
Thv ddnv tHv TA, and 232° 6. Of the two alternatives I incline 
to the second as perhaps the more natural in itself, and there- 

fore also to the explanation of the text as an objective genitive 

which needs no emendation. 
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% Kkivnots  Tovrov would then mean ‘the movement of this 
spatial magnitude’ as = the movement. along this spatial mag- 

nitude; and in principle this would be analogous to the genitive 

with words of true dimension, such as e.g. ‘a movement of a 

foot, ‘a retreat of two miles,’ 

It seems worth while to call attention to another peculiarity 

of the passage. 

é€ lowv Kwyoewv does not mean ‘movements equal to these 

spaces, which would be absurd, nor ‘movements equal to one 
another,’ which would be irrelevant to the argument. 

The meaning is determined by a comparison of what is said 
about the relation of the divisions of the time in which a 
motion takes place to the divisions of the space over which it 

takes place—233* 16, ai ydp adtai Siaipéces Ecovtas Tod 
xXpovov Kal Tod weyéOous (cf. ib. 11, rds ad’tas yap Kal Tas ioas 
diaipécers). This is a brachylogical expression and means (the 
velocity being supposed uniform) not that the divisions of the 

time are literally equal to those of the space traversed, but that 

the time is divided in the same proportion as the spaces 

traversed, so that e.g. half the space is traversed in half the 

time, as the context shews. In the passage before us we have 
probably a still more brachylogical expression of the same kind, 

for ic@v Kwynoewv appears to mean movements whose ratio is 
equal to that of the corresponding spaces moved over. Such 

brachylogy will not surprise the student of the Organon. 

IV. 

Aristotle, Nic. Eth. tv. ii. 10, 1122° 11-18 dvayxaiov 8 Kai 
érevOépiov Tov peyarompeTh elvar. Kail yap o édEvOéptos 

datravnce: & Sei Kal ws Sei: év TovToUs Sé TO péya TOU peyado- 
mpeTrovs, olov méyeOos, mepl tadta Ths édevOepidTnTos ovens, 

Kal amo Ths tons Saravns To épyov Tomoes meyahopeTéeaTepor. — 
ov yap % avT?) apeT) KTHwaTos Kal Epyou. KTHua perv yap TO 
Treiatov aEvov TLwmTaTor, olov ypuaos, épyov 5é TO péya Kal 

Kanov (Tod yap ToLovTou } Oewpia Oavpactn, TO dé weyaXorperés 
Gavpactor). Kal gor épyou dpetn peyadorperesa év meyéebes. 
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In this familiar passage there are two notable difficulties. 
The first of these lies in the words qepi tadra Ths éhevOepiorn- 

tos ovons (where H® reads tavra). The second concerns the 

translation of the last words cal éoruv epyou apetn peyaho- 

mpérrera ev meyeber. . 

To begin with the first difficulty:—Taking the reading of 
the best MS., radra, it seems impossible to make sense of zrepi 
Tavta THs édhevOeptoTnTos ovens, and if the words of the text 

are retained it seems necessary to follow the reading of H’*, 

as giving the only tolerable result. But even so the words 

seem out of place and there remains a difficulty as to the 

meaning of ofov wéyeBos. My friend Mr F. H. Hall, of Oriel 

College, has made the ingenious suggestion that we should 

transpose the clause mepi tadta tis éNevOeprotntos ovens 
and place it immediately after de? in 1122? 12, so that we 

should have xal ydp 6 édevOépios Sarravynce: a Set Kal ws Sel, 
mept TadTa THs édevOepioTnTos ovens. é€v ToUTOLs dé TO peya 
ToD peyadompeTrobs, olov méyeOos, Kal amd THs loans Sarravns TO 

Epyov Toujoes peyanor peTéctepor. 
To those who feel no difficulty about ofov péyeOos, this 

transposition may well seem a satisfactory solution, and there- 

fore I think that it should be published, although I confess 
that I do not agree with it myself. It seemed attractive at 

first, but on reflection considerable difficulties seemed to be in- 
volved in it. Even if we were satisfied about the sense that 

the emendation produces, it is not easy to see how the trans- 

- position could have come about. The transposed words do not 

seem likely to have formed a complete line according to the 
normal lengths of oriyou at the period within which the trans- 
position could probably have taken place; but even if they 

did, we have to assume that the line which they represent 
consisted of an exact grammatical unit. Nor is there any real 

homoeoteleuton which would account for it. Professor Burnet 

has pointed out that év rovrovs—1122° 12—refers to & det Kat 

> Sef, and I owe to the acumen of Professor J. A. Smith the 

remark that this constitutes a certain difficulty for the proposed 

transposition :—I may add that it causes the same difficulty in 

the case of Professor Burnet’s own translation. In the trans- 
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position the words wept tadra ought strictly to refer to @ det 

kal ws de?, that is to the properly liberal acts, whereas they 

would have to be understood more widely as referring to the 

field of expenditure in general in which liberality is exercised. 
However it will be probably agreed that this difficulty is not a 
very serious one, for rep tadra might fairly refer to the general 

field to which @ de? and as dez belong. 
The main difficulty, I think, lies in ofov péyeBos. These 

words are referred by the Paraphrast to the péyeOos of the 
épyov, but the context would rather indicate, as will be seen 

hereafter, that they belong to the part of the passage concerned 
with the peyaXorpérea shewn in magnitude of expenditure, 

while the representation of the other side of peyadorpéreca, 

which has to do with the magnitude of the épyov, does not 
begin until the words cal amo ths ions etc. Apart from this, 

it would exceed the limits of reasonable interpretation to press 

the words ofov péyeOos (following as they do upon év Tovross, 
which refers to the expenditure) into meaning ‘for example 

magnitude in the object (as opposed to the expenditure on it).’ 

And yet if the words refer to the magnitude of the expense they 
~ seem very awkward and entirely unnecessary, while ofov would 

be inexplicable. 
Argyropylus, Giphanius, and Lambinus (see Zell’s note on 

the passage) join péyeOos ths éXevOepiorntos. This has found 
little favour with modern interpreters, though reasons will 
presently be given for thinking that it is right. There would 

remain however a grave difficulty about ovens, and in con- 

sequence it has been proposed to read (see Zell’s note) ris 
Tept TavTa ovans édevOepLornTos, a twofold transposition which, 

rather improbable in itself, does not yield a satisfactory sense, 

leaving, as it does, difficulties both about ovans and wepi tadra. 

We shall find it necessary to consider the whole doctrine 
of the chapter before us. . 

Aristotle begins with an account of peyadorpémeva which 

connects it solely with large expenditure’. The expenditure is 

1 It is noteworthy that the defini-  6€ dper) év daraviyacr peyé0ous trovn- 
tion in the Rhetoric is confined to this = r«7. 

aspectof weyadompérea. peyaorpérea 

Journal of Philology. vou. xxxt. 11 
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to be in excess of what is liberal, and the peyaXompemns is so far 
érevbépios (§ 1 1122* 19-23, § 3 1122" 28, §10 112210). He is 

distinguished from the édevOépios as only concerned with the 
greater forms of expenditure—aAna trepi tas Satravnpas povov. 
But more than this, we are told év rovroxs (i.e. in the sphere of 

the greater expense) b7repéyes THs EXeuOEpioTHnTos pmeyéOa. We 
might be tempted to suppose that peyé@er referred to the mag- 

nitude of the &pyov produced, the expenditure itself, though 
great, being only what liberality demanded. But it seems clear 

that the first part of the chapter, i.e. §§ 1-4 1122* 19—1122? 3, 

is concerned solely with the magnitude of the expense, and is 

accordingly summed up by the words ai 81)! rod peyadorperovs 

Sardvat peyadat Kal mpéroveas, the transition being made to 

the magnitude of the épyov in the words tovadta 6) Kal Ta 
épya, 1122° 3, which immediately follow. 

The meaning therefore of év rovtos 8 bmepéyer THs edev- 
Oeprorntos peyéGer seems to be that the weyaXompemns spends 
more on the given object than édevOepiorns taken by itself 

would require. Thus, though the peyarompemns is éXevBépios, 
peyanrorrpé7reca, or at least that aspect of it which Aristotle has 

before him in the first part of the chapter, is not really a part 
of éXevOepsorns®. It is rather indeed a kind of magnified 

énevOeprotns. Now this at once suggests that this side of 

peyarorpéerera might well be called péyeOos éXevPepidtyTos. 
Unless I am mistaken there seems to be an impression that 

péyeOos edevOepidrntos would hardly be good Greek, but it is 
sufficiently confirmed by passages both in Plato and in Aristotle. 

Cp. Philebus 45 © dpa 52, un we Hyp Stavoovpevov épwray ce ei 

TrElo Yaipovow oi sfddpa vooodyres TOV UytavovT@Y, GAN’ 
olou péyeOos pe Enteiv Hdovas, Kal TO ohddpa Trepi Tod ToLvovTOU 

mov tote yiyvetar éxaoTote: Plato, Laws 867 D tpia 8 é77... 
hevyéro peyéber Ovpod mreElw TywwpnOeis xpovov: Aristotle, 

1 It has been proposed to read dé 
here for the 67 of the MSS., and change 
the full stop after the preceding éoriv 
to a comma. But 67 is exactly the 

right particle to resume the main point 

of the preceding context, and the 

ordinary punctuation, as given in 

Bywater’s edition, is correct, 

2 This is confirmed also by 6 & 
EXevdépios obdév paddov jeyadompem rs 

(1122* 29), for this would not be true 

if the given aspect of peyadorpéreca 
was a species of édevdepla. 
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Rhetoric, 1367 26 gots & érrawos Aoyos eudavifwov péyeOos 
apetis. These passages shew that the expression péyeos éXev- 
Gepiorntos is a perfectly natural one, and the last of them is 
both a close parallel and a guarantee of the possibility of the 
usage in Aristotle. It may be observed that in either of the 

first two passages the article might have preceded the genitive— 

péyeBos THs Hdov}s and péyeOos Tod Ovpod. 
Eth. Nic. x. vii. 5, 1177" 17 may also be quoted as to some 

extent germane, because of the application of wéye8os to action 

—ei 8) TOY pev KaTa Tas apeTas TpdEewy ai TroAITLKal Kal 
ToNemiKal KadreEL Kal peyéOer mpoexovaw. 

The other side of weyaXompémeca is a certain quality of the 
object on which the outlay is made; a quality in the product or 
pyov, which, as already said, is first introduced in 1122°3. When 

first mentioned this quality appears as mere largeness of scale of 

a proper kind (apérov)—ai 5) tod peyadXorpetods Satravat 

peyarkat Kal mpérovcat. Toiadta 6n Kal Ta Epya: ottTw yap 
tora péya Sardvynpa, 1122” 2,§6. This passage implies, it 

should be noticed, that the large scale of the object involves 
a large expense (not merely relatively large) and there is a 
similar implication below § 13, 1122” 26, 7 8d mévns pév ovk 

av ein peyadomperns x.7T.€.—a position somewhat modified in 

the sequel. But presently another element is added, namely 

beauty («adXos). This is at first implied § 9, 1122° 8 cai mds 
KaXMoTOV Kat mpeTwdéctatov: later on § 10 it is expressly 

added péya cai cadov (1122 16). It is again implied in § 18, 
1123* 14, the passage on the present to a child. 

This quality of the épyov or product is something which it 
has in itself quite apart from and independent of the sum 

expended upon it. (1) That this is so is evident in itself 
because the quality in question is beauty combined with large- 

ness of scale. (2) It is also implied in the continuation of the 

passage already partly quoted, § 9, 1122” 8 nal was KadXoToVv 

Kal mpeTwdéotatov oKxé\rat av paddov 7) Toco Kal TAS 

éXaxlorov. Also in 1122” 13 Kat dd ths ions Saravns TO 
épyov tomoe peyarorperéotepov. This passage shews that 
the quality of the épyov is something which it has irrespective 
of the expense, and that the épyor itself has a weyadompérreca, 

11—2 
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which is constituted by this quality alone: in short, this quality 
is peyadompérera tod épyov. There is the same implication 

both as regards the difference of the quality from any con- 

siderations of cost, and as regards the application of the term 

peyanorrpérreva, in what immediately follows about the difference 

between the dpety of a «tha and that of an épyov—x«rTiwa mev 
yap TO TAcioTou akvov TiuwmTaToV, olov ypuads, Epyov bé TO 
péya Kal Kadov (Tod yap TovovTov 4 Oewpia Oavpacty, TO Sé 

peyarorpereés Oavpacror). 
(83) The independence of expense is also expressly asserted 

in what is said of the tracdiucdv SHpov § 18, 1123* 13, where the 

péya in the épyov is said to be different from the péya in the 

Saravnua. In this extreme -case the épyov is peyadorperés 
but the cost of it is insignificant, shewing how completely 

independent the quality of peyaXompérea in the épyor is of 

the expenditure upon it. (It would follow that the remarks in 

§ 6 and § 13 upon the magnitude of the expense have to be 
qualified either by alteration or addition. 

arises quite naturally as the subject developes. 

The inconsistency 

It involves no 

fundamental alteration of principle and the previous statements 

might have been easily adjusted to it?. However this was not 

done, whatever may be the reason.) 

1 One could conceive, for instance, 

that Aristotle might have made use of 
the distinction between the peyado- 

apéreva of the épyov and that of the 
expenditure, and said that though the 
épyov might be peyadorperés, because 
it was xadév and, in its kind, péya, 

the man was not peyadomperns unless 

the expenditure was considerable, and 

his excellence would be rather that of 

a certain good taste which is ascribed 

to the weyadompen7s in the earlier part 
of the chapter, § 5, 1122* 34, 6 6é 

peyarorperns émirhiuov. eoxev. This 

would involve no change in the previous 
statements but only an addition to 
them. Or he might have modified 

them by making them refer only to 
what he might have called the adds 

peyarorpers. Indeed I should ven- 

ture to suggest that if da\ds is inserted 

at all into the text in 1123* 12—xai 
peyarorperéstarov jev Td ev peyddw 

péya, évrad0a dé 7d ev rovrous wéya, We 

should read for weyadorperécrarov not 

peyarorperécrarov (amdOs) but weyado- 
mpemes (ams): and that not merely 
because the emendation would fairly 

restore consistency, but because, I have 

to confess, I cannot see how the mere 

addition of dw\és can at all remedy 
the difficulty of the traditional text. 

That difficulty lies in the fact that 
peyadorperécraroy ought to be under- 

stood with évradda dé. But this re- 
mains just as necessary after the 
introduction of adds, and then a quite 

unsuitable sense, one must venture to 
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The general result, then, is that we have to distinguish 

between a peyadXorpémresa of the épyov which is called its dpern 

independent of its costliness, and a weyadorpéreca in the scale 
of the cost, which of course involves a consideration of what is 

appropriate to the épyov (uéya Sarravnua Kal rpéTov TO Epyo, 

§ 6, 1122° 3).. It is in virtue of this latter that the peyano- 
mpemns is called éXevBépsos. 

We have now the material for forming an opinion on the 
main points in the passage before us. 

In 1122” 12 &v rovrous...weyarorperréotepor, the last clause 

Kal aro Ths tons Satravns TO épyov Tromoes weyadorpeTéaTepov 
relates to the weyadXorpéreva of the épyov alone. What pre- 
cedes it, with its reference to éXev@ep.dTns, evidently refers to 

the peyarorpéreca of the expenditure. The words cal yap o 

€rXevOépios Satravnoes & Sel Kal ws Sel ev TovTos Sé TO péya 
TOU péyadorrpemrovs carry us directly back to the words at the 

beginning of the chapter, § 1, ody daomep SF % édevdepidtys 

K.T.€. €v TovTos & vrepéxer THs éeXevOepidtyTos meyéOe. The 
last words correspond exactly to év tovtows bé TO péya Tod 
feyaXrorrpetrovs which evidently mean that in these matters of 
liberal expenditure it is the greatness which is characteristic of 

the peyadorperns, and distinguishes his conduct from mere 
éXevOepiorns. 

These words have been taken differently, but the meaning 

think, is produced. For it will pro- text and then the given difficulty 

bably be admitted that it cannot be would disappear with the result that 

Aristotle’s intention to distinguish the 

most ueyadorperés in one yévos from 

the most peyadorperés in another, but, 

clearly, to say that whereas the uéya 
&c. in each kind, relative to that kind, 

was eyaNorperés, either (1) that the 
most weyahomperés was the uéya in the 
péya. yévos, or (2) that the weyadomperés 
in the truest sense (a7\G@s) was the 
péya &e. in the péya yévos. It would 

hardly be replied that the difficulty 
can be removed by understanding 

Meyahomperés and not weyahomperécra- 

Tov With évraida 6é, for that could be 

equally well done with the received 

the introduction of dds would be- 
come unnecessary. 

The choice seems therefore to lie 

between reading peyahomperés ar)as, 

and the original text with seyado- 
mpevés understood in the second 
clause. In the first alternative we 

might suppose when dm\Gs was lost 

Meyanorperés was altered into peya- 
Aorperéorarovy to make sense. The 
second alternative does not seem im- 

possible in the style of Aristotle, and 

therefore perhaps the balance of pro- 

bability is in favour of the traditional 
text, 
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assigned to them! is not only what the context, both here and 

at the beginning of the chapter, seems to necessitate, but is 

quite confirmed by a similar passage about the peyadowuyos 
in the next chapter IV. ili. 14 1123” 30 kal dofevev dy eivar 
peyarowvyou TO év éxaotyn dpeTH péya. 

As we have seen already the expression péyeOos éXevOepio- 
tntos would be remarkably appropriate to characterise the 
difference between the peyadorpéme:a shewn in the scale of 

the expenditure, and éXevPepsorns, because the expenditure of 

the peyadorpemns exceeds the limit which would satisfy the 

standard of éXevFepidrns alone, and thus the given kind of 

peyarorpérrera is not a part of éXevepcoTns but above it, and 
is rather, as we have said, a kind of magnified éXevOepiorys. 

Moreover as péyeos is really used metaphorically in such an 
expression as péyeOos éXevOepioTntos (for it does not mean the 

literal magnitude now of the expense but a magnitude in the 

virtue or principle), just as it is metaphorical in péyeOos adperis 
already quoted, it is very aptly introduced by ofov. It thus 
becomes fairly certain that we have to join péyefos with 

éXevOepuotntos. The general expression then from which we 
start would be ofov péyefos éXevOepidTyntos, and it remains to 

determine what is the precise meaning of the modification of 
this actually before us. 

It must first be observed that with the explanation above 
given to ofov the participle would naturally be éy and not 

ovans—otov péyeOos éXevOepioTnTos dv. Suppose now the text 

to be ofov péyeOos wept TadTa Ths éhevOepioryTos dv, leaving the 

defence of the substitution of év for ovens for consideration 

presently. 
The clause ofov wéyeos etc. would be logically a kind of 

equivalent of what has preceded; accordingly we may infer 

that the collocation of words péyeOos wep tadta corresponds to 

the collocation éy tovrous S€ To péya. Thus péyePos would be 

associated with wept ravra and the meaning would be ‘a 

largeness, as it were, in dealing with this kind of expenditure,’ 

1 The Paraphrast, Victorius and  predicate—‘is distinctive of the peya- 
Lambinus (see Zell’s note) rightly make Aompemis.’ 

rd péya subject and rod peyadorperods 
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i.e. right and proper expenditure. This ‘largeness’ being a 
largeness of the liberal disposition or principle which is shewn 

in right and proper expenditure, or of which such expenditure 

is the expression, we can explain the article before éXevOepu0- 

tntos by supposing the full construction to be ofov péyeOos rept 
TavTa THs wept Tata édXevOepioTyTos (= the principle shewn in 

these, viz. liberality). The second wept tadra would naturally 

be suppressed. This explanation however is not absolutely 

necessary: we may take the meaning to be simply ‘a largeness 

in dealing with it of the spirit or principle of liberality, and 

this might be expressed indifferently by péyeOos rept tadra 

édevBepidtntos or péyeOos Tept Tadta Ths édevOepLoTNTos. 

As to the proposed substitution of dv for ovens (1) it seems 
possible that dv may have been corrupted by a sort of 

unconscious attraction to the gender of édevOepidtyntos, or 
deliberately altered because the construction was not observed. 

As already remarked there is evidence of such changes in MSS. 

But (2) perhaps a more probable account is that according 

to a known phenomenon in copying, the word fons caught the 
scribe’s eye, and was written before its place. This would yield 

dv tons, the transition from which to ovens would be easy, 

especially after the feminine genitive éXevPepsdrytos. 

If then we read év for otaons the meaning of the passage 

dvaykaiov 81) «.7.€. would be ‘ Accordingly it is necessary that 
the seyaXompemns should also be liberal. For the liberal man 

will spend what he ought and as he ought [and as the peyano- 
mpemns also spends what he ought and as he ought he is so far 

liberal]. But in this kind of expenditure [i.e. right expenditure] 

it is greatness which is characteristic of the peyadomperns, 

being, as it were, a largeness in dealing with it of the principle 

of liberality,’ or, if we take the article in the way first suggested, 
‘a largeness in dealing with it of its principle of liberality.’ 

In any case the meaning is, shortly, that magnificence in 
expenditure is a kind of magnified liberality. 

If we care to preserve the verbal correspondence we might 

render ‘ But in this kind of expenditure it is magnitude which 

is characteristic of the magnificent man, being as it were a 
magnitude in dealing with it of the principle of liberality.’ 
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As already indicated, this interpretation would have a 

parallel in what is said of the peyaddwuyos 1123” 30 Kai 
dokevey av peyadowdyou To év Exaotyn apeTh péya. 

The second difficulty in the passage, as has been said, is 
concerned with the meaning of the words xal éoriv Epyou apeTn 

- peyadorpérreca év peyéBe. One may venture to think that the 
solution depends upon the distinction between the two applica- 

tions of weyadorpérera,—the peyadorpérreva of the expenditure 

and the peyadorpérea of the épyov. If we look at the form 

of the sentence, since it has been preceded by the statement 

that the apern of a «tha and the apern of an épyov differ— 

ov yap % avTn apeTi KTnpwaTos Kal épyov, it should be an 
account of what the apery of an épyov is. Thus épyou apery 

must be the nominative case to the verb éori, and éori must be 

the so-called copula. The remaining words then must be the 

predicate or contain the predicate; ueyaXompémeva must either 

be part of the predicate or it must be equated to the subject 
and in grammatical apposition to it. As regards the latter 

alternative it must be observed that the sentence does not give 

a definition of peyadorpérea in general, but only of that 
quality of the épyov which is weyadormperrés and forms only one 

side of peyadorpérea in general. We could not therefore 

translate: ‘the excellence of an épyov, that is to say pmeya- 
Aompérrea, is etc.’: for this would naturally imply that all 
peyadorpérea was defined as the épyouv apetn. If weyadompé- 

mea is equated at all to the subject, that is to épyou dpern, 

it could only be so as meaning the special pweyadXompéresa of 

the épyov and so would have to be rendered by ‘its peyano- 
mpétreva. We should then have to translate ‘and the excellence 

of an épyov, that is to say its weyadompéreca, is etc. But one 
must doubt whether such syntax is possible and whether any 
parallel could be found for it. It follows, then, from considera- 

tions both of the grammar and of the subject matter, that 

peyadorpérea properly belongs to the predicate. Thus the 

whole predicate is weyadompéreva év weyéOe, and there should 
be no commas in the sentence. Now the context shews that 

peyarorpéreca would rightly be a predicate, for the definition 
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of the dpern of the épyor has just preceded, and the essence of 
this dper7 has been determined to lie in a combination of uéya 

and xadov, which is said to be peyadorperés. Thus the 
difference between the apern of the xrjua and the apery of 

the épyov would be expressed by saying that the first was 

costliness (cf. 7wAeiotou déov), and the second the magnificence 

(weyarorpéreva) of the épyov. The words cal éoriv épyov ete. 
are clearly in the form of a résumé of the foregoing definition 

and such a réswmé (following directly as it does upon To 6é 

peyarorperés Oavwaocrov) would naturally and correctly be 
Kal €or Epyou apeti weyarorpérreva, and there would be little 

or no difficulty if the sentence ended at weyaXorpérea. 

On the other hand a difficulty is caused, prima facie, by 
the addition of the words év peyé@e. It was proposed by 
Muretus to bracket peyanXorpézeva, but really if anything is to 

be ejected it should rather be év peyéOe. If weyarorpéreca 

here represented peyadompémeva in general, the addition of éy 
peyéOec would seem superfluous, because peyadorpéreca, in the 

most general sense, is as such év peyéOer, just as weyarouyia 
is said to be év peyéOer, chapter iii. § 5, 1123" 6. If we omit 

peyanorpérreca, the apety of the épyov would be said simply to 

be év péyeOer; but this is neither enough nor is it a proper 

résumé of the preceding, for it omits the important element of 
canov. The fact is that we do want some word to be added in 
the predicate to év peyéAe. Again, though peyadompéreva by 

itself covers the ground, and after the preceding peyaXomperés 

might well stand alone, yet since a particular aspect of weyado- 

mpérreva is intended, the expression would be more complete if 

something were added to differentiate peyaXompérera. Thus 

then év peyéOe. cannot well stand by itself, and weyadorpémeva 
is at least better with some addition. Now, whereas the other 

kind of peyadorpéreva consists in the costliness of the object 
or &pyov, the weyadorpémesa here meant is the large scale in 
the object itself, combined with beauty. One may conjecture 
therefore that peyadorpéreca év peryé0er really represents, 

though not with strict accuracy of expression, the weyaXompérera 
of the object; év peyé@ec referring naturally to the péyebos 
of the object in a context in which gpyouv has immediately 
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preceded. The form of the expression may be due to the fact 
that it would be difficult to add the element which seems 
logically wanting, namely «dddeu, after weyadorpéreca. It was 
quite natural as we have seen that uweyadXompémesa should be 
written after the preceding context, but, when it was once 
written, a feeling that it needed differentiation might cause the 
addition of év peyé0er as referring to the greatness in the 

object, the xddXos being sufficiently covered by the ordinary 
associations of peyadompémea itself. We should get much 

the same effect in English by saying: ‘the excellence of an 

épyov or product is that it should be on a magnificent scale,’ 
which is a very different thing from saying that it should be 

‘on a large scale.’ 

The want of strict logic in a formula is not exactly ex- 
ceptional in Aristotle and the case for the interpretation offered 
is strengthened by inaccuracies in the chapter similar to the 

one here supposed and due to the cause suggested for it, viz. the 

influence of the familiar and well understood use of the word 
peyarorpéresa. Thus, § 19, 1123*° 16 we find—é.a rodrto éore 

TOU peyadorpetrods ev @ av Tom yéver meyadoTpEeTT@s Tovetv. 

Considering that Aristotle is defining weyadozpérreva this is an 
obvious lapse in logic, but easily accounted for, as everybody 
knew what peyaXorperas moeiv meant. There is a similar 

lapse in the passage immediately before us: for we are told it 

is part of the characteristics of the weyadompemns that amo rijs 
tons Satravns TO épyov tromnoes pweyadotperréctepor, though the 

meaning of weyanorrperés in this application is not yet explained 

and is to follow. 
Logic would be satisfied, it might be thought, if Aristotle 

had written cal éoriv Epyou apetn év Kadrer Kal peyéOer. This 
would be a rather tame repetition of what has just been said 
(€pyov dé wéya kal xadov). Perhaps that does not matter much, 

but there remains the very serious objection that the formula 

1 This reminds me of Professor Aristotle treats it as if it meant ‘to 
Burnet’s scholarly remark in his note _ be fitting.’”? I would venture to add 

on §1, ‘*Of course in the compound _ that while this is true Aristotle is in- 

peyarorperys mpérewv had its original fluenced by the natural and ordinary 
sense of ‘to be conspicuous, but meaning of the word. 
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would leave out the thing Aristotle most needed to say in a 

résumé, viz. that the dpery of an épyov lay exactly in its 
magnificence, which is the prominent feature of the preceding 

context where we learn what the peyadompérea of the épyov 

consists in. Muretus in proposing to bracket peyadorpéreva 
had overlooked this essential point’. 

We may now endeavour to determine what is the precise 
meaning of the formula év weyéOer which occurs in one other 

place in this chapter, § 1, 1122* 23. We have here the 

association of the preposition év with a singular noun, which is 
a general noun representing a general kind of thing or a quality 

in general. (Instances of this in Aristotle are collected in 

Bonitz’ index under év, and are associated with examples from 

which they ought to be distinguished, with the noun in the 

plural number, under the general heading: “Inde praep. év 
modalem significationem induit, ut usurpetur, ubi vel simplicem 

dativum modalem vel praepositionem causalem expectes, ut 
interdum prope ad adverbii vim accedat.”) 

In this idiom the noun stands for a department or category, 

so that, A representing a general noun of the kind aforesaid, 

év A means ‘in the field or department of A.’ This again has 
two species. (1) ‘In the department of A’ means being one 

of the members of the class of A and so may be rendered ‘in 

the category of A.’ The consequence of this is that é& A 
might be replaced by the adjective or adverb corresponding to 

A, or by the noun A itself, if A stands not for a quality but for 
a kind of thing. The following are instances of this first kind. 
Rhetoric 1367” 25 ta dro tixns os év mpoatpéces AnTéov— 
‘in the category of wpoaipects, that is mpoaspera. Herodotus: 
év n50vn wot éoti—‘in the category of pleasure’ and so = 75% 
poor €oti, where also we might possibly have the substantive 
instead of the adjective—jdovn por éori. Herodotus: év duo 
moveta Par—equivalent to the adjective; so also év éAadpe 

moveta Oat; compare the common phrase év iow. Arist. Meteor. 

1 The fact that weyadorpérea has amples of such variation in Bywater’s 
a different position in the sentence in apparatus criticus of the Ethics easily 

some MSS. is no evidence of un- _ shews. 

genuineness, as an inspection of ex- 
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356° 19 év mpoyeipw. The familiar phrase of év a&topate 
is another instance, = of afiw@évtes x.7.r. grammatically. Hur. 

Phoen. 1276 ovx év aicyvvn Ta ca=ovK aicypa. And we 
even find Eth. Nic. 1x. vi. 1167° 29 ra év peyé0er, things in 

the category of greatness = Ta weydXa—an instance relevant to 

our immediate purpose. Problems 959° 14 76 d£0s év dappaxg, 

in the kind or category of dapyuaxa, that is to say a dappaxor ; 

where the equivalent is the noun itself. 
We may designate as adverbial such instances as eixafew év 

T® avaroyor, Rhetoric 1406” 31, and in the Poetics roseto Pas 

THY piunow év pvOu@ or dppuovia. So also the dative is used 

of the category to which a given xivnous belongs, Physics 227° 

24 sq. avaykn...€v tw KweicOar olov év tor@m ) év maven. 

Metaphysics 1092” 27 év aps@uo. To this heading also belong 

€v Tapépyo, ev Keparaig, év TUTM. 
(2) But secondly év A means ‘in the department of A’ 

not in the sense of being in the category of A but as being 

found in, or as concerned with, things which are of the kind A. 

A clear instance of this we have in the chapter on peyadowuyia, 

IV, iil. 5, 1128°6 év peyéOes yap ) peyadrowuxia, domep Kal TO 

Kaos ev weyar@ o@patt, where the expression cannot be 

equivalent to peyadn yap 7 peyadowvyia as the following 
clause @®a7rep etc. shews. From the context we find that éy 

peyéOes here is equivalent to wep weyada. Compare 1123* 34 
H Sé weyadowuyia rept peyana «.7.€. and the following context. 

We observe therefore that the expression év peyéOev is used 
with both species of meaning; for as we have seen ta év 

peyéOer in the Ethics in another place is merely equivalent to 

Ta peyana, 
What meaning then has év peyé0es where it occurs in this 

chapter ? 
In the case of the first passage (§ 1, 1122° 23) év peyéde 

mpétrovca Satrdavn éariv, the only wéyePos which has been spoken 
of is that of the expense itself and so the first species of usage 

would suit. The mpérovoa damavyn which is év peyéOer can be 
the damravn which is in the category of greatness, that is the 

great expense—édarravn peyadn. Here however the result is 

the same if we give év peyé0er the other meaning as equivalent 
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to év peyddous, because the latter expression may mean ‘in 
matters which involve large expenditure’ as it does below in 

§ 3, 1122° 28. 
In the passage which has just been discussed peyaXompérreta 

év peyéber could not mean peyarorpéreca which is in the 

category of greatness, Le. great weyadompérea. It could only 

have the other meaning, and that meaning is exactly suitable. 

The peyadorpéresa which is év peyéOe is the weyadorpérrera 

concerned with what is great in scale in the way of épya, or 

with épya which are large in scale. 

A note may be added on the word evdidotlunta which 

occurs in this chapter. It has been said that this is ‘a very 
strange word’ on the ground that it ought to mean [presumably 
from the form of the compound] ‘easy objects of ambition.’ 

This would hardly be right even if the word had to follow the 

analogy of those compounds with ev in which the prefix means 

easily, for then it would mean not ‘easy objects of ambition’ 

but ‘things easily made objects of ambition,’ 

But the true account of the compound seems to be that it is a 
case of another general type in which ev does not mean ‘easily,’ 

When a word has not in itself a good signification and tends 

naturally to have a sinister one, or to have sinister associations, 

the fact that it has to be taken in a good sense or with good 

associations may be expressed by a compound beginning with ev. 
Thus in Aristotle are found evyypws and edvynpia, and in 

Hesychius evynpotatos. Hesychius gives evynpws as one 

meaning of evaiwy. evans also may be quoted, as opposed to 

ducans, and evdaiuwv. A very near parallel to eddirotipnros is 
evayns, because dyos has a sinister side like gidotyia. A 
similar parallel is evapntos dvecpos given by Hesychius. But 

we have a most complete parallel in Aristotle himself—Rhet. 
I. xv. 1390” 21 évtipotepa Kal evarafovevta. For evaralovevra, 
wrongly interpreted by Riccoboni as ‘ad gloriandum idonea,’ 

means ‘objects of justifiable boasting, just as evdidotiunra 
means ‘objects of justifiable ambition.’ 

J. COOK WILSON. 



PLATO, TIMAEUS 37 c. 

With regard to the interpretation of dyadya in Timaeus 37 C 

proposed in Vol. xxxu. of this Journal I hear from my friend 

Mrs Adam that among several suggestions which her late 
husband, Dr Adam of Emmanuel College, wrote in the margin 

of his copy of the Timaeus against this passage, occurs the 
following : “? glory, some poetic reference.” It is not surprising 
that some one else should have thought of taking a@ya\pa as 

I have, but the coincidence about the poetic reference is a 

curious one. There appears to be no indication that Dr Adam 

preferred this view to others which he suggests. 

J. COOK WILSON. 



CATULLUS Ixiii 31. 

In an Article on Catullus by Dr Postgate, Journal of 
Classical Philology vit 1, of which he has kindly sent me an 

offprint, there is a proposal to read tonitante for comitata in the 
following passage from Catullus (Ixiii 31—32) 

furibunda simul anhelans vaga vadit animam agens 

comitata tympano Attis per opaca nemora dux. 

Dr Postgate gives excellent reasons against the possibility of 

such an expression as comitata tympano. He. puts his case 
forcibly, and the arguments in support of his emendation 
should be read in his own article. He mentions also my 

friend Mr Garrod’s suggestion of comitum alta (alta with 
nemora), and Baehrens’ emendation vadit animwm agens | 

comitum ante tympano. In the latter ante is taken with vadit, 
and Hor. A. P. 120—animum auditoris agunto—is cited in 

support of the new text. I trust Dr Postgate will not think 
me too presuming if I venture on a suggestion which would be 

nearer the MssS.—that of tympanistis for tympano Attis. If 
tympanistis were corrupted into tympanastis—and I learn 
from a paper of Mr A. C. Clark’s that (h)astis is corrupted 

into istis in a passage of Cicero—the mistake might have been 

corrected into tympano Attis'. It appears from Liddell and 
Scott, as Mr Garrod has pointed out to me, that tupmaworat 
was the name of a lost play of Sophocles. The chorus was 
probably of worshippers of Cybele, such as is represented in 
Catullus’ poem, and he may well have been acquainted with 

1 Professor Robinson Ellis has the MSS. See Simmons’ edition of 
drawn attention to the frequent ex- Ovid, Metamorph. x11 and xrv, p. 238. 
pansion of single words into two in 
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the fact. Mr Garrod (as some other scholars) is good enough 
to think my suggestion worth publishing. On the other hand 

another distinguished Latin scholar tells me that while he 
prefers my emendation to the rest, he is convinced the text is 
right and that it can bear the interpretation which the emen- 

dation gives. At first I was much inclined to think this view 

was the sound one. But on reflection it seems difficult to take 

tympano in the collective sense implied, with comitata re- 
ferring to a person. In classical Latin could a man leading 

a band of spearmen be described as comitatus hasta? My 

friend adds that he has found the view he holds already 

expressed fully by Friedrich. Leve tympanum remugit is 

quoted by Friedrich from this same poem (Il. 29) to support 
the collective sense of tympano. But this is not a true 
collective. If we say ‘the voice of the lark is in the air’ (e.g.) 

we are not thinking of a collection of larks. A noun is only a 
true collective when it is necessarily in the collective sense 
that it forms a part of what is stated. In the above example 
it wouldn’t matter if there were only one lark. We have to do 

rather with a kind of individualised—sometimes personified — 
abstraction, as is clearly seen for instance in ‘the lark is a 

singing bird’; though this is of a different type, as a particular 
set of circumstances is not referred to. In any case it is not so 

much an example of a collective that is wanted as of a 

collective in such a combination as comitata tympano, comitata 
referring to an individual personal subject. The nearest 

Friedrich can offer is Prop. 2. 13. 19 nec mea tum longa 

spatietur imagine pompa, which is given for the collective. 
But it should have been observed that the adjective (longa) 

makes all the difference. The construction is the familiar 
Tacitean idiom, which I venture to think of the same kind 

as the ablative absolute—the adjective taking the place of 
the participle—and in this case it is precisely the combination 
of the adjective with the noun that produces the collective 

sense. 
One may doubt whether ‘imagine’ could have possibly stood 

by itself: but even if it could there is the further objection 
that ‘pompa’ is itself collective and not an individual personal 
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subject. An effective parallel therefore has not really been 

found. What one wants is an answer to the question put 
already: Whether comitatus hasta could mean ‘accompanied 
by a band of spearmen. It sounds like a mere modernism 

and unclassical: but one knows there are surprises in these 

matters, An unexpected example sometimes upsets the most 
plausible reasoning, and perhaps one will eventually be found 

which decisively vindicates the text. 

J. COOK WILSON. 

Journal of Philology. Vol. XXXII. 12 



EUDEMIAN ETHICS © i, ii (H xiii, xiv). 1246* 26—1248? 7. 

§ i. Preliminary. 

So far as I know, the principal helps to the understanding 

of these difficult chapters are (1) L. Spengel’s appendix to his 

ueber die unter dem Namen des Aristoteles erhaltenen Ethischen 

Schriften, 1841, together with a few supplementary notes in 
his Aristotelische Studien 11, 1865, pp. 283—30; (2) A. T. H. 

Fritzsche’s commentary in his edition of the Eudemian treatise, 
1851; and (3) the critical notes appended to F. Susemihl’s 

text, 1884. To Spengel we are indebted for many good 

emendations; to Fritzsche, for many good emendations and 

for helpful references to other parts of the treatise; to Susemihl, 
for an exact statement of the traditional evidence and a careful 

summary of the conjectures of scholars. But all three have 
their limitations. Spengel deals principally with details: 
Fritzsche’s paraphrases are often loose and superficial, and his 

interpretations are sometimes impossible and even grotesque: 

Susemihl is precluded by the scheme of his book both from 
discussion and from explanation. To Victorius, Casaubon, 

Sylburg, Bussemaker, Bekker, we owe important, but isolated, 

conjectures. In a word, of all the scholars whom I have 
named, Fritzsche alone endeavours to state the argument of the 

two chapters, and his attempt cannot be accounted successful. 
Now I venture to think that the main lines of Eudemus’ 

exposition can be ascertained, and that, despite the difficulties 

of the text, a critic who keeps those main lines steadily in 
view may do something towards its restoration. 

The Greek authorities are P® and M”. P® Vaticanus, in the 
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Nicomachean ethics connects more closely than L? M” O? with 

K® of the Laurentian library, and in the Hudemian ethics— 

where K” and L? fail us—takes the first place. M? Marcianus 

is one of the four MSS upon which Bekker relies for the text 

of the Nicomacheans: see Bonitz, Aristotelische Studien u 9, 

Susemihl politics p. xxvi, and my edition of the fifth book 
p. x. It is inferior to P® both in age and in value: but, as 
Bekker has understood, it is an indispensable adjunct. I have 

depended principally upon Susemihl’s statement of the readings 

of these two MSS in constituting what I venture to call “the 

Greek tradition.” 
_ In © ii, Spengel, Fritzsche, Bussemaker, and Susemihl, 

have made good use of the so-called de bona fortuna. This 

ancient version of magna moralia B viii and Hudemians @ ii is 

printed in an undated volume of Aristotelian tracts (Hain 
1786), in a Latin Aristotle of 1482 (Hain 1682), and in 

1 In Eudemians © i, ii, as in the 

fifth book of the Nicomacheans, the 

readings of Susemihl’s Cantabrigiensis 
(University Library Ii. v. 44) are in 

general agreement with those of P», 

and accordingly I have not thought 
it worth while to print the results of 

my collation of the former. In the 

Journal of Philology, 1876, vr 208, 
and again in my edition of the fifth 
book of the Nicomacheans, 1879, I 

stated my belief that this Cambridge 

MS, dated 1279, was copied from P?, 

and that accordingly P» was written 

before. that year. This judgment 
about the date of P> has been 

questioned, on the ground that a MS 
in which there are so many contrac- 
tions could not well have been written 
before 1300. But the Cambridge MS, 

which abounds in contractions, and 

is dated 1279, proves that this con- 
sideration is not necessarily decisive. 
I still think that the two MSS are of 

very nearly the same date, and that, if 

the Cambridge MS was not copied from 

the Vatican MS, the two are directly 

derived from a common source. 
When I collated the Vatican MS, my 

impression was that its contractions 
were in all respects similar to those of 

the Cambridge MS, .and I suspected 
that the two were written by the same 

scribe: but, not having had an op- 
portunity of comparing the hand- 
writings side by side, I refrained from 

publishing this opinion. Later, Dr 

Heylbut, to whom through Susemihl 

I sent photographs of the Cambridge 

MS, wrote to him—‘‘Der Vaticanus 

ist von einer Hand geschrieben, welche 

mit der des Cantabrig. nicht nur ganz 
gleichzeitig, sondern méglicherweise 
identisch ist; es sind ganz dieselben 

Compendien, hier und da lést der 

Cantabr. etwas mehr auf....Ich zweifle 
indess nicht, dass beide aus einer 

Vorlage, nicht einer aus dem andern, 

copirt sind.” See to the same effect 
Susemihl in his edition of the Magna 

Moralia, p. vi. 

12—2 
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a Latin Aristotle published at Venice in 1496 (Hain 1659): 

but. these books are rare’, and for this reason, as well as 

with a view to exactitude, I print so much of the tract as 

represents the Eudemian chapter. My text of this “Latin 

tradition ” is founded upon collations, made for me by Dr Paul 
Mare, of five MSS at Munich (162, 306, 18917, 8003, 14147); 

a transcript, made for me by Mr A. Rogers of the Cambridge 

University Library, of a MS at Peterhouse, Cambridge (O. 9. 3) ; 
and a collation, for which also I have to thank Mr Rogers, 

of a MS now in the Fitzwilliam Museum. To my kind 

collaborators I am deeply grateful for their skilful help. I have 

not thought it necessary to print a detailed collation of these 

seven MSS, as their variations appear to be accidental and 
without significance. | 

For ease of comparison, I have thought it worth while to 

print in juxtaposition, (1) the Greek tradition, as represented 

by P® and M°, with notes showing their discrepancies; (2) a 

reconstituted text, to which I have subjoined a statement of 

its sources—Greek tradition, Latin tradition of © 11, conjecture ; 

(3) a translation or paraphrase; and in © u I have added to 
these (4) the Latin tradition, as I gather it from the seven 

MSS above mentioned. In my statement of the Greek tradi- 

tion I have added from Bekker some discrepancies of P® and 

M?® which Susemih] seems to have overlooked. (Another 

such discrepancy occurs at 1247* 12, where, according to 

Bekker, P® has wey and M? 76 wév.) The Latin tradition is in 

nearly all essentials consistent, and I have not thought it 

necessary to record the misspellings and the trifling variations 
of the MSS. Nor have I noted under (2) conjectures which 

I do not approve: they will be found in Susemihl’s critical 

notes. In my translation or paraphrase I have tried to show 
how I understand the argument, both as a whole and in detail: 

1 Tam indebted to Professor Bywater 
for the loan of his copy of the volume 
of tracts; to Mr Arthur Sidgwick for 

access to a copy of the Aristotle of 

1482 in the library of Corpus Christi 

College, Oxford; and to the late 

Robert Proctor who told me of the 

book at Corpus, and afforded me 

facilities in collating the British 

Museum’s copy of the Aristotle of 
1496. 
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and for this purpose I have sometimes found it convenient to 

express the implications of the original, to break up its 
sentences, or to deviate somewhat from its order. Where the 

translation or paraphrase does not sufficiently explain my in- 

terpretation or my procedure, I have dealt with the passage in 
a supplementary commentary. 

In my critical notes I have used the following abbreviations, 
which are, in general, those employed by Susemihl. 

Manuscripts : 

P> Vaticanus 1342. 

M’ Marcianus Venetus 213. 

BS de bona fortuna libellus. 

CY Codex Victorii, on which see Susemihl p. v. 

Commentators : 

Bek Bekker. 

Bu _ Bussemaker. 

Fr_ Fritzsche. 

Iac Jackson. 

Sp Spengel. 

Sus Susemihl. 

Syl Sylburg. 
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§ ii eat and Translation. 

Greek tradition. 
nd > 4 > Ul y” 

i, amopnoee 8 av Tis, i ot ExdoTo [hiro] ypjoacbar 26 
\ >? z / \ Yi a kai ép & TépuKe Kal Gros Kal TODTO 7) avTO Hdd KaTa 

/ x > \ lal n 

aupBeBnkos, olov i) dpOarpos ideiv 7) Kal addAXws Tapideiv 
8 / A 80 \ aA a e \ \ vagtpépavta wate S00 TO &v avivar, avras pev Sy 
” id \ > \ 3 a 

audw dts pev obOarwos Ste Hv S ofOartpod arArAN 4é 30 
\ / > e > / xX n c , 

kata oupBeBnxos, olov et Hv arroddcbat 7) hayeiv: opoiws 
\ \ > / \ \ lal a 

57) Kal ériotyyn. Kal yap adnOds Kal dpaprety, olov, Srav 
e \ ae 06 / e > , 67) fol fol v4 

Exar py 6p0ds ypatry, ws ayvoia 8) viv yphaobar, @oTrep pe- 
/ \ a \ ved / 

TaoTpépas Thy yelpa Kal T@ Todt ToTe ws YeELpl Kal 

TAUTN @S TOOL Kpa@vTat opynotpiades. cldn Tacat ai apt- 35 
orat émicthuat eimav Kal TH Sixatocvyn ws adicia ypnoOa. 
ei Stens e¢ dpa amo Sixatoctyns Ta adiKka TpadTT@Y woTEp 

\ \ > \ ? \ > / > \ n> > 4 Kal TA AYVONTLKA ATO eTLaTHUNS’ Ee SE TOUT advvaToV, pa- 
\ 4 > x 3 b] a Ee , eo. > ote. J b vepov OTL OvK av elev ETLOTH Wal al apeTal, ovO Ei pi) EoTW 1246 

lal ] 

dyvoeiy amo émicTHuns GAN’ dpaptdvery povoy Kai Ta 

avTa Kal amo ayvoias Tovey, ovTL ard SiKavocvyns ye OS 
, A , , / > ° b] ‘ / > / \ 

amo adiucias mpage. Gd rel ppovnots émioTHun Kal 

26 éExdorw P», éxdor@ ito M? || 27 & P», d M? || 33 3) viv P», d) M || 

xpncba M», xpjorae P? || 35 dpxnorpuddes M”, dpxnorpiades P” || eidn PY, #8 

M> || ai—36 eizay in lac. om. M? || 

Here a question may arise. It is possible to use any given 
_ thing (i) for its natural purpose, (ii) otherwise than for its 

natural purpose, and also to use it (1) in its proper character, 

or again (2) incidentally. For example, using an eye in its 
proper character as eye, it is possible (a) to see with it, or 

again, otherwise, (b) to see with it amiss, when we displace it 
so that the single object appears double,—both of them because 
it is an eye: but meanwhile there is (c) the possibility of 
using an eye—in another way—incidentally ; for instance, if 

there is a possibility of selling or eating it. This being so, it 

is possible to use knowledge in like manner. That is to say, it 
is possible to make a real use of it and also to do what is 

wrong: for instance, when a man wilfully misspells, to use 

knowledge on the particular occasion in counterfeiting ignor- 
ance, just as dancing girls sometimes invert the functions of 
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Reconstituted tect. 

amopnoee 8 av tists ef eoTw Exdotwm xpjocacbar 26 
Kal é © réduxe Kal GddNas, Kal TOUTO 4 avTO } ad KaTa 
ovpBeBnKos,—olov 7 db0arpos, idetv 7) Kai adrAws Tapideiv 

SiaotpéWavta date Svo TO &yv havivat, adita pev 8) 
audw ote pev dpOarpds ect, jv S dPOarye, Grr 4é, 30 

\ t + & > , * a e , 
Kata cupBeBnkos, olov et nv atrodocba 7 hayetyv—opoiws 
87 Kali érictyun. Kal yap adnOads Kal auapreiv: olor, drav 
a p..' oe J n , e > / \ a a va Ex@v p12) 6pOAs yparry, ws ayvoia dh viv yphaOaL, domrep pe- 

TaotpéWac<ai> Tiv yelpa Kal <TOv TOda> TH TOdL TrOTE wS 
xeipt Kal | TavTH ws TOOL YpavTAL <ai> dpxnaTpides. Et 57 35 

Tacat ai apelral émuothpar, cin av Kal TH SiKatocvyyn ws 
adicia yphocbar: | adicnoes dpa amd Sixavoovvns Ta adiKa 

€ - 

/ bl 

mpadttov, woTep | Kal TA ayvonTiKa aro ériaTHuns’ Eb Se 
TovUT advvatov, palvepov OTL ovK ay Elev eTTLOTH MAL ai dpeTai. 
o > a a ’ a ’ \ > / % ip o. « / b ovd et wn eotuv | dyvoety amd érioTHuns AA auapTdavew 1246 

povoy Kal Ta | avTa Kal aT ayvolas Trovety, OUTL ATO SLKaLocv- 

vans ye @s | ard ddixias mpdke. adr’ érrel ppovnots émicty- 

26 iro post éxdorw add. M, secl. Sp || 27 6 P», 4 M® || 9 adrd 4 ad Tac, 
4 ard #3) P> Mb || 98 f Iac, # P> MP || 29 aira lac, abras P> M> || 30 
éotw lac, dre P? MP || @Ay Lac, GAAn PP M? || 32 ercornpyy Sp, emurr nun PY 

MP || 33 6) vdv PP, d MP || xpjoOa M>, ypjora P? || peracrpépar<a> 
Iac, peraotpéyas P> MP || 34 <rov mdda> Iac || 35 <ai> Sp || 

dpxnatpives ap, Spxner pune pb, dpxnorprabes M? || ei 53 Sp, ith hi 75n 

M? || ai—36 ei dy in lac. om. M? || dperai Sp, dpvora P? || 36 ely av Sp, 

eirav P» || 37 adixnoe Sp, ef Sixns ef P® M? || 

the hand and the foot, and use the foot as hand and the hand 

as foot. If then all the virtues are knowledges, it will be 
possible to use justice also as injustice: and consequently, from 

justice a man may do what is unjust and behave unjustly, just 

as from knowledge he may make the mistakes of ignorance. 

And, if that is impossible, plainly the virtues will not be 
knowledges. And even if, <as may be objected,> it is not 

possible from knowledge to be ignorant, but only to make 

mistakes and do the same things as are done from ignorance, 

<it must be remembered that> a man will not act from justice 

as he would from injustice: <so the objection falls to the 
ground.> But again prudence, inasmuch as it is knowledge and 
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Greek tradition. 
> , \ ~ 

adnbés Tt, TO avTO Toioe Kaxeivns évdéyorTo yap avs 
] , ’ \ / 

adpoves amd Ppovycews, Kai apaptdve tavTa amep oO 
” > be c n oy e€ 4 , 2 Ba appov. e O€ aTAH ) ExadoTOV yYpEla 7) ExacTOV, Kav ppo- 

, a 

vis érpattov oTw TpaTTovTes. érri pev ody Tais aGAdaLS 
> / bls 4 al \ , 7 A \ na eristHpats GAN Kupia Toel THY Tpodnv avTHs Sé THs 

n / ie > A ” id /, Bt fo] ’ A maca@v Kupias tis; ov yap étL émucTHun ye 7) VOUS. GAAA 10 
\ 9D) > / a ‘ x. A a 

pny ovd apeTn* xphtar yap avTH* % yap. Tov apxovTos 
. A a "ape / /, dpetn TH TOD apxYouévov xphrat. Tis ody Ext ; 7) @aTTEp Dé- 

> lel a yeTat axpacia Kakia Tov adoyou THs Wuyhs Kal was aKo- 
e > AY yy Lal > > y+ x > ‘ be e 

AacTos O aKpaTns Exwv vodv arr Hon av ioxupa H 7 
> , / \ a > / A eriOupia atpéwer kal Noyeirat TavayTia 7)...... OPb...00. 15 
Py , x > \ 7 > \ > \ “a , ” > 

mrovoTe Kav év wéev TOUTM apeTn ev SE TO AOYH AvoLa 7 
4 a Ul érepar petatoodvtar. wot éotat Sixavocvvyn TO Sixaiws 
xpjobar Kal Kaxds Kai ppovnces adpovws’ Bote Kal Ta- 

/ Yj \ > fol a 

vavtia, atoTov yap et THs pev ev TO ROYLoTLK@ apeTHs 
poxOnpia tore éyyevouévn péev TE OY oTpérer Kai TrOLN- 20 

a > \ 

cet ayvoeiv % 8 dpetn ev TO adoyw avoias évovans ov 

10 4 vovs M», om. P? || 15 7 M>, n P?|| 16 ev pév P, pev ev M? || 

a thing which is truthful, will do the same thing that knowledge 
does: that is to say, it will be possible from prudence to behave 
imprudently and to make the same mistakes as the imprudent 

man: and if the uses of a given thing in its proper character 

are not distinguished <according as the end sought is or is not 
the natural purpose>, men would be acting prudently if they 
so acted. Now, where the other knowledges are concerned, 
another knowledge of a superior grade effects the diversion. 

But what knowledge diverts the knowledge which is supreme 
over all? There is no longer any knowledge to do this, or any 
mind. (Certainly moral virtue does not divert it: for prudence — 
makes use of moral virtue, and the excellence of that which 

controls makes use of the excellence of that which is controlled.) 
Who is there then <who is thus affected>? Is there—in the 
way in which incontinence is said to be vice of the irrational 

part of the soul, and the incontinent man in a manner in- 

temperate—one who is possessed of mind, and yet, if the desire 

is strong, it will divert him, and he will draw the opposite 
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Reconstituted teat. 

Hn Kai | ddrnOés tL, TO adTO Tomnoer KaKxeivyn évdéyorTo yap 5 

av | adpoves ato dpovicews, Kat apaptdavew tadta dmep o 

adpav. ef dé dmdH 7 Exdotou xpela 4 Exactov, Kav dppo- 
views Erpatrov oltTw mpdtrovres. éml ev odv Tals addaLs 

emiaTHuats GAAN KUpia To“et THY oTpopHv: avTHs SE THs 

Tac@v Kupias Tis; ov yap ete emioTHuN ye 7) VOUS. GAA 10 

pny ovd apetn, xphtar yap avTh* % yap Tov apyovTos 
apeTn TH Tod apxopévov ypHTar. Tis ovv Eotw; 7, Oomep dé- 

yeTat axpacia Kakia Tod ddoyou THs Wuyfs Kal Tes aKo- 
AacTos Oo aKpaTys, Exwv vovv, GAN Hdn av ioyupa H 17 

ériOupia otpéyrer, Kat Royeirae tavavtia; oT 15 
Sfrov ote Kav ev pev TovTm apeTn ev dé TH AOYH avoLa 7, 
éTépa petatrolovyTat ; WoT Eotar Sixacocvvyn T ov SiKaiws 

xpnocOa. Kal Kaxas, cal ppovncer appovess ote Kal Ta- 
vavTia, aToTOV yap € THY meV eV TO NOYLOTIK@® apeTHV 

moxOnpia more éyyevouévn ev TH Groyw oTpéres Kal TroLN- 20 

cet ayvoeiv, ) 8 apeTr <)> év TO Adoyw <év TO NOYLOTLKO> 

avoias évotans ov | otpéyres TavTnyv Kal Troimoer hpovipws 

9 orpodny CY, restit. Bek, rpopny P> M® || 104 vods M», om. PP || 13 

kai mos lac, cat mas PP MP || 15 4 gore Lac, 7...0qgu...M, n...0gu...P || 16 

djAov Sri Sp, Snrovere PP MP || ev pev P>, pev ev M? || 17 érépa lac, erepar 

P> MP || 7 ob Tac, ro P> M® || 19 ryv—dperny Sp, rjs—dperns P> MP || 

20 ev Sp, pev PP MP || ddéym Sus, Ady PP MP? || 21 <y>Tac || <ev ro 

oytortx@> Sus || 

conclusion? Or is it an obvious consequence that, similarly, 

if there are <simultaneously> virtue in the irrational part and 
folly in the rational, virtue and folly are transformed in yet 

*another way? Thus it will be possible to use justice unjustly 

and viciously, and prudence imprudently, and therefore the 
opposite uses will also be possible. For it is strange if, while 
vice, when it upon occasion occurs in the irrational part, will 

divert the excellence in the rational and cause it to be 
ignorant, virtue in the irrational part, when there is folly in 
the rational, will not divert it and cause it to form judgments 

which are prudent and right, and if again prudence in the 
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Greek tradition. 
s 4 \ / ‘4 ‘4 \ \ / 

oTpéeyres TavTnY Kal Troincer hpovipw Kpivey Kal Ta SéovTa, 
\ / e / oF a a \ > A In Z 

kat Tadw n hpovnots 7) év TO NOYLTTLK@ THY ev TO adoy@ 
, ‘ al 

Kohacw dv cwdpovws mpdtrew: Smep Soxet 1) eyxparera. 
wot état Kal 1) amo ayvoias dpovivws. émi Te TadTa 25 
bY Bi \ > \ > / a , atoma, addkws Te Kal amo ayvoias xphoOar dpovipas. 

TovUTO yap émi TOY addAwY ovdauaS OpamEv, BOTEP THV 
> \ x \ / ’ 7, b] ’ ios e 

LaTpLKnY 1 YpaupaTiKny oTpEeder aKkodNacia adr ov O 
3 ‘ a 

THY ayvoway, éav 7 évavtia, dud. Td pn evelvar THY UTEpoXnY 

GAA tiv apeTiy Sws paAdov elvar Tpds THY KaKiaV 30 
€ 

oUTws Exovoav. Kal yap 0 abiKos TavTa oO Sixaos Sbvatat, 
kal ddws Evert év TH Suvdwer 1) ddvvapia. Bote ShHrov 

bt. dua ppovimor Kal ayabal éxeivas ai addov evs Kal 
opOds To cGua KpaTntixoy Ste ovdev iaxuporepoy ppovncews. 
5] 7 + > , 4 > ? 06 * ’ \ 4 ? \ > 

GN OTe éetruatnunv Edn, ovK opOov* apetn yap éaTL Kal ovK 35 

eTurTHUN, GAAA yévos GAXO yvoar 

28 orpépe P® rpéper M? || 

rational part will not cause intemperance in the irrational to 

behave temperately, wherein continence is supposed to consist. 
Consequently, <if it is possible from prudence to behave im- 

prudently,> it will also be possible from folly to behave 
prudently. But these consequences, namely, <that a man 

may behave temperately from intemperance, and prudently 

from folly,> are strange, and above all it is strange that a 
man should use a thing prudently from folly. Certainly we do 

not find it so in any other instances: for example, intemperance 
diverts medicine or grammar, but it does not follow that 

intemperance diverts ignorance, if it is contrary to the know- 
ledge, because the superiority does not reside with ignorance, 

and, generally, it is virtue which is superior to vice, rather 

than otherwise: for instance, all that the unjust man can do, 

the just man can do, and, generally, incapacity is covered by 
capacity. Thus it is plain that prudence and virtue go to- 

gether, and that the complex conditions above mentioned are 

states of one in whom prudence and virtue are not combined. 
Moreover, Socrates’ principle, ‘nothing is stronger than 
prudence’, is right, but his dictum, ‘nothing is stronger than 
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Reconstituted teat. 
/ \ \ / \ U e , a a 

Kpivew kai ta Séovta, | Kai Tadw % ppovnots 4 ev TO Royt- 

oTLK® THY év TO AdOyw | dkorAaciay cwhpdveas mpdTTEY, 
drep Soxel  éyxpdteva.|@oT Eotar Kal amd avoias 25 

/ »” ‘ a + BA WSs awa nee , dpovipas. ears dé tavta | dtoTa, dd\dNws TE Kal ato avoias 
a / a \ $< % n BA 2 a 

xpncbat ppoviuws.| TovTo yap émt TavY adrXAwY ovdapds 

Op@mev’ womep THY | laTpLKIY ) YpampmaTiKny oTpéder aKo- 
Nacia, GAN ody ov | THY ayvoiay, édv H évavTia, Sia TO pur) 
pos 4 c \ > \ \ ’ Weer a 5 
éveivat THY UTEpoxny | adAa THY apeTHY OAwWS pGAXoV Eivat 30 

mpos Tv Kaxiav | o’Tws Exovcav: Kal yap <a> 6 déd«Kos 
mavta o dixatos Svvatat, | Kat drs Evert év TH Svvaper 7 
> a a al v4 WA / \ >) ie 2 a 

ddvvapia. wate Shrov | dts dua Ppoviypos Kal aryaOol, éxeivar 
8 adddov Fes. Kat | opOGs TO Lwxpatixor, Ste ovdév iayv- 

! t - 354, ie? 2 , yy , > r 
potepov ppovncews’ | adr’ STL emvoTHuns ehyn, ovK dpOdv" 35 
> \ , ,’ \ ? ? ig > \ / ». / 
ApeTN Yap EOTL Kal OVK | émuotnun, GANA yévos GAO yvwo- 

<ews 7) ppovnats>. 

22 dpovipws Sp, ppovinw PP M? || 24 dxodaciay Victorius, kéd\aow av 
Pb M? ||. 25 » secl. Sp || dvoias Iac, dyvoias P M> || gars 5é Sp, eri re P2 M>, 

émei re CY || 26 dvoias Lac, dyvoias PP M? || 28 orpéger P, rpéher M? || od Tac, 

§ P> M>|j 31 4 add, Iac || 33 dyadoi Iac, ¢yadai Pb MP || 34 8° Lac, ai P> M> 
|| Soxparcxéy Bek, c@pa xparnrixdvy P> M? || 35 emiornuns Lac, érvornuny P» 
M? || 36 yroo<ews 7 Ppdvnois> lac, yroo<ews> Syl, yvoo P, om. M? || 

knowledge’, is wrong: for prudence is an excellence, and not 
a knowledge, but a different sort of apprehension, 
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Greek tradition. 
> , & > / e t a \ | , érel & ov povov 7 hpovnors toed THY evTpayiay Kal 

3 ? re , 

dpetnv, ara dapev Kal Todls evTUYEls ED TpAaTTELW WS Kal 
THs evtvxias ev ToLovens evTpayiay Kal Ta avTAa THs emt 1247" 

oTnUNS, oxerrTéov ap éoTl dice Oo wev evTVXNS 0 8 aTu- 
\ n / 

xNS 7) ov, Kal mas eyes Tepl ToUTwY. STL wey yap Etot 
Tives EvTUYEIS, Opapev* Appoves yap dvTes KaTopodaL TOANA 
2 @ € , “4 > \ bay 4 , > \ \ \ év ols 1) TUYN Kupia, ei Sé Kai év ols Téyxvn éatl TOANOL TOAD 5 

/ 
, . 

pévro Kal TUXNS evuTTapxel, olov év oTpaTnyia Kat KUBeEp- 
a RJ 4 

VNTLKH. TToTepoy ovv amrd Tivos ews ovTOL cic, 7) OUTM 
be) 

aUTOl Tovot TiWES elval TPAKTLKOL cial TOV EVTUYNUATOY 5 
a , a 

vov pev yap ovTws olovrar as pice, Tay dvTwV: % Oé 
U a ,’ 

vais Tovovs Tivas Tove?, Kal evOds ex yeverns Siapépovowy ° 

@omep of pev yAavKol of Sé pedavoppato. TH TO Setv 

1247 5 oXXoi P», odd M? || 

Latin tradition. 

Quoniam autem non solum prudencia facit eupragiam et 

uirtutem, sed dicimus eciam benefortunatos bene operari tam- 

quam fortuna bene faciente eupragiam et eadem sciencie, 
considerandum est utrum est natura hic quidem benefortunatus 

hic autem infortunatus an non, et quomodo se habet de hiis. 
quod quidem enim sunt quidam benefortunati, uidemus. in- 

sipientes enim existentes dirigunt multa in quibus fortuna 
domina, si autem et in quibus ars est multo magis et fortuna 

inerit, puta in militari et gubernatiua. utrum igitur ab aliquo 
habitu isti sunt, aut non eo quod ipsi quales quidam sunt 
operatiui sunt eorum quae bone fortune? nunc quidem enim 
sic putant ut natura quibusdam existentibus: natura autem 

quales quosdam facit, et confestim a natiuitate differunt 
quemadmodum hii quidem glauci hii autem nigrorum oculo- 

But prudence is not the only thing which, acting in accord 

with moral virtue, makes welfare: on the contrary, we say that 

those also fare well who are lucky, thus implying that good luck 
as well as prudence makes welfare and that it achieves the 
same results as knowledge. This being so, we must inquire 
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Reconstituted text. 
bl \ ’ > / ¢e , a \ ? / ’ érel & ov povov » ppdvynats Toved THY EvTpayiav KaT 

’ “% ’ \ \ \ \ , a * ’ ¢ \ apeTnyv, GAA papev Kal Tos evTVYE’s ED TpaTTELY, WS Kal 
THs evtuxias [ed] mrovovons evtrpayiav Kal Ta avTa TH ETt-. 1247" 

oTnpn, oxeTTéovy ap éott dices o pev evTvyns oO 8 atv- 
XS 1) OU, Kal Tas Exes Tepl TovTwV. (STL pEev yap Eict 

ce ¢ a a 

Tives evTUYELS, OPamEV* Ahpoves yap dvTEs KaTopHovar TOAXOL 
’ e , / e \ » ap @ / > \ a a 

év ols » TUX Kupia, oi Sé Kai ev ols TéxVN EoTL TOAAM WaddOV on 

TOA | wevTOL Kal TUYNS EvUTTAapyYel, Olov Ev oTpaTHYla Kal KUBEp- 

UNTLK. TToTEpov ovv amro Twos E€ews ovTOL EiaiV; 7} OV TO 
avTol ToLol Tues Elvat TPAKTLKOL EloL TOY EVTUYNMATwOV,— 
vov pev yap ovTws olovtat, ws guoer Tiav dvTwV,—1 Sé 

gvais Tovovs Tivas Trove’, Kal evOds ex yeveThs Stahépovorr, 
Oatrep oi pev yAav«Kol of SE weravopwpaTot TH TOLOUTO ElvaL ToOL- 

37 kar lac, cat P® M?, et BE || 38 cai post as om. BF || 12474 1 ed PP M>, 

bene Bf, secl. Sp || r7 eaiornun Sp, ris émvernuns P® M?, science Be || 4 modAoi 

Tac, wodda P> M, multa BE || 5 of Bek, ef PP M®, sz BE || wodAA@ padXov word 

pévtoe Lac, wodAol pévtor P, rodd pévtor M, multo magis Bt || 6 rixns PP 

M?, fortuna Bt || évumdpyxer P? M», inerit Bt || 7 od r@ Ald, non eo quod Bt, 
otra P> M? || 11 r@ rovodro eivar rovovdi kai lac, eo quod tale secundum esse 
tale oportet et, r@ P> M> || 

- ° 

whether it is or is not by nature that one man is lucky and 

another unlucky, and how it is with both. ‘{] That there are 

some who are lucky, is matter of observation. For many are 
imprudent and notwithstanding succeed in matters in which 

luck is supreme: and there are also some who succeed in 

matters in which, while art plays a much larger part, a con- 

siderable element of luck is present with it; for instance, in 

generalship and navigation. Is it then by reason of a habit 

which they have formed for themselves that these are lucky ? 
Or shall we rather say that it is not the possession of a certain 

character, which makes men capable of achieving good luck,— 

current opinion takes this latter view, supposing that certain 

persons are lucky by nature,—and that nature produces persons 

of certain qualities, so that the lucky and the unlucky are dif- 

ferentiated from their birth, as those who have blue eyes and 

those who have black eyes are differentiated, because an eye of 
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Greek tradition. 
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dotep paciv, t7d Oeod Kai &Ewbév Te elvat TO KatopOoidv. 

13 7 M», om. P» || 14 mpdarrec M?? (sic Sus), rparros P» || 15 ere P?, eore 

M» || 16 pev om. MP || 17 ovOév om. PP? || 24 re PP, re M® || 

Latin tradition. 

rum eo quod tale secundum esse tale oportet et habere, sic 

et benefortunati et infortunati. quod quidem enim non pru- 

dencia dirigunt manifestum. non enim sine racione prudencia, 

sed habet racionem propter quid sic operetur: hii autem non 

habebunt utique dicere propter quid dirigunt: ars enim utique 
esset. amplius enim manifestum insipientes existentes, non 
quia circa alia, hoc quidem enim nichil inconueniens, uelut 

ypocras geometricus existens, sed circa alia negligens et in- 
sipiens erat et multum aurum nauigans perdidit ab hiis qui 

in bisancio quingentorum talentorum propter stulticiam ut 

dixerunt, sed quod et in quibus fortunate agunt insipientes. 
circa naucliriam enim non maxime industri benefortunati, 

sed quemadmodum in taxillorum casu hic quidem nichil alius 
autem iacit ex eo quod naturam habet benefortunatam aut eo 

this or that sort is blue or black accordingly and the particular 

individual has an eye of this sort or of that. For that it is not 

by prudence that the lucky succeed, is clear: because prudence 

is not irrational, but has a reason to account for its particular 
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Bf, gore M® || 16 5é€ PP M>, enim BF || dvres appoves PP M>, insipientes 

existentes Bt || rotro pev P», hoc quidem Bt, rodro M || 17 ovév om. P» || 
18 eddxer Syl, Soxet P> M>, om. BF || efvac P> M, erat BF || 19 wréov 

Victorius, nawigans Bt, rdéov P® MP || revrnxoaroddywv P» M>, quingen- 

torum talentorum BE || 20 Aéyovow P> M, dixerunt BE || év ois Victorius, in 

quibus Bt, évious P® M” || 21 yap vavkAnpiav P M», naucliriam enim Bt || 23 

e& Tac, ew Bf, om. P? M” || cada qv hice, rd thy plow exew edrvyn cor 

evruxns lac, cal’ nv pice: eoriv e’rvyys P® M?, co quod naturam habet bene- 
fortunatam BF || 24 re PP, re M? || 

actions, whereas the lucky could not say why they succeed: if 
they could, this would be art. But that men succeed is plain, 

although they are imprudent, not merely imprudent in other 

things, for in that there is nothing strange,—for example, Hip- 

pocrates succeeded as a geometer, but he was thought to be 

stupid and imprudent in other matters, and, they say, chartered 

a ship, and out of simplicity allowed himself to be cheated of a 

considerable sum by the tax-collectors at Byzantium—; but 
imprudent in the very things in which they have luck. Thus 

in navigation it is not the cleverest who are lucky: rather, as 
in the fall of the dice, one man throws a blank and another 

six, according as nature determines, so here a man is lucky 

because his nature is such. Or is it because he is, as they say, 
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Latin tradition. 

quod ametur ut aiunt a deo et extrinsecum aliquid sit dirigens, 

ut puta nauis male regibilis melius frequenter nauigat, sed non 

propter se ipsam, sed quia habet gubernatorem bonum. sed 
sic quod benefortunatum daimonem habet gubernatorem. 

sed inconueniens deum aut daimona diligere talem sed non 

optimum et prudentissimum. si itaque necesse aut natura 

aut intellectu aut cura quadam dirigencia autem non sunt, 

natura utique erunt benefortunati. at uero natura quidem 

causa aut elus quod est semper similiter aut eius quod ut in 

pluribus, fortuna autem contrarium. si quidem igitur quod 
preter racionem adipiscitur fortune uidetur esse, qui autem 

propter fortunam benefortunatus non utique uidebitur talis 

esse causa semper eiusdem aut ut in pluribus. adhuc si quia 
talis oportet accidere, sicut quia glaucus non acute, non fortuna 

beloved by God, that is to say, because there is something 

external which makes him succeed, just as an ill-built ship 
makes the better passage, and on many occasions, not by 
reason of itself, but because it has a good pilot? But, if so, 

one who is lucky has the divinity for good pilot, whereas it is 
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widebitur Bf, dv PP MP || 35 ofov om. BF || ) Fr, aut Bt, ef P>, om. M? || 36 
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strange that a God or a Divinity should favour such an one and 

not him who is best and him who is most prudent. Hence, if 

of necessity it is either by nature or by intellect or by a sort of 

protection that he who is lucky succeeds, and the last two 

explanations are rejected, those who are lucky will be so by 

nature. {/ But again nature is cause of what occurs either 
always uniformly or generally, whilst luck is the opposite. 
Now if by assumption irregular achievement is characteristic 

of luck, while the lucky man is one whose achievement is due 
to luck—and it is by luck, if by anything, that a man is lucky 
—it would seem that the cause is not such as to bring about 
always or generally the same result. Moreover, if aman achieves 
or fails to achieve because he is of a certain sort, as a man is 

slow of sight because his eyes are blue, it is not luck which is 
the cause but nature. Hence such an one is not a man who 
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Latin tradition. 

causa sed natura: non igitur est benefortunatus, sed uelut 

bene naturatus. quare hoc utique erit dicendum quia quos 
dicimus benefortunatos non propter fortunam sunt. non igitur 
sunt benefortunati: fortunati enim quorumcunque causa for- 
tuna bona bonorum. si autem sic, utrum aut erit fortuna 

omnino, aut erit quidem sed non amplius? sed necesse et 
esse et causam esse. erit igitur et bonorum aliquibus causa 
aut malorum. si autem omnino segregandum et nichil a 
fortuna dicendum fieri, sed nos alia existente causa propter non 

uidere fortunam esse aimus causam, propter quod et diffinientes 
fortunam ponunt causam sine racione humane raciacioni tam- 
quam existente quadam natura. hoc quidem igitur aliud 

problema utique erit, quoniam autem uidemus quosdam semel 

bene fortunate agentes, propter quid non et iterum sed propter 

idem dirigere unum et iterum? eiusdem enim eadem causa, 

has good luck, but a man who has a good nature. So our 

conclusion will be that those whom we speak of as lucky are 
not so by reason of luck. Consequently they are not lucky: 
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for those are lucky to whom good luck is cause of goods, 
‘| But if this is so, shall we say either that there is no such 

thing as luck, or that there is such a thing, but that it is not a 

cause? no, there must needs be such a thing, and it must 

needs be a cause. Consequently it will also be to particular 
persons a cause of goods or of ills). Whether we are to exclude 
it altogether, and to say that nothing comes about by luck, the 
truth being that there is some other cause, which we do not dis- 

cover, and therefore say that luck is cause,—wherefore some de- 
fine luck as a cause which is incalculable by human reasoning, the 
theory being that there is a natural cause,—<whether, I repeat, 

we are to exclude luck altogether,> will be matter for another 

inquiry. But whereas we see that some persons have good luck 
on a single occasion, why should they not succeed also a second 
time for the same reason, and a third time, and a fourth? For 

13—2 
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Latin tradition. 

non igitur erit fortune hoc. sed cum idem euenerit ab infinitis 
et indeterminatis, erit quidem quod bonum aut malum, sciencia 
autem non erit ipsius aut propter experienciam, quoniam didi- 

cissent utique quidam benefortunati, aut et utique omnes 

sciencie, quemadmodum inquit Socrates, eufortunacio [v.l. eu- 

fortunatis| essent. quid igitur prohibet accidere alicui deinceps 
talia multociens, non quia hos oportet sed quale utique erit 

cubos semper longa iacere? mnumquid igitur? non sunt 

impetus in anima, hii quidem a raciocinacione, hii autem ab 
appetitu, et primi ipsi sunt natura quidem si propter con- 
cupiscenciam delectabilis et appetitus natura quidem ad bonum 

tendet semper. si itaque quidam sunt bene nati quemadmodum 

the same antecedent is cause of the same consequent. So this, 

<that is to say, the operation of the unknown natural cause,> 

will not be a matter of luck. On the other hand, when the same 

result follows from indeterminate, indefinite, antecedents, that 

result will be to a particular person good or bad, but there will 

not be the knowledge of it which comes by experience: or else 
some who are lucky would learn to achieve it, or even, as 

Socrates said, all the knowledges would be good lucks. What 
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is there then to prevent such things from happening to a 
particular person several times in succession, not because he has 

a certain character, but in the way in which the throw of the 

dice might always be fortunate? { But again, are there not 
impulses in the soul which originate, some of them in reasoning, 

others in irrational appetency? <There are:> and these last 
are in the order of nature prior to the others; for, if the 
impulse which is caused by desire of what is pleasurable is by 

nature, the appetency also will by nature be directed to that 
which is good in every several instance. If then certain 

persons have good natures,—just as untaught musical geniuses, 
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Latin tradition. 

indocti non scientes que oportet sic bene nati sunt et sine 

racione impetum faciunt secundum quod natura apta nata est, 
et concupiscunt et hoc et tunc et sic ut oportet et quando, isti 

dirigent etsi contingat insipientes existentes et sine racione, 

quemadmodum et bene erunt non docibiles existentes. tales 

autem benefortunati quicunque sine racione dirigunt ut in 
pluribus. natura igitur benefortunati erunt utique. aut multi- 

pliciter dicitur bona fortuna? hec quidem enim operantur 
ab impetu et preeligentibus operari, hec autem non sed con- 

trarie. et in illis in quibus male raciocinasse uidentur dirigunt 
et benefortunate egisse aimus: et iterum in hiis si uoluissent ~ 
utique secundum quod minus sumpsissent bonum. illos qui+ 
dem igitur bene fortunate agere propter naturam contingit, 

impetus enim et appetitus existens cuius oportet direxit, racio- 

without professional knowledge of singing, have a natural 
aptitude for it,—and, apart from reason, are impelled in the 

natural course, and desire what they ought, when they ought, 

as they ought, these persons will succeed even if they are 
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23 ed Fr, bene Bt, od PPM? || <#> 7 Iac, secundum quod Bt, 4 P» 
M? || répuxe P> M, apta nata est BE || 24 cai rére Sp, et tunc Bt, cai wore 
P», wore M? || 25 xaropOacover Fr, dirigent B*, caropOoto. P M» || 26 

doovra Syl, grovra P? M», erunt Be || od Fr, non Bt, of P, ef M® || didac- 

kadcxot PP M», docibiles Bf || 31 <ot> Iac || év ois Fr, in guibus Bt, om. 

PP MP || xaropOoder Lac, dirigunt BY, om. P® M? || xaropOodv re CY, xarop- 

Oodvre M”, xaropOodvra P», om. BF || 32 ot Iac, ef PP M®, sz Bf || aro Tac, 

ay PP M®, utique BE || 33 <> post ¢Aarroy Bu || 34 7 ante dpeéis M?, om. P? || 

imprudent and irrational, just as men will sing well without 

being able to expound musical theory. Now those persons are 
lucky who apart from reason are in general successful. Hence 
it will follow that the lucky are so by nature. { Or shall we 
say that the term good luck is used in more senses than one ? 

For, some actions proceed from impulse and purpose, and, 

contrariwise, others do not: and in the former case we say that 

those who succeed where they are thought to have miscalculated, 

not only succeed, but also had good luck in so doing; and 
again, in this case, we say that men have good luck, if they 
wished for a different good, or if they wished for a smaller 

measure of the good sought than they received. Now it is 
possible that persons who, in spite of miscalculation, succeed in 

actions of the former sort, should owe their good luck to nature, 

for the impulse and the appetency, being directed to the right 
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Latin tradition. 

cinacio autem insipiens, et eos quidem qui hic, quando quidem 
raciocinacio non uisa recta esse fortuna autem ipsius causa 
existens concupiscencia ipsa recta existente saluauit: sed est 
quando propter concupiscenciam raciocinatus est, ueruntamen 

sic et infortunate egit: in aliis itaque quomodo erit bona 

fortuna secundum eusyiam appetitus et concupiscencie? at 

uero si hic bona fortuna et fortuna duplex et ibi eadem aut 
plures bone fortune. quoniam autem uidemus preter omnem 

scienciam et raciocinacionem recte benefortunate agentes quos- 

dam, manifestum quia altera utique aliqua erit causa bone 

fortune. illa autem utrum bona fortuna est aut non est? que 
concupiuit que oportuit et quando oportuit raciocinacio quidem 
humana non utique huius [v./. huiusmodi] erit causa. non 

end, brought about success while the reasoning was futile. 
And in this case, when reasoning seems to be incorrect and 

nevertheless of itself brings about the result, whilst the desire 
on its part is rightly directed, it is the desire which, being 
rightly directed, brings about the right result: but there are 

times when a man again reasons in this way under the influence 

of desire and has ill luck. But in instances of the other sort, 
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<where there is no impulse or purpose,> how can good luck 
depend upon natural rightness of appetency and desire? The 

truth is that, either good luck and luck are of two kinds in 

actions of the one sort, and in actions of the other sort are of 

one kind only, or good luck, <though not luck,> is of more sorts 

than one. {| Now, when we see people having good luck inde- 
pendently of all knowledges and right reasonings, plainly the 
good luck will have for its cause something other than natural 

rightness of appetency. But is the good luck which is due to 
such natural rightness really good luck ? shall we not rather say 

that it is not good luck, if right ends are desired at right times 

by one who could not be guided to the right behaviour by human 
reasoning? For that is not altogether irrational whereof the 
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Greek tradition. 
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Latin tradition. 

enim utique omnino sine racione hoc neque naturalis est con- 

cupiscencia sed corrumpitur ab aliquo. benefortunate quidem 
igitur agere uidetur quia [v./. quod] fortuna eorum que preter 

racionem causa, hoc autem preter racionem, preter scienciam 

enim et quod uniuersaliter. aliter uidetur non a fortuna sed 

uidetur propter hoc. itaque iste quidem sermo non ostendit 
quod natura benefortunate agatur, sed quod non omnes qui 

uidentur benefortunate agere propter fortunam dirigunt, sed 

propter naturam, neque quod non sit fortuna causa nullius 

ostendit, sed non omnium quorum uidetur. hoc quidem utique 

dubitabit aliquis utrum fortuna causa huius istius quod est 
concupiscere quod oportet et quando oportet. aut sic quidem 

omnium erit? etenim eius quod est intelligere et consiliari: 
non enim consiliabatur consilians et antequam consiliaretur, 

sed est principium quoddam: neque intellexit intelligens 

priusquam intelligeret et hoc in infinitum. non igitur eius 

desire is natural,though reason is misled bysomething. Ofcourse 

such an one is thought to have good luck because luck is cause 
of results which are independent of reason, and this result is 

so, because it is independent of knowledge and rule. But, as it 
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seems, it is not the result of luck; and yet for this reason it is 
thought to be so. Consequently, this argument does not show 

that good luck is by nature; but that not all those who are 
thought to have good luck succeed by reason of luck and not by 

reason of nature. Nor does the argument show that there is 
no such thing as luck, nor that luck is not cause of anything: 
what it shows is that luck is not cause of all the things which 

are attributed to it. {/ But the question may be raised: Is 
luck cause of the fact which we are considering, the occurrence 

of desire for the right thing at the right time? Or, shall we 
think that, if this is so, luck will be cause of everything? For 

it will be cause also of the occurrence of thought and de- 
liberation: for deliberation does not begin with a previous 
deliberation, and that deliberation with yet another; there is a 
principle: again, thinking does not begin with a thinking 

previous to it, and so on in an infinite regress. Hence mind is 
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Latin tradition. 

quod est intelligere intellectus principium neque consiliandi 

consilium. quid igitur aliud quam fortuna? itaque a fortuna 
omnia sunt. aut est aliquod principium cuius non est aliud 

extra ipsum autem quod [v./. quia] tale secundum esse tale 

potest facere? quod autem queritur hoc est, quid motus 
principium in anima. palam quemadmodum in toto deus et 

omne illud. mouet enim aliquo modo omnia quod in nobis 

diuinum. responsionis [vv. Jl. racionis, racinacionis] autem 

principium non racio sed aliquid melius. quid igitur utique 

erit melius et sciencia et intellectu nisi deus? uirtus enim 
intellectus organum et propter hoc quod olim dicebatur bene- 

fortunati uocantur qui si impetum faciant dirigunt sine racione 
existentes: et consiliari non expedit ipsis: habent enim 

principium tale quod melius intellectu et consilio, qui autem 
racionem hoc autem non habent neque diuinos instinctus, hoc 

not the principle of good thinking, nor counsel of deliberating. 
What else is there then save only luck? Thus all things will 
proceed from luck. Or shall we say that there is a principle which 
has no other principle external to it, and that this principle, 
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because it is such, can of itself produce the particular result ? 
Here the question is, What is the principle of motion in the 

soul? The answer is plain: As in the universe, so in the soul, 

God moves everything: for in a sense the divine element in us 
is the origin of all our motions: the principle of reason is not 

reason, but something superior to it. What then can there be 

superior to it, and to knowledge, and to mind, save God only ? 

<Not moral virtue :> for moral virtue is an instrument of mind. 

And for this reason, as I remarked a while ago, those are 
called lucky who, being deficient in reason, succeed in all 

their efforts. And it is not expedient for them to deliberate ; 
for they have a principle of such a sort that it is superior to 

mind and deliberation, whilst those who have reason, but not 

= 
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Latin tradition. 

[hoc: Hain 1786 hoc autem] non possunt: sine racione enim 

existentes adipiscuntur et horum prudencium et sapiencium 
uelocem esse diuinatiuam et solorum non eam que a racione 

oportet suscipere: alii quidem propter experienciam, hii autem 

propter consuetudinem in considerando uti deo autem per se 

hoc et bene uidet et futurum et presens et quorum periit racio 
sic. propter quod melancolici et recte diuinantes. uidetur 

enim principium amissa racione ualere magis et quaemadmodum 

cecl memorantur magis amissisque hiis que [v.l. qui] ad 

uisibilia uirtuosius esse quod memoratur. manifestum itaque 
quoniam due sunt species bone fortune, hec quidem diuina, 

propter quod et [v./. ut] uidentur bene fortunati propter deum 

dirigere. iste autem est qui secundum impetum directiuus, 

this principle, which is an inspiration, have not the powers 

of these favoured persons. For, although deficient in reason, 

they attain even to the rapidity of the divination which is 
characteristic of men of practical and speculative intelligence ; 

and it may almost be said that they should put a check upon 
the divination which depends upon reason. The fact is that 

some by experience, and others by habit, have this power, 
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Reconstituted text. 

> bs) ” ee / a ’ > U ” 

& ov« Eyovot kai évOovotacpov, TovTo | 8 ov Stvavtat. adroyou 
, ra) lal / ~ yap dvTes emiTVyXavovat Kal Tod | TOY dpovipory Kal codar 35 
a = \ n 

Taxelay eivar THY pavTLKHY, Kal | wovoY Ov THY amd TOU AoyouU 
a lal % ’ e ? 

de? dmroXaBeiv. ard oi pév dv | ewrrecpiav ot 5é d1a cvvnOevav 

TO ev T@ OKOTEV YpHoOat | TS Oed SUVavTat TODTO Kai ed Opav 
\ \ / \ Se \ e > t ¢ , CA 

Kal TO wéAXov Kai | TO dv, Kal dv atrodVETAL 6 AOYos OUTwS* 
‘ e \ \ ’ Ul »” \ €..? \ > 

510 of weNayyo|ALKOl Kal EvOVOVELpOL. EoLKE yap) apy? ATOALO- 40 
a} 4 / an v 

pévovu Tov | NOyou toxXvetv MAdXov, Kal Worrep of TUPNOL pvy- 1248” 
cal n a ¢ al a 

poovevovor | waAXov atrorvOévTes TOD Tpds Tots Oparois Elva, TO 

mpos Tois eipnuévors omrovdaloTepov eivar | TO pynwovedor. 
\ ie U ” > / ¢€ \ / \ \ lal 

| havepor 87 dtu dv0 eidn edTvyias, 7 wév Oeia, | did Kai Soxe? 
e > \ A \ an i ns € \ \ € \ 

0 evTuyns ua Gedy KaTopOodr, obTos Sé oT | 0 KaTA THY OppHY 5 

34 kai evOovovacpov Sp, xai évOovovacpoi PP M>, neque adiuinos in- 

stinctus Bt || 34 émurvyyavovor Fr, adipiscuntur Bt, dmorvyxdvover P» M? || 
Tov tay Syl, rovray P® M?, horwm Bt || 36 pdvoy M, pdvev P», solorum BE || 

_ 87 rd Tac, re P® M®, om. BE || 38 dvvavra Tac, dé abra: P? M”, autem per se 

Bt || épay Tac, épa P> M®, uddet Bt || 39 amrodvera P? M, periit Bf || otras 
Iac, sic Bt, ofros P® M? || 40 drodvopévov rod Adyou Sp, amissa racione Be, 

droAvopévous Tovs Adyous PP M || 1248> 2 drodvbévres rod mpos rois épatois 

civat, T@ mpods Tois eipnuevors orovdaibrepov eivar Td pynpovedov Lac, dmoAv- 

Oévres Tod mpos Tois eipnuevs eivar TO pynpovedov PP M, amissisque hiis 

que ad uisibilia uirtuosius esse quod memoratur BE || 3 8) Fr, itaque Bt, 

dé PPM? || 4 Boxet 6 edruxys P> M>, widentur benefortunati BE || 

when they are thinking about things, of consulting the God 
and discerning aright both the future and the present: and 

those also have it whose reason is disengaged in the manner 

described. This is why men of the melancholic temperament 
hit the mark in dreams: for seemingly, when reason is dis- 

engaged, the principle has greater strength, just as blind men, 

who are released from attention to visibles, remember better 

than others, because the faculty of memory is thus more 

earnestly addressed to what has been said. {] Thus it is 
plain that there are two sorts of good luck. Of these one is 

divine: whence it is that the lucky man is supposed to owe his 

success to God’s intervention: this is the man who takes the 
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Greek tradition. 

0 KaTa THY opunv SuopOwTiKos, 0 8 Etepos 0 Tapa THY Op- 5 
pnvs aroyo. 8 auddtepor. Kai  péev cuvexns evTUXia 

paAXov, alrn Sé ov cuvexns. 

Latin tradition. 

alius autem qui preter impetum, sine racione autem ambo. et 
hec quidem continua bona fortuna magis, hec autem non con- 

tinua. 

Reconstituted text. 

SuopOwriKos: o bé Erepos 0 Tapa Thy op\unv: aroyor 8 audo- 
TEpol. Kal 1) wev cvVEXNS EUTUYXLa | WANXOD, aUTH OE OV GUVEYNS. 

right course by impulse. The other is the man who takes the 
right course independently of impulse. But both are irrational. 

Further, the former sort is in a considerable degree a con- 

tinuous good luck; the latter is not continuous. 
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§ iu. Commentary. 

The former of these two chapters deals with the mutual 
relations of virtue (70c«7 apery), knowledge (éiaTHun), and 
wisdom (¢pdvyais), and is supplementary to Hudemians E xiii 

= Nicomacheans Z xiii, 1144 16 ff. See especially 1144° 

28—32 Lwxpdryns péev odv Royous Tas apeTas @eTO Eivat, 

émicTnuas yap elvar mdoas, wets 5é peta AOyou. Shrov 

ouv éx TaV eipnucvav STL ovy olov Te ayabdv eivat KUpiws 
avev ppovncews ovdE Ppovipov avev THs HOAs apetHs. In 

the former part of © i, 1246* 26—1246° 4, Socrates’ theory, 

that the aperai are émiothwat, is controverted: in the latter, 

1246° 4—36, the doctrine that aper7 cannot exist apart from 
Ppovnos, nor Ppovnats apart from apery, is affirmed. 

In the former of the two paragraphs it is argued that, 
(1), 1246* 26—31, there are three ways in which a thing can 

be used—(q@) in its proper character and for its natural purpose, 

(b) in its proper character but not for its natural purpose, 

(c) neither for its natural purpose nor in its proper character, 
(2), 1246* 31—35, knowledge can be used in the second of these 

ways,—in other words, can be used in counterfeiting ignorance, 

whence (3), 1246* 35— 4, justice, if it were knowledge, might 

be used in the doing of unjust things, and, inasmuch as this is 
impossible, justice and the other dperai are not émuatj pat. 

I proceed to discuss certain details of this paragraph. 
1246* 26—32 dropynaese 8 dy Tis" ef Eotuv ExdoT@ xpncacbat 

Kal éb & méduxe Kal AdXrws, Kal TodTO 4H [codd. }] adro 4 ad 
[codd. 480] cata cupBeBnxos,—olov 7 [codd. %)] 6b@arpds, Serv 

) Kal GdAws Tapideity StactpéWavtTa wate Svo0 TO ev havivat, 
aura [codd. avrac] pév 8%) dudhw ots wéev OPOarpos éotiv [codd. 

bre], Hv S€ 6bOarue, AXAn [codd. arAn] Oé, Kata cupBeRy«Kos, 

olov ef nv amodocba: 1 payeiv,—opoiws 8) Kal émioTiun. 
That is to say, first, dividing uses according as the thing is, or 
is not, used for its natural purpose (é¢’ 6 wégpuxev), and again 

dividing them according as it is, or is not, used in its proper 
character (7 avTo), we have three possible uses of a thing: 

(a) 4 avro and éd’ 6 wépuxe; for example, the use of the 
eye in seeing ; 

Journal of Philology. ‘vou. xxxtt. 14 
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(b) 4 avdro, but not é¢’ 6 mépuxe; for example, the misuse 
of the eye when it is dislodged and sees double ; 

(c) neither éf’ 6 mégpuxe nor 4 avro, but cata cupBeRn«os ; 
for example, the use of the eye as an article of commerce or of 
food. 

In order to obtain this sense, I have made several small 

changes in the traditional text. (1) for 4} av’ro 27 and 4 
opOarpds 28, I write 4 at’ro and 7 ddOaduds: see 1246> 7 
ei S€ adh 1) Exdotov yxpeia H Exactov, which echoes the 
passage before us; and compare politics A ix 1257* 12 yphrau 
T@ VTrodnpats 7 bmddnua, metaphysics A iv 1015* 14 % ovola 
TOV EYOVTMY apYnVY KWNHoEws év avTois 7 avTa. (2) for Hdd 27, 
I write 7) ad, on the strength of the palaeographical. equivalence 

of § and @: for the phrase, see Plato apology 41.4. (8) for 

avrat 29 I write avra: see Bast in Schaefer’s Gregorius Corin- 
thius, p. 190, “litterae a interdum hamulus adhaeret, qui facile 

potest pro ¢ haberi, inprimis in fine verborum.” I have tried 

to show by my punctuation that I suppose the words avta pév 

5%) dudw to be in apposition to édelv 7) Kal dAX@s trapioeiv. 
The effect of this supplement is to bring together ‘det (which 

is a use éf 6 mépuxev) and rapideiv (which is a use dd\XA@s 7 

éf & mépuxev), as being, both of them, uses of d@Oaruds 7 
opOarmos or 6tv oOarpds Eotiv, and to oppose them to uses of 
it which are cata cvpBeBnKos only, as when the eye is regarded 

as an article of commerce or of food. I cannot reconcile myself 
either to Spengel’s insertion of ypetas before dud, or to 

Fritzsche’s subaudition of that word. (4) for érz after 6f@arpos 
in 30, I write éorw; for palaeographical confusion of the two 

words, see Bast, p. 810. (5) for a\Am 30, I write d\An, suppos- 

ing Gry 4é, in the sense of ov Tov avtov dé Tpomov, to be 

parenthetically interposed in the sentence jv d¢ 6pOarp@ kata 
cvupBeBnxos [subaudi ypyoacOa]. Should we perhaps read 
addy 5n? (6) Spengel is clearly right in substituting émrvorywy 
for émuoTHun. 

1246* 33—35 domep petactpéwac<ai> THY yelpa Kal <Tov 

Toda> T@ TOdL ToTe ws XELpl Kal TavTH ws Odi ypavTaL 
<ai> opxnotpides [ai add. Sp.]. The changes which I have 

made in this sentence seem to me at once easy and indispensable, 
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1246> 1—4. In this sentence the argument of 1246* 37—" 1 
is amended in view of an implied objection. That argument 
was as follows: ‘(1) if justice is knowledge, it should be possible 
adixety amd Sixavocdvns Ta adiKa Tpatrovta; but (2) this is 
impossible ; therefore (3) justice is not knowledge.’ To this it 

may be objected that he who does from knowledge what the 

ignorant man does from ignorance is not ignorant: conse- 

quently, in (1) what should be possible is, not daéscety, but 
adika mparrew or ws amo abdixias mpattev, whereas in (2) 
what is assumed to be impossible is dro Ssuxavocdyns adzxeiv, 

and therefore the conclusion (3) does not follow. This implied 

objection is disposed of in 1246 1—4 by the remark that, 
whereas the man who knows may do from knowledge what 

the ignorant man does from ignorance, the just man cannot 

behave from justice as the unjust man behaves from injustice. 

In other words, if we distinguish between adimety and addica 

mpatrew, what is assumed in (2) to be impossible is, not merely 

amo Stxavocvyns adixeiv, but adixca mpatre : and, consequently, 

the disproof of the Socratic theory holds in the amended form— 

‘(1) if justice is knowledge, it should be possible amd 8:xaso- 
avvns @s dd adicias mpatrew: but (2) amd dixatoodyns ws 

amo adixias wpatrevw is impossible: therefore (3) justice is not 
knowledge.’ 

Spengel’s substitutions of e/n dv for etav in 1246* 36 and 
dducnoes for ef Sixns ef in 37 are manifestly right. I see no 
need in 1246” 2, rd ata Kai aro ayvoias, to insert dep with 

Spengel or @ with Fritzsche; and similarly in ° 5, rd avré 
momoe Kaxeivyn, | see no need to write caxeivy. Surely after 
Ta avTa, TO avo, Kai is a sufficient particle of comparison. 

1246” 4—36. In the latter part of the chapter the relations 
of Ppdovnots, to érvatypn on the one part, and to dpern, i.q. 

nOvKn apeTy, on the other, are carefully investigated; and the 
doctrine of Hudemians E xiii, that apern and gpdvnots are 

interdependent, is emphatically affirmed. We have seen that 
the moral virtues are not knowledges. But ¢pdvyacs, ‘prudence,’ 
‘practical wisdom,’ is knowledge, and therefore it may be thought 

that a man can behave adfpovas ard dpovncews. There is how- 

ever no-superior knowledge which can interfere with dpdvnacs: 

14—2 
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nor can moral virtue interfere with it, for dpovners directs moral 
virtue, moral virtue does not direct dpovnors. Shall we then 

ignore the distinction between incontinence and vice, and say 

that the incontinent man has reason, and, notwithstanding, 

can become the slave of desire and disobey reason’s dictates ? 

For in this way, we might suppose the ¢poviuos to behave 

like the ddpwyv. But the hypothesis that dpovnous in the 

AoyloTuKOY can co-exist with xaxia in the adoyor, implies that 

apetn in the adoyov can co-exist with dvova in the AoyoTeKor, 
and these two co-existences imply four conversions: that is to 
say, we shall be able to conceive (1) that a man has justice and 

yet behaves unjustly, and (2) that he has dpdovnows and yet 
behaves adpoves ; and further, if vice in the ddoyor can over- 

power pornos in the Aoyortixov, (3) that virtue in the 
droyov can control dvova in the Aoysotexov, and (4) that 

gpovnots in the AoyotiKoy can control vice in the ddoyor. 
But these consequences are absurd. In particular, the notion 
that the fool may use a thing prudently is so. If we test this 

consequence by applying it to knowledges other than prudence, 
we see that, while intemperance diverts medicine or grammar, 

it does not divert an ignorance which is contrary to medicine 
or to grammar. Hence we must abandon the assumptions upon 

which the argument begun at 1246” 12 rests, namely, that 

hpovnots can co-exist with xkaxia, adpetn with dvora: on the 

contrary, the doctrine of Hudemians Z x = N.E. H x 1152a 7 ff 

ovd dpa ppovipov Kai axpath évdéyetac elvar Tov avTov: dua 
yap dpovimos Kal orrovéaios 76 700s SéderxTar wy, is affirmed : 
pornos, the virtue of the Neyo éyov, cannot exist apart from 
dpetn, the virtue of the dAoyov, nor apern apart from dpovnets. 

Or, as we read at line 32, men are simultaneraes ppovipot 
and ayaGoi; it is in one who is not dua gpovipos Kal orrovdaios 

that we find the incomplete moral conditions which we call 
continence and incontinence. Thus dpovnors must be dis- 

tinguished from éaorypn, whereas Socrates confounded them 

in the dictum ovdév ioyupotepov émiaTnmns. 

It remains to deal with some details of this passage. 
1246” 7 ef dé dwdrH 4 éExaotov xpeia 7 Exactov, Kav ppo- 

vipws érpattov ovTw mpatrovtes ; ‘if the first and the second 
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of the three uses discriminated above are not distinguished, 

they would be acting prudently, if they so acted.’ But they 

do not so act: for, as we shall see, it is impossible mparrewy 
adpoves ard ppovncews. For the phrase 7) éeacrov, see above 
on 1246 27. Bussemaker, Fritzsche, and Susemihl, are wrong 

in substituting jv for 7. The apodosis Kav dpovipws érpartov 
has for its protasis o}tw mpattorTes, 1.q. eb oUTws émpaTTor: 

el 5é ard KTA, is a preliminary proviso. 

1246” 9 covet tHv otpodynyv. On the strength of this 
passage, in B x 1227* 21 rapa diow 8€ Kai diactpogphy ov Td 

ayabov adda TO hatvdpevoy ayabov, and in 30 BovrecTar pices 

pev TO ayaov Tapa diow bé Kai Siactpodynyv Kal TO KaxKor, 
read 8a orpopny in place of dvactpodyp. 

1246" 11 1 ydp tod adpyovtos dpetn) TH Tod apyopuévou 
xpitaz. Compare 1248* 29 1 ydp apet?) Tod vod dpyavov. 

It may be worth while to note once for all that Eudemus does 

not scruple to use apety indifferently both for excellence 

whether intellectual or moral, and for moral excellence as 

opposed to intellectual excellence. Thus in 1246 12 the word 

is used in the more general sense; but in 11 adda pry otS’ 

apeTy, apeTn iS 7 OuK) apery. 

1246” 12—15 tis ody éotiv; 7, Oomep Aéyeras akpacia 

kakia Tod adoyou THs puyis Kal Tas aKodacTOS 6 dKpaTis, 
éyav voov, adr’ %5n, av ioxupa 7 H émiOuula, otpé wer, Kal 

ANoyetras Tavavtia; In view of éywy vodv 14, (1) I under- 

stand tis ody éotiv to mean Tis ody ot 0 Ta ToLadTa Tabdr, 
Who is there who is in this case ? and (2) with 9...éyev vodr, I 
supply éore tus, Is there one who has intelligence? For lines 
12—14, compare E#. EL. Z i 1145” 14—17, ix 1151* 5,6. Eude- 

mus is interested in axpacia and éyxpareva, but is always 
careful to distinguish between them and xaxia and apeTn 

respectively, 
1246 15—26. In spite of the traditional indications of 

lacunae, I suspect that 7...c¢...d9XovoeTs represents nothing 

more than } éots dHrov Gtr. In 16, 21, where for dvo.a, dvolas 
Spengel writes dyvova, ayvoias, the readings of the manuscripts 
should certainly be retained; because dvova and not dyvoia is 
the intellectual vice which answers to the intellectual virtue of 
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gdpovnors. For the same reason, in 25, 26, where the manu- 

scripts give ayvolas, avoias seems to me an indispensable 

correction. On the other hand, in 21 dyvoeiy and in 29 
ayvo.ayv are, I think, right: for here we are concerned, not with 

the intellectual vice of folly, but with a state of ignorance. 

In 17 for érepau I write érépa; and, for dicavoodivyn Td Sixaiws, 
Sixatoovvy T ov Sixaiws. In 21, I have added % after apes, 
and (after Susemihl) év 76 Aoyotin@ after addoyo. In 24, 25 

I have adopted obvious corrections from Victorius and Spengel. 
The argument, as I understand it, is as follows. ‘If, starting 

from the hypothesis that the virtue of the NoyseruKor is separ- 

able from the virtue of the d\oyov, we suppose (1) that the 

Aoyiorixdy may have its characteristic excellence and yet be 
misled by a vicious ddoyov, we must also recognize another 

otpopy or peramroinors, namely, (2) when the ddoyoy has its 

characteristic virtue and is misled by folly in the ANoyioreKov. 
That is to say, there may be, by (2), dicacocovvn, and yet 
unjust (and therefore vicious) action, and, by (1), Ppovners, and 
yet imprudent action. But, if the defect can prevail over the 

excellence, similarly, one would think, the excellence can pre- 

vail over the defect. We cannot suppose (1) that poyOnpia 
may pervert dpdvynors, and yet deny (3) that ppovnovs may 
convert adxoXacia: and we cannot suppose (2) that dvoca may 

pervert moral virtue, apery, and yet deny (4) that moral virtue, 
dpetyj, may convert dvova, and by (4) it is possible asd avotas 
xpicGat ppovipews: surely a paradoxical result. 

1246” 27—32 rodro yap éml Tov ddXovV ovdapds Opamev* 
@otrep THv laTpiKHY  ypappatiKny oTpéper akoracla, GAN’ odv 
ov [codd. 6] tiv ayvovay, édv 7 évavtia, dua TO pn evetvar THY 
Urepoxnv GANA THY apeTHV Ows MAadXov elvat Tpos THY KaKlaV 
odtws éxoveav Kal yap <a> 0 adixos TavTa 6 Sixasos Svvarat, 

Kal Odrws evertiv év TH Svvaper 7% advvauia. In 28 od for o 
seems to me inevitable. In 31, several of the editors add @ 

before 6 Sixavos Svvatac: but the sentiment surprises me, and 
seems to me inconsistent with the context. So I have added 
the relative before o déducos. As I understand, the author 

justifies the statement made in 26, that ao dvoias yphabau 
dpoviws is paradoxical, by reference to particular émuoripau. 
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Moral vice may pervert medical science; that is to say, a 

scoundrel may misuse his medical knowledge: but if there is 

a contrary ignorance, he cannot use it in furthering his vices. 
_ For ignorance has not the superiority which belongs to know- 

ledge. In fact, generally, excellence is superior to defect: for 

the just man can do what the unjust man does; and, generally, 

incapacity is covered by or included in capacity, rather than 

capacity covered by or included in incapacity. 

1246” 32—36. Consequently the hypothesis propounded 
at 12—15, that intellectual excellence can coexist with moral 

vice, is withdrawn. Thus we conclude that gpdvnow and 

apety are inseparable ; the intellectual excellence of dpovycts 
cannot exist apart from the moral excellence of daper, nor the 
moral excellence of dper7 apart from the intellectual excellence 

of dpovynots: and that Socrates is wrong in so far as he con- 
founds dpdvynats and ériotnpn. 

The general drift of this concluding paragraph is clear 
enough: but the all-important sentence dare Shrov Stu dua 
ppovipor Kat ayabal éexetvar ai Gdrdrov &€ers 1246” 32, 33 is 
plainly in a very unsatisfactory state. Now I do not believe 
that a é&1s could be described as dpovimos: and this being so, 

I suspect that the beginning of the sentence should be éote 

dfrov 611 dua ppdvipor cai ayaOoi ; compare L. H. Z x 1152* 8 
apa yap ppovipos Kal atrovdaios Td HOos SéderxTar ov. That 

is to say, I suppose that dya@ot has been perverted into dyaai 
to bring it into grammatical agreement with @es. And, 

whereas the words dua gpovipor Kal ayaOoi indicate the 
author’s theory of intellectual and moral virtue in their perfect 

realization, éxetvas would seem to be those incomplete condi- 

tions in which the intellectual and the moral elements of man’s 

nature conflict. Read then, instead of ai, &: éxetvar § dAXov 
é€eis will then mean, ‘and it is in some one other than the 

Ppovipos dma kal ayabos that incomplete conditions are found.’ 
That the word &evs may be used of the incomplete condi- 
fions of man’s moral nature appears from LZ. FH. Z x 1152* 35, 
where it covers éyxpdteia, axpacia, kaptepia, waraxia. I sup- 

pose ai to have taken the place of & in consequence of the 

equivalence of 5 and a, see Bast, p. 703 ete., and of a and a, 
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see Bast, p. 705. For oddév ioyupdtepov ppovicews, compare 
E. E. Z iii 1146 5 airn yap ioxvportaror. 

1246 37—1247* 3. Summary. We have seen that well- 
faring (evrpayia, eb mpatrewv) or well-being (evdarpovia) is the 
result of prudence (dpovnaus), acting in accordance with virtue 
(dpery, or, more exactly, 7c apeTy), virtue being the moral 

excellence which determines the end, and prudence the intel- 
lectual excellence which determines the means. But in ordinary 

parlance we say that those who are lucky (edruyeis) fare well, 

thus implying that good luck (edtvyia) also may bring about 
well-faring, and, generally, the same results as knowledge 

(€rvatnun). So we must inquire whether it is, or is not, by 

nature that one man is lucky and another unlucky: and, 

generally, we must investigate good luck and bad. In short, 

popular language suggests that good luck may serve, instead 
of prudence, to determine the means through which the ends 

prescribed by virtue are to be attained. Is this so? 

For the Eudemian theory of well-being, which I have stated 

in the foregoing paragraph, see #. #. E xiii=N. #. Z xiii 
1144° 6 ére TO Epyov arroteneitar Kata THY Ppovnow Kal TV 
nOiny apeTnv' 7 pev yap apeTn TOV aKoTrOV Trovet dpOov, n Sé 

dpovno.s Ta pds Todrov. The traditional reading nal aperny 

is clearly wrong; for dpdvnots does not make moral virtue. 

So Spengel would read «at dpern. I prefer cat’ apernyv: for, 
(1), with «al dpern, the sentence suggests that evtvyia may 
take the place at once of ¢povnas and of dperH, whereas the 

context shows that evruyia is regarded as a possible substitute 
for dpovnors only ; (2) cal apery, without the article, would be 
strangely placed; (3) the accusative apetny, because of its 

difficulty, seems to represent a genuine tradition. After 

Spengel, I bracket ed in 1247° 1. Spengel’s 7H émeotypy for 
ths émuatnuns is, I think, a necessary correction: but I do 

not accept his cata ra a’ra for cal ta avta. Apparently he 

identifies 7H émuctnuyn with 7H Ppovncer: but at 1246” 35 
Eudemus has carefully distinguished between them. Whence 

it would seem that the words cal ta atta TH émictHpn are of 
wider application than cal ta avtd th ppovnoer would have 
been, and cover more than the question which concerns us 
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here, namely, ‘Can good luck take the place of prudence in 

the production of well-faring and well-being ?’ 
1247* 3—31. Swmmary. That there are persons who are 

lucky, is obvious: for many fools prosper in matters of luck or 
chance, and some do so in matters of mingled luck and skill. 

What is it then which makes them lucky? (1) Are they lucky 

on the strength of a habit which they have formed (azo twos 
&€ews), do they do the lucky thing because they have, them- 

selves, certain personal characteristics (r@ avTol tro.ot tives 
elvat)? Current opinion says no to this. (2) Does nature 
make men lucky or unlucky at their birth, as it makes them 
light-eyed or dark-eyed? Current opinion inclines to this 
view. (3) Is the success of the lucky man the result of 

prudence (dpovnais)? No, for the lucky man cannot explain 

his success. (4) Is good luck due to the favour of God? No, 
for God would bestow his favour on the man who is morally or 
intellectually excellent. It would seem then that the lucky 
are so by nature (dvcev). 

In 5, ef 5€ Kal év ois tTéyvn éoti, Bekker reads of in place 

of e. Believing this to be right, I have substituted zodXoi 

for wodAa@ in 4, that of may have a correlative. In 5, 6 év ols 
TéEXYN oT, TOAD pévTOL Kal TUYNS éevuTapyxes, Which appears to 

be the reading of M?, gives a satisfactory sense; but B‘ has in 

quibus ars est multo magis et fortuna inerit; and it is not easy 
to see how woAA@ padXov, the equivalent of multo magis, 

could have ousted aodv pévtos. Moreover, in place of oXrd 

wévtor P® has zroAXol pévtor, where moAXo: would seem to 

represent 7oAA@ = multo. My conviction is that both wovArA@ 

Gov and mroXv pévroe are genuine; and accordingly I read év 
ois Téxvy EoTi TOANS WAAXOV TOAD pévToL Kal TUYNS évuTrapyeL. 

In 7—10 76 avroi rovod tes eivac is opposed to Td dices 
tives etvat. Similarly, #. #. A iii 1215* 12—19, 76 avrov rowdy 

Tia élvar Kal Tas Kat avTov mpakets, and TO avTovs TapacKev- 
afew tows twas Kal Tas mpdéevs, are contrasted both with 
ta dua TUYnY yeyvoueva and with ta dia dvow: and a com- 

parison of H. H#. A i 1214* 15—25—where Eudemus inquires 
whether ro ed jv comes dvoes, or Sia paOHnoews, or dua Tivos 

doKnoews, or émumvoiga Satpoviov twos, or Sua thy TUYNnV— 
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shows that the é&s tis of 1247*° 7 is a habit which a man 
develops for himself 6c’ é@:opod, as opposed to a natural gift 

which he possesses from his birth. See in particular 1214* 19, 

20. Seemingly Eudemus thinks a formal disproof of this theory 
unnecessary: and accordingly he ignores it when at 1247* 29 

he sums up his argument. In the parenthetical sentence of 

line 9 oftws = bt ov TO avToi ToLol TivES eivat TPAKTLKOL Eiat 

Tov evtvynudtev. After the parenthesis, the question 4 ov 
T® avtol xTX is resumed, and is continued to line 12. 

11,12. Here B‘ has eo quod tale secundum esse tale oportet 

et habere=7@ toiov TO elvas rotoy Seiv Kai éyev, while the 

Greek tradition gives t@ TO Seiy Tovovdi éyew. Now I find it 
difficult to believe that rofov rd eivas totov Seiv kai is an 

expansion of ro defy rovovdi, or the latter an abridgment of 

the former. Let us then suppose that in the longer form 

preserved in Bf the words peculiar to the Greek tradition 
have dropped out between «al and éyew. Let us further 
write—for trofov ro, tovovto; for totov deity, Tovovdi:; and, for 

To Seiv, tovdi. We shall now have t@ TovdTo eivas rosovdl 
kal Tovel Towovdt éyev: “because an ‘eye of a certain sort 

(rocovdi) is light or dark as the case may be (rovodro), and 
the particular individual (rové/) has an eye of the sort specified 
(rovovd:).” Compare mepi Sowv yevécews 779” 28 ff ra per 

odv éxovTa TOV bupat@v TOD TO Uypov meAavoupaTd éote Sid 

TO pn) evdioTT Eivat TA TrOAXG [qu. TOAU], yAavKa Oé Ta OrLyoP. 

Hence in the passage before us tovovdé represents To éyov 
OXiyov 7) TOAD TO vypor. 

15. For ére (or éore) 5é& havepov, Spengel writes ére dé 
gavepov Str. It seems to me simpler to write é7v in place of 

érz, and to carry on in thought xarop@odc. from 13. The 

sentence now comes into line with other sentences or clauses 
begun with drs at 18, 16, 20. 

17. Hippocrates was a notable geometer, but “a child in 
finance.” There was then no element of luck either in his 
scientific success or in his commercial failure. 

22, 23. . Again the Greek and Latin traditions are irrecon- 

cilable, and again I think that they must be combined. The 
Greek tradition gives us aA’ @omep év KiBav Tr@TEL O ev 
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ovdév addos Sé Bddreu Kal? jv dice éotiv edtvyys: the Latin 

tradition has, in place of BadXeu KTA, tacit ex eo quod naturam 

habet benefortunatam = Badree éx Tod THY piow éyeww evTvyh, 
or, perhaps, BdAreu €& To THY hiow eyew edTvyH. Now after 

BddXex we want a description of the throw, and accordingly 

Fritzsche has inserted vrodv. Rather, from the Latin ex, restore 

é€, and from eo to. We may then write aAX—domep év 

KvBav traces 0 ev ovdév Gdrros Se Badrev EE, Kaba Hv dices 

—Te THv prow exew evTvyH éotly edTvyNs. . 
25. dmetvov jworddxes é wre?. For 5é wAct Sylburg would 

read dvamdez, and Bussemaker would omit 6é But I think 

that wodAdKis dé may stand for kat TrodTo Todddx«s. 

26—28. The five-fold occurrence of the word axa in these 

three lines seems to have puzzled the editors. The first adr 
appends ov 8: avro to the main sentence. The second in- 

troduces the positive statement 67. éyes kuBepyntny ayabov 
which answers to the negative statement od 8” airo. The 
third, in dAn’ obtws (M” odros, P® om.) <o> edtuyns KT, 

brings the illustration into juxtaposition with the theory 6érz 
T@ pireicOar bd Oeod evtvyns Tis eat. The fourth raises 
against the theory thus amplified the objection 67e drozrov Oedy 

7 Saipova pireiv tov TovodTov. The fifth opposes to tov To.0d- 
Tov, Tov BértLcTOV Kal Tov PpovimwTaTor. 

1247* 31—1247 1. Summary. We have seen reason to 

believe that the lucky are not so either by prudence or by 
divine protection: whence we have inferred that good luck 
comes by nature. But, whereas the operation. of nature is, 
either always or for the most part, regular, the operation of 

luck or chance (tvyn) is incalculable. Moreover, if a man 

succeeds or fails because he has certain characteristics, his 

success or failure is due not to luck or chance but to nature. 

Whence it would seem that he of whom we were thinking in 
the preceding paragraph, 1247* 3—31, is evpuys rather than 

evtuvyys. In short, whereas in the preceding paragraph we 
were thinking of one who habitually succeeds, we are here 

reminded that good luck is occasional, unexpected, success. 
For Aristotle’s conception of t¥yn, see D. D. Heath’s articles, 
Journal of Philology vols. vii and viii. 
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33. el ev odv TO Tapadoyws ériTVyxavey TUYNS SoKEt 
elvat, 0 Sé dia TUYNY EvTUYNS,—aAN’, ElTrep, Sid TUYNY evTUXT'S— 
ovK av Oofeve TovodToV eivat TO aiTvov oloy adel Tod avTodD } ws 

él ro modv. I obtain this text by (1) adding from B* 6 8é 8a 
TUxnv evtuyns and ddgeve, and (2) marking elmep as paren- 

thetical. The Latin tradition qui autem propter fortunam bene- 

fortunatus = 0 S€ 81a tvyny edtvyns gives just what we want to 
complete the argument: and the Greek tradition aan, eizep, 

dia TUynV edTVXNS is quite intelligible when it is read paren- 
thetically as an affirmation of the hypothetical clause 6 8é dca 
TUxnv evtvyns. On the other hand, if, with the editors, we 
limit ourselves to the Greek tradition, (a) dX eltrep Sia THynv 

evtuvxns cannot bear the meaning of o dé dia tvynv evtuyis, 
and (b) it is not easy to see how the translator could have got 

qui autem out of adr eizep. That the recurrence of the words 

dua TUXNY eUTUYHS Might bring about the omission, is obvious. 

In 34, 35 Spengel adds e/y after ovx dv and omits eivas, and 
Fritzsche substitutes ein for efvac: but, as B' has non utique 

uidebitur, it is obvious to keep efvas and to write ov« dv do€eve. 
For 36, drt yNavKos, ovK o&d Opa, see rept Edwv yevécews 780* 

1 fff. 
39. ov dpa eicly evtuxels: evTuyels yap bcos aitia TUXN 

aryaby ayabav. These, inasmuch as they are independent of 
TUX, are not evtuyeis: for those are evrvyeis who derive 

aya0a from ayaby) tvyn. Compare Gard’, elzrep, Sia tUxnV 

evtuxys in 34 In 1247? 1, for r¥yns P® M?, I read edruyets 
from Bf, and for é6cwv I substitute dcors. It seems to me that 

with tvyns yap dowv we should want evtuyia in place of tiyn 
aya0y: for the purpose of the sentence is to emphasize the 

intimate connexion of tuyy and evtuyia. 
1247” 1—18. Summary. If then, as appears in 1247 

31—" 1, the so-called evruyns of 1247* 7—31 is not so much 
an evruyns as rather an edpuns, are we to think, either that 
there is no such thing as tvyn, or that, whilst there is such a 
thing, it is not a cause? To these questions we shall reply that 

there is such a thing, and that it is a cause—a cause of good or 
a cause of evil to this or that person. Whether the existence 
of luck or chance and of causation due to it should be dis- 
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allowed, luck or chance being no more than the name given to 
an unknown natural cause, is a different matter: but, if so, 

when a man has luck on a single occasion, why should he not 

have luck again and again by the operation of the same cause, 

whatever that cause may be? On the other hand, when 

indefinite, indeterminate, antecedents are followed by the same 

consequent, whether it be to a particular person good or evil, 
there will be no experiential knowledge of it; for, if there were 

such a knowledge, people would learn to bring about good 
luck, or indeed all knowledges would be good lucks. Thus the 
repetition of casual good luck may be casual, and may have 

nothing to do with individual character. 
2. Spengel points out that a negative is wanted before 

état, and therefore substitutes ov« for 7. I see no reason why, 

when ov« is added, 7 should not be retained. 

3. aA advayxn Kal eivat Kai aitiay eivat, xTrA. As I 
understand, Eudemus declines to go over the ground covered 
by Aristotle in physics B v, and, without formal justification, 

takes for granted that a result which might have been designed 
may come about, without having been designed, by the inter- 
section of designed causations. Such results are not matters of 
scientific investigation, and do not depend upon the character 

of the subject. 
7. aitiay ddoyov avOpative rAoyou@. Compare physics 

B v, 197° 9 6@ev Kai 4» TUxN TOD dopictov civar SoKet Kal 
adnros avOpor@, Kal got ws ovdév amd Tuyns Sdk-eev av 
yiyver Oar. 

9—l1. ézel S€ opdpév twas araké edtvynoavtas, dia Ti 

ov Kal madw av, adrAa Sid TO avTO, KaTopOwcatey Kal Tad 
Kal Tad; Tov yap avTov TO avTo aituov. In 9 the restora- 

tion of ézei dé, in place of ézresd7, is due to Fritzsche. In 10, 

where the Greek tradition has dy and the Latin tradition 

represents a\Aad, I have with Fritzsche retained both. In 10 

I obtain dua TO avtd KatopOdcaev from B propter idem 
dirigere unum = da TO avto KatopOdcat &v: and I write with 
M” cai wadw Kat waduy, thinking it more likely that this 
reading would be abbreviated than that the «cali manu of P” 

and Bf would be duplicated. Again in 11 B‘ gives us the 
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equivalent of tod yap avtod To avro aitiov and TovTo. From 
Bt too I get the dm’ which I have inserted before azreipev in 
12. For azeipwy cai aopictwyv, compare physics B v, 197* 8 

dopiota pev ody Ta aitia avayKn eival, ad dv avy yévouTo TO 
amo tuxns. In 13, for ro I write t@, comparing 1247" 4; and, 

for 7 Sv ametpiav, where Bf has aut propter experienciam, 7 dv 

éurrecpiav. 
14,15. I understand the argument to be as follows: ‘there 

are such things as casual—that is to say, undesigned—oceur- 

rences, and they may be to this or that person good or evil; 

but there can be no knowledge of them. If there were such 
knowledge, men would learn how to produce good luck, and 

indeed, knowledge and good luck would be indistinguishable. 

Fritzsche supplies the necessary reference to Huthydemus 

279p ff. For evrvyeis in 14, Spengel and others would read 

evtvxeiv: but I think that the text may stand. 
16,17. ovy ort Totordi. So I read. The Greek tradition 

gives ovy Stu Tois Sei, and the Latin non quia hos oportet. 
Compare 1247* 36 érv ef bre Tovocdl émituyxaver KTr, Which 

passage is here echoed and answered. 

1247” 18—28. Summary. But again, psychical impulses 

have their origin either in reasoning or in irrational appetency : 

and, in the order of nature, psychical impulses or actions of the 

latter sort are prior to those of the former. For, if the impulse 
which originates in desire of the pleasurable is natural, the 

appetency will in the course of nature seek in each case what 
is good. Hence evdveis, who apart from reason take the 

natural course, will succeed, even if they are imprudent and 
irrational ; and those who generally succeed apart from reason 

are evtuxels. Consequently, the evruyels will be so by nature. 
Here we return from the consideration of good luck which is 

occasional to that of good luck which is habitual. So-called 
good luck which is habitual, may be the result of natural tact 

or instinct which accompanies the natural desire, but for want 

of education cannot explain its procedure or communicate it to 
others, and is therefore irrational. 

18—21. In 20 I have added from Bf the words eioi dices 

ye. In 21 I reconcile the wav of the Greek tradition with the 
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semper of the Latin by writing mavtore. (As mavtote does 
not appear in the Berlin Index, it may be worth while to add 

a reference, given to me by my friend Mr R. D. Archer Hind, 

to NV. #.-1166* 28.) When dy has been thus disposed of, it 

is possible to retain the words «ai 4 which Spengel, Bussemaker, 
Fritzsche, and Susemihl bracket, and to regard 7 dpess as sub- 

ject to Badifor and Kal 1) dpeEts KTA as apodosis to ef yap éote 

dios ctr. As érriOvpia is an dpekis, 7 bv eriOvpiay dpekis 
would be an impossible phrase. In ei yap éore pices KTH, 

yap introduces, not a justification of the preceding proposition, 

but an explanation of its relevance to the matter in hand. 

21—28. With the substitution in 23 of 7 7 for Bt secundum 
quod and P®M? », the principal sentence contained in these lines 

is perfectly intelligible. But the parenthetical clauses, do7ep 
Ol GdiKot ovK eTrigTapevotr Adew OUTwS OU TepvKact, and BoTEp 

Kai ev écovtas of SidacKkadsKol dvtes, are manifestly corrupt. 
In 22 for of dédceoc BY has indocti=aédiSaxror; and Sylburg 

and Spengel read, respectively, @di:cot and adidaxtor. It seems 

to me that the sense requires adédaxrot @dixoi. In 23 Fritzsche 
rightly gives ed for ov on the strength of the Latin tradition. 
I take oftws with ed wepvxact, and understand it to represent 
@oick@s : ‘have a good natural aptitude for this subject. In 
26, P® has of d:8acKadixoi, M> ef SidacKarixoi, Bi non docibiles. 

With Fritzsche and Susemihl I write ov dvdacKarcxot. I cannot 

imagine why Susemihl does not accept Sylburg’s doovtas in 
place of écovras. 

1247” 28—1248* 2. Summary. The truth is that the 

word evrvyia is used in more senses than one. We may 

distinguish three cases: (4) when some one achieves his end 

in spite of miscalculation of the means; (b) when by reason of 

miscalculation some one achieves another good, or a greater, than 

that which he had proposed to himself; (¢) when a good comes 

to some one independently of purpose. Now good luck of the 
first and the second of these three sorts may be due to nature; 
for though the reasoning is faulty, the impulse and the appe- 
tency are right. Indeed, even if the errors in the reasoning 
compensate one another, so that the reasoning is effective, it 

is the right desire which secures the right result. But under (c) 
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there is no appetency or desire which by its edduia can bring 

about success. Thus, either, there are three sorts of good luck 

and three sorts of luck—two, within the region of deliberate 

choice, and one without it—or, if we put down (a) and (6) to 
nature, and recognize luck, t’yn, under (c) only, there are still 

the three sorts of good luck, evruyéa. 

30—33. Kal év éxeivois, <ol> év ois Kaxds oyioacbar 
Soxodat KatopOode. KatopOobv te Kal evtUyjoal dapev* Kal 
maXLv €v TOUTOLS, of EBovAOVTO AAXO 7) EXaTTOV 7) EXaBov Taya- 

Gov. Here Ladd of conjecturally: Fritzsche adds év ofs from Bf: 

I add. xarop@odcr from Bi, keeping catopOobv re from M?C’: 

I substitute of for ef: for dy I write dAdo; see Bast, p. 921: 
with Bussemaker I add 7 after é\atrov. I suppose that év 

éxeivous in 30, and év rovrois in 32, represent év Tois amo THs 

Opps Kal mpoedkouévwv. Of course any attempt to deal with 
this perplexed sentence must needs be provisional. 

35—37. Kal Tods pev éevtadOa, bray pwev Noyiopos un SoKaV 

6pOos eiva tUyn 8’ avTod aitia odoa, Ths émiOvpias avdTis 
opOns ovens, attn 6p0%) odca écwoev. Spengel’s rvyy from 

Tuyxave in 36 seems to me certainly right: but I require also 

8° avtod for & avrovd, and I introduce rhs émiOupias adrijs 

607s ovens from BY. I think that Spengel is right in giving 

atrn for avty P® and avtn & M°. 
In 39 trois érépors represents ta & ov, dAAG Tavavtiov in 30. 

Here, as there is no dpe&s, and therefore no opportunity for. 

evtuxia kat evpviay opéEews Kai érvOupias, we find at last true 
evrvyla. In 1248°1, I write 7 for %, so as to emphasize the 
contrast between évradOa evtuyia kal tdyn SitTh axed (from 

Bf) 4 avr and mdelovs ai edruxias. 
1248" 216. Swmmary. When evrvyxia is independent of 

all knowledges and right caleulations,—that is to say, when the 

success is one which could not have been the result of intelli- 

gent design,—its cause must be something different from that 

natural rightness of appetency of which we have spoken. But 

is success which is due to natural rightness of appetency properly 

called evrvyia? Shall we not rather say that if any one, apart 
from reasoning, desires what he ought, when he ought, his 

success is not evtvyia, because the object of a natural desire is 
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not irrational, though the reasoning is defective. In these cir- 

cumstances success is regarded as good luck, because it is 
attained independently of reason, and luck is independent of 

reason. But such success is not the result of luck: and there- 
fore the fact that, in default of reason, instinct may lead us to 

success, proves, not that good luck comes by nature, but that 

some persons who are thought to be evtuyeis owe their success 

to nature and not to luck; and again, not that there is no such 
thing as luck, nor that luck is not the cause of any thing, but 

that it is not the cause of all the events which are put down to it. 
This paragraph affirms and justifies the doctrine laid down 

at 1247” 33—1248* 2. Successes which come from evdvia 

opéfews, though independent of ordinary reasoning, are not 
irrational. Hence they must not be ascribed to luck, tuyy: 

and, strictly speaking, they ought not to be regarded as evtv- 

xia. Luck, rvyn, has its own place, and our conclusions here 

do not throw any light upon it. 
1248° 4 érepov dv tu ein TO altuov Ths edtvyias. The 

evtvxia which is. outside ta amo Tis opuhs Kal mpoedopévov 

mpaéat and is due to the undesigned crossing of lines of causa- 
tion, will have for its cause something other than the evdvia 
opé&ews Kal értOupias which has principally occupied us in the 

preceding paragraph. In 5, with Spengel, I write ed in place 

of 7. In 6, where P” has éde. ro and M” édeZro, I have written 
édec ©: and after Aoysop0s I have added ye to represent the 
quidem of B‘. In 7 I have substituted od ye for the traditional 

ovte. In 12 I have preferred evruyeiv PPM” to evruyeiras 
(bene agatur B‘). It is conceivable that in 14 adda dia didow 
stands for adr’ <évor> dia ddaow: but I think it more likely 

that something such as add’ éwor ov dva TUynV KaToplodaw 
has been dropped after dia tvynv xatopOodcr in 13, 14, than 

that évioe or 7roAXoi (Susemihl) has been omitted between dAXra 
and dca gvow. I have however contented myself with writing 
arn’ <ov> dia dvow; a smaller and therefore a less hazardous 

alteration. In 14,15 the Greek tradition gives ovd Sti ovdév 
é€ote TUX aitia ovOevos Seixvvowv, where aitia ovOevos can 
hardly coexist with ovdév éore: and the Latin tradition has 

neque quod non sit fortuna. Insert the equivalent of the Latin 

Journal of Philology. vou, xxxtl. 15 
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tradition between tvyn and aitia, and we have perfect sense: 
ovo OT ovdév ote THUY, OVS STL ovK éoTL TUX aiTia ovVOEvOS 
deixvucw. It will be seen that this summary statement exactly 
answers to 1247” 2. 

1248 15—3. Summary. But at this point the question 

will arise—Is luck cause of the desire for the right thing at 

the right time? Or, if this is to be so, would not luck be 

cause of everything? Now there must be a principle in which 

deliberation and thought begin. Is this principle luck? or is 

there some other principle? In other words, what is the 
beginning of motion in the soul? Plainly, as in the universe 

God is the principle with which motion originates, so in 
man it is the divine element which enables some persons to 

succeed in all their enterprises without the help of reason. 

In a word, they have a principle which is superior to intellect 

and deliberation. Indeed, it is better that they should not 
deliberate: for the principle or divine element is superior to 
reason, and is more effective when reason is not present to 

interfere with it. 
In 19, where the Greek tradition has «at todr éBov- 

ANevoaTo, and the Latin et antequam consiliaretur, I combine 

the two, and thus obtain xal mpiv éBovdedcato todTo éBov- 
Aevoato. With less confidence, in 20, where the Greek 

tradition has mpotepov and the Latin priusquam, I write 

mpotepov mpiv. In 21, tod vofoar svvotca apyy, where 

Casaubon substituted o vods for cuvotca, I would read rod 
vohiaat ed vods apyy. I write the sentence 23, 24, as follows: 

avt1 [codd. ipsum, atirn] 5é dua 76 [codd. dca ti, quod] TrovadTn 
ye eivae [codd. 7d eivas, secundum esse] tovodro [codd. tale, ro 

tovto| duvatat [codd. potest, dvvacOat] moveiv. In 26 the 
Greek tradition gives domep év TO OA@ Oeds Kal wav éxeiv@’ 
Kiel yap Tas TavTa TO év juiy Oetov: and for éxeivm B' has 

illud. It seems to me that éxeivm represents éxe? xivet, and 
I venture to insert ta év jpiv between mavta and To piv 
Oeiov. In 28 I have added from BF ein, and, after Spengel, 

cat vod, and I have bracketed eizrov, though I confess that 

T cannot imagine how it came into the text. Does it perhaps 

represent: edzreip ? 
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With 4 yap apet) tod vod dpyavov in 29, compare 
1246” 10—12: moral virtue, the virtue of the semi-rational 

part of yvy7, cannot direct the superior, rational, part. In 30, 

where P? has of wddae and M? of wddavos édeyor, and the 
Latin quod olim dicebatur, I read 6 wadav édeyor, regarding 
the phrase as a reference to 1247 26, 27, and to the anterior 

context elsewhere. The protasis of the parenthetical sentence 

of d€ Tov AOvov KTA, ends with évOovortacpor, 33: TobTO § od 

duvvavrat is the apodosis. The first todro represents the 
apxyv of 32 and is interpreted by cat évOovcvacpor, while the 

second tovdro represents xatopOobdv ddoyot dvtes. Spengel is 

certainly right in substituting év@ovovacpuody for the évOovar- 

aopoi of the Greek tradition and the divinos instinctus of the 

Latin. In 34 I adopt émitvyyavovar from Fritzsche and tod 

rav from Sylburg. In 37 I write ré for re P® M®, rod Sp; in 38 
duvavrar for Sé adrar and opdy for opd: and in 39, with B*, 
ovTws for ovtos. Spengel’s substitution of the genitive for the 

accusative in 40 is guaranteed by B*. In 1248” 2 I have to 
make a more hazardous alteration. The Greek tradition has 

domep oi Tuprol pynpovevovot wadrov amorvOévtes Tod mpods 

Tots eipnuévors etvar TO pvnwovedvov, where eipnuévors is mani- 

festly absurd: but the Latin tradition has amussisque hits que 

ad visibilia virtuosius esse quod memoratur, that is to say, 
atorvbévtwyv Te TOV Mpds TOis OpaTois oTroVdaLOTEpoY Elvat TO 
pvnwovedov. Now the meaning must be that the blind, being 

discharged from attention to opard, are more alive to efpnuéva. 
So I read adrodvGévtes tod mpos Tois opatois eivas, TH pos 
Tos elpnuévors otrovdatoTepoy eivar TO pvnwovedov. It has 
however occurred to me to wonder whether the Latin tradition 

represents T@ Tois amodvOeioe ye Tpos Tots eipnuevors o7rov- 

SavdTepov elvat TO pynpmovedor. 
1248 2—7. Summary. There are then two sorts ot 

evtuxia: the one is divine, when the edrvyys takes the right 
course by reason of a sound instinct: the other, which is more 
properly called edtvyia, is when the successful man has no 

instinct to guide him. It is the former sort of success which 
tends to repeat itself. The latter, being casual, is occasional. 

15—2 
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Siv. The two traditions. 

It remains to say something about the mutual relations of 

the Greek and Latin traditions. I find not infrequently, (1) that 

a clause in one of the traditions, while at first sight, in con- 

sequence of its general resemblance to the corresponding clause 
in the other, it appears to be equivalent to it or alternative, has 

at the same time differences which cannot be accounted for by 

known palaeographical principles ; and (2) that, when the similar 

but not identical clauses are treated, not as equivalents or 

alternatives but as complementaries, their conjunction restores 

or improves the sense. Thus, at 1248* 14 the Greek tradition 

is od’ dtu ovdév ots TUYN aitia ovOevds Seixvucty, while the 

Latin tradition represents 008’ rv ob« gore TUN aitla odbevos 
Sefxevuow. At first sight it is obvious to regard these very 
nearly identical clauses as equivalents, and to bring the Greek 
tradition into accord with the Latin by substituting ov for ovdév. 

But it is to be remembered that at 1247 1 two questions 

were proposed—drepov 7 (ovx) éotar TUN drwS, 7 eoTaL 
fév, GAN ovK aitia: whence it would seem that at 1248* 14 we 

should combine the two traditions and write ovd 67s ovdév 
€ote TUXN OVS StL ovK EoTe TYYN aiTia OvDevds Seixvucr, Where 
the words ov& étu ovdév éots TUYN come from the Greek, the 
words ovd’ étu ovK éote TYYn come from the Latin, and the 

words aitia ov@evds Seixvvowv are common to both. Again, 

1247* 33, where the Greek tradition has ef pév ody TO Tapadoyas 

émituyxavey TUXNS SoKel civat, GAN elmep Sia TUynY EevTUXIS 

«TA, and the Latin tradition represents, not a@AX’ elzep, but 

o 8é, it is obvious that the Latin tradition, o dé dua tixyny 

evTvy7s, is the right sequel to the preceding clause ei pév odv 
«TA, and that o 6é could not well be corrupted into adX’ eizep. 
But if, after the Latin tradition o dé dua TUyny evtvyys, the 

Greek tradition, adn’, elzrep, Sia TUxnY evTvXHs, Is added 

parenthetically, it helps the argument by affirming the pro- 

position which the preceding clause had put forward hypo- 

thetically. For other instances, see 1247* 5, 11, 21, 1247” 31, 

1248” 1, with my comments. 
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Now it is easy to see that a scribe or a translator who found 

in his original 6 dé ova tuyny edtvyns—anrn, elrep, Sua THynv 
evtuxns—might very easily drop one or other of the similar 
but not identical clauses. But it is remarkable that in as many 
as seven instances the scribe and the translator supply one 

another’s deficiencies. Can we devise a hypothesis to explain 
how it was that in so many instances what was omitted by the 
one was preserved by the other? I suppose (1) that a scribe X, 

whether by design or accidentally, placed one of the two similar 

but not identical clauses in the margin or between the lines ; 

(2) that his successors, Y, the scribe, and Z, the translator, 

dropped one or other of the two (seeming) alternatives; (3) that, 
whereas one of them, regarding what he found in the margin 
or between the lines as a rejected reading, preserved always 

what he found in the text, the other, regarding what he found 
in the margin or between the lines as a valuable correction, 

steadily gave it the preference. 

HENRY JACKSON. 

30 December 1912. 



PALAEOGRAPHICA. 

1B 

Many years ago I hazarded a correction of the received text 

of the Nicomachean Ethics in 10. 3, 1173” 25, where the sense 

appeared to require not Aéyour’ av as in KL, but rather Aéyou 
tis dv; and the L? readings in two other passages were cited 

as still presenting some trace of at =is. In 1138” 34 that 
MS. has tis 7 éoriv for tis éotiev (K”) and in 1173” 21 dAéyour’ 

av Tis for Néyou Tus Av (K”); in both these places the tis seemed 
to me intrusive, as having been inserted when the meaning of 

the 7 already in the text was no longer understood. Having 
learnt from Bast that a little mark, so like that of elision as to 

be easily confused with it, might stand for the termination -ns, 
I ventured to assume that, as ns and vs were indistinguishable 
to a Byzantine ear, the same compendium 7 might very 

naturally do duty for tus as well as for rns. Since then I have 

come across some further traces of a 7 = Tvs in the manuscript 
tradition of other Greek texts. I may say that the editions 

I have had before me were for Herodotus Hude, for Hippocrates 

Kuehlewein, for Plato Burnet, and for Dionysius De comp. verb. 

Usener-Radermacher. 
The first and most direct piece of evidence is in Dionysius 

c. 4, p. 16. 1 Us. where Usener reads 4 ris on the authority of 
Syrianus and another. But his best MS. F has here (with our 
common texts) # 7’, which seems to imply a r’=7vs in the 

older MS. from which F was derived. In another passage in 
Dionysius the manuscript variations point to the same con- 

clusion. Usener, no doubt following F, reads in c. 5, p. 24. 6 
Us. rapdoxor Tis dv, in lieu of which three of his MSS., PMV, 
are said to read mapdoyour av tis. In other words, the 7 
after rapdoyor being misunderstood the rvs that was wanting 

was restored as an addition, instead of being substituted as 
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a correction for the 7’, in the text of the three MSS. So that 

in their actual text the tus appears twice over, first as curtailed 
into 7’, and then in full as tvs—the critical situation being thus 
precisely like that in L® in E.N. 10. 2, 1173? 21. i 

In two other places the proof of the equation 7’ = tus is not 

quite so simple owing to the fact that certain of the MSS. 
concerned give us re instead of a7’. The reading in Herodotus 

4. 36, of) Tis éot, must be assumed from Hude’s silence to be 

certified by R and its family; the text, however, of the other 

family, viz. ABC, has éon ré éo7v, which may very well be 
supposed to imply an older reading écn 7 éoti, ie. with a 7 
corresponding to the tvs in the other group of MSS. The same 

substitution of te for 7—whether standing for re or for tus—is 

to be seen in Plato Laws 705° 1, ov« dv rorvdopos Te ein Kal 
mappopos aua. Stobaeus quotes the passage with a rvs after 
morvgopos instead of the te of our MSS. His text of Plato, 
therefore, may be presumed to have had not te but 7’; and 
rightly or wrongly he took this 7 to mean Tes. 

The last piece of evidence I have to offer is less satisfactory, 

as I am under the necessity of supposing an error of text in 

the MSS. which have to be considered. In Hippocrates 1, 

p. 109. 6 (Kuehl.) the latest editor reads d¥vaito tus dv with 
certain of his authorities; but one observes that his best MS. 

(as also others) omits the tis and reads simply ddvair’ ay. 

I suspect that this dvvair’ av is compressed from an earlier 

Svva<-T6> 7 av. The reading with this alteration will agree 
with that in Kuehlewein’s other authorities, if we may explain 

the 7. as standing for vis. But apart from this passage in 

Hippocrates, which is certainly not quite free from difficulties 

of another kind, I think I have said enough to show that the 
r in Greek MSS. may in some rare instances be regarded not 

as the elided form of re, but as a survival of an old compendious 
way of writing Tus. 

IL 

The following survey of the graphic accidents which have 
befallen dy and dp- in our chief Platonic MSS., more especially 
in A, B, and T, is the result of a somewhat desultory study of 
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the data for the text so far as they are recorded in the Oxford 

Plato. It is abundantly clear that editors like Schanz and 
Burnet were fully aware of the facts, and of the critical use to 

be made of them; but one cannot say that of everyone among 
the many who have dealt with the language and textual 

difficulties in the Dialogues. This must be my apology for 

printing these memoranda on the vicissitudes of dy and ap-, as 

seen in the manuscript tradition of Plato. 
(1) "Av may drop out in the ordinary way, through 

haplography : 

Apol. 27d 9 ris dv avOpmrarv] av om. BT. 
Symp. 196d 4 wdvtwv av avdpecorartos ein] dv om. B. 
Rep. 558e 1 duKaiws dv avayxaiat KadoivTo]| av om. AFD. 
Tim. 45¢5 6mnzep av avtepeldn] Srrnmep avrepetder A. 
Laws 687¢ 11 evdyoipe® dv avayxaiws| dv om. A. 

» 926¢3 por av avayxdoat| av om. AO. 
(2) “Av may drop out before any word beginning with a-: 

Phaedo 85b9 ws av “AOnvaiwr édawr] dv om. B. 

Phil. 47b 5 6c0@ av dxoNacToTepos...tuyxavy]| dv om. B, 

Phaedr. 256a 4 2) av atrapynOjvac] dv om. B. 
Hippias mai. 295a5 axpiBéorepov av aito] dv om. TW. 
Alcib. 183e 5 1a Tv GAXov Tov ay ayvoot] dy om. B, 

Rep. 353a 1 payaipa av ayrédov KAjwa arorémoss (so F 

and Stobaeus)] adv om. ADM. 
» 473 bd 2 eyo pev yap av ayatony] av om. M and 

Stobaeus. 
» 586c¢8 ds dv ado] av om. A. 

Laws 920b 5 écarep av adray] dv om. A and pr. O. 

(3) “Av sometimes added through dittography : 
Symp. 219e 8 om6r’ dvayxacOeciper| ororay BTOxy. 

Laches 199¢ 4 avdpeiav] dv avdpetav BTW. 
(4) “Av, misread as -av, annexed to the preceding word : 
Rep. 589 b 8 armOH av réyou] adjPevav réyou AM. 

(5) “Av, misread as av-, annexed to the following word : 

Theaet.207a5 ayar@pev av épwrnbévtes| avepwrnbévtes B. 
Phileb. 13d 7 ray’ av iovres] dviovtes BT. 

»  43¢8 0 vuvd1 pnbels Bios av HKor] avyxos B. 

» 61b2 rH eipeow av éxor] avéxor B. 
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Euthyd. 263 d 7 ordrgod av dior of TovodTa <«iev] 
avakvoe B. 

Gorg. 514¢ 4 jy dv iévas (so F)] aveévac BTP. 
Rep. 496b 6 av €dXOaz] avéX or AFM. 

» 526¢12 ay ebpous| avedpos A. 
» STITbI1 av ddOein] dvopOein A. 

Laws 880a5 dp érovediotov] averroverdiotov AO. 

Epinomis 977 a7 ay opororyoipwerv] dvoporoyotuev A. 

In one passage this kind of error seems to have led to a 

corruption of the actual letter of the text: 
Parm. 163 d 4 ot7 av AapBavoe ob arorrdoL] oOvT 

avarauBavor B. 

(6) ’Av- in compounds misread, and converted into dp: 
Theaet. 157a7 avepdvn] dv épavy T. 

Polit. 258¢ 3 avevpyjoe| av eipnon B. 

Phileb. 16¢ 2 dvnupéOn] adv eipeOp T. 
Charm. 153d 1  dvépoiro| av éporro B. 

Lysis 204e 10 dvndpes| av edpes B. 
Euthyd. 276d 5 dviec] dv tes B. 
Meno 85c¢ 10 dvepyoetar] av épnoetas BF. 
Rep. 580 b 8 dveitrw] ay elm FD. 

» 606¢7 aviets] av eins AFM. 

Alcib. 11. 142d 3 dvevyopevor] dv edydpevor B. 

(7) “Av and dv- interchanged with 8) through their 
similarity in the uncial script (AN = AH): 

Phaedo 64b3 cupdavar av] dv 5) B?W—a combination 
of two readings. 

» 10a8 vuvdy] viv dv B. Soalso FD in Rep. 399 c 5. 

Theaet. 186d 9 ov«ovy dy] ovKouvy av 8) T—combining 
the two readings. 

Soph. 237 e 7 rédos yobv dv amopias 6 Adyos éxou] S17 W. 
Alcib. 129 2 sdrepov ody 81 padsov truyxaver] dv T. 
Lysis 20443 déws dv cov petadidoiper] dy B. 

Meno 78e 8 6 pev dv peta Sixaioodtvns yiyvnrat (so 
BTW)] dv 6 F. 

Hipp. mai. 292¢ 8 amas dy] was dv F. 
Clit. 408a1 doris yap 8% mi ériotatae (so F Stob.)] av 

D, av 8 A. 
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Laws 701a3_ ef yap 57)...éyévero] av A. 

» 629b8 avepmpeba (so AO)] 87) épopeba A’. 

(8) “Av, written as a, may become simply a, if the super- 

scribed symbol be overlooked or omitted : 
Laws 951a5 dy ties] & tues AO. So also in Phaedr. 

256 a 7 B has @ in lieu of éay or av. 

‘(9) "Av reduced (through a) to a is taken as part of the 

preceding word : 
Laws 891b 3 ovédéy av] oddéva A and pr. O (implying 

oudeva). 
This seems to have often happened when the ay comes after 

a word which in its unelided form would end in -a: 

Phaedo 100 e 8 dp’ av] dpa B (=apa). So also A in 

Rep. 387 e 9. | 
Soph. 219b 1 Sscardrar’ dv] Sixavorara W Stobaeus. 

» 266a 10 ydrsor’ av] padriota B. So also T in 

Alcib. 115 e 1. 

» 266c1 Hvir dv] jvixa T. 
Phaedr. 256c 1 tay’ dv] taya W. So also A in Laws 

925e 5. 
Laches 190b9 iv’ dv (so Ars.)] tiva BT. 

»  190c¢1 vyevoipe? dv (so Ars.)] yevoipela BT, 
Tim, 56d 1 paror adv éyou (so A)] av om, FY. Their 

reading implies a corruption of text, wad\voTa (= wadiora) being 
altered into waduor’. 

(10) “Av reduced (through @) to a is sometimes taken as 

part of the following word: 
Crat. 386e 6 ay ein] aet 7 T (= Gen). 
Laws 777¢ 6 ay wavra (so Stobaeus)] dmravta codd, and 

Athenaeus. 
» 968b 6 dains av, wavtwr] pains avavtroav A and 

pr. O. 
(11) "Ay, ie. ad, sometimes read or written by error for a: 
Apol. 24e 7 dmavtes (so B)] dv ravres T (= arrartes). 
Alcib. 111 d2 Bovdoipuea (so B and Proclus)] BovAciwe” 

dv T (= Bovroipeda). 
Menexenus 249. 6 od catepa] ov« dvtepa& F (= oveatepa). 
Critias 112e 7 ofa(so F)] of av A (= ora). 
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Most of the above confusions, which would be natural 

enough in the uncial stage of the text, may be of considerable 

antiquity ; but there are also others, common in our Byzantine 

MSS., which must have come in later, in the minuscule script. 
(12) Av (or av-) and ad confused : 

Theaet. 157a5 ply dv...cvvédOn] ad B. 

Soph. 249¢ 4 dvra 7) yevopuevov av] ad B. 

Phil. 22e 1 ovb7’ dy] or ad T. 

» 538a5 és obdv av AevKod] ad T. 

Symp. 176d 7 dv ed Bovrct@vtar] ad B. 
» 184d6 dv] ad B. 

Laws 877b 4 oitrep av Tod dovou édixacay]| ad ALO. 

Crat.391b5 Hrs ror ad éotiy] av T. 

Theaet.157a7 add ad rpocrecdv Tacyov avepavy| av W. 
Soph. 220b 9 ravrnv ad tHv Onpar] adv B. 

» 223¢12 kal puny ad dyjcoper] dv dycwper B. 
Symp. 207¢ 2 ad Gdeyov] dv éXeyov BTW. 
Alcib. 107b 4 ad] ay B. 

Ion 5386b2 ad nprnpévos| avnptnuévor W. 

Rep. 348a 8 dca ad ayada éxe] dv A m. 1. 

» 463¢ 6 adrnbéctata ad (so Stobaeus)] dv F (om. 
ADM). 

Tim. 90¢2 ad] av F. 

(13) “Av and ody confused, This confusion, though not 
recognized by Bast, seems to be implied in the manuscript 
variants in the following passages : 

Parm. 136b 7 epi drou dv aei b7r00H] odv T. 
» 186¢3 6 Te dy rpoaipy] odv B. 

Phil. 15d 1 dev odv tis tavtTns dpEntac] obv dv T— 
a combination apparently of two readings. 

Symp. 184d5 Svcaiws av brnperety] odv B. 

It will be observed that I have made a point of ignoring 
passages in which dy has been altered, inserted, or deleted by 

modern scholars. The readings assumed as correct have, 
I believe, in all instances the sanction of a respectable tradition 
—that of one or other of our MSS., or of ancient quotations. 

I. BYWATER, 
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Cicero’s speeches “against Rullus” would seem not only 
to have given its quietus to the Lex agraria brought forward 

under the name of that man of straw, but to have decided 

also the verdict of history on the nature, object and statecraft 

of that still-born scheme. It is not my intention in this paper 

to make any attempt to controvert this practically unanimous 

verdict of modern historians. I say “of modern historians,” 

because somewhat strangely the extraordinary and revolutionary 

project, which was to cost the Roman people its pas, its 

libertas and its otiwm, has attracted practically no notice from 

ancient writers. Cicero, looking at the scheme as a whole and 

at the indirect, not to say underhand method of its proposal 

was justified from all points of view in opposing it. Its 

acceptance by the people, the political situation being what it 

was, could, it might well be argued, hardly have failed to 

impair the financial stability of the State, might even have 

precipitated civil. war, and in any case might have stirred up 
too many animosities both in Italy and in the provinces to 

give any reasonable chance of success to the ostensibly agrarian 

portion of the measure. 
But it does not follow either that all the arguments em- 

ployed to secure a verdict on the measure are fair or satisfactory 

representations of the facts, or that all the sections of this 

complicated law deserve equal condemnation, or are to be ~ 

described as vinolentorum somnia or optata furtosorum. 

It has seemed to me on re-reading Cicero’s speeches, and 

comparing them with the deductions drawn from them by the 

authorities to whom we mainly look for guidance, that it may 
be..worth while to review once more this notorious proposal, 
to draw fresh attention to some ambiguities and not a few 
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disingenuous misrepresentations on the part of Cicero, to 

disentangle, if possible, a little more thoroughly than our 

historians have taken the trouble to do, the numerous schemes 

comprised under the law, and to enquire whether after all 

there are no traces in it of consila siccorum or even of 

cogitata sapientium. 
It is however obviously only worth while to make this 

attempt on the assumption, made equally by Cicero and by 

later historians, that the bill really emanated from more 

important personages than Rullus. If it had really been the 
conception of a tribune without antecedents, and so insig- 

nificant that his name never: re-emerges in a period offering 
so many chances to able adventurers, the episode would deserve 

no place in history, and would require no mention except as 

having afforded Cicero an occasion for a somewhat easy 
oratorical triumph. It was indeed, as it seems to me, the 

fatal mistake made by Caesar at this point that he put this 

easy victory within Cicero’s reach by entrusting his measure 
to a man of straw, and then, as far as we can see, simply 

leaving it to take its chance. No doubt he might well have 
hesitated to have come forward in open opposition to Pompey, 

but at the same time, if he really desired, as it seems agreed 
by all that he did, to obtain through this law some position of 
vantage against that general, and if he laid any stress, as I shall 

argue that he did, upon the scheme of Italian colonisation, he, 

as a matter of fact, wrecked both objects, not so much by the 

extreme character of some of the proposals, as by providing 
the bill with no adequate or responsible support. 

Cicero undoubtedly regarded the Jaw as seriously meant by 

its authors, and as the outcome of a deliberate and dangerous 

design to overawe, if not to destroy, the republican govern- 

ment, but he is able to represent it as an impudent challenge 

to Pompey by Rullus, as a shameless bid for self-aggrandise- 
ment and self-enrichment at the expense of the State by 

Rullus. It is Rullus who will manipulate the election of 
commissioners by the 17 tribes; who will be the leading spirit 
among them; who will decide the future fate of Egypt; who 
will sell the very ground under Pompey’s camp; who will use 
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his powers of land purchase in Italy in the interests of his 

father-in-law and himself, and who in the end will appropriate 

goodly portions of the rich ager Campanus. This mode of 
attack was perfectly safe,—we may measure the insignificance 

of Rullus by the outrageous lengths to which Cicero ventured— 

and must have been very effective with the people. While 
even in the Senate he affected to ignore the other commis- 

sioners ; tu Rulle,—missos enim facio ceteros. But more than 

once Cicero allows himself to drop this thin disguise, and 

to allude, though in cautious language, to those whom he well 
knew to be the real authors of the law. “For what security,” 

he asks the Senate, “do you suppose will be left you in the 

_ republic, or in the maintenance of your liberty and dignity, 
when Rullus and those whom you fear far more than you fear 

Rullus have got possession of Capua and the cities round 

Capua ?” (I, 7, 22). Again, still more unmistakably ; “and the 

men who aim at all this are wont again and again to com- 

plain that every land and sea has been handed over to Gn. 

Pompeius” (II, 17, 46). We may add such expressions as ; 

“neque ipse (Rullus) neque illi horum consiliorum auctores” 

(II, 8, 20) and “tibi nos, Rulle, et istis tuis harum omnium 

rerum machinatoribus totam Italiam inermem tradituros ex- 

istimasti” (I, 5, 16). 

We may take it therefore that Cicero, while openly direct- 
ing his attack against the impudent and self-seeking designs 

of Rullus, was well aware that he was really dealing with the 

formidable and carefully devised scheme of serious politicians. 

But if we admit this, it surely follows that many if not most of 

Cicero’s most effective arguments are irrelevant to the real 

scheme, the scheme as conceived by Caesar himself. That 

Cicero should have taken the opportunity, unguardedly put 
into his hands by Caesar, and avoided almost all discussion of 
the bill on its merits, is only natural. He was professedly 
speaking as the champion of Pompey’s interests (see especially 

II, 18, 49, foll.), and it may even be doubted whether he had 

detected any policy in the proposal at all except the obvious 
intention to neutralise or undermine Pompey’s commanding 

position. ; 
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When we turn to modern historians, what seems surprising 
to me is that while scouting the idea that Rullus was more 

than a man of straw, and avowedly attributing the whole 

scheme to Caesar, or to Caesar and Crassus, they seem never- 

theless content to accept the description of the law as assigned 
by Cicero to Rullus. Mommsen accepts the view that a purely 

personal position was aimed at legis agrariae simulatione. 
Mr Strachan-Davidson seems to admit that the main lines on 

which Caesar was about to work were foreshadowed in the law, 

but as far as its agrarian character is concerned, he merely 

suggests that the democratic leaders “would have ample means 
at their disposal to provide for their more hungry partizans ” 

(Cicero, p. 104). Mr Heitland sees no serious purpose in the 

law beyond the aim of the moment. “As a practical means of 

relieving poverty or ridding Rome of a surplus population, the 
bill was a sham. Caesar of course knew this, but he wanted 

a cry to serve his real purposes” (Vol. 11, p. 87). Mr Ferrero 

simply assigns to the law the double end of destroying Cicero’s 
popularity and of raising again the great question of Egypt 
(Vol. 1, p. 259). 

I confess that I am not entirely satisfied with any of these 

accounts of the matter. They do not go much beyond Cicero’s 

declaration that from the first chapter to the last he can find 

nothing in the law except the establishment of a decemvirale 

regnum. They do not take into account, what Cicero, when 
he made his speeches, had no means of doing, the later pro- 

gramme and policy of Caesar. Was the position of Pompey so 

all-absorbing that there was no room for social legislation or 

financial readjustment? Or was Caesar only a serious poli- 
tician after 59? In that year he passed two genuine agrarian 

laws. May it not be possible to find their antecedents in his 
abortive scheme of 63? At any rate, I propose to make an 
attempt to get at the meaning of those provisions of the law 
which can be extracted from the three speeches of Cicero, 

unfortunately our sole evidence. How imperfect our know- 
ledge of the law, as a whole, must be, is shewn by the fact 
that while Cicero’s criticisms relate to not more than about 

ten of its clauses, the provision about the “Sullan lands” was 
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Chapter 40, and this certainly came before the chapters dealing 
with the colonial scheme. It is sometimes said that the law 

was clumsily drawn up, with clauses vaguely and ambiguously 

worded, and containing “loose general expressions capable of 

still wider application.” This may have been the case, but I 

suspect that the vagueness and ambiguity which hangs over 

the law is due to Cicero’s method of presenting it to his 

audiences. His praeco stood beside him with a copy of the 

law in his hands, but Cicero rarely quotes from it, and when 

he does, it is usually only the first few words, the purport of 

the clause, as he wished his hearers to understand it, being 

merely a paraphrase of his own. We have therefore to trust 

to a hostile critic, and though we may sometimes suspect, we 
must take the contents of the law as Cicero gives it. It is 

however possible in certain cases to check or explain state- 

ments made in the speech to the people by corresponding 

passages in that to the Senate. Sometimes too we can distin- 

guish between Cicero’s interpretations of a clause and its 
actual wording, while in one or two instances this interpreta- 

tion can be shown to be unwarranted by his own statements 
elsewhere, 

Whatever its real object, the law was entitled a lex agraria 
and its proposer was an otherwise unknown P. Servilius Rullus 

with whom several of his colleagues were associated. An 
agrarian law was always taken to imply the settlement by the 

State of Roman citizens on public or at least on publicly pro- 

vided land, and Cicero as a consul popularis is careful to 

declare that such laws may be worthy of all praise, like those 
of the two Gracchi, clarissimos ingeniosissimos amantissimos- 
que pleber Romanae viros (II, 5,10). The proposal of Rullus 

was that an extensive scheme of colonisation should be carried 
out by the State in Italy. So far it hardly went beyond the 

proposals of Livius Drusus in 122 B.c., and his son in 91 B.¢., and 

neither of these had been considered revolutionary, though they 

had ended in nothing. But at these dates there had been con- 

siderable quantities of public land in Italy, which, though perhaps 

not without some friction, might be resumed for the purpose. In 

63 B.c. however with the exception of the ager Campanus and 
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the ager Stellas, which had been untouched by previous agrarian 
laws, there was practically no public land in Italy which had 
not in one way or another been disposed of. All that was left 

was to be used for the purposes of the scheme, but the bulk of 
the land required for it was to be obtained by purchase on a 
large and systematic scale. To provide for this, and perhaps 

to make the scheme a permanent and continuous one, an extra- 

ordinary fund of money was to be established, partly by the 
immediate alienation and realisation of certain categories of 

ager publicus in the provinces, partly, as I shall argue, by such 

a readjustment of the financial system as would keep it sup- 

plied for the future, or at least for the next few years, with a 

regular income. The creation of this fund by the various 

methods prescribed in the law together with its management 

and disposal in the necessary purchase of land, and finally in 

the foundation or enlargement of the contemplated colonies, 
were to be in the hands of a board of ten commissioners, 

elected by the 17 tribes, and invested with extraordinary 

judicial and administrative powers for five years. Cicero 
declares, whether correctly or not, that no land was to be 

purchased until all the sales were completed and the money 
realised (Ante omnia veneunt, ante pecuniae coguntur..quam 

gleba una ematur, IT, 27, 71), and though quite possibly the 
ager Campanus might have been parcelled out at once, it will 

be better to take that part of the law first which contained the 
scheme for raising the required fund. It was mainly through 
these clauses that the democratic leaders hoped to obtain a 
position in the provinces which would put them on even terms 

with Pompey, or, as Cicero preferred to put it, that the decem- 

viri would become kings over all the provinces, the free 

peoples, the client kingdoms and in short over the whole world 

(II, 6, 15). 
(1) What Cicero calls the primum genus venditionis is given 

in his own words, not those of the law. Ut liceat ea omnia 

vendere de quibus vendendis senatus consulta facta sunt M. Tullio 
et Gn. Cornelio coss. postve ea (II, 14, 35). The provision 
need not detain us long. The offer for sale from time to time 

propter angustias aerarit of public sites in the city, and 

Journal of Philology. Vou. xxxIl. 16 
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other state assets like the willow plantations at Minturnae, was 

one of the most unsatisfactory and undignified contrivances 

of Roman finance and quite possibly, as Cicero declares, the 

responsible magistrates had sometimes shrunk from acting on. 
these senatorial decrees. But at any rate the promoters of the 

law were taking no unprecedented course, and in raising an 

extraordinary fund for a special object it was natural enough 

to adopt this among other methods, especially as the Senate 

had already marked out these particular properties for sale. 
Cicero complains that they are not specified, and suggests that 

this is either due to a sense of the shameful character of such 

sales, or points to a sinister intention on the part of Rullus to 
sell under senatorial sanction whatever he chose. The latter 

insinuation is perfectly gratuitous, while if the Senate was not 

ashamed of its decrees, there was no reason for Rullus to be 

ashamed of his clause. 
(2) The next provision is perhaps the crux of the law. 

However we begin hopefully with some actual words of the 
clause, and Mr Strachan-Davidson (p. 101) remarks that we 
could hardly believe the extraordinary nature of the project “if 

the very words of this clause had not been preserved to us by 
Cicero.” Unfortunately the only words of the clause preserved 

to us are these: qui agri quae loca aedificia aliudve quid. 

At this point Cicero abandons quotation for paraphrase and 

sums up the provision thus: quicqud igitur sit eatra Italiam 

quod publicum populi Romani factum sit L. Sulla Q. Pompeio 

consulibus (88 B.C.) aut postea, id decemviros jubet vendere 
(II, 15, 38). Now it is to the designs discovered by him to 

be lurking under this chapter that Cicero allows himself to 

apply the expressions already cited, somnia vinolentorum etc. 
What are those designs? In the. first place, towns like 
Ephesus, Smyrna, Miletus and Mytilene with all their terri- 
tories, and in fact the whole province of Asia, might be brought 

under the terms of the clause, since having been lost in the 

second Mithridatic war they had been recovered after 88 B.c, 

The whole of Asia might therefore be sold. Again, the kingdom 
of Bithynia had been inherited by the Roman people within 

the period specified. It too was saleable. More monstrous 
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still, Alexandria and the whole of Egypt was alleged to have 
been bequeathed to Rome by the will of king Alexander in 
81 B.C. ergo ew sua lege vendet Alewandream, vendet Aegyp- 
tum (II, 16, 43). But what according to Cicero was even 

more scandalous than this wide power of selling Roman 

property was the unlimited judicial authority belonging to the 

decemvirt. It was not only for Rullus and his colleagues to 
decide the legal question whether Egypt was or was not the 

rightful inheritance of the Roman people, but they might 

make a tour of the whole empire, adjudicating on the claims 

of the Roman people to this or that territory, and either 
appropriating and selling it, or exacting heavy blackmail for 

their forbearance. 

For my part I profess myself unable to accept this inter- 

pretation of the clause. No doubt it was vaguely worded, 

though it is hardly doubtful that the aliud quid, where 
Cicero finds it convenient to stop, received some explanation 
or limitation in what followed. It is perfectly clear that 

neither Asia nor Bithynia nor Egypt was mentioned by name. 

But Bithynia and Egypt, and Cicero might have added Cyprus, 
would come under the terms of the clause, and he was un- 

doubtedly right in recognising that the open attempt made in 

65 B.C. by the democratic leaders to get a standing in Egypt 

was being replaced by this less direct and more subtle method. 
That Egypt with its position, its wealth and its resources was 

to be the real set off against Pompey, is admitted by all, and 

need not be further insisted upon. After his failure of two 
years before, Caesar naturally omitted all mention of Egypt, 

and left his clause vague. Cicero partly sees this, but cannot 

resist the insinuation that the vagueness was meant to cover 

all sorts of other possibilities. We cannot be sure that some 

action would not have been taken in Cyprus and Bithynia, but 

the suggestion that the whole of Asia would have been brought 
_under the clause on the ground of its release from Mithridates 
is preposterous, and was of course intended to blind the 

equestrian order. Macedonia and Achaia might equally have 

been included. Cicero inadvertently proves his own suggestion 
to be dishonest. In introducing the next provision he in 

16—2 
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both his speeches emphasises the fact that he is passing from 

a clause which impaired the dignity of the empire, and caused 

unrest and alarm in all its parts, to one which weakened its 

resources, attacked the aerariwm and laid hands on the vecti- 

gala. Cum se sociorum cum exterarum nationum, cum regum 

sanguine implerint (the exaggeration is ridiculous, and only 

in Egypt was a foreign nation or king threatened), incidant 

nervos popult Romani, adhibeant manus vectigalibus vestris, 
inrumpant in aerarium (II, 17, 47 and I, 1, 2). The suggestion 

therefore that Asia, the richest of the provinces, was to be 
handed over to the decemviri and “sold” was evidently un- 
founded and dishonest. With regard to Bithynia, we shall 

find that the royal domain lands in that province were to be 

sold under the next clause, but if, as Cicero implies, the 

whole regnum Bithyniae was liable to be sold under this 
one, the royal domains would have been included. In all 

probability therefore, in spite of its general terms, the pro- 

vision was intended to apply to Egypt alone, and Cicero must 

have known this, but the vague wording gave him an oppor- 

tunity for alarming suggestions of which he made skilful use. 
With regard to the judicial powers of the decemviri, by 

which they were to decide the question as to the will of 

Alexander, and to terrorise and pillage the whole empire, we 
can only describe Cicero’s argument as audacious sophistry, 
which was only not libellous because the decemviri were not 
yet in existence. In the first place, the question whether 

Egypt did or did not belong to the Roman people was diplo- 
matic and not legal, and the Senate, as Cicero himself admits 

(II, 16, 41), had already taken action on the assumption that 
the will was genuine. The decemvri would simply proceed 

on the same assumption. In the second place, we can hardly 

doubt that the judicial powers of the commissioners were 

specified in the law, though Cicero keeps this out of sight, and 
in any case his picture of the unscrupulous uses to which it 

would be put is a reflection of his insinuation that the decem- 

virt would be composed of Rullus and his like, whereas he 
knew perfectly well that however improbi politically, they 

would number men of position and responsibility. To brand 
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this still unelected body with infamy may have been effective 

at the moment, but we may surely dismiss it as not worthy of 

serious consideration. 

The question arises, what are we to understand by the 

statement that the decemvirt were empowered “ to sell” such 

properties of the Roman people as Egypt, or if we like to 
add it, Bithynia? That much movable property would be 
actually sold and realised is probable, but it is ridiculous to 

talk of selling a province or a kingdom, or any considerable 

part of either, in the ordinary sense. Besides, it is by the 

carrying out of the next clause as distinct from the present 
one that praesens pecunia certa numerata is looked for. I 

have no doubt myself that vendere is here used not in the 
sense of alienare (where Cicero uses this word, it is always 
in connexion with the next clause) but in the sense in which 

the censors are said sometimes vendere, sometimes locare, 

the usufruct of either vectigalia or lands. The system, what- 

ever it might be, in force in the older provinces for getting 
the vectigalia from ager publicus was not interfered with, 

but in the case of these new acquisitions, certainly Egypt, and 

possibly Bithynia and Cyprus, the decemviri were to make 
the necessary arrangements, selling the usufruct of the land, 

and possibly selling or farming out the vectigalia from it, but 
not actually alienating any immovable property of the Roman 

people. For the next five years at any rate all that accrued 
from these arrangements would be at the disposal of the 

commissioners for purposes of the agrarian scheme. It was 
of course an audacious interference with the ordinary financial 

system, and it foreshadowed the anti-senatorial and personal 

policy of the first triumvirate, but reduced to its true pro- 

portions, it was something more than the mere dream of 
madmen or drunkards. 

Mr Heitland says (Vol. 111, p. 85), “the extent of the power 

of sale under this head may be gathered...by observing that 
the recent annexations of Pompey were included also.” This 
was most certainly not the case. If it had been, we may be 

sure that Cicero would not have been absolutely silent on the 

point. Pompey’s annexations were indeed affected by the law, 
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but as we shall see, under two other clauses, not under this. 

As a matter of fact, Pompey was still engaged in framing the 

various leges datae for the new provinces and their divisions, 

and until this was completed, they were not technically the 

property of the Roman people, though the royal domains of 

Mithridates might be claimed, as appears from the next clause, 
as part of the public patrimonium immediately on his de- 

position. Cicero’s fancy picture of the ground under Pompey’s 
camp being sold by Rullus belongs to the clause with which 

we have next to deal, while we shall see in a still later clause 

that the appropriation of the vectigalia from the new provinces 

was to date from the end of 63 B.c. Indeed the whole of that 

clause would have been redundant, if Pompey’s annexations 
had been included under the present one. _ 

(3) If the terms of the preceding clause were vague and 
general, the same complaint can certainly not be made against 

the next (I, 1,2 to 2,6; and II, 18, 47 to 21, 56). The present 

clause, unlike the former, is a direct attack upon the aerariwm. 

Its object is to secure praesens pecunia certa nwmerata, in 

other words, a fund of ready money, available for the imme- 

diate purchase of Italian land. It not only permitted but 
ordered the actual sale and alienation of certain specified 

portions of ager publicus. Nothing that was not so specified 
was to be touched under this clause. Cicero is very explicit 

on this point in both speeches. Jmperat ut decemviri vestra 

vectigalia vendant nomimatim he says in the second speech, 

and proceeds to give the list exhaustively. Again, in the first 

speech; perscribit in sua lege vectigalia quae decemviri ven- 
dant, hoc est, proscribit auctionem publicorum bonorum, and 
again he gives the list, but not so completely. I call attention 

to the limited sense in which the phrase auctio publicorum 
bonorum is used, because Mr Heitland (p. 85) makes Cicero 
speak of “a sale of the Roman people’s effects,’ which is 

misleading, for it was a sale of quite a small portion of them. 
It was however in this case to be actual sale of lands and not 

merely of their usufruct. It makes no difference under this 

clause whether the sale is said to be of lands or of vectigalia, 

since the latter was involved in the sale of agri vectigales 
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(II, 24, 64). That it was actual sale appears from the phrase 

venire nostras res proprias et in perpetuum a nobis abalienari 
(II, 21, 55), and the phrase vectigalia abalienare wherever 
it occurs refers to this clause and to this clause only. 

What then were these properties of the Roman people that 

were to be immediately realised? In Italy there was the 
silva Scantia, some woodland probably leased by the censors, 

but unlike the ager Campanus, not suitable for assignation. 

Besides this, all the remaining possessiones, nothing being 
omitted, were to be sold. This need not detain us, since, as 

we shall see later, there was practically nothing left under this 
category. We pass to Sicily. Nzhil est in hac provincia 

quod aut in oppidis aut in agris majores nostri proprium nobis 
reliquerint quin id venire jubeat (II, 18, 48). It was how- 
ever certainly not the whole of Sicily which was to be sold. 

In the first speech he puts it in this way; persequitur in 

tabulis censoriis totam Siciliam. I infer from this that it 

was only that part of Sicilian land a@ censoribus locatus which 

came under this clause. It is clear that some of the land in 
Sicily came under another clause, that by which pergrande 

vectigal was to be imposed on public lands, because the ager 

Recentoricus is made an exception to that clause. LHaxcipit in 
vectigali imponendo agrum Recentoricum Siciliensem (1, 4, 10). 
It would be irrelevant here to enter into the intricate question 

of land tenure in Sicily. My point is that it was not the whole 
of Sicily, as Cicero’s words to the people would imply, which was 
to be sold, but only a part and perhaps the smaller part of it. 
Further afield we find put up for sale the territories of certain 

communities in Cilicia, captured in war by Servilius Vatia, such 

as the Attalenses, the Phaselites, the Olympei and others. To 

these are to be added the royal domain lands in Bithynia, and 

also those in Macedonia, both of which properties, like the 

saleable lands in Sicily, a censoribus locati sunt et certissimum 

vectigal adferunt. Belonging to the same category were the 
domain lands of the Attalids in the Chersonese, and those of 

king Apion in Cyrene, while all that remained of the Corinthian 

territory was to be disposed of. In the west there were certain 
lands near Nova Carthago, acquired by the two Scipios, and 
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“ancient Carthage.” This expression must have meant more 

than the mere site of the destroyed city, since exception is 
made of certain land on the coast, originally assigned to 

the use of Massinissa’s children and then occupied by 
Hiempsal, on the ground that this occupation had been sanc- 

tioned by a treaty. How much however of the former territory 
of Carthage was included, we cannot say. Cicero’s insinuation 

(II, 22, 58) that this exception was quaestuosa seems gratuitous, 
since the same exception was made from the sale of African 

land in 111 B.c. (Lex Agr. v 81). The last category of land to 

be sold under this clause, though probably not the most 
valuable, was what most excited Cicero’s indignation. It 

consisted of the royal domain lands of Mithridates in Paphla- 

gonia, Pontus and Cappadocia. It can hardly have been more 
than bluff which induced Caesar to insert these lands, or 

possibly their insertion might be useful in future negotiations 
with Pompey. Cicero complains that it was irregular to in- 
terfere with these lands, while the arrangements for the new 

provinces were still sub judice, and the leges datae not yet 
issued. I suggest that this objection would have been fatal to 

bringing these provinces under the preceding clause, but that 

Mithridates once deposed, his domains passed ipso facto to 
the Roman people. At any rate the picture of Rullus sum- 
moning Pompey by letter, and conducting his auction midway 

between the two camps, is too silly and far-fetched to have 

imposed even upon a Roman mob, 
We must remember that there was at least one precedent 

for the sale of provincial land, for some of the African and 

some of the Corinthian land had been sold in 111 Bc. On 
that occasion too some of the land had been sold by the com- 
missioners on the spot, another arrangement which Cicero 

complains of, contrasting it with the censor’s locatio which 
had always to be in Rome. Local sales were of course the 

obvious way of guarding against the glutted market which 
otherwise would have been inevitable. The clause, though far 

less sweeping than is generally represented, was no doubt a 
serious interference with the financial authority of the Senate ; 

it was laying hands on the vectigalia and it meant the loss to 
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the treasury of not unimportant revenue. Saturninus in a 

law not defeated on its merits had apparently contemplated 
the appropriation of these same lands for the settlement. of 

the Marian veterans, since it can hardly be a mere coincidence 
that the provinces mentioned in connexion with his scheme 
were Africa, Sicily, Macedonia and Achaia. Caesar’s later 

schemes of transmarine colonisation too meant the withdrawal 

from revenue of what would otherwise have been agri vecti- 

gales. If Italian colonisation was desirable, and later events 
showed that it might be made a success, then some sacrifice of 

revenue for the purchase of land was justifiable, and it was a 

policy deliberately adopted afterwards both by Caesar himself 
and by Augustus. 

(4) The next provision is more vague, though the vague- 

ness is almost certainly due to Cicero and not to the law. 

Cicero however begins with the actual words of the clause, of 

which unfortunately he only gives us the first four; omnes 
agros extra Italiam (II, 21, 56). His own paraphrase is best 

given to the Senate (I, 4, 10); jubet enim eosdem decemviros 
omnibus agris publicis pergrande vectigal imponere. This, 

like the preceding clause, has no time limitation, infinito ex 

tempore. As the decemvirt were to have unlimited judicial 
power, Cicero represents this as enabling them to visit any 
province, any free community, or any client kingdom, and 

either to levy this impost on whatever land they chose to 
declare public, or to exact blackmail for themselves for all 

land which they exempted. This imputation of an intended 

nundinatio juris et fortunarum against men not yet elected 
is surely more dishonouring to Cicero himself than to any one 

else. But what does the clause mean? Mr Heitland says 

(p. 85): “it was of course clear that all the vast territories 
potentially affected by the bill could not in practice be actually 

sold. To meet this difficulty, power was given to lay a rent 
or tax on whatever was not disposed of by sale.” This expla- 

nation is wholly inadmissible. If vast territories were poten- 

tially saleable, which I have argued was not the case, it could 

only be under the first clause, and between that and the 

present one there was no possible connexion, since the former 
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was subject to the consulship of Sulla and Pompey as time 
limitation, and the latter is infinito ew tempore. It is clear 

that the lands on which this vectigal was to be imposed stood 
outside the categories included under the first two clauses. 

_ We cannot doubt that the law itself was more explicit than 

Cicero, both as to the lands affected and the nature of the tax. 

The term pergrande can only be Cicero’s description of a 

specified rate or rates. It is impossible to decide whether the 
vectigal was a lump sum to be paid at once, or an annual 
impost levied presumably for the next five years, or how far in 
a province like Asia it would have complicated the ordinary 

censorial locatio. It was at any rate an extraordinary tax to 

meet an extraordinary need. In Sicily the ager Recentoricus 

was exempted from this vectigal, and it appears that this land 

was in the hands of possessores holding by custom not 

contract. On the other hand, the land to be sold in Sicily 

was, as we have seen, iw tabulis censoriis. Whether this 

distinction gives us a clue which might be applied to the 

other provinces is a suggestion which I am not prepared to 
press. 

(5) The next provision by which the land purchase fund 

was to be increased is at least clear and specific enough. It 

is partly retrospective, partly prospective. It requires that 

aurum argentum ex praeda ex manubiis ex coronario ad 
quoscunque perventt neque relatum est in publicum neque in 

monumento consumptum (II, 22, 59) should be accounted for and 

paid by the generals or their heirs to the decemviri. Apart from 

the difficulties always involved in retrospective enactments, 
and assuming, what of course Cicero ignores, that the decem- 

viri were to be a responsible financial commission, and not the 
mere gang of Rullus, there seems little that is unreasonable 
in this. The money certainly belonged to the State, and only 

the slack senatorial government was responsible for its mis- 

appropriation. Cicero implies that the provision was aimed at 

Faustus Sulla, the heir of the dictator. Perhaps it was, but 
probably no one felt more uncomfortable than Lucullus, to 
whose case Cicero is not anxious to call attention. For the 

future, or at any rate for the next five years, all generals 
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immediately on leaving their provinces were to account for 

money falling under these heads to the decemviri. To this 
Pompey for obvious reasons was made an exception. Whether 

the money was necessary for this particular fund or not, the 

clause would have put a check on what was probably sys- 

tematic peculation. 

(6) The last provision in this division of the law, though 
in no way interfering with Pompey’s free hand in organising 

and framing leges datae for his new annexations, would un- 

doubtedly have the immediate effect of offending his dignity. 
The provision was ut si qua pecunia post nos consules ex 

novis vectigahibus recipiatur, ea decemviri utantur. This of 

course pointed to Pompey’s annexations, the vectigalia from 
which se frui putat oportere (II, 23, 62). The same thing is 

expressed a little differently in the first speech; quasi vero 

non intelligamus haec eos vectigalia quae Gn. Pompeius ad- 

juncerit vendere cogitare. We can gather, I think, from these 
passages the meaning of the clause. In spite of the word 

vendere in the last quotation, it certainly does not mean 

that the land in these provinces was to be sold or the vectigalia 

alienated. The money is to come ex novis vectigalibus, i.e. 
from their produce not from their sale. The vendere in the 

first speech is clearly equivalent to the frut or uti in the 

second, and frui vectigalibus and abalienare vectigalia are 

sharply contrasted with one another in II, 13, 33; vecti- 
galibus non fruendis, sed alienandis. The decemviri were 

therefore to have the usufruct of the new vectigalia, and this 
usufruct they then were empowered to sell, no doubt to pubh- 

cant, just as the censors sold to publicani the vectigalia of Asia. 

Mr Ferrero, I think, speaks of the interests of the equestrian 

order being jeopardised by the bill. This is not what we 
should expect from Caesar at such a crisis, and if they lost the 

royal domains in Bithynia and Macedonia, they would be more 
than compensated by these new vectigalia. As to the policy 
of risking offence to Pompey, we may believe that Caesar was 
farsighted enough to see that the time must shortly come 

when Pompey would require some provision for his soldiers. 
To meet this contingency was probably part of the agrarian 
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scheme, and the legal control of these revenues would facili- 

tate negociations and rearrangements with Pompey when the 
time came. 

Such was the scheme with its six distinct means of raising 
the extraordinary agrarian fund required. The only provision 

affecting every province was that empowering the imposition 

of a vectigal. The actual sale of land was to be carried out in 
nine provinces out of fourteen, but in almost every case the 

amount of land affected was very small compared with the 
whole province. Mr Strachan-Davidson writes (p. 100): 

“Rullus’ commissioners were empowered to sell the whole 

of the property of the Roman people beyond the seas.” 

Mr Heitland declares (p. 85): “the sale was to include...all 

State property abroad (with one or two trifling exceptions) in 

particular all the acquisitions made in the first consulship of 

Sulla or since. The extent of the power of sale under this 
head may be gauged...by observing that the recent annexations 

of Pompey were included also.” The detailed examination of 
the clauses given above will, I hope, show that such statements 

have next to no justification, and are utterly misleading. 
They indeed go far beyond anything which Cicero himself 

ventures to say. 

Still, making every allowance for Cicero’s highly coloured 

and often unfair interpretations of these provisions, we must 

admit that even their partial carrying out would have created, 

if not a decemvirale regnum, at least a position for Caesar and 

his adherents more inconsistent with a republic even than 

Pompey’s own. Cicero declares that the ten kings would be 

practically the nominees of Rullus. Election was to be by 17 

tribes selected by lot, because it was easy to manipulate the 
lot so as to secure nine tribes ready to vote to order. It is just 
as likely that Caesar had recourse to this plan as a means of 

guarding against the flagrant bribery of the aristocrats. It 
was useless to buy votes when no one knew before the day 

which tribes would be called upon. Equally unconvincing is 

the criticism on Rullus for proposing that the extraordinary 

powers of the decemviri should be confirmed by a lea curiata. 
Cicero knew well enough that there were good constitutional 
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arguments in favour of such a law, and we may be very sure 
that if Rullus had ignored them, they would have been adroitly 

used against him. 
All the clauses of the law so far considered are preliminary 

to its more properly agrarian provisions. Modern historians 
have hardly thought these worthy of examination. Cicero took 

a more serious view of them, though in passing to their conside- 
ration he at first professes to find merely alzos immensos et in- 

tolerabiles quaestus concealed under the popular title of an 

agrarian law (II, 24, 63). The law provided that out of the 

immense sums of money in the hands of the decemviri they 

should purchase land in Italy on which a part of the too numerous 
plebs urbana was to be settled in colonies. Plebem urbanam 

nimium in republica posse, echauriendam esse. One would have 

imagined that Cicero would not have been sorry to see some of 
what he elsewhere calls the misera et jeyuna plebecula, the blood- 

suckers of the aerarium, safely disposed of, especially as he 

speaks in laudatory terms of the Gracchan scheme. But he 

can find no precedent for an agrarian law which made use of 

lands acquired by purchase. Non esse hanc nobis a majoribus 

relictam consuetudinem ut emantur agri a privatis quo plebes 

publice deducatur. Omnibus legibus agris publicis privatos 

esse deductos (II, 25, 65). But with the exception of the 
Campanian land, to the use of which Cicero is even more 

opposed than to the purchase scheme, there was no ager 
publicus in Italy left. All that had been in the hands of 
individual possessors had in one way or another become private 

property after 111 B.c., and that portion which the law of that 
year had allowed Italian communities to retain on terms of 

usufruct, and which is last heard of in the tribuneship of 

Livius Drusus (App. 1 35), had certainly been disposed of in 
the course of Sulla’s agrarian arrangements. If therefore 
colonisation on a large scale was contemplated, it could only 

be by a system of purchase, and Cicero’s objection on the 
ground that there was no precedent was simply to ignore the 
altered agrarian conditions of the time. As a matter of fact, 
the principle of purchase was from this time accepted in all 
agrarian arrangements which were not, like those of the second 
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triumvirate, based on robbery and confiscation. It was adopted 

by Caesar’s agrarian law of 59 B.c.; it was again enunciated 
by the dictator in the settlement of his soldiers after the civil 
war, and it was the boast of Augustus that all the Italian land 

on which he settled his veterans was bought and paid for. 
But it was in the Rullan proposal that this piece of Caesarian 
policy was first embodied. Cicero however is not only opposed 

to the principle of purchase, but finds in it all sorts of occasions 

for jobbery and chicanery on the part of the decemviri. But 
all his arguments depend on the assumption that the decemviri 

will be self-seeking rascals, and will therefore behave as such. 

In answer to Cicero’s enquiry as to what particular lands are 

going to be bought, Rullus reasonably replied that, as there 

was to be no purchase ab ivito, it was impossible to say 

beforehand what lands would come into the market. Only 
land capable of cultivation would be bought. “Capable of 

cultivation” Cicero chooses to interpret as “not yet cultivated,” . 

and the ne ab invito provision he takes as an indication that 
Rullus and his friends have their eyes on certain land-owners, 
who will be far from unwilling to part with undesirable land 

on terms advantageous to themselves but disadvantageous to 

the State. Two categories of land, he declares, will come into 

the market, land which is barren and not worth keeping, and 
land of which the title is not sound, or its original acquisition 

not creditable. His most effective appeal to the optimi 

cives, who in his letters are the greedy leeches of the treasury, 

is that they will be giving up their games, their holidays, their 

corn doles, the money value of their votes, merely to be 

planted in some barren or pestilential corner of Italy (II, 

27%, 71). 

Thus the whole scheme is condemned a priort. No justi- 
fication is offered for the outrageous insinuations against the 

honesty of the commission. They all depend on one fact and 

one hypothesis, the fact only being relevant, if the hypothesis 
is accepted. The fact is that Valgus, the father-in-law of 
Rullus, had acquired considerable land in the Sullan times, and 
was supposed to be anxious to part with it. The hypothesis is 

that Rullus would be not only one of the decemviri, but the 
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leading spirit among them. On the strength of this Cicero is 
not ashamed to declare that the law has been concocted non 
a vestrorum commodorum patrono sed a Valgi genero. 

But was it after all necessary to buy the land owned by Val- 
gus or by any of the other Sullani. homines? It might very well 

be the contention of the Marian party and of a Marian tribune 

that a tenable claim could be made by the State to all the so- 
called Sullant agri. The question indeed as to the legal 
position of the lands which had changed hands in the course 

of the Sullan proscriptions, and as to the legal title of their 

new occupants, was the most difficult agrarian problem of the 

time, and urgently called for some authoritative solution. It 

must be remembered that all Sulla’s agrarian measures de- 

pended for their ultimate validity upon the Lex Valeria, which 
ratified in advance all his acts. It was this which authorised 
the confiscation of the lands of many Italian towns, as well as 

the proscription of individual estates. It was this law again 

which authorised the sale by auction of much of this public 
land, and the assignation of other portions of it to his old 

soldiers. The result of these measures was naturally profound 
and lasting discontent among many sections of the community, 

and the Sullant homines, whether soldier colonists or pur- 

chasers, were objects of hatred to all connected with the 
dispossessed. Nor was this all. The Lex Valeria was as even 

Cicero declared, and as the whole Marian party would certainly 

agree, a lex iniquissima. et legis dissimillima. It had been passed 
without promulgatio, and proposed by an interrex, whose 
constitutional function was not to pass laws but to conduct 

elections. It might therefore be argued that the titles to all 

these lands were unsound, that the land was still ager publicus, 
and that in the eyes of the law all these Sullant homines 
were no more than possessores, liable to be ejected by a new 

agrarian law. There were other Sullani homines whose title 
was still more unsound. Much of the land made public had 

remained unsold and unassigned, and had, no doubt with the 

connivance of Sulla, been simply appropriated by his satellites, 
These men therefore were legally mere possessores of public 
land, although they had for the last twenty years regarded 
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themselves as owners. “Sunt enim multi agri lege Cornelia 

publicati nec cuiquam adsignati neque venditi qui a paucis 
hominibus impudentissime possidentur” (III, 3,12). Now it was 

extremely desirable that the question as to these Sullant agri 
should receive final settlement. Such a settlement was contained 

in the law of Rullus. Caesar was statesman enough to perceive 
the only possible solution. Though irresponsible tribunes might 

talk of a restoration of the Marian exiles, he recognised that 

it was outside the range of practical politics, and could only 

lead to economic confusion throughout Italy, to interfere now 

after twenty years with these Sullani homines either with 
a view of restoration to the original owners, or of saving the 
State some expense by using the lands for distribution. And 

in this general settlement it was obviously wise to include the 

worse titles along with the better. Accordingly—and for once . 

Cicero gives us a complete sentence of the law—clause XL pro- 

vided ; “qui post Marium et Carbonem consules agri, aedificia, 
lacus, stagna, loca, possessiones publice data adsignata, vendita, 

concessa, possessa sunt, ea omnia eo jure sint ut quae optimo 

jure privata sunt” (III, 2, 7). 

This moderate and on the whole equitable provision puts 
Cicero in some difficulty, but gives him the opportunity of 

imputing political inconsistency and corrupt motives to the 

authors of the bill. He does not venture openly to express 

the opinion that the Sullani homines ought to have been 

dispossessed, and he would certainly have opposed such a 

suggestion if Rullus had made it}, but he twits the Marianus 

tribunus plebis with political inconsistency intended solely to 

benefit his father-in-law, and he allows himself to suggest to 
the optimi cives that the Sullani agri would have been a 

useful perquisite for themselves. 
It would hardly perhaps be worth while to examine Cicero’s 

criticisms of this clause, unworthy as they are of a serious 

1 Rullus seems to have represented 

Cicero as taking up this position; 

me gratificantem...Sullanarum adsig- 

nationum possessoribus agrariae legi 

et commodis vestris obsistere. This is 
certainly not his attitude in the 

second speech, but Rullus may have 

referred to some utterances of Cicero 

while he was still ignorant of the 
contents of the bill, and suspected an 

attack on the Sullani homines. 
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statesman, were it not that they throw so much light on his 

methods of political controversy. Ne et quidem qui agros 

publicos possident decedent de spossessione,...Conversa ratio. 

Antea, cum erat a tribuno plebis mentio legis agrariae facta, 
continuo qui agros publicos aut qui possessiones invidiosas 

tenebant extimescebant ; haec lex eos homines fortunis locupletat, 
nvidia liberat (II, 26, 68). Previous agrarian laws had been 
unfavourable to the interests of possessors, this one is not. 
Therefore, argues Cicero, with an enthusiasm for earlier agra- 

rian laws which he does not always show, and without any 

regard to the different conditions of the possessors now pro- 

tected, this is a bad law, and must be due to corrupt motives, 

though the only trace of these which he can find is the possible 

case of the unfortunate Valgus. It is on the strength of this 

that he says: “you are selling your vectigalia won by the 
blood and sweat of your ancestors, merely to enrich the Sullan 

possessors” (II, 26, 69). In criticising the wording of the 
clause, he first suggests that the consulship of Marius and 

Carbo was taken as the terminus post quem in order to dis- 
guise the fact that the Sullani agri were referred to. But 
the next year was that of Sulla’s dictatorship, and post Sullae 
dictaturam would have cut out the very lands intended by 
the clause. He then tries to persuade the people,—he would 

hardly have attempted such buffoonery in the Senate,—that if 

these lands were to be optimo jure privata they would be 
forthwith freed from any hypothecations or rates or servitudes 
to which they were liable. 

Before taking leave of this clause, it is necessary to mention 

one other kind of land the title to which was ambiguous, but 

would seem to have been safeguarded by it. That the lands 
in question are not mentioned by Cicero in the course of his 
speeches is from his later utterances on the subject somewhat 

surprising. In the year 45 B.c. he wrote to Valerius Orca, one 
of Caesar's land commissioners, begging him not to interfere 
with the lands of Volaterrae in Etruria. In a letter written to 
Atticus at the time of the agrarian proposal of Flavius (ad 
Att. I, 19, 4) it appears that Sulla had confiscated the territory 
both of Volaterrae and Arretium, but had not made use of 

Journal of Philology. vou. xxxt. 17 
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them for purposes of distribution. “ Volaterranos et Arretinos 

quorum agrum Sulla publicaverat neque diviserat in sua pos- 
sessione retinebam.” The lands were therefore, as confiscated 

by Sulla’s act, agrz publict, and, as still being allowed to remain 
with the towns, they were legally possessiones, liable at any 

time to be claimed by the State. A comparison of the phrases 

publicaverat neque diviserat and publicati nec cuiquam adsignati 
neque vendit. shows that the legal position of these two 

territories was exactly that of the Sullani agri whose titles were 
least secure. But it is perfectly clear that Caesar intended by 

this law to restore full ownership to the towns and so to put an 

end to a state of uncertainty and suspense. Their case was 

beyond all doubt covered by cap. xu of the law, and the people 
of Volaterrae only differed from the Sullant homines in 
being the possessors of land which they had themselves 

formerly owned, a point which made a difference in equity 
but not in law. 

In view of these conclusions, from which I can see no 

escape, what are we to make of Cicero's explicit assertion to 
Valerius Orca in 45 B,C. that he had defended the lands of 

Volaterrae against the law of Rullus? “Summo studio populi 
Romani a me in consulatu meo defensi sunt. Cum enim 

tribuni plebis legem iniquissimam de eorum agris promulga- 

vissent, facile senatui populoque Romano persuasi, ut eos cives, 

quibus fortuna pepercisset, salvos esse vellent. Hance meam 

actionem C, Caesar primo suo consulatu lege agraria compro- 

bavit ” (ad Fam. XIII, 4). Is Cicero forgetful or disingenuous ? 
or does he confuse the Rullan with the Flavian proposal ? 

Not only is there no word of reference to these lands by name 
in the extant speeches, but, as we have seen, they are safe- 

guarded by the clause quoted by him. If Cicero really dis- 
approved of this clause, as he wishes the people to believe, the 
people of Volaterrae might well pray to be saved from their 
friends, for it was the lex iniquissima which defended them, 

and Cicero who would have prolonged their ambiguous position. 

Cicero at the date of this letter was living on the memory of 
his own good deeds, real or imaginary, and as the details of 

the Rullan law were long since forgotten, was quite safe in 
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making this statement to Orca. What is more striking is that 
he should have had the effrontery to represent Caesar's action 

in 59 B.c. as based upon his own. What I think we may safely 
conclude is that in 59 B.c. Caesar carried into effect along with 

other provisions of his own former scheme this wise acceptance 

of faits accomplis involved in the confirmation of all ambiguous 

titles, individual and corporate. 
The avowed object of the wholesale purchase of Italian 

land contemplated in the law was the foundation of colonies. . 

Scriptum est enim, ‘Quae in municipia quasque im colonias 

decemviri velint, deducant colonos quos velint et eis agros 

adsignent quibus in locis velint’ (I, 6, 17). Now in all 
probability Caesar’s scheme included colonies of the Gracchan . 

type for the plebs urbana, and also colonies of the newer 
military type for old soldiers. Cicero however, though plainly 

aware that colonies of the former kind were contemplated 
(especially in the passage where he urges his hearers not to 

give up the pleasures of Rome for life in the country) bases all 

his arguments against the colonial scheme on the supposition 

that the colonies will be praesidia garrisoned by soldiers and 
men prepared for violence, sedition and bloodshed. He gives 

a false note at once to the discussion by taking colonies in the 

bygone sense of propugnacula imperwi, and asking Rullus 

what suitable strategical sites he had selected (II, 27, 73). He 
even suggests that the sites chosen will be those from which 

pressure might most easily be brought to bear on Rome. The 
aim of the authors of the law is in his eyes totam Italiam 

suis praesidiis obsidere et occupare; and vestram libertatem suis 
praesidus et colonis interclusam tenere. If we add to these 

expressions a passage in the peroration to the second speech 

concluding with the words; ut omnem rempublicam vestris 

militibus vestris urbibus vestris praesidiis cingeretis, it will be 
evident that Cicero saw in the law a scheme for the foundation 
of military colonies. On what wording of the law he based 
this belief, we do not know, but I cannot believe that he was 

mistaken. The two points on which he went astray were, first 
his assumption that these colonies must be instruments of 
revolution rather than a necessary and useful provision, under 

17—2 
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present conditions of service, for old soldiers; and secondly his 

incredulity as to colonies for the plebs urbana. It is certain 

that the carrying out of both kinds of colonies was among the 
serious and salutary measures of Caesar’s dictatorship. In 
spite of some obscurity, there is reason to believe that his 

agrarian laws of 59 B.C. were intended both for Pompey’s 
soldiers and for poor citizens who were fathers of three 

children. Why then, when we find both kinds of colony 

figuring in this law, admittedly Caesar’s and admittedly pre- 
pared with care and trouble, should we all blindly follow 

Cicero, a blind leader indeed where political situations are 

concerned, and believe that this first agrarian scheme of 63 B.C. 

meant nothing, or if anything, revolution? Even politically, 

apart from other aims which certainly actuated him later, 

Caesar had much to hope from carrying these schemes. To 

have the land and the machinery ready for a considerable 

number of military colonies would give him immense advan- 

tages and something very tangible to offer Pompey in the 

critical negociations with that powerful general which were 
bound before long to take place. While to get rid of some of 

the too powerful plebs urbana, devoted as it was to Pompey, 
would be equally to his advantage. 

If I am right in my view that Caesar was serious in his 
double scheme of colonisation, I think we may assume that 

one part of it was more immediate, and the other more remote. 
Remembering that the land to be purchased could not be 
available till after money had been raised in the provinces, and 

that the veterans, whom Caesar probably had in mind, would 
not be ready till after Pompey’s return, we may perhaps 

connect these facts and assume that the military colonies 

would have come later, and would have been mainly on the 

purchased land. We are of course at a great disadvantage in 

not having the clauses of the law, but only the vague and 
often misleading diatribes of Cicero, but as usual, we may get 

something from his own admissions and from a careful reading 

between the lines. Thus when he complains (II, 27, 74) that 
the localities to which colonists are to be sent are not specified, 
nor the kind of colonists, nor the number for each foundation, 
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he is clearly speaking of the future, not the immediate scheme. 
How could the localities be specified when the lands were not 
bought, and the ne ab invito proviso made it quite uncertain 

what would be bought? As to the kind of colonists, if my 
suggestion about Caesar’s motive for making future provision 

for Pompey’s soldiers is correct, he would hardly show his 
hand by specifying them at present, and I imagine that the 

quos velint was intentionally vague so as to give him a 

free hand when the time came. The fact too that the 

number of colonists is not given proves by itself that the 
colonies were not immediately contemplated, for it was a 

characteristic of Roman colonies that they were always for a 

fixed number. On the other hand, there can be no manner of 

doubt that immediate colonisation was contemplated by the 

law. In this case the locality is specified, the number of 

colonists fixed, and even certain details of constitution, such 
as the number of decurions, augurs and priests determined 

(II, 28, 76 and 35, 96). What colonists then were ready for 

immediate settlement, and what land was available for them ? 

If Cicero was right in attributing to Rullus or Caesar the 
sentiment, plebem urbanam nimium in republica posse, this 

distrust of the people can only be explained by the present 
popularity of Pompey, and therefore it was politically desirable 

sentinam urbis exhaurire at once before the victorious general’s 

return. As for land, there was still one region of ager 
publicus, which both the Gracchi and Sulla had left un- 

touched, the ager Campanus and the adjoining campus Stellas. 
It was proposed by the law that these lands should now be 
applied to purposes of colonisation, five thousand colonists to 

be sent at once to Capua, there to be settled on the rich 
territory forfeited after the second Punic war, and others 

apparently to some of the neighbouring Campanian towns. Et 
enim ager Campanus hac lege dividetur...et Capuam colonia 

deducetur (II, 28, 76); nunc omnes urbes quae circum Capuam 

sunt a colonis...occupabuntur (1, 7, 20). 

But though the considerations put forward above would 
seem to connect the purchased land with future military 
colonies, and the ager Campanus with immediate citizen 
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colonies, Cicero argues against the latter scheme on a different 

assumption. He is obsessed by the idea, perhaps suggested 

by Sulla’s dpovpsa kata ths ‘Itadias, that “all Italy” was 
to be kept down with garrisons and soldiers of the decemvirt. 
In accordance with this idea Capua and the other cities are to 

be colonised by the satellites and pruesidia of the decemviri, by 
men who are ad vim prompti, ad seditionem parati...armate 

in cives et expediti in caedem. We are not here concerned 
with the historical misrepresentation which ascribes the punish- 
ment of Capua to the same motives as that of Corinth and 

Carthage, or with the futile attempt to stir up obsolete ani- 

mosities by talking about the Campana arrogantia and the 
danger of an altera Roma. It is perfectly clear that im 

Cicero’s eyes the real danger was not in the colonisation of 

Capua or Cumae or Atella, but in the supposed character of 

the colonists who were to be sent there. I suspect that these 

ferocious satellites of the decemviri existed only in Cicero’s 
imagination. That by the wording of the law itself these 

lands were intended for the plebs urbana, is inadvertently 
admitted by Cicero when he speaks of the ager Campanus as 

qui vobis ostenditur, alus comparatur (II, 31, 85), while it 

appears that the colonists were to be taken tribe by tribe, 
though not in an order which Cicero approved. There is no 

more solid ground that I can discover for his insinuations as to 
the desperate character of the Campanian colonists than there 

was in the equally reckless imputations of corruption and 

abuse of power in the provinces. Nor is Cicero even honest in 

his alarm at these new praesidia which the distribution of the 

ager Campanus will bring into existence. It appears that 
after all, the real motive of these not yet elected decemviri is 

the basest personal greed. They want the rich ager Campanus 
themselves, and these desperate colonists are only to be put in 

to keep their places warm, until in spite of the clause for- 

bidding sale they can contrive to buy up the five thousand plots 
of ten jugera. Nam agrum quidem Campanum quem vobis 
ostentant ipsi concupiverunt ; deducent suos quorum nomine 

ipst teneant et fruantur. Coement praeterea, etc.” (II, 28, 78). 
I think we may leave Cicero’s two theories as to the destina- 
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tion of the ager Campanus to cancel one another. At any rate 
they cannot both be true, and I can see no reason for believing 
that either is so. I believe therefore that the colonisation of 

the ager Campanus was intended by Caesar as a real agrarian 
reform, and primarily for the benefit of the city proletariate, 

though not without the hope of political advantage to himself. 
As a matter of fact, the scheme was actually carried out in 

59 B.c., and whether the colonists then were civilians or 

Pompeian veterans, the political danger of Capua developing 

into an altera Roma was proved wholly chimerical. 
Whether the distribution of these Campanian lands, leaving, 

as it did, to the Roman people gleba nulla de paterms atque 

avitis possessionibus, was justifiable from a financial point of 

view is perhaps more difficult to decide. They comprised some 

of the most fertile land in Italy, and were in the hands of 

tenants, described by Cicero as aratores and milites, who 

paid a substantial rack-rent to the State. The Gracchi cer- 

tainly, and Sulla possibly, had spared them from financial 

considerations. Cicero states the financial objections very 

strongly, laying great stress on the certain and unvarying 

revenue derived from this source. It was all very well to 

point to the transmarina vectigalia, but Asia had paid no 

vectigalia in the Mithridatic war; Spain had produced nothing 

while Sertorius held out, and Sicily in the slave wars had not 

had enough corn for itself. At ex hoc vectigali numquam 

malus nuntius auditus est. No doubt it was not one of the 

best features of Roman finance at this period that it depended 
more and more exclusively on the provinces, and that the 

domestica vectigalia were one by one relinquished till Cicero 

can say after 59 B.c., portoriis sublatis, agro Campano diviso, 
quid vectigal superest domesticum praeter vicesimam? It 

must be admitted too that this loss of the Campanian vecti- 

galia might be all the more serious at the present moment, 

because in the same bill there was involved a good deal of 

temporary interference with some of the provincial revenues, 
Still we can hardly help suspecting that Cicero overstates his 

ease. Though rented high, the lands were limited in extent 
and the total receipts must have compared unfavourably, as 
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far as figures went, with other and more precarious sources of 

revenue. If Cicero’s sonorous phrases, caput vestrae pecuniae, 

pacis ornamentum, subsidiwm belli, fundamentum vectigalium, 

horreum legionum, solaciwm annonae, were ever true, it was 

well over a century earlier, when legions were few, income and 

expenditure small, and when the crowded city was not yet 
dependent on foreign corn. At the present time they were 
ridiculous exaggerations. After all, the real question is—and 

we cannot answer it—whether the results of the scheme were 
likely to be worth the money sunk in it. Caesar seems to 

have thought that they were; for, much to Cicero’s disgust, the 

same scheme formed the substance of his second agrarian law 

in 598.c., and was then carried out. In spite of Cicero's 

prognostications, there is no evidence that it in any way 

crippled the financial stability of the State. 
With regard to the character and object of the law as a 

whole, after an examination of all that can be gathered con- 

cerning it from a comparison of Cicero’s statements with one 
another, with the probabilities of the case and with known 
facts, and from a consideration of Caesar’s immediate political 

requirements and his subsequent policy, I am drawn to con- 

clusions very different from those contained in the imaginative 
peroration to the second speech and in other equally exag- 
gerated passages. The decemviri were not to be the reckless 

and irresponsible gang of Rullus. There is no reason to sup- 

pose that their judicial powers would have enabled them to 

declare public or private at will any territories within the 

empire. They would not be a common danger to all foreign 

kings, though they might depose the usurper in Egypt, and 
might come into collision with the king of Cappadocia, in 

whose country lay some of the domains of Mithridates. They 

would not have all the free peoples at their mercy, though in 
imposing a vectigal on public lands they might have to re- 

adjust the boundaries of free town territories. They were not 
to “alienate the vectigalia” of the Roman people, though they 

were empowered to sell certain specified agri vectigales in 

a limited number of provinces. They would not have the 
supreme control of the aerariwm, though they would no doubt 
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have the temporary administration of a large and extraordinary 
fund. In applying this to the purchase of Italian land, there 

is no indication and little likelihood that they would either use 
the opportunity to relieve the Sullanit homines from insecure 

possessions or would buy undesirable lands at exorbitant prices 
from their friends or from one another. Lastly, there seems no 

justification for the suspicion that the ager Campanus was 

either to be the territory of a new and rival capital, held 

by armed and violent satellites of the decemviri, or that it 
was to find its way into the possession of the leaders them- 

selves. 
For all these assertions or insinuations the evidence, if 

such a term can be used, utterly breaks down. On the other 

hand, the law, as I understand it, shows unmistakable signs all 

through of that audacity, disregard of constitutional precedent, 

contempt of outworn prejudices, of that clear recognition of 
the end desired, and that unscrupulous but dexterous adapta- 

tion of means, which characterised Caesar at all stages of his 

career. So far from containing the mere dreams of madmen, 

the measure was a singularly cool and adroit piece of state- 
craft, providing the popular leaders with not one but several 

“points d’appui” against the threatened predominance of 

Pompey, and at the same time containing schemes for the 

improvement of agrarian conditions in Italy which were in 
complete harmony with the domestic policy of the popular 
party. 

There can be no doubt that, if the law had been passed, 

Caesar and Crassus would have been in a very strong position 

when the time came for Pompey’s relations both with the 
popular party and with the republic to be readjusted. By that 
time Egypt and its resources would have been practically in 

their hands, and in all probability a military force have been 
found necessary in order to complete the annexation. They 

would also presumably have been in possession already of a 

very large amount of money. No attempt would of course 

have been made to interfere with Pompey’s settlement of the 
East, nor is it probable that he, however indignant at the action 
taken by his political rivals, would have been diverted from 
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this work. Meanwhile in Italy the initiatory steps would 

probably have been taken to carry out the agrarian scheme 
by the colonisation of Capua and perhaps by the sending of 

colonists to other Campanian towns. Whether this would have 

created much enthusiasm in Rome is doubtful, but it might to 

some extent have dissipated the strength of the plebs urbana, 

and that, as long as Pompey was its idol, would be something 
gained. With regard to the purchase scheme, though no lands 
would have been actually bought for some time to come, the 

prospect of a market and favourable prices would probably 

have appealed, not as Cicero pretended to believe, to the 

Sullani homines, but to some of those land-owners who having 

got into debt, through excessive speculation supervening on 

a boom of prosperity, as Mr Ferrero puts it, saw no way of 

escape except by sale or novae tabulae. Of course a con- 
ceivable result of the challenge to Pompey involved in this law 

would have been civil war, as soon as Pompey’s hands were 

free. But Caesar probably knew Pompey well enough to foresee 

other more likely contingencies, though if a struggle could not 

be avoided, the money in the hands of the decemviri could 
easily be diverted from agrarian to military ends. But what 

was far more likely to happen was negociation, and a coalition. 
It was to put himself and his followers in a position to conduct 
these negociations on at least equal terms that Caesar caused 
the various provisions of this law to be so adroitly framed. On 

facing the situation outside his immediate sphere of command, 

Pompey would have found these provisions more or less in 

operation. He would almost certainly have seen Egypt on its 
way to becoming a military base; he would probably have 
found that the decemvivi had used their opportunities of 
securing influence in Macedonia and Achaia. Of course no 
attempt would have been made to touch the Mithridatic 

domain lands, but he would have found the men who had 

decreed their sale, and who had been empowered to dispose of 
the vectigalia from his own annexations, in a very commanding 
position in Rome and Italy. Short of entering upon a civil 

war, how was he to deal with the situation so produced? How 
was he either to accept arrangements so compromising to his 
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dignity, or to counteract them? At such a point Caesar could 
with great effect have made use of that clause in the law 
empowering the decemviri to settle on the lands still to- be 

purchased in Italy “any persons they might choose.” To get 
his veterans safely provided for in this way without having 

himself to face the task of carrying through an agrarian law 

would be a strong, if not an irresistible inducement to Pompey 

to acquiesce in the appropriation of his new vectigalia, and the 

more so, as the arrangemént would carry with it of necessity 

the confirmation of his acta during the recent years. 
Caesar’s aim therefore in putting forward this law, involving 

too many and too distant combinations for Cicero to understand 

its full meaning, was not wantonly or through mere jealousy to 

attack Pompey’s position, or to rob him of the fruits of his 
successes, but to compel him by indirect pressure to fall into 

line once more with the leaders of the popular party. Perhaps 

some of the powers and actions assigned and allowed to the 

decemvirt may seem to have gone beyond this aim, and, as 
Cicero contended, beyond the necessities of the agrarian scheme, 
but at any rate they constituted a reserve of force, which it 

might or might not be necessary to make use of. 

The proposal miscarried ignominiously. We can hardly 
avoid the conclusion that Caesar had calculated to better effect 

on the results of the law if passed, than on the chances 
and methods of passing it. Agrarian schemes always needed 
delicate handling and persuasive authors, and yet this one, 
unprecedented in several points, involving serious financial 

innovations and certain to be displeasing to Pompey, he allowed 

to be put forward by a man of straw, who inspired no confidence 
and spoke with no authority. It was a course which gave 

Cicero his greatest oratorical triumph. Whether a somewhat 
similar mistake later in the year gave him also his greatest 
political success, is a question which it is not pertinent here to 
ask or to answer. 

As a matter of fact, in spite of the failure of this elaborately 
contrived scheme, various circumstances, on which Caesar could 

not possibly have counted beforehand, brought about practi- 

cally the same situation as that for which the law had been 
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designed to pave the way. Pompey was induced to join in the 
famous coalition of 59 B.c., and the main inducement was the 

prospect opened out to him of providing for his soldiers by 
means of Caesar’s agrarian schemes. To secure this end, he 

was ready enough, as Caesar had foreseen, to fall in with the 

plan of using the new vectigalia for the purpose. The question 

has often been raised whether Caesar’s agrarian laws of 59 B.C. 

were intended for Pompey’s veterans or for poor citizens gene- 

rally. Later writers declare that fathers of three children were 
to be preferred. Cicero, when he says that if there was only 

room for five thousand on the ager Campanus, reliqua omnis 

multitudo would be alienated, implies citizen colonies. On 

the other hand, when we remember the avowed object of the 

abortive law of Flavius, and Pompey’s anxiety to make good 
his promises to his soldiers, we cannot doubt that they were at 

least included. Probably the laws were mere repetitions of the 
Rullan proposals, with this difference, that then the provision 

for soldiers was more remote, provision for the plebs urbana 
more immediate, while in 59 B.c. the order was reversed. 

Whether Caesar’s first agrarian law, which decreed the purchase 
of land in Italy for purposes of colonisation, was carried out is 

uncertain. It was soon supplemented by the second law for the 
distribution of the ager Campanus, and on this the activity of 

the commissioners seems to*have been mainly concentrated. 
In 58 B.c. Pompey is said to have stated in a contio that agrarian 
laws had had to be postponed through the emptiness of the 
treasury (Dio Cass. 38, 5), and Caesar trusting to Pompey’s 

vectigalia, which would hardly be available at once, had pro- 

vided no fund of praesens pecunia, as he had intended to do 

by the Rullan law. The full realisation of Caesar's agrarian 
schemes, foreshadowed in 63 B.C., and imperfectly carried out 

in 59 B.c., was reserved for the dictatorship. 

E. G. HARDY. 



CICERONIANA 

Cic. de fin. Vv 30 atque etiam illud, si qui dicere uelit, 
perabsurdum sit, ita diligi a sese quemque, ut ea uis diligendi 

ad aliam rem quampiam referatur, non ad eum ipsum, qui sese 
diligat. 

de leg. 1 49 ubi enim beneficus, si nemo alterius causa 
benigne facit? ubi gratus, si non eum ipsum cernunt grati, 

quoi referunt gratiam? ubi illa sancta amicitia, si non ipse 
amicus per se amatur toto pectore, ut dicitur? 

ipsum in both of these passages is the reading of most 
Mss and of all editions, in both of them it yields exactly 
the sense required, but in both of them the best Mss, or 

rather the only good Mss, give something else: in the de 
finibus B and E have tpse, in the de legibus A and B have 
tpst. Neither makes sense, and one is not even grammatical ; 
but for that very reason, apart from their superior authority, 

they ask attention, since neither could easily arise from any- 
thing so simple as ipsum. 

. The ipse of de fin. v 30 is a phenomenon which meets us 

now and again in the mss of Plautus, and which Plautus’ 

editors recognise for what it is. most. 346 ewm ipse codd., 

Pers. 603 ewm ipse P, eum se A, truc. 890 and 891 ewm ipse 

codd., mil. 1069 eam ipse codd., Poen. 272 eam ipse P. In the 
interpolated Ms F it has once, Poen. 272, been changed to 

wpsi (because the plural reges follows as the plural cernunt 
follows in de leg. I 49), and once, Pers. 603, to the ipsum of 

Cicero’s inferior Mss. This ipsum also reappears in trin. 950 
ewm tpsum codd., truc. 114 eum ipsum A, eum sum P, 133 ewm 

1 Read to the Cambridge Philological Society on the 24th Oct. 1912. 
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ipsum codd., Pacuu. arm. iud. ap. Non. p. 124 ewm ipsum codd., 

Caecil. Eph. ap. Cic. de sen. 25 et Non. p. 1 eum se codd. Cic., 

eum wpsum codd. Non. In all these places the corrections of 
critics from Camerarius to Fleckeisen have restored to our 

texts the forms euwmpse or eampse. This same archaic accusative 

of apse I wish to restore in these two passages of Cicero, ‘non 

ad ewmpse, qui sese diligat, ‘si non ewmpse cernunt grati, quoi 

referunt gratiam’; for that the pronoun ipse, when a relative 
follows, can stand alone instead of is ipse is demonstrated by 
Madvig de fin. 11 93 with many examples, such as de inu. I 82 

‘ut de zpso, qui iudicarit, iudicium fieri uideatur.’ 

Should it be objected that ewmpse is nowhere found in 

Cicero’s Mss, the objection, if valid, will exclude ewmpse not 

only from Cicero but from Latinity; for it is nowhere found 
in any MS of any author. Wherever we now read it in our 

texts of Plautus or the fragmenta scaenica it has been recovered 
by conjecture, as I recover it here, from Ms corruptions. But 
the mss of Plautus present similar forms uncorrupted, eampse, 

eapse (nom. sing. and abl.), eopse, eaepse; and so also do the 
mss of Cicero, especially the oldest and best of them, the 

Vatican palimpsest of the de republica. reapse for re ipsa is 

preserved at de rep. I 2 and de am. 47, and under the disguise 

of reabse or re ab se at de rep. 11 66, de leg. 111 18, de fin. v 27, 
de diu. 1 81, de off. 1 154, ad fam. 1x 15 1, in several of which 

passages the gloss re ipsa appears as a variant; while sepse for 

se ipsam is found in de rep. U1 12 ‘eam uirtutem, quae est una, 
si modost, maxime munifica et liberalis, et quae omnis magis 

quam sepse diligit. This last form has only escaped by the 

skin of its teeth: a corrector has written 7 overhead, and 
doubtless in the very next transcription the true reading was 

obliterated and se apse usurped its place. Both sepse and 

reapse have vanished from Seneca’s Mss in the very passage 
where he attests their employment by Cicero: ep. 108 32 
‘eosdem libros (Ciceronis de republica) cum grammaticus 
explicuit, primum uerba expressa, ab se dici a Cicerone, id 

est re ipsa, in commentarium refert, nec minus sese, id est 

se ipse; deinde’ etc. That the ab se and the sese of this 
sentence are false readings would in any case be evident; but 
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it is only because we possess Cicero’s book, and possess it in 
an ancient Ms, that we are able to convict Seneca’s scribes 

of writing ab se where he wrote reapse, and sese where he 
wrote sepse. It is possible and even probable that they have 
also corrupted his explanation of the latter word, for in Cic. de 

rep. It 12 it means not se ipse but se ipsam. 

ad Att. 11 19 4 Cosconio mortuo sum in eius locum inuitatus. 

id erat uocari in locum mortui. nihil me turpius apud homines 
fuisset, neque uero ad istam ipsam adogpdXdevay quicquam alienius. 

sunt enim illi apud bonos inuidiosi, ego apud improbos meam 
retinuissem inuidiam, alienam adsumpsissem. 

There is no doubt or difficulty about the meaning of this 
lopsided sentence,—that Cicero in joining the uiginti uiri had 

something to lose and nothing to gain —but the symmetry and 

point which it received from its author are destroyed by the 

punctuation of his editors. The words should be divided thus: 
‘sunt enim illi apud bonos inuidiosi, ego apud improbos: meam 
retinuissem inuidiam, alienam adsumpsissem.’ 

ad Att. xiv 10 1 meministine <me> clamare illo ipso 
Capitolino die senatum in Capitolium a praetoribus wocari ? 
di immortales, quae tum opera effici potuerunt laetantibus 
omnibus bonis, etiam sat bonis, fractis latronibus! 

The only possible meaning of ‘clamare senatum a praetoribus 

uocari’ is to exclaim that the praetors are convoking the senate. 
But the praetors were not convoking the senate on the Ides of 

March, and if they had been it would have been absurd to 
exclaim that they were: Cicero exclaimed that they ought to 

do so. This sense, which Messrs Tyrrell and Purser vainly try 
to impose upon the words by quoting examples of the infinitive 

with censeo, is usually obtained by inserting either oportere or 
debere at some place or other in the sentence. But there is a 
third way of saying the same thing. 

...a praetoribus uocan<dum> ? di immortales.... 

No need to remove the preposition: see X 4 6 ‘amanda 
potius ab illo quam tam crudeliter neglegenda.’ 
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The confusion of ~ with 7 is easy in many scripts, early and 

late, from the uncials of Livy, xxv 26 10 wt for ut, xLv 28 9 

dieuter for diec iter, to the cod. Mediceus of these epistles, 

11 11 2 disque for usque, Iv 7 1 durati for di irati. But the best 

instance to show that the termination -dwm might be lost in 

the first four letters of di immortales as easily as the word me 
in the last three letters of meministine is vill 6 3, where di 

immortales itself appears in M as dum mortales. The loss: of 
dum left wocan. The confusion of n with 77 is just as common 
as the other: Verg. Aen. v 89 wanos P for warios, Lucr. 11 1011 

funae codd. for furiae, Pers. VI 68 inperisius A B for inpensius, 

Ouid. her. vi 42 dignion re E for dignior ire, x111 88 offeris 
olimine P for offenso limine, Cic. ad Att. tv 8* 1 aperias M for 
Apenas, X 8 5 wereris M for uerens. 

de imp. Pomp. 20 dico eius aduentu maximas Mithridati 
copias omnibus rebus ornatas atque instructas fuisse, urbemque 

Asiae clarissimam nobisque amicissimam Cyzicenorum obsessam 

esse ab ipso rege maxima multitudine et oppugnatam uehemen- 

tissime ; quam L. Lucullus uirtute, adsiduitate, consilio summis 
obsidionis periculis liberauit. 

obsessam cett., oppressam Harl. 2682. The Harleianus 

is on the whole the best Ms of this speech, but it is not so 

much the best as its rediscoverer thinks it; and this is one 

of the places where Mr Clark has adopted its readings to 

the detriment of his text. Cyzicus was not oppressa in any 

sense of the word, it was neither surprised nor overthrown: 

its condition is precisely described by the term obsessam, 

which is again combined with oppugnatam at de har. resp. 6 
‘(Carthaginem) a multis imperatoribus obsessam, oppugnatam, 

labefactam, paene captam.’ But this is not the only place 
where obsessus is found with the variant oppressus in its com- 

pany. Verg. georg. 111 508 ‘ obsessas fauces premit aspera lingua,’ 

oppressas Macrobius in his citation Sat. vi 2 8; Hor. epod. 14 14 
‘accendit obsessam Ilion’ most MSS, opressam 2, obpressam 1; 

Cic. in Cat. 16 ‘multis meis et firmis praesidiis obsessus’ one 
family of MSS, oppressus the other two. Sometimes oppressus 
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alone is given by the Mss where obsessus is required by the 
sense: Liu. xxviI 12 3 ‘Capua etsi nihilo segnius oppressa per 
eos dies fuerat, tamen aduentum Flacci sensit, Petron. 141 

‘Saguntini oppressi ab Hannibale humanas edere carnes.’ The 

explanation of these substitutions and variants is everywhere 

the same: oppressus is a corruption, and obsessus a modernisa- 
tion, of the form opsessus. At Hor. epod. 14 14 this spelling is 
preserved in the scholia of Acron, at Liu. xxv1 12 3 it was 
restored by Lipsius, and it ought to be restored also in 

Petron, 141, where Rittershusius conjectured obsessi, in Verg. 

georg. 111 508, in Cic. in Cat. I 6, and here in de imp. Pomp. 20. 
There are several passages of Cicero where it survives uninjured 

in the cod. Par. 7794 saec. 1x,—de har. resp. 49 opsessus, pro 

Sest. 84 opsessum, de dom. 13 opsessor, pro Balb. 6 opsessionas ; 
and at pro Balb. 5 it was detected under another disguise by 

Madvig, ‘(Balbum) Carthagine esse possessuwm,’ i.e. opsessum. 

de leg. agr. If 93 quem hominem ‘ uegrandi macie torridum’ 

Romae contemptum abiectum uidebamus, hunc Capuae Campano 
fastidio ac regio spiritu cum uideremus, Blossios mihi uidebar 

illos uidere ac Vibellios. 

It is recognised that the words wegrandi macie torridum 

are none of Cicero’s own, but an iambic or trochaic fragment 

from some comedy or tragedy. Even so however they are 
passing strange. The most lenient translation that I can 

devise in English is ‘parched with puny spareness, but the 
Latin, as we shall presently see, is stranger still than this: 
both uegrandi macie and macie torridwm are phrases requiring 

a great deal of defence, and yet none is vouchsafed them. 
- The adjective wegrandis means ‘stunted, falling short of 

fuil or normal growth. It is therefore properly applied to 
living things, whether animal or vegetable: Ouid. fast. 11 

445 sq. ‘uegrandia farra coloni | quae male creuerunt, uescaque 
parua uocant,’ Fest. p. 372 wegrande frumentum, Paul. Fest. 
p. 379 uegrandem fabam, Pers.1 97 uegrandi subere, Auson. 414 

13 (Peip. p. 274) messibus uegrandibus, Varr. r. r. 11 2 13 (oues) 

uegrandes atque imbecillae. Thence it is transferred to other 
Journal of Philology. vou. xxxt. 18 
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things by metaphor: Plaut. cist. 378 (Fest. p. 372) ‘quin is, 

si itura es? nimium is wegrandi gradu, ‘you take too short 
steps, strides which halt before they reach the usual length: 

the opposite is praegrandi gradu in Pacuu. arm. iudiec. ap. Fest. 

p. 355. A second example is very obscure and doubtful: 
Nonius twice over, p. 183 under wegrande and p. 297 under 

efferre, quotes a verse from Lucil. xxvi which in the former 

place runs ‘non idcirco extollitur nec witae uegrandi datur. 

In the absence of a context we cannot determine the sense of 

this phrase: Nonius’ own explanation that wegrandi means 

ualde grandi is incredible, and casts doubt on his explanation 

of extollitur as editur or prouehitur. If the words wtae 

uegrandt stood alone, we should naturally interpret them some- 
what as Bentley does at Hor. serm. 1 2 129, ‘uitae humili et 

miserae, a blighted life, never fully and healthily developed. 

But the reading witae is itself uncertain, for instead of nec 
uitae the mss of Nonius at p. 297 give uelite. 

There remains the phrase from which we started, uegrandi 
macie. This should properly mean, if anything, consumption 

arrested at an early stage. There exists however an extended 

use of epithets which may be called their factitive use: exsangue 
cuminum in Hor. epist. 1 19 18 is ‘cuminum quod exsangues 

facit,’ and so far as grammar is concerned the words uegrands 

macie might signify macie wegrandem efficient. But still they 
will yield no just sense. macies, if we learn its meaning not 
from glossaries and lexicons but from the practice of Latin 

authors, is not so much ‘leanness’ or ioyvorns as ‘ wasting’ 

or icxvacpos: it is a process of decline and diminution. 

uegrandis on the other hand is not ‘small’ but ‘stunted’ or 
‘undergrown’; it implies arrest of development: a man who 

loses flesh and dwindles in size does not thereby become 

uegrandis. The adjective and the substantive are therefore 

incompatible. 
And macie torridum is little better. torridus elsewhere 

signifies ‘parched’ with heat or more rarely ‘nipped’ with 
cold, and the ablatives which attend it are such as zgni, sole, 

siccitate, frigore, gelu. It does not elsewhere, as here it must, 

mean simply ‘shrivelled’ or ‘ withered.’ 
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Now the text of Cicero which I have given above is already 
an emended text, for uwegrandi itself is a conjecture of the 

15th century and all older Mss have wt grandi in its stead. 

What I propose is to alter two letters more. From the ancient 
practice of continuous writing, with no interval between word 

and word, there proceeded false divisions, and these in their 

turn led to the change of letters. For example in Lucr. 1 846 
the original ili supra has passed (through willis upra) into 

illis wira; 919 uti risu tremulo into utiris ut aemulo, 11 294 

_fuit umquam into fultum quam, tv 1209 uim weit into wi mulctt, 

vi 641 mediocri clade (through medio cricla de) into media 
grecia de. But there is no better instance of what I mean 

than in the adjacent § 92 of this speech of Cicero’s, where 
Capuae illo creante has become Capua et locreanti, first by 

wrong division, then by the loss of one / and the change of 7 

into ¢ and of e into 7. I think that wegrandi macie torridum 

arose in like manner from uegrande macre torridum, which, 

rightly divided, is wegrandem ac retorridum, ‘puny and wizened.,’ 

The adjective retorridus, ‘dried up, first appears, like uegrandis, 

as a term of agriculture, in Varr. r. r. 1 9 5 prata retorrida 

muscosa, and afterwards in Seneca (arborem breuem retorridam 

infelicem, nodosi et retorridt rami, pars in oliuetis ueteribus 
arida et retorrida), Columella (plantas scabras et retorridas, 
semina scabra atque retorrida, retorridae frondis), and Pliny 
(myrtus retorrida ac squalida, nihil ulcerosum aut retorridum, 
id retorridum et nodosum, gemmas retorridas hirtasque, neuras 

spinis retorrida, retorride nata); but it is also applied to animals 
and to human beings, Phaed. tv 2 17 sq. ‘(mus) retorridus, | qui 
saepe laqueos et muscipula effugerat,’ Sen. ep. 95 16 ‘retorridi 

digiti articulis obrigescentibus,’ Gell. xv 30 1 ‘qui ab alio uitae 

genere detriti iam ac retorridi ad litterarum disciplinas serius 
adeunt.’ 

pro Cael. 31 necare eandem uoluit; quaesiuit uenenum, sol- 

licitauit seruos, potionem parauit, quam locum constituit, attulit. 

This unconstruable guam is absent from all Mss except the 

best, Mr Clark’s = Nobody would have wished to insert it, 
18—2 
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everybody would have wished to omit it; it must therefore be 

regarded as the remnant of something which Cicero wrote. 

If one enquires what sort of word Cicero might be expected 

to write beside ‘locum constituit, the answer is given by Sall. 

lug. 113 2 ‘tempore et loco constituto, Liu. xx 22 16 ‘loco et 
tempore constituto,’ Ter. eun. 541 ‘locus, tempus constitutum 

est’: Caelius presumably fixed not only the place but the 
time. And the exact word which Cicero chose to convey this 

notion may be discovered by comparing the letters of the Ms 

with the following passages: Mart. x1 73 2 ‘constituisque 

horam constituisque locum, Val. Max. Iv 7 ext. 1 ‘hora a 
Dionysio constituta, v 6 ext. 4 ‘citra constitutam horam, 

Hor. serm. 1 4 15 ‘detur nobis locus, hora. QVAM is a 

mistake for ORAM; and ora instead of hora is a spelling not 

only customary in the middle ages but found even in Virgil’s 

best Mss at georg. 111 327, Aen. Iv 679, vi 539. 
Q for 0 is of course one of the easiest errors in capital 

script: v for R is not, but Ribbeck proleg. p. 254 cites 

Aen. 11 261 diwus for dirus, 11 473 diuae for dirae, 1x 282 

auguerit for arguerit. I suspect that this same confusion of 
OR with QV is at the bottom of a variation in the MSs and 

a difficulty in the text of Iuu. x 197, 

plurima sunt iuuenum discrimina, pulchrior ille 

hoc atque dle alio, multum hic robustior illo: 

una senum facies, 

‘To tell young men apart there are many tokens; one is 

handsomer than another and a third than a fourth ; a fifth is 

sturdier far than a sixth: the old are all alike.’ In this 

sentence the words ‘and a third than a fourth,’ atque ille alo, 
are surplusage, and while they add nothing to its substance 
they impair its form; for the repetition of lle and the intro- 

duction of alio upset the balance between pulchior alle hoc and 

hic robustior illo. Now the ille of u. 197 is found indeed in 
most MSS and also in G. L. K, Iv p. 492, but it is absent 
from the best ms P, from the celebrated cod. Oxoniensis, and 

from the most noteworthy of the late Mss, Burneianus 192%. 

1 This ms, I may remark, presents conjectured by Mr Leo; though I do 

in Iuu. xtv 269 the assiculis lately not reckon that among its merits, 
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I think therefore that ile is a metrical interpolation and that 

after QVE there has been a loss of ORE, an easier loss than 

that which we see to have taken place in Manil. 111 274 ‘atque 
ora fugantia, where ora is omitted by M. Then the sense will 

be ‘one is handsomer than another and differently featured 

(ore alio), this is sturdier far than that: the old are all alike.’ 
The ablative of quality is less common in Juvenal and his 

contemporaries than the genitive, but recurs at x1 96, where, 

as here, it is co-ordinated with an adjective: ‘nudo latere et 

paruis’ is exactly parallel to ‘ pulchrior atque ore alio.’ 

A. E. HOUSMAN. 



AESCHY LEA. 

Pers. 347 (Wecklein). py cou Soxodpev tHdE AevpOAvat 
ayn; Perhaps it is just possible to squeeze the required sense 

out of this, but of course Aeschylus wrote, as anybody else 

would, r75e AevPOHvar wdxns, “to have the worst of the fight 

so far as numbers go.” 

Pers. 507. 

préyov yap avyais Napmpos HALov KUKAOS 
pécov topov SifKe Ocppaivwv provi. 

dujxe is scarcely intelligible. If it come from dujxw, the 
translation “ passed through” is absurd, “ passed over” is worse 

still. Nor do I think a Greek poet could say 7Aiov KvKXos 
Sifxe Kpvotaddoy to mean Alou axtives SifKov. If it come 
from Sinus we want an accusative after it, and cannot supply 
avyas from the previous line, nor is it a possible substitute for 

axrivas even if we could. The idea that dcénus means “ melt” 

looks plausible at first sight but will not bear investigation. 
“Trieb auseinander, léste, sprengte,’ says Jurenka, but can 

quote no parallel for such an interpretation. 

dinve will give the meaning we want. Cp. Arist. Meteor. 
IV ix 25, €ote ydp atyls 4 bd Oepwod KavoTixod eis dépa Kal 

mvevpa éxxptows €€ bypod Siavtixyn. As heat dvaiver liquid 

here and segregates vapour, so in Aeschylus the heat dvaives 
the ice and turns it into water. 

Sept. 125. €éB8duais mvdaus=seven gates. For this 
curious numeral cp. Dante, Inferno iv 148, la sesta compagnia, 

“the company of six.” 

Sept. 747. erakd & adka &v driyou 

Teiver TUpyos épvKeLv. 

épvxew Weil for év edpez. Cp. Aratus 299, orJdyor dé dia EVrOv 
"Aid épvxer. Weil also suggests oldua for ada, but it seems 
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to me that we want a genitive after wera’, and therefore 

I should prefer @\was. If Aratus was imitating this passage, 

we might read” Avda, but it is not likely that he was. 
This construction of pwera€d with only one of the two 

opposites definitely mentioned is to be heard often enough in 

English speech, like many other recognized Greek idioms. 

Mr de Morgan, a great noter of such things, puts it into the 
mouth of one of his characters in Somehow Good. And it is 
classical English too. Fletcher writes “And puts him. out of 

grace that stood between me” ( W7t at several weapons, Act iv, 

Se. i). Byron: 

“Rocks rise and rivers roll between - 
The spot which passion blest.” 

(Occasional Pieces, The Adieu.) 

Sept. 777. @apceite maides pntépov reOpappévar. It 
were waste of time to dilate on the hopelessness of this line as 

it stands. Aeschylus wrote METPEXETESTPAMMENAL. 
This was easily corrupted into pytepés Tt éotpappévar or 

TeOpappévar; then prjrepes was altered to pytépwr to get 

a semblance of sense. Cf. Supp. 608, @apccire, maides, 719, 

bpels 5é put) tpéonte, Oed. Col. 1737, pirat, tpéonte pndév. 
Aeschylus uses tpéw for fly as Homer does; cf. Sept. 423, uw 

Tpéoas pevel, will stand his ground without running. So here 
he meant: “Cheer up, young women; don’t turn and run 

away, as the Chorus had turned to do. otfré wot, duditroror, 

mooe hevyeTe OTA iOovcat ; 

Sept. 1037. 

KH. add’ dy rors otuyel od Tiunoes Tadeo ; 

AN. 76n ta TodS’ ov Statetipntat Oeois. 
KH. od, wpiv ye xopav tHvde xiwdvvm Bandeiv. 

Line 1038 is manifestly corrupt. 75 is meaningless, for 78n 
ov cannot stand for ov. The scholiast indeed read rodéde or 
TovTou; at any rate he had no negative in his text, but his text 
is just as hopeless as ours. Nor is dsvatetiunra: a compound 

susceptible of explanation; Wieseler however has solved that 
part of the problem with diya reriuynras. 
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Read ov dfjta twHde Siva tetiunvrar Oeots, which at least 

gives an excellent meaning. It would be possible to keep 4 d4rTa, 
taking the sentence to be a question, but ov dfra seems easily 
preferable in itself, and Mr Bywater suggests to me that 
the ov of our text is a misplaced marginal note intended for 
a correction of the 7 of 76. He compares Canter’s emendation 

of Eurip. El. 1088. 
Then in 1039 read tévde for tHvde, and the whole triplet is 

smooth. “The city hates him; will you honour him?” “The 
gods have made no distinction between the two.’ “No, not 

before this one of them invaded his country.” 

P. V. 1000. 

EP. xpeiocoy yap, olwar, rHde NaTpevew TéTpPG 
) watpt pivar Znvi miorov aryryenov. 

IIP. obras bBpifew rods bBpifovtras ypedv. 

Some in despair delete 1002 altogether. But interpolators 
mean something as a rule, and if this line is the work of one 

what was he driving at? Another theory is that a line is lost 

before it. But what can have been in it to lead up to this 

sentiment ? 
What should we expect Prometheus to say? Would it not, 

considering what Hermes has said, be something like: “That's 

the way a lackey should insult”? tovds dnpéras in fact. 

It would be quite easy after bPpifew to write tbPpiféras 
accidentally. I know I not seldom catch myself making such 
slips in writing, and having to correct them. A similar cor- 

ruption anyhow, whatever the cause of it, is found in [Demosth.] 
lix 51, dpyioOels & eri rovTous Grace Kal bBpicOar rjyovpevos, 
where there is a variant bBpicGels for dpyoGeis. In Alciphro 
iii 25 (Schepers) one MS. reads bzropuévew (evidently by a bad 

conjecture) for rod bPpifovros. An exact parallel to the 
corruption I suppose here is this from the translation of 
Schumann called Music and Musicians, vol. ii, p. 441, “Schu- 

bert’s Schusucht (!) waltz.” 

Cho. 205. 

Kal prv aotiBot ye, Sevtepoy Texprpior, 
Too@v omoto. Tols T ewotow eudepers. 
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It has been actually suggested before now that there may have 

been some legendary peculiarity about the feet of the Pelopidae, 
which would account for this remarkable observation of 
Electra’s. The following passage may accordingly amuse some 

readers; it is from a very curious old Buddhist play called 
Ndgdnanda, translated by P. Boyd, Triibner & Co., 1872, 

page 17. “Ah! whose footsteps have we here on the dusty 
ground, having the sign of the chakra manifest? Assuredly it 

will be the footstep of this mighty man. For...his eyes 
resemble a lotus; his chest vies with Hari; and since his feet 

are marked with the chakra, I conjecture that he who rests 
here is assuredly one who has attained the dignity of an 

emperor of the Vidyadharas.” 

The chakra, I am informed by Professor Neill, is a wheel- 
shaped mark, which was one of the signs of certain supernatural 

persons in Buddhist mythology. The speaker in the play 

discovers the presence of some great one by his foot-mark 

before he sees him, and so far resembles Electra. One might 
blow a beautifully-coloured bubble over this, but I prefer to 

agree with Euripides for once. 

Eum. 149. ia wat Ads, érrixrorros éXy. 

The corresponding line is fod iod mimak: émabopev pirat. 
If we allow that dochmiacs need not answer one another 

syllabically we can restore the metre by (@ iw trai Acs. For 

my own part I suspect that dochmiacs have often been forced 

into exacter correspondence than the poets desired. 

Frag. 99 (Oxford text), line 22. 

Newt yap éAmls IHAHEUISTPHMENHI. 

Wilamowitz proposes #8 ést Evpod 7’ &Bnv, where éByv is 
displeasing, and Sidgwick writes axpjs instead. But surely 
Aeschylus said él Evpod pév odv, which is a way of speaking 
very common with him and nearer the letters of the papyrus. 

ARTHUR PLATT. 
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De Anima. 

II, xii, 3, 434° 32. ef ody mav cdma TopevtiKdy pa) exov 

aic@now pOciporro dv Kali eis Tédos ovK av EdOoL O éoTL 
gpicews Epyov—Tas yap Opéerar; Tois pev yap povipois 
vmdpyet TovTO bev TepvKacwr, (virgulam pro periodo scripsi) 

ovx olov te dé cdma exew pev oxy Kal vodv KpLTLKOD, 
aicOnow Sé wr exe, wn moviwov dv yevvnrov Oé. (AAA pny 

ovde ayévyntov: Sia Ti yap ovy éEe; ) yap TH Wvyn Bedtiov 
TO c@paTL* voV O oOvdéTEpOY, 7) WEY Yap Ov PAAXOV vonaEL TO 
& ovOév gota wadrov Ov éxeivo.) ovév dpa éyer uynv copa 

1) Movigov avev aicOnoews. 
The text and interpretation of this passage are of notorious 

difficulty. I think to begin with that Torstrik, Susemihl and 

others are right in regarding the first clause as containing some 

error, but that does not here concern me. What it is necessary 
to say something about is the passage yevynrov dé. adda puny 

ovde ayévyntov: dia Ti yap ovy €&er; There are here three 

separate questions. First, practically all our Mss. give yevynrov 

and ayévynrov, a reading known to Themistius also, though he 

and Simplicius read yeynrov and dyévnrov; authority is thus 
divided between the two from ancient times. The word 

ayévyntos is not found elsewhere in Aristotle, for Bonitz must 
be right in proposing ayévnrov at Metaphys. 996” 7. But it 
is a good word in itself and there is certainly good authority 
for it here; this however is a weak point in my view of the 

passage. Secondly, five of our MSS. read dia Ti yap ody é€ex, 
and this was the reading of Plutarch, a more ancient authority 
than any of the commentators; nor is there the slightest reason 

for supposing that Plutarch invented it. Other Mss, and ancient 
authorities omit ovy. Modern commentators, I do not know 
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why, mostly omit it also and then squeeze some sense out of 

the rest of the words by a prodigious tour de force. Omission 
of negatives is so amazingly common both in Greek and English 

books that it is surely better to suppose that ovy was accidentally 

dropped in some ancient copy than to suppose that Plutarch 

inserted it and that from him it got, nobody can guess how, 

into five of our Mss. Thirdly, most important of all, the clause 

ara pv ovdé ayév(v)nrov is in all the Mss., it was read by 

Plutarch and by the ancient commentators before Simplicius, 

it was known to Simplicius too though not in his own text, 
But Simplicius rejected it, and since Torstrik the moderns 

mostly reject it also. Why? Because they take dyév(v)nrov 

to refer to the heavenly bodies, the aidva, and then the 

comment of Simplicius is enough to condemn it, daiveras 
pndapod thy aicOnow él Tov ovpaviwy Tpoctéwevos. It does 
seem to me that the weight of authority is enormously in 

favour of keeping the words, and I imagine, perhaps fondly, 

that I see a way of making sense of them. In order to do so, 

it is necessary however to read yevynroyv and ayévynrov, and 

to put upon these words a sense which is undoubtedly some- 

what strained, but it must be remembered that something will 

have to be strained on any view of this passage whatever. 
I must first premise several things. In Gen. An. I. v. 

Aristotle asks why the female cannot produce young by herself, 

why does she want aid from the male? aitov 8 bt diadéper 
To C@ov Tov ghuTod aicOnoe (741° 9). tod & aicOnriKxod % 

fev mpaorn petaBor) yiverar bd Tod yevvdvtos (De Anima ° 

417° 16), i. the father, as yeryv regularly means. In Gen. 
An. again, 715° 16, he says: dca dé pi) mopevtixd, xabdrep 
Ta doTpaKkddeppa TOV Cewv Kal Ta COvTA TO TpooTEduKévas, 

dua 76 Tapardnoiay adtoy evar Thy ovciay Tois puTois, waTEp 

ovd év éxeivors, ovd év TovTous éotl Td OAAV Kal TO dapper. 
In fact ta wopevtina = Ta éyovta TO Ofdv Kal TO dppev. And 
TA py) TopevTiKa =TA poviba=Ta wh exovta TO OAAV Kal TO 
dppev =Ta ayévynta. Moreover in these passages and in others 
it is implied that ta pova do not possess aicOnow. But on 
this point Aristotle contradicts himself elsewhere ; he ascribes 
alcO@now to sponges in Hist. An. 487°9, and at de Anima 
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432° 19 he says 7roAAad yap éote TOV Cowv & aloOnow pév exer 
povipa 8 éotl Kat axivnta dva Tédovs. So he is unsettled in 
his own mind upon this question: have sessile animals sensation 
or have they not ? 

Thus his attitude in regard to wopevtexa and povima is 

that mopevtiuxa have sexes and are yévynra, whereas povipa 
have no sex, being produced by spontaneous generation, ayév- 

vnta. Again wopevtixa certainly all have sensation, but about 

povima this is a more doubtful point. 
I will now translate the passage here in question, according 

to my view of its meaning. “If then there should come into 
being a body capable of motion but without sensation, it would 

perish and frustrate the operation of Nature by failing to reach 
perfection. For how is it to be nourished? For though (ev) 
sessile animals get their food from the place where they have 

grown, it is not possible for an animal which is not sessile 

but produced by sex-generation (and therefore locomotive) to 

possess soul and power of discrimination (which it does possess 

because it is an animal) without sensation (for without this it 

could not be directed to its food). But yet (adds Aristotle as 

an afterthought) neither can an animal be in this condition 
which is not produced by sex-generation (but spontaneously 

generated and therefore sessile); why should not it also have 
sensation? The only reason would be that it was better for its 
soul or its body to have no sensation, but in point of fact it 

will be no advantage to either the one or the other; the soul 

will be no better able to use its discriminating power for lack 

of sensation, nor will the body exist any the more. So then 

(going back after this parenthesis) no non-sessile animal has 

soul without sensation.” 
I suppose the parenthesis to have been added on revision 

as an afterthought. In the first draft Aristotle was going 
on the assumption that sessile animals have no sensation, 

being as he often says just like plants. On overhauling this 

chapter at a later date, when perhaps he had changed his views 

about this, he added this note; either he stuck it violently 

into the middle of his argument himself or his editor did it 

for him, finding it in the margin or somewhere. 
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It is to be observed that there is another great inconsistency 
connected with this argument. Here Aristotle assumes, as in 
other places, that “sessile animals” is coextensive with “sponta- 
neously generated.” But this is flatly contradicted in many 

passages, as for instance when he says that some insects are 
spontaneously generated. Again he knew very well that many 

testacea move, and yet he does not believe them to have sexes. 
But these contradictions and inconsistencies are in Aristotle 

anyhow, and do not affect the question of the meaning here. 

De Sensu. 

ii. 20, 438 25. This section should be stopped as follows: 

510 Kal T@ Tept Tov éyxéparov TOTM TO THs dodpycews 

aicOnrnpiov éotiv idvov' Svvdper yap: Oepyr Tod >Wwuypod 
dAn éotiv’ (Kai 7 Tod Gupatos yéveots Tov avTov Exer TpOTOL, 

amo Tod éyxeparov yap cuvéotynKev) ovTOS yap bypoTaTos Kal 
Wuypotatos TaV év TH TwpaTe popiwy éotiv. The remark 
about the eye is parenthetical, having nothing to do with 

the main argument. We can now see the force of yap in the 

last sentence. “<I say that the organ of smell is located near 
the brain, because smeil is connected with fire and so its organ 

should be actually cold, potentially hot; therefore it should be 
near the brain> for etc.” 

The next section has never been satisfactorily explained, 

but it seems to me simple enough, if I do not, like Simmias 

in Phaedo, escape my own notice talking nonsense. 0 8é 
amtiKov yhs, TO Se yevotixov eldds TL aphs éotiv. The other 

two senses, taste and touch (seeing, hearing and smelling being 

already connected with water, air and fire), have to do with 

earth. Now the sense-organ of smell, being connected with 
fire, is actually cold, potentially hot, and therefore near the 

cold brain. So we should expect the organ of touch and taste, 
being connected with earth, to be actually hot, potentially cold, 
and therefore near the hot heart. «ai Sia todro mpos rH 
kapdia TO aic@ntypiov avtay, just what we expect, and of 
course mpos 7H Kapdia can mean nothing whatever except 
“near the heart.” 
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But the organ of sight refuses to fit in with this way of 

thinking, for it is watery, and therefore cold, and yet is near 
the brain. That however is a fault in Aristotle’s system which 

he cannot get over, if indeed he really thought the senses to be 
connected with the four elements in the way here stated, which 

is doubtful; see 438° 16. 
v. 30, 445° 19. 810 nal wepittoOpaTta yiveta THs Tpodys, 

} év avtois 7 &&w, womep Tois hutois. The last three words 

are a stupid interpolation. Aristotle repeatedly asserts that 

plants have no wepstr@pata. And if they had, what would 

be the sense of saying, as I gather that he is supposed to say, 

that animals have wepett@uata internally, plants externally? - 
The word means “residues,” residual matter left over from 

the nutriment. (Not “waste-products,” for a great quantity 

of them is of the highest importance.) These residues are 

both internal and external, e.g. milk and excreta; thus both 
internal and external residues are found in animals, and both 

would be found in plants if plants had any at all. 

Zeller (Phil. Gr. 1. ii. 396, note 4) explains the meaning 

thus: “als weputt@mata der Pflanzennahrung scheinen hier 

die Stoffe betrachtet zu werden, welche die Pflanzen nicht 

aufsaugen, sondern im Boden zuriicklassen.” This is very 
ingenious, and it suits the Aristotelian theory that plants 

get their nutriment out of ground ready prepared for them. 

But it seems most improbable for all that; mepitt@mara 

yiverar THs TpopHs cannot mean anything except that residues 
are extracted from the food, whereas on Zeller’s view the 

meaning is that the food, extracted from the earth, leaves 

non-nutritious stuff behind it. 

De Memoria. 

i. 16, 450” 28. If you look at a picture simply as so many 

lines and colours, you perceive it oloy vonua te ) pavtacua, 

not as a reminder of something else, av & 7 aAXou, “but if 

you look at it as a copy of something else,” domep €v TH ypady 

as eixdva Oewpet, “just as in the picture you look at it as a 
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representation,” cal [4] éwpaxas tov Kopicxov, as Kopicxou, 
“and if you happen to have seen Coriscus, you look on it as 
a representation of Coriscus.” I bracket 2) because it upsets 

both sense and grammar. If you have not seen Coriscus, you 
cannot recognize it as his likeness. And éwpaxas surely cannot 
mean, as Prof. Beare is driven in his excellent translation to 

say, “having at the moment seen.” 
Who was this Coriscus whom Aristotle is always talking 

about? If I may take a leaf from Professor Jackson’s book 

I should say that this passage shews that a picture of him 
hung in Aristotle’s lecture-room. © 

De Somno. 

ii. 16, 456° 11. ois 8 cdvaipou Kai évropois Kai 1) 

Seyouévous mvedpa. So the best Mss.; others have xal tois 
éytopots. Aristotle does not allow that any animal respires 

except mammalia, birds, reptiles and amphibia; no dvaima 

do so. Hence trois avaiwous Kai pn Sexopévous trvedpua is a 

reasonable enough phrase, meaning “bloodless animals as they 
do not respire” (though he ignores fish here). But “ bloodless 

animals and insects” is as bad as “mammals and rodents” or 

“elasmobranchs and sharks.” 
Hence at first sight it seems that évTowors is a variant on 

avaiwois, which has got into the text; compare the variant 
dvaipa for évtowa at de Partibus 682° 21. But on the other 

side it may be argued that the connexion here defends évtomous. 
For Aristotle has just spoken of the refrigeration brought about 
by the lung in most sanguinea, and by the intaking of water 
in fishes and other aquatic animals; he is going on to treat 
of insects in what immediately follows. But if so, this again 

proves tois S avaipous Kal évtopors to be wrong. For if he 
has already been thinking of dvacua in what precedes, he could 

not go on with trois & avaiwous here. Yet we cannot read 
tois 8 évTopois Kai pr) Seyopévors rvedpa, and to omit these 
last four words also would be very violent. 

Rather I think the connexion in his mind to be this: 

“In sanguinea, whether air-breathers or fish, the seat of 
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sensation is the heart, and the refrigeration takes place near 

this, whether by respiration or by taking in water (455° 31— 
456° 10). In non-sanguinea which do not admit air [or water 

either, but it was not necessary to add this], the cooling is 

caused by the innate spiritus. This you may see for yourself 

in the case of insects.” 

Upon the whole then [ return to the first impression that 
the words kat évtowos should be omitted, whether they came 
in as a variant reading or were a gloss anticipating what 
follows. The reason why Aristotle specially mentions insects 

is because they are the only animals in which he could discern 

the movement of the innate spiritus, as he thought, though 

he must have supposed it to exist in other dvaiua also, such 

as terrestrial mollusca. But this passage is closely connected 

with the obscure words which follow, 64Xo0v S€ todto émi tav 

oroTTépwry, olov odynkarv Kal pedicoar, Kal év Tais pviats Kal 
doa tora’ta. The buzzing and humming of certain insects 
shews the presence of this alleged spiritus according to him, 

and he seems at first sight to divide insects into two classes, 

diptera (uviar cai dca To.adra) and tetraptera (e.g. bees and 

wasps). But how in the world can odAorrépwy mean “ tetra- 

pterous”? Even an Aristotelian may be expected to know 
that bees and wasps have four wings, and it is plain that if 

Odom Tépwy really meant “with undivided wings,” as Liddell 
and Scott assert, this epithet would be applied to diptera if to 

any insects, not to those in which the wings are doubled. 
The puzzle was solved years ago by Dr Ogle, who pointed 

out that mrepov in Aristotle does not mean wing at all, but 
feather. Thus all flying insects are odomrepa as contrasted 
with birds, which are oyiférrepa, because in insects the 

“feather” is “without barbs or shaft” (Ogle on de Partibus 

682 18). Isee no way of escaping from his argument. And 

in this passage the words I have quoted mean: “this is plain 

in the case of insects, as bees and wasps and flies, etc.” 

OdOTTepa are not distinguished from putas, but pviar are one 
of the examples of odd7repa. 

But, it may be said, if so, why év tats puiais, why not 

puiov? Well, Aristotle is often very clumsy as a writer, and 
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here he may have tacked on xal év tais puiais as an after- 
thought without considering the mode of expression. The 

diptera are very different, and make a very different noise, 

from the bees and wasps. But both are odomrepa; if any 
further proof be needed, read the De Incessu. 

At the end of 17 (456* 19, 20) rév odXomrépwr is an intoler- 

able interpolation. It cannot be taken with rd qrepwra, 
because it is clear that ra rrepwrad tay odoTTépar is as great 
nonsense as Ta mopevTiKa Tov TeTpaTrodwv would be, to say 
nothing of the order of words. And to take it with ro iméfwpa 

is even worse, if possible. It may as well be added that 
vrofwpa does not mean “diaphragm” here, because no insect 

has anything of the kind; it means “ waist,” and is correctly 

explained by Liddell and Scott for a wonder. 

De Longitudine et Brevitate Vitae. 

ili. 4, 465° 16. ére nal ei dvayKxn tepittwmpa Troveiv, TO 5é 

mepittapa évavtiov: && évaytiov yap ael 7 petaBorr, TO Sé 

TepitTwpa vTdrAEupa Tod TpoTépov. 
Aristotle is arguing that no animal can be imperishable. 

Things are destroyed by their opposites. Now change implies 

an opposite, and a 7epittwpua is a residue of what was opposite. 
E.g. grass, TO Tpédor, is the opposite of a sheep, Td Tpeddpevor. 
But the blood of the sheep is a wepitrwpa of ro tpépov. If 

then it is necessary for the sheep to make the vepitrwpa, as 
it is, it must make it out of what was opposite to it. Conse- 

quently the sheep must eternally be coming into contact with 

its opposite, and must end by perishing. 

ei b€ wav éedXavver (é€£eXavvor?) Td évepyeia évaytiov, Kav 

évrav? apOaptoy av ein; % ov, adr bd Tod TepiéxovTos 
pbeciperas. 

But if the sheep could get rid of everything actually 
opposite to it, it still would not be imperishable, for it will 
be destroyed in the long run by its environment. It is only 
by getting the residual matter out of its food that it is able 
to keep up the conflict with the environment at all; if it get 

Journal of Philology. vou. xxx. 19 
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rid of the necessity of getting wepstrmpata out of its opposite, 

it would collapse all the sooner. 
ei pev ovr, ixavov éx Tév eipnuévov: et Sé pn, Vro0écOar 

Set OTe eveots Te evepyeia evavyTiov Kai TepitTwpa yiveTat. 
If the first words of this mean anything (which I doubt if 

they really can) it must be: “if then this is possible must 

be judged from what has been said.” Then he continues: 
“but if not (which of course it isn’t), we must assume that 

there must be something actually opposite in the animal 

(because it must go on taking food, which is actually opposite 
though potentially not so) and residual substances are formed 

from it.” 
A mark of interrogation is necessary after ap@aprov dy 

ein, because without it «cal évrad@a is meaningless. 
iii, 8, 456° 24. 80 padvota yivovtar Umvor amo THs 

tpopys' aOpoov yap modv Tote bypov Kal [Td] cwpaT@des 

avaéperat. 
Omit ro (Y), for if the meaning were “the liquid and the 

solid,” the word would not be cwpar@des at all but Enpov, nor 
is it true that the solid is carried upward in digestion according 

to Aristotle. And cwpata@des is regularly used by him as an 
epithet of liquids. So the meaning here is “for then ascends 

liquid in great quantities and containing much solid matter in 
solution.” Compare 457° 20, yiveras o tirvos Tov cwpmaT@dous 

dvahepopévou vd Tod Oeppod Sia Tav prcBaOv pds THY 
Keparny. 

Ancient authority is divided between rore dypov and To Te 
bypov; this indicates that some of the ancients at any rate 
read 7d cwparaoes. Even if they all did so, and if therefore 

the reading of Y is due to accident, it still seems to be right. 
But the variant may quite well be as ancient as the old com- 

mentators. 

iii. 30, 458" 26. Omit dco before tod cwparadous. 

ibid. 458" 30. é& avayens pév yevopevos...€vexa 5é owrnpias. 

“Coming about by necessity indeed, but still also for a final 

cause.” Compare de Gen. An. 778° 30—778° 19, and other 

passages. 
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De Somniis. 

iil, 11, 461° 18. Kal Avopevas ev GrAlyo TE AOLTO alpaTe 
T® €v Tois aicOnTnplos KiwodvTaL, éxovTa OpmoLoTNnTAa woTrEp 
Ta év Tois véderw, & Tapekafovow avOpetois Kal KevTadpots 

Taxéws petaBddrovta. The key to understanding this passage 
is in Avodmevar, for which see de Gen. An. 768? 31—768° 16. 
There resemblances to ancestors are accounted for by the 

“resolution” of the movements in the omépya; here the 
shifting shapes of dreams are accounted for by the “ resolution ” 

of the movements in the blood. Compare too 461* 8—10. 

De Divinatione per Somnum. 

ii. 11, 464° 2. @omep yap ta Diravyidov moinpata Kal ot 

éupaveis éyopueva (read éyopuevor) TOD omotov Aéyouc. Kai Siavo- 

obvtat, olov "Adpodirny, cal ow cvvelpovew eis TO Tpdco. 
About Philaegides, or as other Mss. have it Philippides, 

nothing whatever is known, and the ancient commentators do 

not succeed in concealing their total ignorance of any meaning 

in this passage. But what sort of verses would of éupavels 
gabble ? Nonsense-verses probably, in which some jingle 

catches their ear, stuff which hangs together of itself, like 

“hickory, dickory, dock.” 

Well, EMU here read *Agpoditny dpodirny. Does not that 

shew the sort of thing Aristotle is thinking of? One must not 
expect sense in such jeux d’esprit ; I remember an interpretation - 
of the name Napoleon which ran thus: Nazrodéwv dronéwv (!) 

modewv O€wv Aéwv édv. So here ’Adpoditny dpoditny poditnv 
odirnv. This gives a similar jingle of words which mean nothing 
but still are words. gpoditnv=pooditny like ppoimiov=mpooi- 

pov. I do not mean that Aristotle need have added the last 
two words. 

Such a jingle might do well enough for a lunatic, and such 
stuff is created by vacant minds; it is a poetic figure run to 
seed; echolalia. 

But one need not accuse Philaegides of drivelling like this. 
His zrounwara must have been more serious, but still something 

19 —2 
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similar. They probably bore the same relation to such nonsense 
as Heine’s “alleine die Kleine, die Feine, die Reine, die Kine” 

bears to the “eena, deena, dina, do” of the nursery. 

It seems to me necessary to read éxyopevor both for other 

reasons and because it obviates the difficulty raised by Susemihl 

in Philologus, vol. 44, p. 582. 

De Juventute. 

i. 7, 468° 9. dvadroyov ydp eiow ai pifar Tots puTois Kal 

TO Kadovpevov oToua Tos Ewous, dv ov THY Tpodiy Ta pev eK 
THS yns NapBave. ta Sé Oi’ adTar. 

Root of plant, mouth of animal are analogous, because by 

the root the plant gets nourishment out of earth, by the mouth 
the animal gets it 8’ avradv. It seems to me clear that ta pev 
means plants; observe éx THs ys, out of the earth ; this could 

hardly be said of animals, but Aristotle does use the phrase of 

plants. 
And ra 6é must mean animals, as opposed to plants. 

Compare de Incessu iv. 3, 705° 6, ai yap pifar eiot To advo 
rois gutots' éxeiOev yap 4 Tpodr Siadidorar Tois pvopévors 
Kai NapBaver TavTats avtnv, KaOaTep TA Ea Tois oTOmacw. 
What then is 8’? adtév? “The text is undoubtedly corrupt,” 
said Dr Ogle, but it is perhaps possible to take the words to 
mean “and animals by means of them, i.e. plants.” For in the 

long run animal life does depend upon plants. But if this is 

not possible, help may be got from the variant in MZ, dia tov 

avtav, which may easily be a corruption of dva rév gutor. 
As for 8’ airéyv, that anyhow is meaningless, 

ii. 5, 468° 1. GAN opolws Eyer KaTa ye ToUTO Ta Te huTa 
Kal TO TOV évTOMwV yévos. avayKkn Sé Kal Thy OpertiKny 

uy evepyeia pev év Ttois éxovow eivar pilav, Svvaper bé 

Telos. 
Insects and plants are alike in that they, or parts of them, 

can go on living after division. “And it is necessary therefore 
that the nutritive soul also (as well as the bodily part) should 

be (like that part) one actually but plural potentially.” A little 
ordinary attention will enable us to get that much of the 
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translation correct. But we come now to a serious difficulty ; 

what. is the meaning of év tots éyovow? Dr Ogle, who had 
a most extraordinary objection to making Aristotle talk un- 
diluted nonsense, saw that év rots éyovow must be wrong. 

For perhaps someone will tell us what plant or animal does 

not possess a nutritive soul; moreover the whole of this 

discussion is about a very limited class of animals. He 
therefore boldly substituted évrouous for éyovow. But this 
is not only an unlikely conjecture; it is not quite satisfactory 
in itself, because the limited class of animals in question is 
wider than insects. A better correction on both grounds would 

be €v tots <ottws> éxovow. 
ii. 7, 468° 12. 8:0 Kal poxpay alcOnow Eva rovet dvacpov- 

feva ToV popimy Stu exer TL Yruytxov TaOos. I think that 
aic@novw Tovet means “ give indications”; compare the passages 
referred to in the lexicon. olfoy nai ai yeh@var Ths Kapdias 
agnpnuévns. Here cal goes with ai yeAdvat; what else can 
it go with? Aristotle emphasizes the animal because he is 

astonished that one so high in the scale, not a mere insect 
but a reptile, should behave in such a way. 

vi. 1, 470° 19. eémei 5€ wav S@ov Eyer Woynv.... The 
various suggestions to emend Gov are I think mistaken. 

The connexion is this: éveit wav C@ov exer wuyny...tois péev 
gutois...tav dé Sdwv (470° 1).... The trouble arises from not 
appreciating the force of wév and $é, that fruitful source of 

error. Aristotle begins “since every animal has soul” intending 
to go on with “ they all must cool their natural heat somehow.” 

Then he interpolates the wév clause about plants, which runs 

to great length, and gets back to his original start again at 
470” 1. Such a sentence as émel 5¢ advOpwios codos éott, 
miOnkos ev TH xYeLpl ov xphtar avOpwros dé ypHrat, would 
be strictly parallel and quite correct Greek—though it may 
not be true. 

De Respiratione. 

1. 3, 47020. éudvodyevos ody avtos TH Kujo Kataiyer. 

The question is why tortoises can live so long under water, 
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Aristotle answers that their lung has little blood in it and 
therefore little heat, and so by itself (avrds) cools the heat 

of the tortoise’s heart by its motion. For the business of the 

lung is to refrigerate and keep in order the fire of the heart; 
it does this by means of air as a rule; when the tortoise is 

under water it can get no more air, but the motion of the lung 

refrigerates just because it is a motion (see Dr Ogle’s note 
ad loc. on this amazing theory). Everything so far is plain, 

but remains ¢udvopevos. How can this present participle 

mean, as Ogle translates, “when once it has been inflated”? 

It does not; it means “by swelling (and contracting alter- 
nately).” That is what the motion is. Aristotle supposes 

the lung to go on expanding and contracting, precisely as 

the air-bladder of a fish can do, without taking in any fresh 

air. But if it remained at rest, éuaepvonpévos, it would not 
cool the animal at all, and so the perfect participle would spoil 

the sense. 
iv. 2, 472°3. reyes & ws Wyn Kal 7d Oepucv tavTov 

Ta TpoTa oxnuata THv opaipoeddv. Read ravtov dvta 
mpéta, “are the same thing, being the first figures.” For 
cuyxpivopéevoy directly after this éxxpivouévwv must be right 

(L and some ancient authorities). 

iv. 9, 472° 4. anrealovtes S€ moddAaKis avaTvéovewW, WS 

dvawitews yap avatvéovtes, Ste TO Neyomevov Troved Tip 

émt mip. Read o O€, TO Aeyouevov, Tovel mip emi Tp, 
“Democritus, as the proverb says, adds fire to fire.” Cf 

Probl. i. 17, xxii. 12. 

vii. 4, 473° 3. é@yovor S€ mopous eis tov Ew aépa, TaV 
pev ToD o@patos popiwy éddtTous THv Se TOD dépos pelfous. 
Aristotle describes the vessels in the account of respiration 

given by Empedocles. “Too small to give passage to the 

particles of blood,” translates Ogle, who therefore read aipwatos 
for cwparos, and thereby gets sense; then too the actual words 

of Empedocles are date povov pev KevOev. But uopiwy can 

hardly be right for the particles of blood; I should expect 
byxwv, as at Meteor. Iv. ix. 3, 385” 19, éyer Tods mepous pelfous 
tav Tod vdaTos byxwv. After aiwatos had been corrupted to 
cdpatos, cépatos oyxwv was then more or less deliberately 
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changed to cwpatos pwopiwy because the two words so often 

go together. 
vill. 5, 474° 16. Read érz for dre. 
ix. 1, 474° 26. ois wév pixpots Tapmayv Kal Tots avaiuots. 

Surely this cannot mean “small and bloodless animals,” but 

two distinct groups, the very small (whether bloodless or not) 
and the bloodless (whether small or not). Else why the article 

before advaiuous? Besides, the correct translation makes better 

sense. The circumambient air or water is a sufficient re- 
frigerator for a bloodless animal, however large; Aristotle 

particularly states this of the cephalopoda and crustacea at 
476° 32, and these would include the largest bloodless animals. 

But then pxpots wapzrav is incorrectly expressed (as happens 

often enough in Aristotle, Heaven knows), for there are no 
sanguinea which are so cooled according to him; all sanguinea 
have either lungs or gills. What he had in his mind, which 

caused this, was the fact that smaller animals are generally 

shorter-lived than longer, and he is going on to speak of the 

short life of bloodless animals. 
If indeed the correct reading at 474” 31 were puxpa dvta 

pixpas Tvyxdver ports, that would be a fatal argument against 

me. But that is an impossible reading, for it could only mean 

“being small, they get a small push,” whereas the sense required 
is manifestly “they only need a small push.” If we compare 

Problems 1. 17, 861* 31, we see that Aristotle probably wrote 

puxpas Seoueva TUyXaver poms. (Bekker with the best Mss. 

writes puxpds Ttuyxaver poms, omitting pixpa dvta, but that 
also can hardly be tortured into sense.) 

If however we desire the meaning to be “small and blood- 

less,” we must read tofs pév pexpols maurav Kal davaipos; 
that too is not a correct expression for it omits the cephalopoda 
and other invertebrates. But it is not easy to decide in any 

way. 
ix. 2, 475° 5. «al tadra be boa Bowel, olov odijces Kai 

pmronrovOae [Kai rérteyes]. I bracket the last words for two 

reasons. Nobody would use the verb BouBeiv of a cicada. 
And the cicada is added in 475* 18 in a manner which shews 

that it has not been mentioned before. 
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Theocritus (v. 29) speaks of ofak Bop Béwv tértuyos évavTiov 
as an instance of contrast in sound; og BowPei, rérTuE aetder ; 

the former sound is ugly, the latter beautiful. 
ix. 8, 475° 29. dre & ovK avarvet ta évtopa tav Coov 

elpntar pev Kal mpotepov havepdoy oe Kal él TaY pLKpaV 

éott [Sewv] ofov puidy Kal peruTTav. €v yap Tos vypois 
ToAvY xXpdvoyv avavynyeTar, av wn Alav H Oepyov 7) ~Wuxpor, 

Kaito. Ta yuxpayv éxovta Svvamiv muKvOoTepov Entel avamveiv. 

ara Hbeipetar tTadta Kai NéyeTas avomviyer Oar TANpOUpEeVNS 
THs Koidias Kat POeipouévov Tod év TS UTrolwpate duévos (SO 

Ogle, iypod or Oepyod Mss.). I bracket {ew as a manifest 
interpolation. The argument is this: Another proof that 

insects do not breathe is that even small insects swim about 

under water for a long time. If they did breathe they could 
not do this. A large animal which breathes and which has 

not much natural heat, such as a tortoise, may live a long 

time under water, but a small one cannot, because a small 

animal has little strength and consequently, if it does breathe, 

must breathe frequently. (One of Aristotle’s strange notions 

is that holding the breath produces strength; apparently he 
here inverts the proposition.) If then a small insect lives long 

under water, this proves that it does not breathe. The heat 
within it is sufficiently counteracted by the innate spiritus 

which causes a friction and movement of the membrane at 
the hypozoma, as stated earlier in this chapter. But though 

this keeps it alive a good time, yet in the end it dies of what 

is called suffocation (which has just been defined as “ exhaustion 

by lack of refrigeration”), because the abdomen is drenched 
and in consequence the membrane at the hypozoma is rendered 
inefficient and can no longer keep up its motion. (For the 

mere motion of lung in sanguinea or hypozoma in insects 

refrigerates apart from introduction of air; see Ogle, note 41.) 
Thanks to Dr Ogle’s beautiful emendation tpévos this is 

now all clear. The vulgate dypod is obvious nonsense, for 

there is no liquid in the hypozoma; @epyod in MZ seems to 

be a conjecture to get rid of this absurdity, but it only blunders 

out of one error into another. Nobody who has given himself 
the trouble to think for ten minutes on Aristotle’s theory of 
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respiration could suppose that an insect under water is killed 
because the heat in the hypozoma is destroyed. The business 

of the lung in air-breathers is to cool the heat by taking in air; 
a fish cools it by the water; a fly or bee cools it in the air by 

the motion of the membrane at the hypozoma. A fly under 

water is in a cool environment just as it is in the air, but this 
is not enough by itself, the membrane must still move; and it 

is “drowned” because the membrane is spoilt. So far from 

destroying the internal heat, this causes the heat to become 
excessive and the fly dies in consequence “by lack of re- 

frigeration.” 
ix. 11, 475° 10. ov pv eis rédos ye StapKet mpos TO Civ, 

Sia TO OrwyoOcppa civat, éret Kal taév ixOdwv [oi] moddol 

fdow év TH yn, axwwntifovtes pévToL, Kal evpioKovTaL dpuT- 
TOpevoL. 

Crustacea and octopuses (which here evidently stand for 
all the cephalopoda) can live a long time in the air because 
they have little heat and the air suffices to refrigerate them. 

“Yet the air in the long run is not enough to keep them 
alive” dua To dduyoOeppa eivac—what does this mean? It is 

exactly because they are ddAuyobepya that it keeps them alive 

at all. Dr Ogle, with his healthy dislike of nonsense, and 

paraphrasing freely, has contrived to keep the words in a way 
by transposing them to another place at the end of the last 
sentence. But this is unsatisfactory, for we then have both 

dia TO OAlyov exe TO Oepuov and dia TO drAvyOOepua eivac in 

the same sentence. I think they should be omitted altogether, 
as a duplicate reading which has got into the wrong place, or 
else a stupid attempt at explanation. 

Of course it is possible to retain them, translating: “Yet 

in the long run it cannot {keep them alive because of their 
little heat}.” But this practically amounts to making dua 

mean “in spite of,’ and anyhow is intolerable. 

Then ézrel cal tov ityOvw@v means, as. Ogle says, “nor need 
we be surprised at this for, etc.’ He brackets of since it is 
obviously too ludicrous to say that “ most fish live in the mud.” 
This passage is quoted by Sir J. Emerson Tennent in that 

fascinating work, the Natural History of Ceylon, p. 345, where 
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a great quantity of information is given on the subject. See 

also Nature, vol.,88, pp. 107—110. 

xii. 6, 477° 4. oniat S& Kal trodvodes Sia Tod KotXov 

<avAod> tov wtbmép (read td) Ths Kadoupévns Kehadrijs. 
Dr Ogle practically reads avAod for xoidov, but it is better 

to insert it as I have done; cf. Hist. An. 524° 10, mpo rod 
KvUTous © vmép TOV TAEKTAaVaY Eyovat Koidov avrdv. “ Both 
the decapodous and octapodous cephalopoda (for such is the 

meaning of onmiau Kal modv7odes when used generically, just 

as xapkivot Kal xapaB8or a few lines back means crabs and 
lobsters in general) discharge the water through rod avnod, 
the funnel (look at any drawing of a cephalopod) which is 

above the head.” But it is not above the head, it is below 

it, and we must read do. Aristotle’s knowledge of these 

animals excited the admiration of Cuvier and Owen; it is 
not likely that he made a blunder of this kind, which would 

be like saying that an elephant’s tusks are below his mouth. 
Besides he says distinctly elsewhere that it is below the head; 

de Partibus 679* 4, obros & éotiv év tots barrios, 685* 9, Gen. 

An. 720° 27. The only difficulty is that in Hist. An. as quoted 

above he says bmép Tov TAEKTavar, but that is easily solved. 
He there is not speaking of all cephalopoda but only of the 

poulps or octopods, and when one of them sits on the sea- 

bottom his avAds really does stick out above the tentacles, 

though it still could not be described as above the head. 

See eg. Royal Natural History, vol. V1. p. 329. 
xiv. 6, 477° 25. Ogle is plainly right in omitting «al 

aux pov. 

Historia Animalium. 

IV. i. 26, 5257.18. Gore Se yévn wreiw worvTodwy, ev pév 

76 padior’ éruroddfov. This must mean simply “one the 
common form,” for no octopus frequents the surface of the 

sea. The same word émumoddfov is used in the same sense 

of echini at de Partibus 680° 19. 

Iv. ii, 9, 525 34. Sradéper 8 0 KadpaBos o adppnv Tis 
Onrelas' Ths pev yap Onrelas o patos mods Sixpous ear, 
See Thompson’s most interesting note, from which it appears 
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that the first foot must be taken to mean “ first reckoning from 

behind.” I cannot think that this way of reckoning is at all 

likely ; is it not more probable that wp@ros is an instance of 

the common corruption of rérapros? For the foot in question 
is the fourth, if the big claws are not included, and though 
Aristotle has previously observed that the number is five 

including the claws he was not bound to include them always. 
Iv. ii, 24, 527° 8. radra pév ody tavta éxovot Kal ot 

KdpaBou Kat ai Kxapides Kal of KapKivot Kal yap ddovtas dv0 

éyovow oi Kkapxivo. Dittmeyer brackets this sentence; it 
should rather be transposed to follow wavr’ éyes tadta in 
526 33. For in a general sense xapaBo., capides, capKivot 
covers the whole of Aristotle’s malacostraca, and (after they 

have been thus transposed) he goes on to tas id/as Svadopas. 

IV. ii. 28, 527° 26. éyes S€ Kat év TovTm capKa épvOpar. 
There is nothing for év tovt@ to refer to; read évradéa. 

“Hereabouts” Thompson. “rovros legit aut finxit Gaza, 
pronomen ad pedes referens; rovT@...explicari non potest” 

Dittmeyer. But Gaza’s reading does not give the right sense. 

IV. vil. 6, 532° 9. Kal of pvwires Sé Kal of oiatpor ioyupov 
ToT éyovat, kal Ta\Xa oYEdOY Ta Treicta. As Aubert and 

Wimmer say, this must be corrupt. Aristotle speaks of the 

tongue of stinging insects; for mdelora read mrciota Tov 
dimtépwv. Cf. de Partibus 683* 14—20. 

Iv. ix. 4, 535° 11. 6 yap wodos tpiis éoti tod gow 
mvevjiatos. These words are an unintelligent interpolation 

by someone who remembered that other insects, but not those 
here mentioned, make a noise in the way here described. 

VL ii. 6, 559° 7. drav & dyevO7, dvw mpds TO brdlwpa 
NapBaver 4% Onreva. Read pds TO brofmpari, for the meaning 

can be nothing but “conceives near the hypozoma,” as is further 
shewn by the next sentence. So too Gaza translates it. 

VL. iii. 8, 561° 6. 76 8 wypov év TH ypdv@ TovT@ iypdv 

éoTw On Kai Trelov 7 TO KaTa hvow. This means that the 
yolk is by this time liquid and larger than at first (larger 

because it absorbs the white); ef. Gen. An. 75325. But what 
does tO kata gvow mean? Aristotle states that the yolk is 
regularly larger at this time; therefore it is card gvow that 
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it should be so, “Als im Anfange” translate Aubert and 
Wimmer, and that is the meaning we want. It really looks 
as if we ought to read «car dpyjv, and this is not more 
outrageous than many of the corruptions in Aristotle’s 
scientific works. Indeed a much more extraordinary con- 
fusion occurs with this same word at de Partibus 678* 26, 

Gewpia PY, apyh SU, apyny E. 

De Partibus Animalium. 

I. iv. 7, 644° 9. ofov rd tév dpvidwy yévos mpds avTa 
mwérovOev. avta yields no meaning, Y has avrd, read avro. 
“Such a resemblance as we find in the class of birds compared 
with itself?’ ie. when we compare the members of the class 
with one another. 

I. v. 12, 645° 16. 1d cvvodov capa cuvéotnke tpakews 

Tivos €vexa mAnpous. As the parts of an animal exist each 
for its own activity, so the whole body must exist for a 
complicated set of activities. Azpovs is a strange word for 

this, and P has preserved the real word, woAvpepods.. This 

was corrupted to zoAvpouvs in E and aaAnpous in SUY. 
u. x. 1, 655° 29. maou yap trois Sos Kal Tedeiors SVO Ta 

avaykawoTata popia éotiv, 4 Te SéyovTar THY Tpodyy Kal 7 
TO TepitTopa adp.iaow. 

This statement is not true, and Aristotle himself makes an 

exception to it in Hist. An. Iv. vi. 531° 9, speaking of sea- 
anemones; on the other hand he contradicts himself about the 
sea-anemone at Hist. An. VIII. il. 590° 30; such contradictions 

are not very uncommon in him. Anyhow here he certainly 

states that all animals have both parts. But what is xa 

Terelows ? Read <xal rerevovpévois> Kai terelots. It is while 

the animal is growing and when it is full grown alike that 

tpod1) is necessary, and in both cases this involves also a 
mechanism for getting rid of the wepirrwpa. 

I do not mean to say that Aristotle includes the embryo 
in redevovpévors; he would only mean to refer to the period 
of growth after the young has been liberated from the mother 

or the egg. In this connexion an interesting question may be 
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raised. How did Aristotle suppose that the embryo discharged 
its external wepittwua? This question is never raised by him 

himself, I believe; his answer however would certainly have 

been this. The embryo “lives the life of a plant” (Gen. An. 

736” 13, 7797 1). And plants have no wepitrwpa whatever 

(De Partibus 650* 22, 655° 32, Hist. An. 531° 8). Therefore 

the embryo also in early stages has no external wepitrwpa, 
but uses up the whole of the tpo¢y for its own growth. But 

he notes carefully that at the end of embryonic development 

mepittopata have begun to exist in the intestinal canal, 

Hist. An. 562° 10. 
The last word of our present passage clearly should be 

agdiaow (SUY), not agycovow (EPZ Bekker). 
I. xiv. 4, 658° 29. Omit mpavés, which has got in as a 

note in consequence of section 3. 

IIl. i. 16, 662° 10. dca Sé ronddya kal boa trap Edn &, 

Kabamrep TA TAMTA Kal oTEyaVOTTOOA, TA “eV AddOV (adda ov Z) 

TpoTov xpHnoywov exer TO puyyos, Ta SE TAAaTUpYyYa adTav 
éotiv. Aristotle here describes the beaks of two classes of 
birds, as shewn by the double éca. They are put together 

because the wondarya do live map’ €dn; cf. 693° 15; in fact 
he would have expressed his meaning more correctly if he 
had said cai dca adda tap’ édrn fF. Of these two classes 

one has a broad bill to dig up herbage, ie. the former of the 

two, but the arrangement is chiastic. What then about the 
other class? How feeble to say merely d\Aov tpomov ypnotpov! 
And why should Z give so strange a variant as d\Xa ov ? 

These other marsh birds are described more fully at 693° 17, 

yiveras Tois ToLovTOLS O wev avynv KaOdTeEp GdLEUTLKOS KdNaMOS 
To 5é puryxos olov opyia Kal TO dyxiotpov. Is not adda ov then 

the remnant of ddvsevtixdv? addtéwy would be much nearer 

but I doubt its possibility. («addpov will not do.) 
Ill. ii. 3, 662° 35. trav Sé Suyadav Ta ev TOAAA Képata 

éye mpos adKnv, Kal TOV povixywv évia, Ta Se Kal mpds 
BoyOevav. “Ocows Sé py dédmxev 4 pots aAANV aGdKHV Tpds 
owTnpiav.... 

This éco1s has no apodosis. Consideration of the whole 

context suggests that we should read pds BonOevav dco 
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pn dédaxev. “Most cloven-hoofed animals have horns for 
offensive purposes (as also the rhinoceros); some only for 
defence, namely those which have no other means of securing 
their safety.” 

III. iv. 28, 667° 20. peydras dé Tas Kapdias éxover Nayos, 

€rxagos, wds, bawa, dvos, mapSarts, yadrH, Kal Tara oKEdOV 
mav? boa havepas Sera } Sia HoBov Kaxodpya. 

It is not credible that the leopard should be included 
among these animals; its ferocity would be familiar to every 

reader of Homer, even supposing Aristotle had not much first- 

hand information about it, and he says of it himself that it 

is “always savage,” Hist. An. 488* 28. There is some sad 

nonsense about it in the Phystognomonica, cap. v., but there 

too it is one Tay avdpetwy Sowv. Sopxadris might easily be 
corrupted to mapdadis; this form is only extant in poets, 

but Sopxds is evidently unlikely to have been the original. 
Cf. Herodian Hist. 1. xv. 3 where édddous nal Sopxddas are 

contrasted with Aéovtas Kal mapddrews boa te Coa yevvaia. 

And Nonnus Dion. xv 183, 188. 

ul. xiv. 26, 676° 4. tots wév odv Ondreow yivetas Strov av 

TUX TOD dvw évTépov % vioTis* of 8 appeves EXovat pd TOD 
tudrod Kal THis KaTw Kolrias. 

This ludicrous nonsense was never written by Aristotle, 

who has just described the intestine with what I am told is 

great accuracy. Luckily the Mss. variations shew pretty well 

what has happened. For 07Xeou Z has redelous, and the half- 

way house to @7Xeou is in SU which have O@nr«ious. Of what 
then is reAeiors itself a corruption? The answer is in 675* 35, 
SuoTep ai Kuves...Tots b€ reloow. For Oder therefore read 
mretoou and for of & dppeves read ai d¢ xdves. A comparison 
of the two passages makes this correction inevitable. 

Much the same has happened at Hist. An. 606* 18, where 

the mss. all have dppeves and those of Gaza and. Albertus 
apparently had @7Aea, but the right readings are dpves and 

Ttadrxa; see Thompson’s note. And at 572° 20 Aubert and 
Wimmer rightly restore dppeva for dypia or aypimtepa. 

One would like to suppose that ae«/oou was first corrupted 
and that dppeves was a deliberate change to correspond. But 
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as SUZ all have dppeves it seems that the corruption began 

with ai &é€ xuves. 
Iv. x. 16, 686" 26. aitvov 8, doep cipnta mpdtepov, OTe 

Hh THS Wuyxhs apy? TorAr@ 87 Svokivytos éote Kal cwopaTwdys. 
After wodA@ 57 Y inserts cai. The reason previously given 
is TO yap Bapos Svoxivyntov rove (686° 31). Here then we 

should read woAA@ 57) kai <Bapel cwpate Katadepopévn> or 

the like. 

IV. xiii. 2, 695° 5. ravrnv 8 ovy opoiay éyovor ravtes, 
G@\Aa TA ev TapatAnciav, Thv Sé TAaATEWY Evia aKxavOwdn 
Kai paKpav. 

“The tail is not alike in all fish, but in some it is like—” 

like what? Read by all means Housman’s note on Manilius 

1. 317. Ogle adds rots wrepuyious which gives sense and may 

be right. But P reads tad pév GXa TaparAnciar; this ddr\a 
may indeed mean “other fishes” as contrasted with rAatéwv 
éva, or it may be an accidental repetition of adAd, but it is 
possible too that it is a corruption of du». “Spade-like” would 

not be a bad description of the tail of homocercal fishes such 
as tench or carp. 

De Motu Animalium. 

il. 2, 698° 15. ef yap troddcet det, olov Tots puvol Tois év 
™ YR 7 Tois év TH Aupm tropevopévors, ov mpoacw. If the 

ground is to keep on giving way beneath you, you can’t get 
on. For puoi read woot with E and omit rots év tH yn 4 

altogether. SY already omit rojs, and I take it that év 77 yf 
was a variant on év TH dupe. 

il. 3, 699° 25. ta Eda Kai Ta Kwovpeva Sv avtav. Omit 

«al with PS, and read atta. 

iv. 8, 700° 8. Read avrofs with P. “In the case of those 
animals which move themselves.” 

v. 1, 700° 26. aédtepov 8 év TO abTO KWwodvTL KaTa TOTrOV 
ove Sei TL péverv, ) Kal év TO GdroLovpévw avTO bp avdTod 

Kal av€avouévov ; Then the next sentence should be put in a 
parenthesis, and we go on @omep 8 €v TO dro, Kal ev TH Cow 

Kivnots TpeTH avTn, Otay TErXewOH, WoTEe Kal avEHcEws, el TOTE 
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ylveTal, AUTO avT@ aitiov Kal GdroLWaews; (I add the mark 
of interrogation, for there is no sense in all. this without it.) 

“As in the universe there is a mp@tov «ivodv which is itself 
at rest, is there a similar first movement also in an animal 

when full-grown? If there is, then the animal itself (as 

possessing this first principle of movement) must also be the 
cause of its own growth and change.” ef dé px, ovK avdyxn, 

(virgulam pro periodo scripsi) ai d€ mporar avéjoes Kal 
adrowwoers tT adrou yivoyvtar kal Sv érépwv. (Here we 

want a full stop, the next clause going on to another matter.) 

“But if there is no such rp@rovy xuvody in the animal, it need 
not make itself grow, but the origin of growth and change is 
started by something else.” 

vii. 12, 701 28. Bekker’s text and punctuation are a 
nightmare. Stop and read thus: érv 6€ kata Oeppornta 4 

Wow Kat’ adXo TL ToLODTOY TaOos Gray yévnTat GdAXoiwatS 

Tept THY Kapdiay, Kal éx TavTns (€v TavTH MSS.) KaTa péyeOos 
év aicOntixd (avaicOjto EH, év dvaicOynr@ cett.) wopi@, ToANHV 
moves TOU gwuaTos Siapopav. “When any change in respect 

of heat etc. takes place in the region of the heart, and when 

a corresponding change starting from this (the heart) results in 

proportion (kata péye8os, the corresponding change being much 

greater than the first impulse) in a sensitive part, it makes a 

great change in the body.” 
ix. 2, 702° 17. opolws 8 éyes mpds <tTavtas> Tas KwHoes 

TOUTO, Kal Tas amd Tov avw Kal Kato. It is necessary to add 

tavras, for the sense is: “ And the heart has the same relation 

not only to these movements (of the right and left) but also 

to the movements of the upper and lower parts.” Cf. de 

Incessu iv. 
ix. 6, 702” 36. Omit cuvovpévor. 
The above was in type before Mr Farquharson’s learned 

translation appeared. 

De Incessu Animaliwm. 

709° 19. Suvycerar yap todro TO 7 npemodv Kai THY 

itroreivovcav. In the last number of this Journal, page 42, 
I made some sense out of this at the expense of some violent 
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changes of the text. In particular I had assumed that rap 
vroteivovcay must mean the hypothenuse of a right-angled 

triangle, as it certainly does in 709* 1; this necessitated 
reading 7) Uroteivovea and taking dvvac@au in different senses 
in the two sentences referred to. I certainly did not feel 
altogether comfortable about this, and am greatly obliged to 

Sir Thomas Heath for pointing out to me the real meaning 

of this sentence. I cannot do better than quote his letter on 

the subject. 
“The difficulty of interpretation is caused by the use of 

Umoteivovca in two senses, the first the technical sense in 

line 1, the second the non-technical sense in line 20. I think 

that Suvapévn and dvyncerar must mean the same thing in the 
two passages, ‘has its square equal to (the squares on—),’ 
The parallel works out thus: 

Line 1. Line 19. 

% vmoteivovaa =TovTo, the leg which is stretched forward, 
duvayévn = duvncerat, 

TO pévov péyeOos = TO HpEmodn, 
THY peTaeD = Tv UToTeivovcar. 

“For the non-technical sense of troteivouca cf. irorératat 
in 695* 2; the sense is the same as that e.g. of ‘subtangent’ 

and ‘subnormal’ in conics. : 
“The sentence can, I am sure, only mean ‘the square on 

this is equal to the squares on the stationary leg (i.e. perpen- 
dicular) and on the subnormal (or intervening horizontal line, 

stretched out underneath), 
“Therefore I think that no alteration in the text is required 

in 709* 19, 20.” 
It is evident to me that Sir Thomas Heath is right, and 

I retract my proposals with apologies to all concerned. 

But it still remains to fit this sentence on to its predecessor. 
The whole passage is this: ef yap dp00d dvtos Parépou oKédous 
Garepoy éorar mpoBeBnkds, peifov éorar, icov dv+ Suvncetar 
yap todro to + xpewodv Kal Tv broTteivovcav. The leg 
which is put forward is only equal to the other on which the 
man stands. But if it is to touch the ground, petfov gota, 

Journal of Philology. vou, xxx11. 20 
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because it will have to be the square root of the sum of the 
other two squares. For if a line is such a root it is evident 

that it would be greater than either of the other two lines. 
This explains also that other sentence 709° 1, érav de 

mpoBaivn, yiverat  UToTeivovea Kai Suvapévn TO wévov péryeBos 
kal tiv petaév. I said on page 41: “then AC is the hypothe- 
nuse of the triangle, being, as Aristotle irrelevantly remarks, 

the square root etc.” One should think twice before accusing 
Aristotle of irrelevance, and indeed I had thought more than 
twice about it, but could not see the point. I see now that 

when he says 7) d7roteivouca Kai dvvapévyn xTr. he means “the 
hypothenuse and therefore greater than either AB or BC,’ 

which is important for his argument. But why couldn't he 
say so plainly? It seems that when he wrote this work he 

was determined to drive his readers mad; to put simple 
mathematics in the worst form you can sink of was a trick 

he had learnt from Plato. 

Problemata. 

1. 15, 861° 6. rapayodns yap Kal ov pia <)> méWis. 
Iv. 2, 876° 7. ovte py Tav db0arpav- KataBrAnOévTor. 

Delete «7, which got in from the line above. 
x. 52, 89612. ov yap 8 opotws bts wav (od codd. al.) 

féov Kadov. Read opoiws orsodr. 
ibid. 896" 19. aAXa Huets TO Els THY cuvovaiav Ov bTL oO 

pev Kador, OTe eid nah xaipowev opavtes. Read xadodmev 

for Ore 0 pév. 
x1. 13, 900* 30. of yap Beppot TO Mvevpatt avdovvTES 

morw PBapvTepov avrovow. Read Ocpy@, and compare Gen. 

An. 788* 20. 
x1. 33, 903* 23. Omit xaOamep ris jmépas, which got in 

from 26. 
XI. 34, 908° 35. @o7ep Kai <o> émi Tods dpxeis (SC. Tépos). 

x1. 58, 905" 39. For é«mimrew read eomimreu. 

xx. 7, 923° 35. 4 dmravta pév péype TovTov axudfer ews 

dv kata TO omépwa axuaty. Read gos dv Kai 70 oméppa 

aKkpaon. 
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XXVI. 16, 942° 14. peyadroxvpov <or>. 

XXvi. 48, 945° 30. For épépero read péperau. 
Xxvi. 53, 946° 34. For Sopwdéorarov read fopwdéarepor. 
XXvit. 11, 949° 19. For cuyxiwel read cupBaiver. ovve 

and ovvf are practically identical. 
xxvii. 1, 949° 36. rpodh <péev> pemeypéva. 
XXIX. 6, 950" 28. aioysor for aicypov. 
Xxx. 1, 954° 22. ésrumonXauos for éruToXaios. 

XXXI. 2, 957" 6. wrelous odcas is a dittography for mXeious 

ai. 
Finally it must be added that Mr Bywater’s criticism has 

caused me to rewrite the first note (on De Anima), with which 

he entirely disagrees. 

ARTHUR PLATT. 



ARISTOTLE, METAPHYSICS, 1048* 30 sqa. 

In the case of the passage from the Poetics above discussed, 
I have suggested that the text has been corrupted by a special 

effect of homeoteleuton. Such an effect, which seems possible 

enough of itself, would, if it really came about, tend to produce 
a somewhat unusual kind of disturbance, as in the supposed 

instance in the Poetics (1449* 27), which could not be remedied 
by ordinary methods of emending the words in the text, 
The probability of the hypothesis advocated will be heightened 

if passages can be found presenting difficulties which have 
fairly defied other methods but have a plausible solution by 

this one. 

Such a passage there seems to be in the Metaphysics 

(1048* 30 sqq.) to the difficulty of which my attention has 

recently been directed by Mr Charles Cannan. It is indeed so 
far unlike the passage in the Poetics that there is a hitch in 

the construction of the text taken by itself, and not merely in 

its relation to another passage; but while no treatment on 
ordinary principles seems to have been offered which is at all 

successful the hypothesis of a loss by homeeoteleuton would 

yield a result of the kind which seems required. 

The passage is as follows :—éors 8 4) évépyesa TO brdpyew 
TO Tpayua pf oUTws WaoTrep Aéyomev Suvdper DAéyomev Se 
Suvapes olov év TO EVAW ‘Epphy Kai ev TH OAH THY huioeav, OTL 
apaipebein av, Kai émuctHpova Kal Tov fn OewpodyTa, éav 

duvatos 4 Oewpfcars 7o 8 évepyeia. Shdov & el Tov 
xabéxacta TH étraywyn 0 BovrAcpueba réyewv, Kal ov det TavTos 

dpov Cnteiv GdAA Kal TO dvadoyov cuvopay, OTL ws TO oiKOdoMoDY 

Mpos TO olKOdomLKOY Kal TO eypnyopos mpos TO Kabeddor, Kai TO 

op@y mpos TO mov K.T.A. 
Bonitz puts the sentence Aéyouev Sé Svvdper...dewphjoar in 

a parenthesis, following, as he says, Alexander; but admitting 

that this is not a sufficient remedy, he suggests that perhaps 
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the stop after évepyela and the conjunction 5é after 57Aop 

should be omitted. But it is evident that the context thus 
produced would be scarcely tolerable, the idiomatically perfect 
sentence beginning with 67Aov would be destroyed and an 
unnatural turn given to the construction’. 

If we look at the illustration Aristotle gives of the ro 
duvapuer, what the évépyera is in each case is obvious, because 
it is mentioned in each case to explain the ddvayis. In 

accordance with this I would suggest that Aristotle may have 

written ro 8 évepyeta Sjdov ev TovTous 6 TL TOT ete or SOME 
equivalent, such as perhaps simply to 8 évepyela djrov év Tots 
TotovTots, or év TovTo“s. The scribe navieg before him e.g. To 
& évepyela dijdov év rovtous: Sijdov 8 émi Tav Kal” Exacta TH 

érrayory7 0 Bovrbpeba Aévyetv, would pass from the first d7Xov 
to the second and thus produce the actual text, through loss 

of the words between the two instances of 57Xov. 

The repetition of 87Xor is hardly a difficulty; for Aristotle 

is quite careless about repeating a word in the same context, 

if it happens to be the right word each time for what he wants 

to express. 
It seems to me that the only alternative to an emendation 

of this kind is to suppose 7d 8’ évepyeia to be an extreme case 
of elliptical expression and equivalent to ‘the other element 
mentioned in each case is that which is évepyeta’ or ‘the other 

element mentioned in each case we say (Aéyouer) is évepyela’: 
but I doubt whether this will commend itself as an at all likely 

solution, 

J. COOK WILSON, 

1 [ find that some students of the have a harshness for which it might 
passage have supposed, though not 
without misgiving, that the remedy 
might be to put the words dor 
& éml...cuvopavy in a parenthesis, omit 
the following dru (with one of the 
MSS.), and remove the full stop after 
évepyelg. But while the sense produced 
would be a scarcely possible piece of 
‘logic,’ the verbal expression would 

be very hard to find a parallel, and 
would, like the other method, destroy 

a closely coherent sentence. It would 

separate 7d dvd\oyoy from what is 
naturally the epexegesis of it, viz. dru 

ws Td olkodomodv mpds 7d olxodomiKdy Kal 

TO éypnyopds pds 7d KadeDdov K.7.A,— 
a difficulty which seems decisive, 



ARISTOTLE: Z£. EZ. B viii, 1225° 14; H. A. A viii, 533 15. 

Eudemian Ethics B viii 20. 1225° 14 ef yap va pH AaBn 
Wnrapav amoxteivor, yedoios av ein ei Aéyou Ott Bia Kal 

dvayKxatomevos, GAXa Set peifov Kaxodv Kai AuTNpOTEpoY eivat 

0 meloeTaL f2) TroLnoas. 
Insert o before Wnradov, and compare Phrynichus in 

Bekker’s Anecdota 1 73 Wnradivda: tmadia tis éotuv, évos 

Tivos Sedeuévou Tovs opOarpovrs Kal Tods év KUKAM WHrAPBVTOS 
Kal AéyovTos éExactov Tovvoua. Plainly wyradivda was the 

game which we know as “Blindman’s buff,’ Shakespeare’s 

“Hoodman blind.” Eudemus says: “If a man in order that 

he might not be caught were to kill the ‘blind man’ of the 
game, it would be absurd of him to plead compulsion ; because, 
if he were not to kill him, and were to be caught, the con- 

sequences would not be serious.” 

Historiae Animalium Iv viii 533” 15 érs & év rats Onpais 
tov ixOvev bre pwadiota evraBodvrat odor Toveiv 7) KOT NS 

}) Suxtv@v of wept thy Onpav ta’tny dvtes+ GAN Stay KaTa- 

vojvowaw &v TW TOTM TOOLS AOpdous dvTAas, éx ToooUTOU 

romou Tekparpopevot Kabiaot Ta SixTva, OTrws pHTE KOTNS pHTE 
Ths puphs Ths dduados adixntar mpos Tov ToTov éxeivoy 6 Wrodos* 

mapayyéAXovel Te Taot Tots valTals OTL padioTa ovyh Teiv 

wexpe Tep av cuyKuKA@owVTAL. 
Plainly é« tocovtov rorov...cabiaot ta Sixtva Oras pte 

Kons «.7T.A. cannot mean “so werfen sie die Netze in etwa 
solcher Entfernung aus, dass kein Gerausch...bis zu jener 
Stelle gelangen kann” (Aubert u. Wimmer). But we have 

what we want, if, in place of é« tocovTou Tomov, we write é«Tos 
Tov torov: “they let down their nets outside the place where 

the fish are, in order that no noise may reach it.” My attention 
was called to this passage by my friend Professor Arthur Platt. 

HENRY JACKSON. 

10 February 1913. 



‘VERIFY YOUR QUOTATIONS.’ 

Whether the Will.of Aristotle in Diogenes Laertius be 

genuine or, as some think, a fabrication, it is on either 

assumption an interesting document, more especially as one 
of its provisions implies that Aristotle either was, or was 
supposed to have been, a sincere and dutiful follower in private 

life of the established religion of his country. In more than 

one modern work on Aristotle, however, the provision reappears 

in a form which raises a serious question : 
‘During some past danger of Nikanor (we do not know 

what) Aristotle had made a vow of four marble animal 

figures, in case the danger were averted, to Zeus the Preserver 

and Athéné the Preserver. Nikanor is directed to fulfil this 

vow and to dedicate the figures in Stageira.’ 
‘Nicanor is charged...to fulfil a vow formerly made by 

himself of four marble figures of animals to Zeus the 
Preserver and Athene the Preserver. This last clause throws 

suspicion on the genuineness of the document, for it looks like 

a mere imitation of the dying injunction of Socrates: “We owe 
a cock to Aesculapius; pay the debt and do not fail.” Other 
points also suggest doubts.’ 

‘Wird endlich in der Aufstellung von vier Thierbildern, 

die Arist. Zeus dem Erretter und Athene der Erretterin fir 

Nikanor gelobt habe...eine Nachahmung des Sokratischen 
Opfers fiir Asklepios...gesucht, so scheint mir diese Parallele 
doch zu weit hergeholt; in der Sache aber ist dieser Zug ganz 
unbedenklich,’ 

It will be observed that the eminent scholars, from whose 

works the above quotations come, have taken all three of them 
the same view of the meaning of the clause, and find no 

difficulty in the religious situation which their several state- 
ments seem to presuppose. But the plain man may very 
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naturally ask, Why animal figures? Is one to infer from 
this the survival of theriomorphic deities in a Greek colony 

even in the days of Alexander the Great? One would also 
like to know why there were to be four such figures, when 
only two deities, Zeus and Athene, were concerned. It may 

perhaps be as well, then, before any attempt to solve the 

puzzle, to look into Diogenes Laertius (5. 16) and see how 

the clause stands there in the Greek: 

avabeivar 5é kal Nixdvopa cwévta, iv ebyny vTép avTov 

nvédunv, Soa NiOwva TeTparHnyy Ai cwrhpr Kal “AOnva 
cwteipa év Lrayeipocs. 

* 
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